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AbstractThis thesis is an inquiry into the nature of the high-level, rhetorical structure of unrestrictednatural language texts, computational means to enable its derivation, and two applications(in automatic summarization and natural language generation) that follow from the abilityto build such structures automatically.The thesis proposes a �rst-order formalization of the high-level, rhetorical structure oftext. The formalization assumes that text can be sequenced into elementary units; thatdiscourse relations hold between textual units of various sizes; that some textual units aremore important to the writer's purpose than others; and that trees are a good approximationof the abstract structure of text. The formalization also introduces a linguistically motivatedcompositionality criterion, which is shown to hold for the text structures that are valid.The thesis proposes, analyzes theoretically, and compares empirically four algorithms fordetermining the valid text structures of a sequence of units among which some rhetoricalrelations hold. Two algorithms apply model-theoretic techniques; the other two applyproof-theoretic techniques.The formalization and the algorithms mentioned so far correspond to the theoreticalfacet of the thesis. An exploratory corpus analysis of cue phrases provides the means forapplying the formalization to unrestricted natural language texts. A set of empiricallymotivated algorithms were designed in order to determine the elementary textual units ofa text, to hypothesize rhetorical relations that hold among these units, and eventually, toderive the discourse structure of that text. The process that �nds the discourse structureof unrestricted natural language texts is called rhetorical parsing.The thesis explores two possible applications of the text theory that it proposes. The�rst application concerns a discourse-based summarization system, which is shown to sig-ni�cantly outperform both a baseline algorithm and a commercial system. An empiricalpsycholinguistic experiment not only provides an objective evaluation of the summarizationsystem, but also con�rms the adequacy of using the text theory proposed here in order todetermine the most important units in a text. The second application concerns a set of textplanning algorithms that can be used by natural language generation systems in order toconstruct text plans in the cases in which the high-level communicative goal is to map anentire knowledge pool into text. iii
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Chapter 1Introduction1.1 MotivationResearch in linguistics and computational linguistics has long pointed out that text is notjust a simple sequence of clauses and sentences, but rather, a highly elaborate structure.Still, a formal theory of text, one that can be easily implemented in computational systems,is yet to be developed. In fact, the lack of such a theory is reected by current naturallanguage systems: most of them process text on a sentence-by-sentence basis. For example,if they were given the sequences of words shown in (1.1) and (1.2) below, which di�er onlyin the order of the sentences, they would, most likely, derive in both cases syntactic treesand construct semantic representations for each of the individual sentences without noticingany anomalies. Yet, only the sequence shown in (1.1) is coherent, i.e., is understandabletext. The sequence shown in (1.2) does not make too much sense; consider just its �rstsentence: it is clear that we cannot start a text with an explicitly marked example.With its distant orbit | 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth | and slimatmospheric blanket, Mars experiences frigid weather conditions. Surface tem-peratures typically average about �60 degrees Celsius (�76 degrees Fahrenheit)at the equator and can dip to �123 degrees C near the poles. Only the middaysun at tropical latitudes is warm enough to thaw ice on occasion, but any liquidwater formed in this way would evaporate almost instantly because of the lowatmospheric pressure.Although the atmosphere holds a small amount of water, and water-iceclouds sometimes develop, most Martian weather involves blowing dust or carbondioxide. Each winter, for example, a blizzard of frozen carbon dioxide rages overone pole, and a few meters of this dry-ice snow accumulate as previously frozencarbon dioxide evaporates from the opposite polar cap. Yet even on the summer
(1.1)

1
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pole, where the sun remains in the sky all day long, temperatures never warmenough to melt frozen water.Each winter, for example, a blizzard of frozen carbon dioxide rages over one pole,and a few meters of this dry-ice snow accumulate as previously frozen carbon diox-ide evaporates from the opposite polar cap. With its distant orbit { 50 percentfarther from the sun than Earth { and slim atmospheric blanket, Mars expe-riences frigid weather conditions. Only the midday sun at tropical latitudes iswarm enough to thaw ice on occasion, but any liquid water formed in this waywould evaporate almost instantly because of the low atmospheric pressure.Yet even on the summer pole, where the sun remains in the sky all daylong, temperatures never warm enough to melt frozen water. Although the atmo-sphere holds a small amount of water, and water-ice clouds sometimes develop,most Martian weather involves blowing dust or carbon dioxide. Surface temper-atures typically average about �60 degrees Celsius (�76 degrees Fahrenheit) atthe equator and can dip to �123 degrees C near the poles.
(1.2)

The fact that sequence (1.1) is coherent text, while sequence (1.2) is merely a collection ofsentences, although each is exemplary when taken in isolation, suggests that extra-sententialfactors play a major role in text understanding. If we are to build pro�cient natural languagesystems, it seems, therefore, obvious that we also need to enable these systems to deriveinferences that pertain not only to the intra-sentential level, but to the extra-sentential levelas well.The inferences that I have in mind here are primarily of a rhetorical and intentionalnature. Such inferences would enable a system to understand how the information givenin di�erent sentences and clauses is related, where the textual segments are, what thearguments that support a certain claim are, what the important clauses and sentences ina text are, etc. With respect to text (1.1), such inferences will explain that \50 percentfarther from the sun than Earth" is just some parenthetical information that is not centralto the understanding of the whole text; that \Surface temperatures typically average about�60 degrees Celsius (�76 degrees Fahrenheit) at the equator and can dip to �123 degreesC near the poles" is just an elaboration of the fact that \Mars experiences frigid weatherconditions"; and that it is \the low atmospheric pressure" that causes the liquid water toevaporate.One possible way to represent these inferences explicitly is by means of a tree structuresuch as that shown in �gure 1.1, where each leaf of the tree is associated with a contiguoustextual span; the parenthetical units are enclosed within curly brackets; the internal nodesare labelled with the names of the rhetorical relations that hold between the textual spans2
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Elaboration

Elaboration Example

Background Elaboration

 With its distant orbit{
- 50 percent farther

from the sun than Earth-
} and slim atmospheric

blanket,

 Mars experiences frigid
weather conditions.

  Surface temperatures
typically average about

-60 degrees Celsius{
(-76 degrees Fahrenheit)}

at the equator and can
dip to -123 degrees
C near the poles.

Contrast

 Only the midday sun
at tropical latitudes

is warm enough to thaw
ice on occasion,

Cause

 but any liquid water
formed in this way would
evaporate almost instantly

 because of the low atmospheric
pressure.

Concession Antithesis

 Although the atmosphere
holds a small amount

of water, and water-ice
clouds sometimes develop,

 most Martian weather
involves blowing dust

or carbon dioxide.

 Each winter, for example,
a blizzard of frozen

carbon dioxide rages
over one pole, and a

few meters of this dry-ice
snow accumulate as previously

frozen carbon dioxide
evaporates from the
opposite polar cap.

 Yet even on the summer
pole{, where the sun
remains in the sky all

day long,} temperatures
never warm enough to

melt frozen water.

Figure 1.1: A tree-like structure that shows the rhetorical relations between the textual units of (1.1).
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that are subsumed by their child nodes; and solid boxes and lines denote textual spansthat are important to the writer's purpose. For example, the textual unit \most Martianweather involves blowing dust or carbon dioxide" is surrounded by a solid box and the unit\Although the atmosphere holds a small amount of water, and water-ice clouds sometimesdevelop," is surrounded by a dotted box, because the former represents something that ismore essential to the writer's purpose than the latter.During the continuous re�nement of the text and discourse theories that have beenproposed so far, it has become clear that an adequate formal and computational account oftext structures would have to provide answers to questions such as these:� What is the abstract structure of text? Does it resemble the tree-structure shown in�gure 1.1? If so, what are the constraints that characterize this structure?� What are the elementary units of texts?� What are the relations that could hold between two textual units and what is thenature of these relations? Are these relations grounded in the events and the worldthat the text describes? Or are they grounded in general principles of rhetoric, argu-mentation, and linguistics? Or both?� Is there any correlation between these relations and the concrete lexicogrammaticalrealization of texts?� How can text structures be determined automatically?� Is there any correlation between the structure of text and what readers perceive asbeing important?This thesis is an attempt to answer some of these questions. More precisely, it is aninquiry into the formal properties of the high-level structure of unrestricted natural languagetext, the computational means that would enable its derivation, and two applications inautomatic summarization and natural language generation that follow from the ability toautomatically derive such structures.1.2 Overview of the thesisPrevious discourse and text theories can be partitioned into two classes.� In the �rst class, we �nd the theories developed in the traditional, truth-based seman-tic perspective on language [Kamp, 1981, Lascarides and Asher, 1991, Lascarides etal., 1992, Lascarides and Oberlander, 1992, Lascarides and Asher, 1993, Asher, 1993,Kamp and Reyle, 1993, Asher and Lascarides, 1994, Kameyama, 1994, Gardent, 1994,4
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Polanyi and van den Berg, 1996, van den Berg, 1996, Gardent, 1997, Schilder, 1997,Cristea and Webber, 1997]. These theories have a grammar as their backbone and relyon sophisticated logics of belief and default logics in order to intertwine and character-ize the sentence- and discourse-based linguistic phenomena. Although these theoriescan be used to explain why \he" is a co-referent of \John" and \it" a co-referent of\donkey" in example (1.3) below, and to infer that \Max fell" because \John pushedhim" in example (1.4), they are not tractable and cannot handle naturally occurringtexts, such as that shown in (1.1).John has a donkey. He beats it.(1.3) Max fell. John pushed him.(1.4)� In the second class, we �nd the theories that aim at characterizing the constraintsthat pertain to the structure of unrestricted texts and the computational mechanismsthat would enable the derivation of these structures [van Dijk, 1972, Zock, 1985,Grosz and Sidner, 1986, Mann and Thompson, 1988, Polanyi, 1988, Hobbs, 1990,Polanyi, 1996]. Because these theories are either informal or incompletely speci�ed,so far, they have been only manually applied to text analysis.In this thesis, I explore the ground found at the intersection of these two lines of research.More speci�cally, I provide a theory and a fully speci�ed formalization of text structuresthat is general enough to enable its applicability to unrestricted natural language texts, andyet simple enough to yield tractable, text-structure derivation algorithms.The mathematics of text structuresIn formalizing the structure of unrestricted texts (in chapter 2), I �rst distill the featuresthat are common to previous approaches and show that most discourse theories acknowledgethat text can be sequenced into elementary units; that discourse relations of various natureshold between textual units of various sizes; that some textual units are more essential tothe writer's purpose than others; and that trees are a good approximation of the abstractstructure of text. However, as I will show, none of the present theories propose a clearlyde�ned compositionality criterion, one that would spell out the conditions that have to besatis�ed when two textual units are put together in a tree structure in order to create a largerunit, and would explain how the rhetorical relations that hold between large textual unitsrelate to rhetorical relations that hold between elementary units. The lack of such a criterionnot only prevents us from correctly classifying a given text structure as being valid or invalid,but also from deriving all the valid structures of a text. In sections 2.3.2 and 2.4, I use the5
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theories proposed by Mann and Thompson [1988], Grosz and Sidner [1986], Hobbs [1990],and Polanyi [1988, 1996] in order to show that such a compositionality criterion is inherentprimarily to the structure of discourse, rather than to the taxonomies of rhetorical relationsthat have been proposed by various researchers.In section 2.5, I show that the di�erence between linguistic and nonlinguistic constructsthat are more important to the writer's purpose (usually called nuclei) and constructs thatare less important (usually called satellites) can constitute the foundation of a composi-tionality criterion of valid text structures. This criterion (proposition 2.1) speci�es that ifa relation holds between two nodes of the tree structure of a text, that relation also holdsbetween some linguistic and nonlinguistic constructs that pertain to the most importantconstituents of those nodes. In spite of its large range applicability, the formalization ofthis criterion proves to be beyond the current state of the art in computational linguis-tics and arti�cial intelligence. Hence, I propose instead a stronger criterion, one that iseasily formalized. The strong compositionality criterion (proposition 2.2) stipulates thatif a relation holds between two textual spans of the tree structure of a text, that relationalso holds between the most important units of the constituent spans. Hence, the strongcompositionality criterion leaves implicit the nonlinguistic constructs that characterize theweak criterion and focuses only on textual units as the linguistic entities of interest.In section 2.6, I formalize the strong compositionality criterion and the features listed atthe beginning of this section in the language of �rst-order logic. The resulting formalizationis general with respect to the taxonomy of rhetorical relations that it can rely upon; asan example, I show how one can obtain, as a by-product, a formalization of RhetoricalStructure Theory (RST) [Mann and Thompson, 1988].Using the formalization of RST that I propose in section 2.6 and Moser and Moore's [1996]discussion of the relationship between RST and Grosz and Sidner's intention-based discoursetheory [1986], I propose a formal account of both theories (see section 2.7). The melding ofstructure- and intention-based constraints enables the derivation of intentional inferenceson the basis of the structure of text and provides a means for using intentional judgmentsfor reducing the ambiguity of text structures.The automatic derivation of text structures: an algorithmic perspectiveThe formalization proposed in chapter 2 focuses only on the mathematical properties oftext structures, but says nothing about any algorithms that can be used to derive them.In chapter 3, I explore the problem of text structure derivation (see de�nition 2.2) from analgorithmic perspective. More precisely, I investigate how, given a sequence of elementaryunits and a set of rhetorical relations that hold among these units, one can derive all thevalid text structures of the sequence.I study theoretically and compare empirically four paradigms that solve the problem6
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of text structure derivation. I show how the problem of text structure derivation can beencoded as� a classical constraint-satisfaction problem (section 3.2);� a propositional satis�ability problem (section 3.3);� a theorem-proving problem (section 3.4);� a parsing problem using a grammar in Chomsky normal form (section 3.5).The four paradigms yield sound and complete algorithms for deriving the structure of text.In contrast with previous approaches to discourse analysis, the algorithms that I proposein chapter 3 no longer assimilate the task of discourse processing with an incremental processin which discourse units are sequentially examined and added to a continuously updateddiscourse tree. Rather, the algorithms assume that the elementary textual units and therelations between them can be determined beforehand. As a consequence, the algorithmsthat I propose no longer need the notion of \right frontier", which is pervasive in incrementalapproaches to discourse analysis, and no longer have to deal with nonmonotonicity, whichoccurs when some decisions made during the incremental processing of discourse need tobe \undone" at a later stage.A corpus analysis of cue phrasesThe algorithms presented in chapter 3 provide a computational solution to the problemof text structure derivation. However, this problem takes as its input the sequence ofelementary units that make up a text and the rhetorical relations that hold among them.If any of the algorithms discussed in chapter 3 is to be applicable on real texts, we need toalso automate the process of determining the elementary units of a text and the rhetoricalrelations that hold among them.In chapter 4, I discuss a set of linguistic devices that can be exploited to provide solutionsto both problems. For the rest of the thesis, I choose to explore how well we can solvethe problem of text structure derivation by relying mostly on the discourse function ofcue phrases, i.e., words such as however, although, and but, and by applying only shallowtechniques that do not require syntactic and semantic analysis of the text.The main assumption behind the use of cue phrases is that they are an accurate-enoughindicator of the boundaries between elementary textual units and of the rhetorical relationsthat hold between them. In section 4.3, I discuss in detail how the ambiguity of cue phrasesis managed by the formalization presented in chapter 2.Although cue phrases have been studied extensively in the linguistic and computationallinguistic literature, previous empirical studies did not provide enough data concerningthe way cue phrases can be used in order to determine the elementary textual units that7
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are found in their vicinity and to hypothesize rhetorical relations between these units. Inorder to overcome this lack of data, I designed an exploratory, empirical study of my own(section 4.4). I used previously published lists of cue phrases [Halliday and Hasan, 1976,Grosz and Sidner, 1986, Martin, 1992, Hirschberg and Litman, 1993, Knott, 1995, Fraser,1996] and created a set of 460. For each cue phrase in the list, I extracted from the BrownCorpus a number of text fragments that contained that cue phrase. Overall, I selected morethan 7600 text fragments. I manually analyzed 2100 of these texts and, on the basis of thedata in the corpus and the intuitions that I developed during the analysis, I associated witheach cue phrase information that enables� its automatic recognition in text;� the determination of the boundaries of the elementary textual units found in its vicin-ity;� the hypothesizing of rhetorical relations that hold among textual units found in itsvicinity.Chapter 4 discusses in detail the materials and methods of the corpus analysis and providessome general results. In chapters 5 and 7, I subsequently establish the connection betweenthe corpus analysis and the algorithms that derive text structures for unrestricted textsin the context of discourse analysis, and build valid text plans in the context of naturallanguage generation.The rhetorical parsing of unrestricted natural language textsThe text theory developed in chapter 2, the algorithms developed in chapter 3, and thecorpus analysis presented in chapter 4 provide the foundations for a rhetorical parsingalgorithm, which is presented in chapter 5. The rhetorical parsing algorithm takes as inputnatural language text and returns the discourse structure of that text.In chapter 5, I �rst discuss the advantages and disadvantages that would result fromadopting the position that there exists some correlation between the structure of text and thesentence, paragraph, and section boundaries that are used by writers. The rhetorical parsingalgorithm assumes that such a correlation exists, i.e., it assumes that clauses, sentences,paragraphs, and sections provide an underspeci�ed representation of the structure of text.Exploiting this structure improves the computational properties of the rhetorical parsingalgorithm.The rhetorical parsing algorithm �rst determines the set of all cue phrases that occurin the text that is given as input. In the second step, the rhetorical parser uses informationderived from the corpus analysis in order to determine the elementary units of the text andthe cue phrases that have a discourse function. Section 5.3 discusses in detail an algorithm8
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that identi�es discourse markers and clause-like unit boundaries using only surface-basedmethods and evaluates the algorithm against three texts. The texts total more than 7000words and belong to three di�erent genres.Once the elementary units have been identi�ed, the rhetorical parser uses again infor-mation derived from the corpus in order to make disjunctive hypotheses with respect to therhetorical relations that hold between di�erent units. Section 5.4 presents two algorithmsthat are used to hypothesize discourse relations: one of them is based on coherence, whilethe other is based on cohesion. The coherence-based algorithm is rooted in the corpusanalysis of cue phrases. The cohesion-based hypothesizes rhetorical relations by measuringthe degree of overlap between the words that are used by two textual units.The algorithms developed in chapter 3 assumed that the rhetorical relations that holdbetween elementary units were precisely known. However, as we have seen, the rhetoricalparser makes merely disjunctive hypotheses. In order to deal with this issue, I consider, insection 5.5, a disjunctive formulation of the problem of text structure derivation. That is,I consider the problem of text structure derivation to be the following: given a sequenceof textual units and a set of disjunctive rhetorical relations that hold among these units,�nd all valid text structures of the sequence. In section 5.5, I discuss how the most e�cientalgorithms that were developed in chapter 3 can be modi�ed such that they can handledisjunctive hypotheses as well. More precisely, I develop a proof-theoretic approach forthe disjunctive case and I show how disjunctive hypotheses can be compiled into a parsingproblem with a grammar in Chomsky normal form.In section 5.5, I discuss how these approaches can be implemented and integrated withthe rhetorical parser. I end the chapter with a discussion of ambiguity in discourse process-ing and a proposal on how one can deal with it.All the algorithms that pertain to the rhetorical parser have been fully implemented.When the rhetorical parser takes text (1.1) as input, it produces a text structure similar tothat shown in �gure 1.1.The summarization of natural language textsResearchers in computational linguistics [Mann and Thompson, 1988, Matthiessen andThompson, 1988, Sparck Jones, 1993b] have long hypothesized that discourse structurescan be used in natural language summarization. That is, they have suggested that there isa correlation between the textual units that are assigned a nuclear status in a text structureand what readers perceive as being important in the corresponding text. However, to date,no empirical experiment has tested the validity of this hypothesis.In chapter 6, I describe such an experiment, which shows that, indeed, text structurescan be used e�ectively in order to select the most important units in a text. In addition,the experiment provides a clear insight into the nature of the discourse-based summariza-9
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tion problem, because it uncovers both its strengths and limitations, independent of anyparticular implementation.This result leads me to propose a discourse-based summarization algorithm: the algo-rithm takes as input a natural language text and a number p between 1 and 100, whichcorresponds to the percentage of important units that the algorithm is to select from thegiven text. The discourse-based summarizer uses the rhetorical parsing algorithm in orderto derive the structure of the text given as input and then, on the basis of this structure,associates an importance score to each unit in the text (see section 6.2). The p% units withhighest score provide a summary of the text. An evaluation of the discourse-based summa-rization program has shown that it signi�cantly outperforms both a baseline algorithm andMicrosoft's O�ce97 summarizer.From local to global coherence: A bottom-up approach to text planningIn chapter 7, I explore an application of the formalization of text structures in the area oftext planning. Traditionally, exible approaches to text planning assimilated the problem oftext-plan derivation with a top-down, hierarchical expansion process. In section 7.1, I showthat in spite of their adequacy in goal-driven settings, top-down planning techniques arenot appropriate when the high-level communicative goal boils down to \tell everything thatis in this knowledge base" or \tell everything that is in this chosen subset". The solutionthat I propose to this problem is bottom-up.The intuition behind the bottom-up, text-planning algorithms, which I present in sec-tion 7.4, is that global coherence can be achieved by satisfying as many as possible of thelocal coherence constraints on ordering and adjacency. The corpus analysis discussed inchapter 4 provides evidence that di�erent rhetorical relations are characterized by di�erentpreferences with respect to the order in which they realize their satellites and nuclei andwith respect to their tendency of clustering their satellites and nuclei into larger textualspans. Besides providing a solution to the text planning problem in the cases in whichthe high-level communicative goal is \tell everything that is in this knowledge base", thebottom-up approach also enables a simple solution to the problem of generating text plansthat satisfy multiple communicative goals.The bottom-up text planning algorithms were incorporated into HealthDoc [DiMarcoet al., 1997, Hirst et al., 1997], a natural language system that generates texts that aretailored to particular audiences.ConclusionsIn the last chapter, I critically review the main contributions of the thesis and point tofuture research directions. 10
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The constraint-satisfaction algorithm
for deriving text structures
(Section 3.2, Figure 3.1)

The formalization of text structures
(Section 2.6)

The propositional logic, satisfiability
algorithm for deriving text structures

(Section 3.3, Figure 3.6)

The proof-theoretic-based algorithm
for deriving text structures
(Section 3.4, Figure 3.10)
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a problem of text structure derivation 
into a Chomsky normal-form grammar

(Section 3.5, Figure 3.11)

The algorithm that maps "almost-valid"
text structures into valid ones

(Section 3.2, Figure 3.5)

Figure 1.2: The algorithms that �nd a solution to the problem of text structure derivationthat is given in de�nition 2.2.1.3 Maps of the thesisGeneral remarks on the layout of the thesisIn the previous section, I presented a chapter by chapter overview of the main topics thatI address in this thesis. As we saw, the thesis dwells on topics that range from formal,knowledge representation issues in text theory to issues in algorithms, linguistics, psy-cholinguistics, and language engineering. Because of its diversity, I found it inappropriateto cluster the discussion of the literature in a single chapter. Instead, I preferred to discussthe relevant research in connection with each particular topic. I hope that this will enablethe reader who is interested in only a particular aspect of the thesis to �nd her way aroundeasier. For the same reason, I have included a short summary at the end of each chapter.A map of the algorithms in the thesisThroughout the thesis, I present a number of algorithms: between some of them exist someobvious connections. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 make explicit the connections between the mostimportant ones. The �rst class of algorithms, that presented in �gure 1.2, concerns thetheoretical facet of the problem of text structure derivation. The dotted arrows denote thatthe algorithms referred to by nodes surrounded by rounded boxes rely upon the formaliza-tion of text structures presented in section 2.6. The solid arrows denote \uses" relations:the destination of an arrow corresponds to an algorithm that uses the algorithm from whichthe arrow originates. 11
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The second class of algorithms concerns natural language applications. As �gure 1.3shows, the rhetorical parser relies upon six algorithms and constitutes the basis of thediscourse summarizer. Some of the algorithms that are used by the rhetorical parser andthe text planning algorithms rely heavily on the exploratory analysis of cue phrases that isdiscussed in chapter 4.A rhetorical map of the thesisIn order to facilitate better navigation through the thesis, I also provide a rhetorical mapof it (see �gure 1.4) in the style of the text structure diagram shown in �gure 1.1. A readerwithout background in discourse theories will probably have a much better understandingof the meaning of the rhetorical map shown in �gure 1.4 after reading chapter 2.In �gure 1.4, the leaves of the tree-like map correspond to the chapters of the thesis.Internal nodes correspond to the relations between the spans of the thesis that are subsumedby the immediate children. Solid lines and boxes correspond to the most important parts,the nuclei of the representation. Dotted lines and boxes correspond to the satellites. Hence,in chapter 1 I \motivate" the work presented in chapters 2 to 7. The formalization of textstructures discussed in chapter 2 is provided an \algorithmic solution" in chapter 3. Thecorpus analysis in chapter 4 \enables" the development of the rhetorical parser in chapter 5.An immediate \application" of the rhetorical parser is the discourse-based summarizationprogram that is presented in chapter 6. In fact, both the rhetorical parser and the textplanning algorithms presented in chapter 7 can be \jointly" seen as \applications" of theformalization of text structures presented in chapter 2. Chapter 8 \summarizes" the resultspresented in the whole thesis.
12
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(Section 5.3, Figure 5.2)
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(Section 5.5, Figure 5.8)
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(Section 5.5, Figure 5.9)
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(Section 7.4, Figure 7.7)

(Section 7.4.3)
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(Section 5.1, Figure 5.1)

The discourse-based
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(Section 6.1, Figure 6.2)

Corpus
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The constraint satisfaction-based algorithm
for text planning

(Section 7.4, Figure 7.8)Figure 1.3: Algorithms that concern applications of the formalization of text structures inrhetorical parsing, summarization, and text planning.13
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Chapter 2The mathematics of text structures2.1 PreambleAs I have mentioned in the introduction, one of the goals of this thesis is to provide a theoryof text structures that is general enough to enable its applicability to unrestricted naturallanguage texts, and simple enough to yield tractable, text-derivation algorithms. In thischapter, I �rst discuss the essential features of discourse structures that have been proposedby previous researchers. I show that none of the current discourse theories provides acompositionality criterion that would explain how rhetorical relations that hold betweenlarge spans relate to rhetorical relations that hold between small spans. I provide sucha criterion and a �rst-order formalization of the constraints that characterize the validstructures of text. I end the chapter by showing how the formalization can be extended tohandle both structural and intentional constraints.2.2 A formalization of text structures from �rst principles2.2.1 The essential features of text structuresIf we examine carefully the claims that current theories make with respect to the structureof text and discourse, we will �nd signi�cant commonalities. Essentially, all these theoriesacknowledge that the elementary textual units are non-overlapping spans of text; that thereexist rhetorical, coherence, and cohesive relations between textual units of various sizes; thatsome textual units play a more important role in text that others; and that the abstractstructure of most texts is a tree-like structure. I now discuss each of these features in turn.The elementary units of complex text structures are non-overlapping spans oftext. Although some researchers take the elementary units to be clauses [Grimes, 1975,Giv�on, 1983, Longacre, 1983], while others take them to be prosodic units [Hirschberg and15
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Litman, 1987], turns of talk [Sacks et al., 1974], sentences [Polanyi, 1988], discourse seg-ments [Grosz and Sidner, 1986], or the \contextually indexed representation of informationconveyed by a semiotic gesture, asserting a single state of a�airs or partial state of a�airsin a discourse world" [Polanyi, 1996, p. 5], all agree that the elementary textual units arenon-overlapping spans of text.For example, if we take clause-like spans to be the elementary units of text, the textfragment in (2.1) can be broken into 6 units, as shown below. The elementary units aredelimited by square brackets.1[With its distant orbit1] [| 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth |2][and slim atmospheric blanket,3] [Mars experiences frigid weather conditions.4][Surface temperatures typically average about �60 degrees Celsius (�76 degreesFahrenheit) at the equator5] [and can dip to �123 degrees C near the poles.6](2.1)Rhetorical, coherence, and cohesive relations hold between textual units ofvarious sizes. The nature, number, and taxonomy of the relations that hold betweentextual units continue to be controversial issues. At one end of a spectrum of inuentialproposals, we have the ground-breaking research that catalogued for the �rst time the\deep" relations that underlie the surface syntactic relations between clauses in complexsentences [Ballard et al., 1971, Grimes, 1975] (see also [Hovy and Maier, 1997] for anoverview). Although unprincipled, these approaches provided the �rst \complete" taxonomyof the relations [Grimes, 1975]. At the other end of the spectrum, we have the approachesthat take the position that taxonomies of relations should be created on the basis of someunambiguous principles. Such principles are derived from the lexicogrammatical resourcesthat explicitly signal cohesive relations [Halliday and Hasan, 1976, Martin, 1992]; from thetypes of inferences that the reader needs to draw in order to make sense of a text [Hobbs,1990]; from the intentions that the writer had when she wrote the text [Grosz and Sidner,1986]; from the e�ects that the writer intends to achieve [Mann and Thompson, 1988]; fromthe general cognitive resources that readers use when they process text [Sanders et al., 1992,Sanders et al., 1993]; from the linguistic evidence (such as cue phrases) of some linguisticpsychological constructs that are used during text processing [Knott, 1995]; and from arelational criterion that posits that relations should be included in a taxonomy only ifthey add some extra meaning to the meaning derivable from the textual units that theyconnect [Nicholas, 1994]. In spite of the heterogeneity of these approaches, one aspect iscommon to all of them: the presupposition that rhetorical, coherence, and cohesive relationsneed to be considered if one is to account for the meaning of text.For example, we can say that a rhetorical relation of elaboration holds between units1See pages 125 and 133 for a discussion of the di�erence between clauses and clause-like units.16
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1 and 2 in text (2.1), because unit 2 provides some extra information with respect to unit 1.And we can say that a rhetorical relation of background or justification holds betweenthe span that ranges over units 1 to 3, [1,3], and unit 4, because the information given inspan [1,3] merely sets the stage for presenting the information in 4.Some textual units play a more important role in the text than others. The dif-ference in importance between the roles played by the textual units that pertain to a givenrelation has been acknowledged from the beginning: in fact, the most important classi�ca-tion criterion in Grimes's [1975] taxonomy of relations is the distiction between paratacticrelations, which are relations between units of equal importance, and hypotactic relations,which are relations between a unit that plays a central role and one that is subsidiary to therole played by the other unit. The distinction between paratactic and hypotactic relationsis also explicitly acknowledged by Halliday and Hasan [1976] and Martin [1992]. The samedistinction permeates the dominance relations that hold between the intentions associatedwith discourse segments in Grosz and Sidner's theory [1986] and is central to Mann andThompson's theory [1988], in which the units between which a rhetorical relation holdsare explicitly labelled as nuclei (N) and satellites (S). The coordination and subordinationstructures in Polanyi's theory [1988, 1996] and the distinction between core and contribu-tor in Moser and Moore's approach [1996, 1997] reect the same di�erence in the relativeimportance of the units that are members of these structures.For example, units 5 and 6 in text (2.1) convey information pertaining to the averagesurface temperatures on Mars at the equator and at the poles respectively. In other words,each unit \talks about" a particular instance of the same thing | the average surfacetemperature. Therefore, we can say that a paratactic relation of joint holds between units5 and 6. In contrast, if we reconsider span [1,3] and unit 4, we easily notice that unit 4expresses what is most essential for the writer's purpose: the role that units 1{3 play issubsidiary to the role played by unit 4. Hence, we can say that a hypotactic relation ofjustification or background holds between span [1,3] and unit 4.The abstract structure of most texts is a tree-like structure. Most discourse andtext theories mention explicitly or implicitly that trees are good mathematical abstractionsof discourse and text structures [van Dijk, 1972, Longacre, 1983, Grosz and Sidner, 1986,Mann and Thompson, 1988, Polanyi, 1988, Asher, 1993, Lascarides and Asher, 1993,Polanyi, 1996, Moser and Moore, 1996, Walker, 1997]. For example, a possible tree-likerepresentation of the discourse structure that pertains to units 1{6 in text (2.1) is shownin �gure 2.1: the leaves of the tree correspond to elementary units and the internal nodescorrespond to textual spans that are obtained through the juxtaposition of the immediatesubspans. 17
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Figure 2.1: An example of a tree-like discourse structure that corresponds to text (2.1).Unlike the other three features of discourse structures that we have discussed so far,the assumption that trees are adequate abstractions of discourse structures is the only as-sumption that has received some criticism: it seems that certain classes of texts, such asargumentative texts [Toulmin et al., 1979, Birnbaum et al., 1980, Birnbaum, 1982] andcertain dialogues [Carberry et al., 1993] are better represented using graphs. Although Isubscribe to the position that some texts are better represented using graph-based struc-tures, the empirical experiments that I will describe in chapter 4 show that trees are anadequate representation in the majority of the cases. (In fact, Cohen [1983, 1987] showsthat even arguments can be modelled as trees.) Since tree-based structures are also easier toformalize and derive automatically, it is such structures that I will concentrate my attentionon for the rest of the thesis.2.2.2 The problem of formalizing text structuresThe four features that I discuss in section 2.2.1 constitute the foundations of my formaliza-tion. In other words, I take as axiomatic that any text can be partitioned into a sequenceof non-overlapping, elementary textual units and that a text structure, i.e., a tree, can beassociated with the text such that:� There exists a bijection between the leaves of the tree and the elementary textualunits;� The tree obeys some well-formedness constraints that could be derived from the se-mantics and pragmatics of the elementary units and the relations that hold amongthese units. Had such constraints not been obeyed, any tree would be appropriate to18
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account for the rhetorical relations that hold between textual units of di�erent sizes,which is obviously unreasonable.� The relations that are used to connect textual units of various sizes fall into twocategories: paratactic and hypotactic.The formalization of text structures can then be equated with the problem of �nding adeclarative speci�cation of the constraints that characterize well-formed text trees.Before getting into the details of the formalization, I would like to draw the attentionof the reader to the fact that the formalization is independent of the taxonomy of relationsthat it relies upon. The only assumption behind the formalization is that such a taxonomyexists and that some relations in this taxonomy are paratactic, while others are hypotactic.Presenting the formalization only in abstract terms will make the reading di�cult. Toavoid this, I will mainly use in my examples the taxonomy of relations that was developedby Mann and Thompson [1988]. In what follows, I will primarily refer to the relations thathold between textual units as rhetorical relations. However, the reader should understandthat I take rhetorical relation to be just a general term that subsumes all the other kindsof relations that a text theory might need, such as coherence, argumentative, and cohesionrelations. For the uninitiated reader, I �rst provide a short introduction to Mann andThompson's theory and taxonomy of relations.2.3 Rhetorical Structure Theory2.3.1 Background informationDriven mostly by research in natural language generation, Rhetorical Structure Theory(RST) [Mann and Thompson, 1988] has become one of the most popular discourse theoriesof the last decade [Hovy, 1988b, Scott and de Souza, 1990, Moore and Swartout, 1991,Cawsey, 1991, McCoy and Cheng, 1991, Horacek, 1992, Hovy, 1993, Moore and Paris, 1993,Vander Linden and Martin, 1995]. In fact, even the critics of the theory are not interested inrejecting it so much as in �xing unsettled issues such as the ontology of the relations [Hovy,1990b, R�osner and Stede, 1992, Maier, 1993, Hovy and Maier, 1997], the problematic map-ping between rhetorical relations and speech acts [Hovy, 1990b] and between intentional andinformational levels [Moore and Pollack, 1992, Moore and Paris, 1993], and the inability ofthe theory to account for interruptions [Cawsey, 1991].Central to Rhetorical Structure Theory is the notion of rhetorical relation, which is arelation that holds between two non-overlapping text spans called nucleus (N) and satellite(S). There are a few exceptions to this rule: some relations, such as contrast, are multi-nuclear. The distinction between nuclei and satellites comes from the empirical observationthat the nucleus expresses what is more essential to the writer's purpose than the satellite;19
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Relation name: evidenceConstraints on N : The reader R might not believe the information that isconveyed by the nucleus N to a degree satisfactory to thewriter W .Constraints on S: The reader believes the information that is conveyed bythe satellite S or will �nd it credible.Constraints onN + S combination: R's comprehending S increases R's belief of N .The e�ect: R's belief of N is increased.Locus of the e�ect: N .Example: [The truth is that the pressure to smoke in junior high is greaterthan it will be any other time of one's life:b1 ] [we know that 3; 000teens start smoking each day.c1 ]Figure 2.2: The de�nition of the evidence relation in Rhetorical Structure Theory [Mannand Thompson, 1988, p. 251].and that the nucleus of a rhetorical relation is comprehensible independent of the satellite,but not vice-versa.Text coherence in RST is assumed to arise due to a set of constraints and an overalle�ect that are associated with each relation. The constraints operate on the nucleus, onthe satellite, and on the combination of nucleus and satellite. For example, an evidencerelation (see �gure 2.2) holds between the nucleus b1 and the satellite c1, because thenucleus b1 presents some information that the writer believes to be insu�ciently supportedto be accepted by the reader; the satellite c1 presents some information that is thought tobe believed by the reader or that is credible to her; and the comprehension of the satelliteincreases the reader's belief in the nucleus. The e�ect of the relation is that the reader'sbelief in the information presented in the nucleus is increased.Rhetorical relations can be assembled into rhetorical structure trees (RS-trees) on thebasis of �ve structural constituency schemata, which are reproduced in �gure 2.3 fromMann and Thompson [1988]. The large majority of rhetorical relations are assembledaccording to the pattern given in �gure 2.3.a. Schema 2.3.d covers the cases in whicha nucleus is connected with multiple satellites by possibly di�erent rhetorical relations.Schemata 2.3.b, 2.3.c, and 2.3.e cover the multinuclear (paratactic) relations.According to Mann and Thompson [1988], a canonical analysis of a text is a set of20
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MOTIVATION ENABLEMENT SEQUENCE SEQUENCEFigure 2.3: Examples of the �ve types of schema that are used in RST [Mann and Thompson,1988, p. 247]. The arrows link the satellite to the nucleus of a rhetorical relation. Arrowsare labeled with the name of the rhetorical relation that holds between the units overwhich the relation spans. The horizontal lines represent text spans and the vertical anddiagonal lines represent identi�cations of the nuclear spans. In the sequence and jointrelations, the vertical and diagonal lines identify nuclei by convention only, since there areno corresponding satellites.schema applications for which the following constraints hold:8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>: Completeness: One schema application (the root) spans the entire text.Connectedness: Except for the root, each text span in the analysis is eithera minimal unit or a constituent of another schema application of theanalysis.Uniqueness: Each schema application involves a di�erent set of text spans.Adjacency: The text spans of each schema application constitute onecontiguous text span.(2.2)Obviously, the formulation of the constraints that Mann and Thompson put on the discoursestructure (2.2) is just a sophisticated way of saying that rhetorical structures are trees inwhich sibling nodes represent contiguous text. The distinction between the nucleus andthe satellite of a rhetorical relation is their acknowledgement that some textual units playa more important role in text than others, i.e., some relations are hypotactic, while othersare paratactic. Because each textual span can be connected to another span by only onerhetorical relation, each unit plays either a nucleus or a satellite role. Since Mann andThompson also take the elementary units to be non-overlapping pieces of text, RST is fullycompatible with the essential features of text structures that I discussed in section 2.2.1.2.3.2 Compositionality in RSTDespite its popularity, RST still lacks two things:21
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� a formal speci�cation that would allow one to distinguish between well- and ill-formedrhetorical structure trees;� algorithms that would enable one to determine all the possible rhetorical analyses ofa given discourse.In this section, I show that these problems are primarily due to a lack of \compositionality"in RST, which would explain the relationship between rhetorical relations that hold betweenlarge textual spans and rhetorical relations that hold between elementary units and wouldenable an unambiguous determination of span boundaries. In order to ground the discussion,consider the following text (in which each textual unit is labelled for reference):[No matter how much one wants to stay a non-smoker,a1 ] [the truth is that thepressure to smoke in junior high is greater than it will be any other time of one'slife.b1 ] [We know that 3,000 teens start smoking each day,c1 ] [although it is a factthat 90% of them once thought that smoking was something that they'd neverdo.d1 ](2.3)Assume, for the moment, that we do not analyze this text as a whole, but rather, that wedetermine what rhetorical relations could hold between every pair of elementary textualunits. When we apply Mann and Thompson's de�nitions [1988], we obtain the set givenbelow. RR = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: rhet rel(justification;a1; b1)rhet rel(justification;d1; b1)rhet rel(evidence;c1; b1)rhet rel(concession;d1;c1)rhet rel(restatement;d1;a1)(2.4)These relations hold because the understanding of both a1 and d1 will increase the reader'sreadiness to accept the writer's right to present b1; the understanding of c1 will increasethe reader's belief of b1; the recognition of d1 as something compatible with the situa-tion presented in c1 will increase the reader's negative regard for the situation presentedin c1; and the situation presented in d1 is a restatement of the situation presented ina1. Throughout this thesis, I use the convention that rhetorical relations are representedas sorted, �rst-order predicates having the form rhet rel(name; satellite; nucleus) wherename; satellite; and nucleus represent the name, satellite, and nucleus of a rhetorical re-lation, respectively. Multinuclear relations are represented as predicates having the formrhet rel(name; nucleus1; nucleus2).Assume now that one is given the task of building an RS-tree for text (2.3) and that oneproduces the candidates in �gure 2.4. Any student in RST would notice from the beginning22
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Figure 2.4: A set of possible rhetorical analyses of text (2.3).that the tree in �gure 2.4.d is illegal with respect to the requirements speci�ed by Mannand Thompson [1988] because c1 belongs to more than one text span, namely [a1;c1] and[c1;d1]. However, even a specialist in RST will have trouble determining whether the treesin �gure 2.4.a{c represent all the possible ways in which a rhetorical structure could beassigned to text (2.3), and moreover, in determining if these trees are correct with respectto the requirements of RST. To my knowledge, neither the description provided by Mannand Thompson nor any other formalization that has been proposed for RST is capable ofproviding su�cient help in resolving these problems.I believe that the explanation for the current lack of algorithms capable of automati-cally building the RS-trees that pertain to a given discourse can be found not only in theambiguous de�nition of the rhetorical relations but also in the incomplete description ofRS-trees that is provided in the original theory. A careful analysis of the constraints pro-vided by Mann and Thompson [1988, p. 248] shows that their speci�cation for RS-treesis not complete with respect to some compositionality requirements that would be neces-sary in order to formulate precisely the conditions that have to be satis�ed if two adjacentspans are to be put together. Assume, for example, that an analyst is given text (2.3)and the set of rhetorical relations that pertain to the minimal units (2.4), and that thatanalyst takes the reasonable decision to build the spans [a1; b1] and [c1;d1], as shown in�gure 2.5. To complete the construction of the RS-tree, the analyst will have to decidewhat the best relation is that could span over [a1; b1] and [c1;d1]. If she considers the23
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CONCESSIONFigure 2.5: An example of the ambiguity that pertains to the construction of RS-trees.elementary relations (2.4) that hold across the two spans, she has three choices, which cor-respond to the relations rhet rel(justification;d1; b1); rhet rel(evidence;c1; b1); andrhet rel(restatement; d1;a1). Which is the correct one to choose?More generally, suppose that the analyst has already built two partial RS-trees on thetop of two adjacent spans that consist of ten and twenty minimal units, respectively. Is itcorrect to join the two partial RS-trees in order to create a bigger tree just because there isa rhetorical relation that holds between two arbitrary minimal units that happen to belongto those spans? One possible answer is to say that rhetorical relations are de�ned over spansthat are larger than one unit too; therefore, in our case, it is correct to put the two partialRS-trees together if there is a rhetorical relation that holds between the two spans that wehave considered. But if this is the case, how did we determine the precise boundaries ofthe spans over which that relation holds? And how do the rhetorical relations that holdbetween minimal units relate to the relations that hold between larger text spans? Mannand Thompson [1987, 1988] provide no precise answer for these questions.2.4 Compositionality in other discourse theoriesThe lack of a compositionality criterion of the kind mentioned in the previous section is notspeci�c only to RST, but rather to the majority of discourse theories. In what follows, Idiscuss a few.2.4.1 Compositionality in Grosz and Sidner's theoryGrosz and Sidner's Theory (GST) [1986] proposes a discourse structure that is also compat-ible with the essential features discussed in section 2.2.1. In GST, the elementary textualunits are called discourse segments (DS) and the discourse structure is explicitly stated tobe a tree. Each discourse segment is characterized by a primary intention, which is calledthe discourse segment purpose (DSP ). GST identi�es only two kinds of intention-based re-lations that hold between two discourse segments: dominance, and satisfaction precedence.24
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When the text of a discourse segment DS1 satis�es the discourse segment purpose DSP1and provides part of the satisfaction of a discourse segment DS2 that includes DS1, it issaid that there exists a dominance relation between DS2 and DS1, i.e., DS2 dominatesDS1. If the satisfaction of DSP2 is conditioned by the satisfaction of DSP1, it is said thatDSP1 satisfaction-precedes DSP2.Reconsider now text (2.3) from the perspective of GST. In order to build the discoursestructure for this text, we need to have a clear criterion for determining the discoursesegment boundaries and we also need a clear procedure for determining the primary in-tentions that pertain to each of these segments. GST provides no unambiguous solutionsfor any of these problems [Grosz and Hirschberg, 1992, Passonneau and Litman, 1993,Hirschberg and Nakatani, 1996, Passonneau and Litman, 1997a], but for the sake of theargument, let us assume that it does. An informal analysis of text (2.3) could produce atleast three discourse segments:1. The �rst segment, DS1, contains units a1�b1 and its primary intention is (Intendwriter (Believe reader b1)), i.e., the writer intends to make the reader believe thatthe pressure to smoke in junior high is greater than it will be any other time of one'slife.2. The second segment, DS2, contains unit c1 and its primary intention is (Intendwriter (Believe reader c1)), i.e., the writer intends to make the reader believe that3000 teens start smoking each day.3. The third segment, DS3, contains unit d1 and its primary intention is (Intendwriter (Believe reader d1)), i.e., the writer intends to make the reader believe that90% of the teens once thought that smoking was something that they'd never do.In order to build the discourse structure of this text, we would need now to consider largersegments. A reasonable candidate is the segment that dominates segments DS2 and DS3| let us call this segment DS23. The problem that we have when we create this segmentis isomorphic with the problem that we had when we tried to put text spans together inRST because it is not clear what the primary intention of segment DS23 should be. Onechoice is to take this intention to be that associated with segment DS2. Another choice is totake it to be that associated with segment DS3. And an equally valid choice is to take theintention to be that the writer intends to make the reader aware of the contrast between theteens' behavior (3000 of them start smoking each day) and the beliefs that they held whenthey were younger (90% of them once thought that smoking was something that they'dnever do). As in the case of RST, where we did not know how the rhetorical relations thatpertain to large text spans are related to those between the subordinated spans, in GST wedo not know how the primary intentions of large discourse segments are related to those ofthe subordinated segments. 25
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2.4.2 Compositionality in Hobbs's theoryHobbs's theory [1990, 1995] is part of a larger theory that attempts to make explicit therelation between the interpretation of text, events in the real world, and the knowledgeand beliefs of the speaker and hearer. The main di�erence between Hobbs's theory andthe discourse theories proposed by others is in the nature of the taxonomy of coherencerelations. According to Hobbs, a discourse is coherent when it talks about coherent eventsin the world; when it reects some rational structure of goals; when it relates discoursesegments to the reader's prior knowledge; or when it helps the reader derive inferentialrelations between discourse segments, thus enabling her to create a high-level structure oftext.Hobbs's theory is consistent with the essential features of discourse that I discussed insection 2.2: elementary units are contiguous spans of text, coherence relations are hypotacticand paratactic, and discourse structures are trees.2 However, as in Mann and Thompson'sand Grosz and Sidner's theories, Hobbs does not provide a compositionality criterion forthe discourse structures of texts. The algorithm that he proposes for analyzing discourse isa top-down one. In the �rst step, a human analyst is supposed to identify intuitively one ortwo major breaks in the text and then apply the same process recursively, on the resultingsubtexts, until a tree-like structure is obtained. It is only then that the analyst proceedsin a bottom-up fashion with labelling the nonterminal nodes with coherence relations andwith making explicit the knowledge and beliefs that support the assignment of coherencerelations to nodes. Obviously, the intuitive nature of Hobbs's algorithm does not answerthe compositionality-related questions that we raised in connection with RST and GST.In spite of this, Hobbs is closer than Grosz and Sidner and Mann and Thompson toproviding a compositionality criterion for discourse structures, as he explicitly acknowledgesthe need for it:If the de�nitions of the coherence relations are to be applied to segments ofdiscourse larger than a single clause, we need to be able to say what is assertedby those segments. We can do so if, in the composition process, when twosegments S0 and S1 are joined by a coherence relation into a larger segment S,we have a way of assigning an assertion to S in terms of the assertions of S0and S1. The assertion of S will constitute a kind of summary of the segmentS. [Hobbs, 1990, p. 104]Although Hobbs discusses how the assertion of S might be constructed depending on thenature of the relation that holds between segments S0 and S1, he does not discuss the2An in-order traversal of the leaves of the discourse trees built by Hobbs yields, in some cases, a sequenceof units that di�ers from that of the original text (see for example the tree in �gure 6.1 in [Hobbs, 1990,p. 117]). In contrast, an in-order traversal of the leaves of the discourse trees built in RST and GST alwaysyields a sequence of units that reects the original text.26
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relationship between coherence relations that hold between elementary textual units andcoherence relations that hold between larger textual spans.2.4.3 Compositionality in Polanyi's theoryPolanyi's theory [1988, 1996] (PT) is also compatible with the essential features of discoursethat were discussed in section 2.2: Polanyi explicitly mentions that discourse structures aretrees; that the elementary units are sentences (or discourse constituent units); and therefore,that the elementary units are non-overlapping pieces of text. Although Polanyi rejects theapproaches to discourse that rely on coherence relations, the valid structures of her discourseparse trees can be interpreted as a direct expression of such relations: the coordination,subordination, and binary structures are nothing but the structural consequence of therelations that hold between the constituent units.One of the main interests of Polanyi is to explain how the incremental processing of dis-course constituent units yields a discourse parse tree. To do this, Polanyi assumes that eachdiscourse constituent unit \comes with" a context frame that encodes all the informationthat might be needed during the parsing process. The information in these frames is usedto determine unambiguously the node on the right frontier of the partial discourse tree towhich the discourse unit will be attached, and also, the type of attachment. In addition,Polanyi assumes that the attachment process modi�es the frame of the immediate mothernode so that the mother node will reect the extra information that has been added to theoverall structure. The existence of such an oracle, which determines unambiguously theattachment nodes and the information that is inherited by the immediate mother nodeswhenever such an attachment occurs, obviates a compositionality principle.2.5 The formulation of a compositionality criterion of validtext structures2.5.1 A weak compositionality criterionDespite the lack of a formal speci�cation of the conditions that must hold in order to jointwo adjacent textual units, I believe that some of the theories that I have discussed so farcontain such a condition implicitly. As I have mentioned before, during the developmentof RST, Mann and Thompson [1988] and Matthiessen and Thompson [1988] noticed thatwhat is expressed by the nucleus of a rhetorical relation is more essential to the writer'spurpose than the satellite; and that the satellite of a rhetorical relation is incomprehensibleindependent of the nucleus, but not vice-versa. Consequently, deleting the nuclei of therhetorical relations that hold among all textual units in a text yields an incomprehensibletext, while deleting the satellites of the rhetorical relations that hold among all textual units27
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in a text yields a text that is still comprehensible. In fact, as Matthiessen and Thompsonput it, \the nucleus-satellite relations are pervasive in texts independently of the grammarof clause combining" [1988, p. 290]. The discourse analyses that were built by Grosz andSidner [1986] exhibit a similar property: the intentions of some discourse segments are moreimportant than the intentions of other discourse segments.A careful analysis of the discourse structures that Mann, Thompson, Grosz, Sidner,Hobbs, and many others built and my own discourse analyses of more than 2100 texts (seechapter 4) has led me to formulate the following compositionality criterion:Proposition 2.1. A weak compositionality criterion of valid text structures: If arelation R holds between two nodes of the tree structure of a text, that relation also holdsbetween two or more linguistic or nonlinguistic constructs that pertain to the most importantconstituents of those nodes.The phrasing \linguistic or nonlinguistic constructs" in proposition 2.1 is meant to begeneral enough to cover all the possible elements that could be used in the de�nition ofthe taxonomy of relations that one adopts. For example, intentions are the nonlinguisticconstructs that underlie GST (all relations in GST are de�ned in terms of the intentionsthat are associated with the discourse segments). Knowledge about the world providesgrounding for the nonlinguistic constructs that are used by Hobbs. In RST the relationsmake reference both to linguistic constructs that pertain to the semantics of the spans andto nonlinguistic constructs, such as beliefs, attitudes, and goals.To understand better the claim that proposition 2.1 makes, let us restrict again ourattention to the taxonomy of relations that was proposed by Mann and Thompson andreconsider the trees in �gure 2.4. If we examine tree 2.4.a, we can notice that this tree isconsistent with the compositionality criterion: the evidence relation that holds betweentext spans [c1;d1] and [a1; b1] holds between their most salient parts as well, i.e., betweenthe nuclei c1 and b1. In this case, the linguistic constructs that the compositionalitycriterion refers to are clauses c1 and b1. Both of these clauses are the most importantconstituents (nuclei) of the spans that they belong to and an evidence relation holdsbetween them. Similarly, if we examine text (2.1), we can notice, for example, that thejoint relation that holds between span [1,2] and unit 3, also holds between unit 1, whichis the most important unit in span [1,2], and unit 3.In the general case, the constructs that the compositionality criterion refers to need notbe clauses. Consider the following example:[He wanted to play squash with Janet,a2 ] [but he also wanted to have dinner withSuzanne.b2 ] [This indecisiveness drove him crazy.c2 ](2.5)The RS-tree in �gure 2.6 shows the RST analysis of text (2.5), in which units a2 and b228
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CAUSEFigure 2.6: A rhetorical analysis of text (2.5).are connected through a contrast relation. The text span that results, [a2; b2], is furtherconnected with textual unit c2 through a nonvolitional cause relation. Note, however,that in this case, the nonvolitional cause relation holds neither between a2 and c2,nor between b2 and c2. Rather, the relation shows that the contrast between a2 andb2, i.e., the incompatibility between the two plans, caused the situation presented in c2.In this case, the constructs that the compositionality criterion refers to are the textualunit c2, and the contrast relation that holds between units a2 and b2. The phrase \Thisindecisiveness" in textual unit c2 makes reference precisely to the contrast relation. Notealso that the contrast relation is a multinuclear (or paratactic) relation that assigns therhetorical status of nucleus to both units a2 and b2. Since both a2 and b2 are the mostimportant units of span [a2; b2], it follows that the rhetorical relation between them is alsoan important construct of the span, which is consistent with the compositionality criteriongiven in proposition 2.1.The linguistic constructs that proposition 2.1 mentions could take a wide range of forms.Consider the following example, which was �rst used by Webber [1988a, p. 115]:[There are two houses you might be interested in:a3 ][House A is in Palo Alto.b3 ] [It's got 3 bedrooms and 2 baths,c3 ] [and wasbuilt in 1950.d3 ] [It's on a quarter acre, with a lovely garden,e3 ] [and the owner isasking $425K.f3 ] [But that's all I know about it.g3 ][House B is in Portola Valley.h3 ] [It's got 3 bedrooms, 4 baths and a kidney-shaped pool,i3 ] [and was also built in 1950.j3 ] [It's on 4 acres of steep woodedslope, with a view of the mountains.k3 ] [The owner is asking $600K.l3 ] [I heardall this from a friend,m3 ] [who saw the house yesterday.n3 ][Is that enough information for you to decide which to look at?p3 ]
(2.6)
One of Webber's main claims is that some discourse segments are characterized by \entities"that are distinct from the entities that are expressed explicitly therein. The fact thatnaturally occurring texts contain references to such entities proves the validity of Webber'sproposal. For example, the �rst boldfaced \that" in text (2.6) refers not to house A, an29
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Figure 2.7: A rhetorical analysis of text (2.6).entity explicitly mentioned in the discourse, but to the description of that house. Similarly,the boldfaced \this" refers to the description of house B. And the last boldfaced \that" refersto the description of the two houses taken together.Figure 2.7 shows the RST analysis of text (2.6). To demonstrate that this RST analysisand the kind of discourse deixis proposed by Webber [1988a, 1991] are consistent with thecompositionality criterion given in proposition 2.1, I will use an informal, \bottom-up"analysis: each of the textual spans [b3; f3] and [h3; l3] contains a set of elementary unitsthat are connected by a joint relation. The linguistic constructs that these sets of unitsinduce are the descriptions of the two houses; these constructs are shown in boldface fontsin �gure 2.7. Text span g3 speci�es only that the content presented in units b3{f3 isall that the writer knows. At the time unit g3 is produced, the construct Descriptionhouse A is already available for reference, so this explains why the �rst boldfaced \that"in text (2.6) makes sense. Because Description house A is an important construct ofspan [b3; f3], and because [b3; f3] is the nucleus of the span [b3;g3], it is natural to considerthat Description house A is an important construct for span [b3;g3] as well. Reasoningsimilarly, we can explain why the boldfaced \this" makes sense and why Descriptionhouse B is an important construct for span [h3;n3]. Because spans [b3;g3] and [h3;n3] areconnected through a joint relation, i.e., a multinuclear relation, the important constructsof each of them could be promoted to the higher level span, [b3;n3]. This explains whyDescription houses A and B is an important construct of span [b3;n3]. Following thesame procedure, Description houses A and B becomes an important construct for span[a3;n3], which explains why the second boldfaced \that" in text 2.6 makes sense.Again, as in the previous cases, the interpretation given above is consistent with thecompositionality criterion. For example, the concession relation between span [b3; f3]and unit g3 also holds between the the construct Description house A and unit g3. Thejoint relation between spans [b3;g3] and [h3;n3] also holds between the descriptions of the30
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two houses.Formalization of the compositionality criterion given in proposition 2.1 would require theexistence of well-developed formalisms that accommodate beliefs, intentions, and goals, anda full account of the relation between these constructs and their linguistic representation.Unfortunately, such an account is beyond the current state of the art of computationallinguistics and arti�cial intelligence. Since my purpose is to provide a theory of the structureof unrestricted texts, I cannot take compositionality criterion 2.1 as foundational becauseis too underspeci�ed.2.5.2 A strong compositionality criterionAlthough compositionality criterion 2.1 is too weak to be useful, I believe that we canstill contribute to the general understanding of text by constructing a theory that takesas foundational a weaker criterion. The intuition behind the weaker criterion is that, afterall, all the linguistic and nonlinguistic constructs that are used as arguments of rhetoricalrelations can be derived from the textual units and the relations that pertain to thoseunits. Since we do not know how to properly represent and reason about the linguistic andnonlinguistic constructs that we brought up in the previous section and since we do not knowhow to derive the nonlinguistic ones from the linguistic ones, we will simply ignore themfor the moment. Textual units, i.e., clauses, sentences, and paragraphs, are constructs thatwe are familiar with and that we do know how to handle. Therefore, I will use only theseconstructs in the formalization. These assumptions strengthen the weak compositionalitycriterion, as shown in proposition 2.2, below.Proposition 2.2. A strong compositionality criterion of valid text structures: Ifa rhetorical relation R holds between two textual spans of the tree structure of a text, thatrelation also holds between the most important units of the constituent spans.If we reconsider text (2.3) and the tree in �gure 2.4.a from the perspective of the strongcompositionality criterion, we get the same interpretation as in the case of the weak com-positionality criterion: the evidence relation that holds between text spans [c1;d1] and[a1; b1] also holds between their most important subspans, i.e., between the spans c1 andb1. In the case of text (2.5), whose RS-tree is given in �gure 2.6, the strong compositionalitycriterion is tautological because it speci�es that the nonvolitional cause relation thatholds between spans [a2; b2] and c2 also holds between a2,b2 and c2 | the most importantsubspans of span [a2; b2] are both a2 and b2. Note that although, in this case, the strongcompositionality criterion does not spell out precisely the elements between which the non-volitional cause relation holds, a potential reader of text structure 2.6 could identifythat by herself because both units a2 and b2 are considered important for span [a2; b2] and31
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therefore, that span represents the relation between the contrast relation and textualunit c2 implicitly.In the case of text (2.6), whose RS-tree is shown in �gure 2.7, the strong composition-ality criterion speci�es, for example, that the rhetorical relation between spans [b3;g3] and[h3;n3] also holds between their most important subspans, i.e., between spans [b3; f3] and[h3; l3]. As in the previous cases, this constraint is stronger than that postulated by theweak compositionality criterion, i.e., it enables automatic inferences to be drawn, althoughit does not mention explicitly the constructs between which the relation holds. However,the information that pertains to the weak compositionality criterion is still implicit in therepresentation because the constructs Description house A and Description house Bare implicitly encoded in the spans [b3; f3] and [h3; l3], respectively.2.6 The formalization of text structures2.6.1 A concrete formulation of the text structure formalization problemThe formalization of text structures that I propose assumes a set Rels of well-de�ned rhetor-ical relations that is partitioned into two subsets: the set of paratactic and the set of hy-potactic relations (Rels = Relsparatactic [ Relshypotactic). Throughout the thesis I will alsouse the terms \multinuclear" to refer to paratactic relations and \mononuclear" to refer tohypotactic relations.I take the essential features of text structures given in section 2.2.1 and the strong com-positionality criterion given in proposition 2.2 to be the foundations of my formal treatmentof text structures. More speci�cally, I will formalize the idea that two adjacent spans canbe joined in a larger span by a given rhetorical relation if and only if that relation holds alsobetween the most salient units of those spans. Obviously, the formalization will also specifythe rules according to which the most salient units of a text are determined. Formally, theproblem that I want to solve is that given in de�nition 2.1, below.De�nition 2.1. The problem of text structure derivation: Given a sequence of tex-tual units U = u1; u2; : : : ; un and a set RR of rhetorical relations that hold among theseunits, �nd all valid text structures (trees) of the linear sequence u1; u2; : : : ; un.The problem of text structure derivation given above is consistent with a position thatassumes that rhetorical relations that hold between large textual spans should be derivedonly from rhetorical relations that hold between elementary units. Nevertheless, psycholin-guistic experiments suggest that humans are able to determine rhetorical relations thathold between large textual spans as well. I call such relations extended rhetorical rela-tions. Although humans are not consistent at determining the boundaries of large textualspans [Grosz and Hirschberg, 1992, Passonneau and Litman, 1993, Hirschberg and Nakatani,32
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1996, Passonneau and Litman, 1997a, Moser and Moore, 1997], I believe that a theory oftext structures should accommodate judgements that pertain to large textual spans as well.De�nition 2.2, which is given below, accounts for this case.De�nition 2.2. An extended formulation of the problem of text structure deriva-tion: Given a sequence of textual units U = u1; u2; : : : ; un and a set RR of simple and ex-tended rhetorical relations that hold among these units and among contiguous textual spansthat are de�ned over U , �nd all valid text structures of the linear sequence U .In this section, I provide a formalization for the extended formulation of the problemof text structure derivation. The formalization of the formulation given in de�nition 2.1can be obtained from the formalization given here by taking the set of extended rhetoricalrelations that hold among non-elementary spans of a text to be empty.Notation. The formalization that I propose here uses the following predicates, with thefollowing intended semantics:� Predicate position(u; i) is true for a textual unit u in sequence U if and only if u isthe i-th element in the sequence.3� Predicate rhet rel(name; ui; uj) is true for textual units ui and uj with respect torhetorical relation name if and only if the de�nition D of rhetorical relation name isconsistent with the relation between textual units ui, in most cases a satellite, and uj , anucleus. The de�nition D could be part of any consistent theory of rhetorical relations.For example, from the perspective of RST, text (2.3) is completely described at theminimal unit level by the following set of predicates, in which the set of predicatesrhet rel is the same as that given in (2.4):8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>: rhet rel(justification;a1; b1)rhet rel(justification;d1; b1)rhet rel(evidence;c1; b1)rhet rel(concession;d1;c1)rhet rel(restatement;d1;a1)position(a1; 1); position(b1; 2)position(c1; 3); position(d1; 4)(2.7)3Instead of using the predicate position, we could have assumed that the textual units of a text are alwayslabelled with numbers that reect their index in the text they occur. However, since the formalization oftext structures will be also used in natural language generation in order to produce sequences of units thatare most likely to be coherent, such an approach would be misleading. To avoid confusion, I prefer to usean explicit predicate. 33
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Figure 2.10: An isomorphic representation of tree in �gure 2.4.a according to the status,type, and promotion features that characterize every node. The numbers associated witheach node denote the limits of the text span that that node characterizes.sets play a major role in determining the validity of a text tree. The tree in �gure 2.10is valid, because the evidence relation that holds between spans [c1;d1] and [a1; b1] alsoholds between their most salient units, i.e., c1 and b1.The status, type, and promotion set that are associated with each node in a text treeprovide su�cient information for a full description of an instance of a text structure. Giventhe linear nature of text and the fact that we cannot predict in advance where the boundariesbetween various text spans will be drawn, we should provide a methodology that permitsone to enumerate all possible ways in which a tree could be built on the top of a linearsequence of textual units. The solution that I propose relies on the same intuition thatconstitutes the foundation of chart parsing: just as a chart parser is capable of consideringall possible ways in which di�erent words in a text could be clustered into higher-ordergrammatical units, so my formalization would be capable of considering all the possibleways in which di�erent text spans could be joined into larger spans.4Let spani;j , or simply [i; j], denote a text span that includes all the textual units betweenposition i and j. Then, if we consider a sequence of textual units u1; u2; : : : ; un, there are nways in which spans of length one could be built, span1;1; span2;2; : : : ; spann;n; n� 1 waysin which spans of length two could be built, span1;2; span2;3; : : : ; spann�1;n; n � 2 ways inwhich spans of length three could be built, span1;3; span2;4; : : : ; spann�2;n; : : : ; and oneway in which a span of length n could be built, span1;n. Since it is impossible to determinea priori the text spans that will be used to make up a text tree, I will associate with eachtext span that could possibly become part of a text tree a status, a type, and a promotionrelation and let the constraints that pertain to the essential features of text structures andthe strong compositionality criterion generate the correct text trees. In fact, my intent is todetermine from the set of n+(n�1)+(n�2)+ : : :+1 = n(n+1)=2 potential text spans that4I am grateful to Je� Siskind for bringing to my attention the similarity between charts and text spans.36
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pertain to a sequence of n textual units, the subset that adheres to the constraints that Ihave mentioned above. For example, for text 2.3, there are 4+3+2+1 = 10 potential spans,i.e., span1;1; span2;2; span3;3; span4;4; span1;2; span2;3; span3;4; span1;3; span2;4; and span1;4,but only seven of them play an active role in the representation given in �gure 2.10, i.e.,span1;1; span2;2; span3;3; span4;4; span1;2; span3;4; and span1;4.In formalizing the constraints that pertain to a text tree, I assume that each possibletext span, spanl;h,5 which will or will not eventually become a node in the �nal discoursetree, is characterized by the following relations:� S(l; h; status) denotes the status of spanl;h, i.e., the text span that contains units l toh; status can take one of the values nucleus, satellite, or none according to therole played by that span in the �nal text tree. For example, for the RS-tree depicted in�gure 2.10, the following relations hold: S(1; 2;nucleus); S(3; 4; satellite);S(1; 3;none).� T (l; h; relation name) denotes the name of the rhetorical relation that holds betweenthe text spans that are immediate subordinates of spanl;h in the text tree.6 If thetext span is not used in the construction of the �nal text tree, the type assigned byconvention is none. For example, for the RS-tree in �gure 2.10, the following relationshold: T (1; 1; leaf); T (1; 2; justification); T (3; 4;concession); T (1; 3;none).� P (l; h; unit name) denotes the set of units that are salient for spanl;h and that canbe used to connect this text span with adjacent text spans in the �nal RS-tree.If spanl;h is not used in the �nal text tree, by convention, the set of salient unitsis none. For example, for the RS-tree in �gure 2.10, the following relations hold:P (1; 1;a1); P (1; 2; b1); P (1; 3;none); P (3; 4;c1).2.6.2 A complete formalization of text treesUsing the conventions that I have discussed in the previous subsection, I present now acomplete �rst-order formalization of text trees. In this formalization, I assume a universethat consists of the set of natural numbers from 1 to n, where n represents the numberof textual units in the text that is considered; the set of names that were de�ned by adiscourse theory for each rhetorical relation; the set of unit names that are associated witheach textual unit; and four extra constants: nucleus, satellite, none, and leaf. Theonly function symbols that operate over this domain are the traditional + and � functionsthat are associated with the set of natural numbers. The formalization uses the traditionalpredicate symbols that pertain to the set of natural numbers (<;�; >;�;=; 6=) and �ve5In what follows, l and h always denote the left and right boundaries of a text span.6The names of the rhetorical relations are dependent on the set of relations that one uses.37
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other predicate symbols: S; T; and P to account for the status, type, and salient units thatare associated with every text span; rhet rel to account for the rhetorical relations thathold between di�erent textual units; and position to account for the index of the textualunits in the text that one considers. I use the terms text tree or discourse tree wheneverI refer to a general abstract structure, which is built using some taxonomy of relationsRels = Relshypotactic [ Relsparatactic. I use the term RS-tree whenever I refer to a textstructure that uses the taxonomy of relations de�ned by Mann and Thompson [1988].Throughout this thesis, I apply the convention that all unbound variables are universallyquanti�ed and that variables are represented in lower case letters while constants in smallcapitals. I also make use of two extra relations (relevant rel and relevant unit), which Ide�ne here as follows: for every text span spanl;h, relevant rel(l; h; name) (2.8) describesthe set of simple and extended rhetorical relations that are relevant to that text span, i.e.,the set of rhetorical relations that span over units from the interval [l; h].relevant rel(l; h; name)�(9s; n; sp; np)[position(s; sp)^ position(n; np)^(l � sp � h) ^ (l � np � h) ^ rhet rel(name; s; n)]_(9ss; se; ns; ne; l1; h1; l2; h2; )[position(ss; l1)^ position(se; h1)^position(ns; l2)^ position(ne; h2) ^ (l � l1 � h1 � h) ^(l � l2 � h2 � h) ^ rhet rel ext(name; ss; se; ns; ne)](2.8)
For every text span spanl;h, relevant unit(l; h; u) (2.9) describes the set of textual unitsthat are relevant for that text span, i.e., the units whose positions in the initial sequenceare numbers in the interval [l; h].relevant unit(l; h; u)� (9x)[position(u; x)^ (l � x � h)](2.9)For example, for text (2.3), which is described formally in (2.7), the following is the set ofall relevant rel and relevant unit relations that hold with respect to text segment [1; 3]and with respect to the relation de�nitions proposed by RST:frelevant rel(1; 3; justification); relevant rel(1; 3; evidence);relevant unit(1; 3;a1); relevant unit(1; 3; b1); relevant unit(1; 3;c1)gThe constraints that pertain to the structure of a text tree can be partitioned intoconstraints related to the objects over which each predicate ranges and constraints relatedto the structure of the tree. I describe each set of constraints in turn.38
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Constraints that concern the objects over which the predicates that describeevery span [l; h] of a text tree range� For every span [l; h], the set of objects over which predicate S ranges is the setnucleus, satellite, none. Since every textual unit has to be part of the �nal RS-tree,the elementary text spans, i.e., those spans for which l = h, constitute an exception to thisrule, i.e., they could play only a nucleus or satellite role.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l � h)]!f[l = h! (S(l; h;nucleus) _ S(l; h; satellite))] ^[l 6= h! (S(l; h;nucleus)_ S(l; h; satellite)_ S(l; h;none))]g(2.10)� The status of any text span is unique.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l � h)]![(S(l; h; status1) ^ S(l; h; status2))! status1 = status2](2.11)� For every span [l; h], the set of objects over which predicate T ranges is the setof rhetorical relations that are relevant to that span. By convention, the rhetoricalrelation associated with a leaf is leaf.[(1 � h � n)^ (1 � l � h)]!f[l = h! T (l; h; leaf)]^[l 6= h! (T (l; h;none) _(T (l; h; name)! relevant rel(l; h; name)))]g(2.12)� At most one rhetorical relation can connect two adjacent text spans.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l < h)]![(T (l; h; name1) ^ T (l; h; name2))! name1 = name2](2.13)� For every span [l; h], the set of objects over which predicate P ranges is theset of units that make up that span.[(1 � h � n)^ (1 � l � h)]![P (l; h;none) _ (P (l; h; u)! relevant unit(l; h; u))](2.14) 39
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Constraints that concern the structure of the text treesThe following constraints are derived from the essential features of text structures thatwere discussed in section 2.2.1 and from the strong compositionality criterion given inproposition 2.2.� Text spans do not overlap.[(1 � h1 � n) ^ (1 � l1 � h1) ^ (1 � h2 � n)^ (1 � l2 � h2)^(l1 < l2) ^ (h1 < h2)^ (l2 � h1)]![:S(l1; h1;none)! S(l2; h2;none)](2.15)� A text span with status none does not participate in the tree at all.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l < h)]![(S(l; h;none) ^ P (l; h;none) ^ T (l; h;none))_(:S(l; h;none) ^ :P (l; h;none) ^ :T (l; h;none))](2.16)� There exists a text span, the root, that spans over the entire text.:S(1;n;none)^ :P (1;n;none) ^ :T (1;n;none)(2.17)� The status, type, and promotion set that are associated with a text spanreect the strong compositionality criterion.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l < h) ^ :S(l; h;none)]!(9name; split point; s; n)[(l � split point � h)^ (Nucleus �rst(name; split point; s; n)_Satellite �rst(name; split point; s; n))] _(9name; split point; ss; se; ns; ne)[(l � split point � h)^ (Nucleus �rst ext(name; split point; ss; se; ns; ne) _Satellite �rst ext(name; split point; ss; se; ns; ne))]
(2.18)

40
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Nucleus �rst(name,split point; s; n) �rhet rel(name; s; n)^ T (l; h; name) ^ position(s; sp)^ position(n; np)^l � np � split point ^ split point < sp � h ^P (l; split point; n)^ P (split point+ 1; h; s)^f(name 2 Relsparatactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus)^(8p)[P (l; h; p)� (P (l; split point; p)_ P (split point+ 1; h; p))]g^f(name 2 Relshypotactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h; satellite) ^(8p)(P (l; h; p)� P (l; split point; p))g
(2.19)

Satellite �rst(name,split point; s; n) �rhet rel(name; s; n)^ T (l; h; name) ^ position(s; sp)^ position(n; np)^l � sp � split point ^ split point < np � h ^P (l; split point; s)^ P (split point+ 1; h; n)^f(name 2 Relsparatactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus)^(8p)[P (l; h; p)� (P (l; split point; p)_ P (split point+ 1; h; p))]g^f(name 2 Relshypotactic)!S(l; split point; satellite) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus) ^(8p)(P (l; h; p)� P (split point+ 1; h; p))g
(2.20)

Nucleus �rst ext(name; split point; ss; se; ns; ne) �f[rhet rel ext(name; ss; se; ns; ne) ^ T (l; h; name)^position(ss; split point+ 1) ^ position(se; h)^position(ns; l)^ position(ne; split point) ^f(name 2 Relsparatactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus)^(8p)[P (l; h; p)� (P (l; split point; p)_ P (split point+ 1; h; p))]g^f(name 2 Relshypotactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h; satellite) ^(8p)(P (l; h; p)� P (l; split point; p))g
(2.21)

41
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Satellite �rst ext(name; split point; ss; se; ns; ne) �f[rhet rel ext(name; ss; se; ns; ne) ^ T (l; h; name)^position(ns; split point+ 1) ^ position(ne; h)^position(ss; l)^ position(se; split point) ^f(name 2 Relsparatactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus)^(8p)[P (l; h; p)� (P (l; split point; p)_ P (split point+ 1; h; p))]g^f(name 2 Relshypotactic)!S(l; split point; satellite) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus) ^(8p)(P (l; h; p)� P (split point+ 1; h; p))g
(2.22)
Formula (2.18) speci�es that whenever a text span [l; h] denotes an internal node (l < h)in the �nal text tree, i.e., its status is not none, the span [l; h] is built on the top of twotext spans that meet at index split point and there either exists an elementary relation thatholds between two units that are salient in the adjacent spans (Nucleus �rst_Satellite �rst)or an extended rhetorical relation that holds between the two spans (Nucleus �rst ext _Satellite �rst ext).Formula (2.19) speci�es that there is a rhetorical relation with name name, from aunit s (in most cases a satellite) that belongs to span [split point + 1; h] to a unit n, thenucleus, that belongs to span [l; split point]; that unit n is salient with respect to text span[l; split point] and unit s is salient with respect to text span [split point + 1; h]; and thatthe type of span [l; h] is given by the name of the rhetorical relation. If the relation isparatactic (multinuclear), the status of the immediate sub-spans is nucleus and the set ofsalient units for text span [l; h] consists of all the units that make up the set of salient unitsthat are associated with the two sub-spans. If the relation is hypotactic, the status of textspan [l; split point] is nucleus, the status of text span [split point+1; h] is satellite andthe set of salient units for text span [l; h] are given by the salient units that are associatedwith the subordinate nucleus span. The 2 symbol in formulas (2.19) and (2.22) is just anabbreviation of a disjunction over all the relation names that belong to the paratactic andhypotactic partitions respectively. Formula Satellite �rst(name,split point; s; n) (2.20) is amirror image of (2.19) and it describes the case when the satellite that pertains to rhetoricalrelation rhet rel(name; s; n) belongs to text span [l; split point], i.e., when the satellite goesbefore the nucleus.Formula (2.21) speci�es that there is an extended rhetorical relation with name name,which holds between two textual spans that meet at split point, and that the nucleus of therhetorical relation goes before the satellite. In such a case, the type of span [l; h] is given by42
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the name of the extended rhetorical relation. If the relation is paratactic (multinuclear), thestatus of the immediate sub-spans is nucleus and the set of salient units for text span [l; h]consists of all the units that make up the set of salient units that are associated with the twosub-spans. If the relation is hypotactic, the status of text span [l; split point] is nucleus, thestatus of text span [split point+1; h] is satellite and the set of salient units for text span[l; h] are given by the salient units that are associated with the subordinate nucleus span.Formula (2.22) is a mirror image of (2.21) and it describes the case when the units of thesatellite span ss{se that pertains to the extended rhetorical relation rhet rel ext(name; ss;se; ns; ne) belongs to text span [l; split point], i.e., when the satellite goes before the nucleus.For the rest of the thesis, the set of axioms (2.8){(2.22) will be referred to as theaxiomatization of valid text structures.2.6.3 A formalization of RSTThe axiomatization of valid text structures given in section 2.6.2 can be tailored to any setof relations. If we choose to work with the set of rhetorical relations proposed by Mannand Thompson [1988], the only thing that we need to do is specify what the hypotactic andparatactic relations are. We can do this explicitly, by instantiating in axioms (2.19), (2.20),(2.21), and (2.22) the sets of hypotactic and paratactic relations that are proposed in RST.For example, axiom (2.23) is the RST instantiation of axiom (2.19).Nucleus �rst(name; split point; s; n) �rhet rel(name; s; n)^ T (l; h; name)^ position(s; sp) ^ position(n; np) ^l � np � split point ^ split point < sp � h ^P (l; split point; n)^ P (split point+ 1; h; s)^f(name = contrast _ name = joint _ name = sequence)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus) ^(8p)[P (l; h; p)� (P (l; split point; p)_ P (split point+ 1; h; p))]g^f(name 6= sequence ^ name 6= contrast ^ name 6= joint)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h; satellite)^(8p)(P (l; h; p)� P (l; split point; p))g
(2.23)
In a similar manner, we can instantiate axioms (2.20), (2.21), and (2.22) as well. For the restof the thesis, axioms (2.8){(2.18) and the set of axioms that are derived from axioms (2.19){(2.22) by instantiating the taxonomy of relations proposed by RST will be referred to asthe axiomatization of RST.If we evaluate now the RS-trees in �gure 2.4 against the axiomatization of RST, we candetermine immediately that the structures of the trees in �gure 2.4.a and 2.4.c satisfy all43
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Figure 2.11: The set of all RS-trees that could be built for text (2.3).the axioms, while the structure of the tree in �gure 2.4.b does not satisfy axiom (2.18).More precisely, the rhetorical relation of concession between d1 and c1 projects c1 asthe salient unit for text span [c1;d1]. The initial set of rhetorical relations (2.7) depicts ajustification relation only between units d1 and b1 and not between c1 and b1. Sincethe nuclearity requirements make it impossible for d1 to play both a satellite role in thespan [c1;d1], and to be, at the same time, a salient unit for it, it follows that tree 2.4.b isincorrect.If we determine all the ways in which the logical theory that pertains to the formalrepresentation of text (2.3) (axioms (2.7)) and the axiomatization of RST can be satis�ed,we obtain �ve models that correspond to the trees in �gure 2.11. Among the set of treesin �gure 2.11, trees 2.11.a and 2.11.b match the trees given earlier in �gure 2.4.a and 2.4.c.Trees 2.11.c{e represent trees that are not given in �gure 2.4.If the relations to the same text were to consist of the relations given below in (2.24),then only one tree could correspond to text (2.3), the tree in �gure 2.11.e.8>><>>: rhet rel(justification;d1; b1)rhet rel(evidence;c1; b1)rhet rel(justification;a1; [b1�d1])(2.24) 44
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2.7 Towards formalizing the relationship between text treesand intentions2.7.1 PreambleIn the last decade, the members of the computational linguistics community have adoptedprimarily either an RST- or a GST-based perspective on discourse. Only recently, re-searchers have started to investigate the relationship between the two perspectives [Moserand Moore, 1996]. In this section, I formalize the relationship between the structure oftext and intentions. As in the rest of the chapter, I will take a more general perspectiveand assume only that rhetorical relations can be partitioned into paratactic and hypotacticrelations. However, for exempli�cation, I will use the set of rhetorical relations that wasde�ned by Mann and Thompson [1988]. To increase the understandability of the argumentsthat I am going to make in this section, I will rely on a text that was �rst used by Holmesand Gallagher [1917] and Cohen [1983], and then by Grosz and Sidner [1986, p. 183]. Thetext is given in (2.25), below.[The \movies" are so attractive to the great American public,a4 ] [especially toyoung people,b4 ] [that it is time to take careful thought about their e�ect on mindand morals.c4 ] [Ought any parent to permit his children to attend a moving pic-ture show often or without being quite certain of the show he permits them tosee?d4 ] [No one can deny, of, course, that great educational and ethical gains maybe made through the moviese4 ] [because of their astonishing vividness.f4 ] [But theimportant fact to be determined is the total result of continuous and indiscrim-inate attendance of shows of this kind.g4 ] [Can it be other than harmful?h4 ] [Inthe �rst place the character of the plays is seldom of the best.i4 ] [One has onlyto read the ever-present \movie" billboard to see how cheap, melodramatic andvulgar most of the photoplays are.j4 ] [Even the best plays, moreover, are boundto be exciting and over-emotional.k4 ] [Without spoken words, facial expressionand gesture must carry the meaning:l4 ] [but only strong emotion, or bu�oonery,can be represented through facial expression and gesture.m4 ] [The more reasonableand quiet aspects of life are necessarily neglected.n4 ] [How can our young peopledrink in through their eyes a continuous spectacle of intense and strained activityand feeling without harmful e�ects?o4 ] [Parents and teachers will do well to guardthe young against overindulgence in the taste for the \movie".p4 ]
(2.25)

The intention-based discourse structure that Grosz and Sidner built for text (2.25) isshown in �gure 2.12: the leaves of the structure are labelled both with the literals thatare used in example (2.25) and with numbers that correspond to the boundaries of those45
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Span or Intention in GST Salient units in RSTDiscourse Segment[1,16] (Intend ICP (Believe OCP p4)) p4[1,3] (Intend ICP (Believe OCP c4)) c4[4,15] (Intend ICP (Believe OCP o4)) o4[5,6] (Intend ICP (Believe OCP e4)) e4[7,14] (Intend ICP (Believe OCP fI(h4))) h4[9,10] (Intend ICP (Believe OCP i4)) i4[12,14] (Intend ICP (Believe OCP m4;n4)) m4;n4Table 2.1: The correspondence between the primary intentions of discourse segments inGST and the salient units of the text spans in RST. ICP and OCP denote the Initiat-ing Conversational Participant (the writer) and the Other Conversational Participant (thereader) respectively; the terms x associated with the tuples (Believe OCP x) denote thecorresponding propositions from text (2.25).[a2; b2] neither to unit a2 nor to unit b2. Rather, the primary intention pertains to therhetorical relation between the two units. In Grosz and Sidner's terms, we can say that theprimary intention of segment [a2; b2] is (Intend ICP (Believe OCP \he wanted to do twothings that were incompatible")). In other words, the intention associated with segment[a2; b2] is a function both of its salient units, a2 and b2, and of the rhetorical relation thatholds between these units.[He wanted to play squash with Janet,a2 ] [but he also wanted to have dinner withSuzanne.b2 ] [This indecisiveness drove him crazy.c2 ](2.26)Similarly, in Webber's text (2.6), the primary intention of segment [b3; f3], for example,| (Intend ICP (Inform OCP \description house A")) | arises from the juxtaposition ofall the individual units in the segment. That is, the primary intention is a function bothof the salient units of discourse segment [b3; f3] and of the rhetorical relation of joint thatholds among them. I now formalize this relationship between the primary intentions andthe structure of text.2.7.2 The melding of text structures and intentionsIn formalizing the constraints that pertain both to RST-like structures and GST-like in-tentions, I use the same conventions that I used in section 2.6. Again, because I want toprovide a formalization that is independent of the set of rhetorical relations that one uses,I will assume only that the set of rhetorical relations can be partitioned into two classes:paratactic and hypotactic. In addition to the relations discussed in section 2.6, I will alsouse the following predicates and functions: 48
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� Predicate I(l; h; intention) is true when intention denotes the primary intention ofdiscourse span [l; h]. The term intention is represented using an oracle function fI ,which is discussed below. However, in order to simplify the exposition, let us assumefor the moment that strings are �rst-order objects. When we do so, the followingare some of the predicates that are true with respect to the discourse analysis givenby Grosz and Sidner for text (2.25): I(1; 16; \parents and teachers should guard theyoung against overindulgence in the movies") and I(11; 14; \stories in movies areexciting and over-emotional").� Predicate dom(l1; h1; l2; h2) is true whenever a discourse span [l1; h1] dominates a dis-course span [l2; h2]. Some of the predicates that hold for text (2.25) are: dom(1; 16; 1; 3)and dom(11; 14; 12; 14). A dominance relation is well-formed if span [l2; h2] is a propersubspan of span [l1; h1], i.e., l1 � l2 � h2 � h1 ^ (l1 6= l2 _ h1 6= h2).� Predicate satprec(l1; h1; l2; h2) is true whenever an intentional satisfaction-precedencerelation holds between two segments [l1; h1] and [l2; h2]. A satisfaction-precedencerelation is well-formed if the spans do not overlap.� Oracle function fI(r; x1; : : : ; xn) takes as arguments a rhetorical relation r and a setof textual units, and returns the primary intention that pertains to that relationand those units. For example, in the case of segment [a2; b2] in text (2.26), theoracle function fI (contrast;a2; b2) is assumed to return a �rst-order object whosemeaning can be glossed as \inform the reader that the character of the story wanted todo two things that were incompatible". And the oracle function fI(background;c4)associated with segment [1; 3] in text (2.25) is assumed to return a �rst-order objectwhose meaning can be glossed as \inform the reader that it is time to consider thee�ects of movies on mind and morals"; in this case, the oracle function makes no useof the associated rhetorical relation.The dominance and satisfaction-precedence relations that are used by Grosz and Sidnerare relations that characterize a di�erent level of abstraction than that characterized byrhetorical relations. On one hand, the dominance and satisfaction-precedence relationsspecify how the intentions of some discourse segments are related to the intentions of othersegments. In this respect, their nature is semantic and pragmatic. On the other hand,they impose constraints on the overall discourse structure. In this respect, their natureis structural. Given the fact that the intention-based relations proposed by Grosz andSidner are hence somewhat di�erent from those proposed by Mann and Thompson andother discourse theorists, I will assign them a di�erent status in the formalization.In the formalization that I propose, each node of a discourse structure is characterizedby four features: the status of the node, the rhetorical relation that holds between the nodes49
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that are immediate children, the set of salient units, and the primary intention. For thesake of completeness, I specify here all the axioms that pertain to the axiomatization ofvalid text structures and GST. The axioms whose meaning was explained in the previoussections are reproduced with no further explanation.The set of relevant relations for discourse segment [l; h] is the set of rhetoricalrelations that span over text spans that have their boundaries within the interval[l; h]. relevant rel(l; h; name)�(9s; n; sp; np)[position(s; sp)^ position(n; np)^(l � sp � h) ^ (l � np � h) ^ rhet rel(name; s; n)]_(9ss; se; ns; ne; l1; h1; l2; h2; )[position(ss; l1)^ position(se; h1)^position(ns; l2)^ position(ne; h2)^ (l � l1 � h1 � h) ^(l � l2 � h2 � h) ^ rhet rel ext(name; ss; se; ns; ne)](2.27)
The set of relevant units for segment [l; h] is given by the units whose positionsin the initial sequence are numbers in the interval [l; h].relevant unit(l; h; u)� (9x)[position(u; x)^ (l � x � h)](2.28)Constraints that concern the objects over which the predicates that describeevery segment [l; h] of a text structure range� For every segment [l; h], the set of objects over which predicate S ranges is theset nucleus, satellite, none.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l � h)]!f[l = h! (S(l; h;nucleus) _ S(l; h; satellite))] ^[l 6= h! (S(l; h;nucleus) _ S(l; h; satellite) _ S(l; h;none))]g(2.29)� The status of any discourse segment is unique[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l � h)]![(S(l; h; status1) ^ S(l; h; status2))! status1 = status2](2.30) 50
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� For every segment [l; h], the set of objects over which predicate T ranges isthe set of rhetorical relations that are relevant to that span.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l � h)]!f[l = h! T (l; h; leaf)] ^[l 6= h! (T (l; h;none) _(T (l; h; name)! relevant rel(l; h; name)))]g(2.31)
� At most one rhetorical relation can connect two adjacent discourse spans[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l < h)]![(T (l; h; name1) ^ T (l; h; name2))! name1 = name2](2.32)
� For every segment [l; h], the set of objects over which predicate P ranges isthe set of units that make up that segment.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l � h)]![P (l; h;none)_ (P (l; h; u)! relevant unit(l; h; u))](2.33)
� The primary intention of a discourse segment is either none or is a functionof the salient units that pertain to that segment and of the rhetorical relationthat holds between the immediate subordinated segments. Since we want to staywithin the boundaries of �rst-order logic, we express this by means of a disjunction of atmost n subformulas, which correspond to the cases in which the span has 1, 2, : : : , or nsalient units. Formula (2.34) speci�es that the intention intentionlh associated with eachnode is either none or is a function of the salient units of the node and of the rhetorical51
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relation that characterizes that node.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l � h)]!fI(l; h; intentionlh)!intentionlh = none _(9r; x)[T (l; h; r)^ r 6= none ^P (l; h; x)^ (8y)(P (l; h; y)! x = y) ^intentionlh = fI (r; x)]_(9r; x1; x2)[T (l; h; r)^ r 6= none ^P (l; h; x1) ^ P (l; h; x2) ^ x1 6= x2 ^(8y)(P (l; h; y)! (y = x1 _ y = x2))^intentionlh = fI (r; x1; x2)] _...(9r; x1; x2; : : : ; xn)[T (l; h; r)^ r 6= none ^x1 6= x2 ^ x1 6= x3 ^ : : :^ x1 6= xn ^x2 6= x3 ^ : : :^ x2 6= xn ^... xn�1 6= xn ^P (l; h; x1) ^ P (l; h; x2) ^ : : :^ P (l; h; xn) ^(8y)(P (l; h; y)! (y = x1 _ y = x2 _ : : :_ y = xn)) ^intentionlh = fI (r; x1; x2; : : : ; xn)]g

(2.34)

� The primary intention of any discourse segment is unique.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l < h)]![(I(l; h; intention1) ^ I(l; h; intention2))! intention1 = intention2](2.35)Constraints that concern the structure of the discourse trees� Discourse segments do not overlap.[(1 � h1 � n) ^ (1 � l1 � h1) ^ (1 � h2 � n)^ (1 � l2 � h2)^(l1 < l2) ^ (h1 < h2) ^ (l2 � h1)]![:S(l1; h1;none)! S(l2; h2;none)](2.36) 52
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� A discourse segment with status none does not participate in the tree at all.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l < h)]![(S(l; h;none) ^ P (l; h;none)^ T (l; h;none) ^ I(l; h;none))_(:S(l; h;none)^ :P (l; h;none) ^ :T (l; h;none) ^ :I(l; h;none))](2.37)� There exists a discourse segment, the root, that spans over the entire text.:S(1;n;none) ^ :P (1;n;none) ^ :T (1;n;none) ^ :I(1;n;none)(2.38)� The status, type, and promotion set that are associated with a discoursesegment reect the strong compositionality criterion.[(1 � h � n) ^ (1 � l < h) ^ :S(l; h;none)]!(9name; split point; s; n)[(l � split point � h)^ (Nucleus �rst(name; split point; s; n)_Satellite �rst(name; split point; s; n))] _(9name; split point; ss; se; ns; ne)[(l � split point � h)^ (Nucleus �rst ext(name; split point; ss; se; ns; ne) _Satellite �rst ext(name; split point; ss; se; ns; ne))]
(2.39)

Nucleus �rst(name; split point; s; n) �rhet rel(name; s; n)^ T (l; h; name)^ position(s; sp) ^ position(n; np) ^l � np � split point ^ split point < sp � h ^P (l; split point; n)^ P (split point+ 1; h; s)^f(name 2 Relsparatactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus) ^(8p)[P (l; h; p)� (P (l; split point; p)_ P (split point+ 1; h; p))]g^f(name 2 Relshypotactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h; satellite)^(8p)(P (l; h; p)� P (l; split point; p))g
(2.40)
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Satellite �rst(name; split point; s; n) �rhet rel(name; s; n)^ T (l; h; name)^ position(s; sp) ^ position(n; np) ^l � sp � split point ^ split point < np � h ^P (l; split point; s)^ P (split point+ 1; h; n)^f(name 2 Relsparatactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus) ^(8p)[P (l; h; p)� (P (l; split point; p)_ P (split point+ 1; h; p))]g^f(name 2 Relshypotactic)!S(l; split point; satellite) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus)^(8p)(P (l; h; p)� P (split point+ 1; h; p))g
(2.41)

Nucleus �rst ext(name; split point; ss; se; ns; ne) �f[rhet rel ext(name; ss; se; ns; ne) ^ T (l; h; name)^position(ss; split point+ 1) ^ position(se; h)^position(ns; l)^ position(ne; split point) ^f(name 2 Relsparatactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus)^(8p)[P (l; h; p)� (P (l; split point; p)_ P (split point+ 1; h; p))]g^f(name 2 Relshypotactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h; satellite) ^(8p)(P (l; h; p)� P (l; split point; p))g
(2.42)

Satellite �rst ext(name; split point; ss; se; ns; ne) �f[rhet rel ext(name; ss; se; ns; ne) ^ T (l; h; name)^position(ns; split point+ 1) ^ position(ne; h)^position(ss; l)^ position(se; split point) ^f(name 2 Relsparatactic)!S(l; split point;nucleus) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus)^(8p)[P (l; h; p)� (P (l; split point; p)_ P (split point+ 1; h; p))]g^f(name 2 Relshypotactic)!S(l; split point; satellite) ^ S(split point+ 1; h;nucleus) ^(8p)(P (l; h; p)� P (split point+ 1; h; p))g
(2.43)
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[1,16] dominates [1,3][1,16] dominates [4,15][4,15] dominates [5,6][4,15] dominates [7,14][7,14] dominates [9,10][7,14] dominates [11,14][11,14] dominates [12,14]Table 2.2: The dominance relations given by Grosz and Sidner with respect to text (2.25).� The dominance relations described by Grosz and Sidner hold between a dis-course segment and the subordinated satellite. The dominance relations that aregiven by Grosz and Sidner with respect to text (2.25) are shown in table 2.2. If we in-spect closely the GST representation in �gure 2.12, the RST representation in �gure 2.13,table 2.1, and table 2.2, we notice that the dominated discourse segments in Grosz andSidner's enumeration of dominance relations corresponds always to the satellite of the RSTrepresentation. This is not surprising if we examine the de�nitions of dominance relationgiven by Grosz and Sidner and satellite given by Mann and Thompson: a segment DSP2dominates a segment DSP1 if the intention associated with DSP1 provides part of the sat-isfaction of the intention associated with DSP2. In other words, the intention of DSP1contributes to the satisfaction of the intention associated with DSP2. But this is exactlythe role that satellites play in Mann and Thompson's theory: they do not express whatis most essential for the writer's purpose, but rather, provide supporting information thatcontributes to the understanding of the nucleus.The relationship between Grosz and Sidner's dominance relations and the general dis-tinction between nuclei and satellites is formalized by axioms (2.44) and (2.45).[(1 � h1 � n) ^ (1 � l1 � h1) ^ (1 � h2 � n)^ (1 � l2 � h2)]!f[:S(l1; h1;none)^ S(l2; h2; satellite) ^ l1 � l2 � h2 � h1 ^:(9l3; h3)(l1 � l3 � l2 � h2 � h3 � h1 ^(l3 6= l2 _ h3 6= h2) ^ S(l3; h3; satellite))]!dom(l1; h1; l2; h2)g(2.44)
[(1 � h1 � n)^ (1 � l1 � h1)^ (1 � h2 � n) ^(1 � l2 � h2) ^ dom(l1; h1; l2; h2)]!:S(l1; h1;none) ^ S(l2; h2; satellite)(2.45) 55
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Axiom (2.44) speci�es that if segment [l2; h2] is the immediate satellite of segment [l1; h1],then there exists a dominance relation between segment [l1; h1] and segment [l2; h2]. Hence,axiom (2.44) explicates the relationship between the structure of discourse and the inten-tional dominance. In contrast, axiom (2.45) explicates the relationship between intentionaldominance and the structure of discourse. That is, if we know that the intention associ-ated with span [l1; h1] dominates the intention associated with span [l2; h2], then both thesespans play an active role in the representation and, moreover, the segment [l2; h2] plays asatellite role.� The satisfaction-precedence relations described by Grosz and Sidner could beinterpreted as paratactic relations that hold between arbitrarily large textualspans. Nevertheless, as we have seen in the examples discussed in this chapter, the factthat a paratactic relation holds between spans does not imply that there exists a satisfaction-precedence relation at the intentional level between those spans. Therefore, for satisfaction-precedence relations, we will have only one axiom, that shown in (2.46) below.[(1 � h1 � n)^ (1 � l1 � h1)^ (1 � h2 � n) ^(1 � l2 � h2) ^ satprec(l1; h1; l2; h2)]!S(l1; h1;nucleus) ^ S(l2; h2;nucleus)(2.46)It speci�es that the spans that are arguments of a satisfaction-precedence relation have anucleus status in the �nal representation.2.7.3 Applications of the formalization of text structures and intentionsConsider again the example text (2.3) that we have used through this chapter, which wereproduce in (2.47) for convenience. As we discussed in section 2.6.3, if we assume that ananalyst determines that the rhetorical relations given in (2.48) hold between the elementaryunits of the text, there are �ve valid RS-trees that correspond to text (2.47). The validtrees were shown in �gure 2.11.[No matter how much one wants to stay a non-smoker,a1 ] [the truth is that thepressure to smoke in junior high is greater than it will be any other time of one'slife.b1 ] [We know that 3,000 teens start smoking each day,c1 ] [although it is a factthat 90% of them once thought that smoking was something that they'd neverdo.d1 ](2.47) 56
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8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: rhet rel(justification;a1; b1)rhet rel(justification;d1; b1)rhet rel(evidence;c1; b1)rhet rel(concession;d1;c1)rhet rel(restatement;d1;a1)(2.48)If we consider now the axioms that describe the relationship between text structures andintentions, we can derive, for example, that, for the tree 2.11.a, the span [a1;d1] dominatesthe span [c1;d1]; and that the primary intention of the whole text depends on unit b1 andon the rhetorical relation of justification. In such a case, the axiomatization providesthe means for drawing intentional inferences on the basis of the discourse structure.Assume now that besides providing judgements concerning the rhetorical relations thathold between various units, an analyst provides intention-based judgements as well. If,for example, besides the relations given in (2.48) an analyst determines that span [a1;d1]dominates unit d1, the theory that corresponds to these judgements (2.49) and the axiomsgiven in section 2.7.2 yields only two valid text structures, those presented in �gure 2.11.band 2.11.d. Therefore, in this case, the axiomatization provides the means of using inten-tional judgements for reducing the ambiguity that characterizes text structures.8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>: rhet rel(justification;a1; b1)rhet rel(justification;d1; b1)rhet rel(evidence;c1; b1)rhet rel(concession;d1;c1)rhet rel(restatement;d1;a1)dom(a1;d1;d1;d1)(2.49)2.8 Related workThe formalization that I have presented in this chapter provides a mathematical descriptionof the valid text structures, i.e., an expression of the properties of the class of structuresthat are licensed by the essential features that were put forth in section 2.2.1 and bythe strong compositionality criterion 2.2. As such, the formalization in chapter 2 canbe interpreted as a sibling of model-theoretic frameworks that characterize the propertiesof the syntactic structures of sentences [Keller, 1992, Keller, 1993, Blackburn et al., 1995,Rogers, 1994, Rogers, 1996]. In contrast to model-theoretic approaches to syntax, theformalization presented in this chapter is much simpler. The constraints on the featuresof the trees (discourse structures) that our formalization captures are much simpler thanthe constraints that are used by syntactic theories. Because of this, unlike model-theoreticapproaches to syntax, which use highly expressive languages with modal operators and57
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second-order quanti�ers, our formalization can be couched in the language of �rst-orderlogic.To my knowledge, the formalization of text structures provided in this chapter is the�rst attempt to provide a model-theoretic framework for the study of discourse in generaland the study of RST, GST, and the relationship between the two. In contrast to the model-theoretic framework that was developed here, most of the current approaches to discoursedo not address so much the problem of what discourse structures are, but of how discoursestructures can be derived from a given text in the context of discourse analysis [van Dijk,1972, Polanyi, 1988, Scha and Polanyi, 1988, Lascarides and Asher, 1991, Lascarides et al.,1992, Lascarides and Asher, 1993, Asher and Lascarides, 1994, Gardent, 1994, Polanyi andvan den Berg, 1996, van den Berg, 1996, Gardent, 1997, Schilder, 1997, Cristea and Webber,1997] and from a knowledge base, in the context of natural language generation [Hovy,1988b, Moore and Swartout, 1991, Moore and Paris, 1993, Maybury, 1993]. I discuss indetail these lines of research in chapters 3 and 7 respectively.2.9 SummaryIn this chapter, I have provided a �rst-order formalization of valid text structures and acharacterization of the relationship between text structures and intentions. The formaliza-tion relies on six essential features:1. The elementary units of complex text structures are non-overlapping spans of text.2. Rhetorical, coherence, and cohesive relations hold between textual units of varioussizes.3. Some textual units play a more important role in text than others.4. The abstract structure of most texts is a tree-like structure.5. If a relation r holds between two textual spans of a tree structure of a text, thatrelation also holds between the most important units of the constituent spans. Themost important units are determined recursively: they correspond to the most im-portant units of the immediate subspans when the relation that holds between thesesubspans is paratactic, and to the most important units of the nucleus subspan whenthe relation that holds between the immediate subspans is hypotactic.6. The primary intention of a text span depends on the most salient units of that spanand the rhetorical relation that introduced them.58
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Chapter 3The automatic derivation of textstructures: an algorithmicperspective3.1 PreambleThe formalization in chapter 2 focuses on the mathematical properties of valid text struc-tures, and not on the mechanisms that can be used to derive such structures. The ideaof providing algorithms that derive the valid discourse structures of texts gives rise to twoalternatives.� The �rst alternative is to take advantage of the declarative formalization and equatethe process of tree derivation with the process of �nding the models of a theory thatenumerates the axioms that characterize the general constraints of a text structureand the axioms that characterize the text under scrutiny. This alternative amountsto applying model-theoretic techniques.The major bene�t of this alternative is that it enables a declarative, clear formulationof the linguistic constraints that characterize the structures that are valid; such aformulation is independent of the algorithms that derive these structures.� The second alternative is to specify rewriting rules that can map a sequence of textualunits into valid text structures. This alternative amounts to applying theorem-provingtechniques.The major bene�t of this alternative is that it enables one to control directly theprocess of text structure derivation. As we will see in section 3.5, such an approachcan lead to substantial improvements with respect to the time that is needed to derivethe valid structures of a text. 59
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In this chapter, I study both alternatives: I propose and compare empirically fourdi�erent paradigms for solving the problem of text structure derivation given in 2.2. Intwo of these paradigms I use model-theoretic techniques, i.e., I show how the problemof text structure derivation can be encoded as a classical constraint-satisfaction problem(section 3.2) and as a propositional, satis�ability problem (section 3.3). In the other twoparadigms I apply proof-theoretic techniques, i.e., I show how the problem of text structurederivation can be encoded as a theorem-proving problem (section 3.4) and how it can becompiled into a parsing problem using a grammar in Chomsky normal form (section 3.5).The last paradigm yields the fastest algorithm, which derives text structures in polynomialtime.The empirical comparison of the four paradigms was done on a Sparc Ultra 2{2170machine that was running in network mode. The implementations of the four paradigmswere written in Lisp, C, and C++. As a consequence, it is obvious that the results have littlemeaning if they are taken in isolation. However, as will become apparent in the followingsections, the di�erences in performance of the four implementations are large enough toprovide clear-cut evidence with respect to the paradigm that is best suited for derivingvalid text structures.An adequate account of the relationship between text structures and intentions wouldrequire a sophisticated description of the oracle function fI (see section 2.7.2). Such adescription is beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, in what follows, I will investigateonly the structural properties of discourse. I will rely on the set of rhetorical relationsproposed by Mann and Thompson [1988] and consider text structures to be completelydescribed by the axiomatization of RST (see section 2.6.3).The work presented in this chapter is of primary interest for computer scientists andnot for engineers of language. A reader whose interest is only to �nd out how discoursestructures can be derived automatically from unrestricted texts can skip this chapter. Allsuch a reader needs to bear in mind is that the problem of text structure derivation thatwas given in 2.2 has an algorithmic solution. Hence, in order to derive text structures ofunrestricted texts we need only determine the elementary textual units and the rhetoricalrelations that hold among them.3.2 Deriving text structures | a constraint-satisfaction ap-proachThe formalization in chapter 2 naturally suggests that text structures can be automaticallyderived using constraint-satisfaction techniques. As we discussed in section 2.6, if we con-sider a sequence of textual units u1; u2; : : : ; un, there are n ways in which spans of lengthone could be built, span1;1; span2;2; : : : ; spann;n; n � 1 ways in which spans of length two60
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could be built, span1;2; span2;3; : : : ; spann�1;n; n � 2 ways in which spans of length threecould be built, span1;3; span2;4; : : : ; spann�2;n; : : : ; and one way in which a span of lengthn could be built, span1;n. Each of these spans has the potential of playing an active role inthe �nal representation. An algorithm that constructs valid text structures for the sequenceu1; u2; : : : ; un will have to determine from the set of n+(n�1)+(n�2)+: : :+1 = n(n+1)=2potential text spans that pertain to the sequence of n textual units, the subset that adheresto the constraints that characterize valid structures.As we have seen, the status, type, and promotion set associated with each span providesa complete characterization of the text structure. Following the axiomatization of RST, wecan take a sequence of n textual units and the set of rhetorical relations that hold betweenthem and automatically derive a constraint-satisfaction problem with 3n(n+ 1)=2 variables| a status, a type, and a promotion variable for each of the n(n+ 1)=2 potential spans. Thealgorithm that creates the 3n(n+ 1)=2 variables and asserts the constraints that pertain tothe variables is shown in �gure 3.1. In the following two subsections, I will explain it pieceby piece.3.2.1 The constraint variablesTo begin with, the algorithm creates the status, type, and promotion constraint variablesthat are associated with each of the possible n(n+ 1)=2 spans of a text structure. In �g-ure 3.1, the constraint variables are represented using the symbols S, T , and P , respectively.The constraint variables are indexed according to the lower and upper bounds of the spansthat they correspond to. For example, the variable S[l; h] corresponds to the status of thetextual span that ranges between positions l and h.Lines 1{9 of the algorithm correspond to the creation of the constraint variables andthe speci�cation of their associated domains. For each leaf, the domain of a status variableis the set fN; Sg (nucleus or satellite); the domain of a type variable is fLEAFg; andthe domain of a promotion variable is the unit itself, fulg. For each non-elementary textualspan, l < h, the domain of a status variable is the set fN; S;NONEg (nucleus, satellite,or none); the domain of a type variable is given by the names of the relations that arerelevant for that span (see axiom (2.8)); and the domain of a promotion variable is the setof textual units that correspond to the span, ful; : : : ; uhg.Traditionally, a solution of a constraint-satisfaction problem that is characterized by nvariables having domains D1; : : : ; Dn is a member of the Cartesian product D1� : : :�Dn.Therefore, if we adopt a constraint-satisfaction perspective, there is no need to explic-itly encode the unicity constraints that pertain to the status (axioms (2.11)) and type(axiom (2.13)) of each potential node. Although this is appropriate for status and typevariables, the fact that a solution of a constraint-satisfaction problem associates only onevalue to each variable appears to create di�culties with respect to the promotion variables,61
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Input: A sequence of textual units U = u1; u2; : : : ; un and a set RR of simple and extendedrhetorical relations that hold between units and spans in U .Output: One or all valid text structures of U .% Create n(n + 1)=2 status, type, and promotion variables whose domains range over% the set of values described by axioms (2.10), (2.12) and (2.14) respectively.1. for h := 1 to n2. for l := 1 to h3. if (l = h)4. domain(S[l; h]) = fN;Sg; domain(T [l; h]) = fLEAFg; domain(P [l; h]) = fulg;5. else f6. domain(S[l; h]) = fN;S;NONEg;7. domain(T [l; h]) = fname(r)jr 2 relevant relations(RR; l; h)g;8. domain(P [l; h]) = ful; : : : ; uhg;9. g% Text spans do not overlap (axiom (2.15)).10. for h1 := 1 to n11. for l1 := 1 to h112. for h2 := 1 to n13. for l2 := 1 to h214. if (l1 < l2 ^ l2 � h1 ^ h1 < h2)15. assert(S[l1 ; h1] = NONE _ S[l2; h2] = NONE))% A span with status NONE does not play an active role (axiom (2.16)).16. for h := 1 to n17. for l := 1 to h18. assert([S[l; h] 6= NONE ^ T [l; h] 6= NONE ^ P (l; h) 6= NONE]_19. [S[l; h] = NONE ^ T [l; h] = NONE ^ P (l; h) = NONE]);% There exists a root node (axiom (2.17)).20. assert(S[1;n] = N ^ T [1;n] 6= NONE ^ P [1;n] 6= NONE);% Valid text structures obey the strong compositionality criterion (axioms (2.18),% and (2.19){(2.22)).21. for size of span := 1 to n � 122. for l := 1 to n� size of span23. h := l+ size of span;24. % for every span [l; h]; 1 � l < h � n25. C := (S[l; h] = NONE);26. for r 2 relevant relations(RR; l; h)27. for sp from l to h28. if valid satellite first(r; l; sp; h)29. C := C _ fS[l; sp] = S ^ S[sp + 1; h] = N ^ T [l; h] = name(r)^30. P [l; sp] = sat(r) ^ P [sp+ 1; h] = nucl(r)^31. P [l; h] = P [sp+ 1; h]g;32. if valid nucleus first(r; l; sp; h)33. C := C _ fS[l; sp] = N ^ S[sp + 1; h] = S ^ T [l; h] = name(r)^34. P [l; sp] = nucl(r) ^P [sp+ 1; h] = sat(r)^35. P [l; h] = P [l; sp]g;36. if valid multinuclear(r; l; sp; h)37. C := C _ fS[l; sp] = N ^ S[sp + 1; h] = N ^ T [l; h] = name(r)^38. P [l; sp] = nucl1(r) ^ P [sp+ 1; h] = nucl2(r)^39. (P [l; h] = P [l; sp]_ P [l; h] = P [sp+ 1; h])g;40. assert(C);% solve the constraint satisfaction problem41. find solutions();Figure 3.1: A constraint-satisfaction algorithm for deriving text structures62
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Type = {ELABORATION}Figure 3.2: The valid text structures of text (3.1).because a textual span may have more than one salient unit in the cases in which the textualstructure is built using multinuclear relations. Fortunately, as I now show, this proves notto be problematic.In the cases in which no multinuclear relation is used, each node in the �nal text struc-ture will be characterized by one salient unit. In such a case, there exists a one-to-onemapping between a valid text structure and a solution of the corresponding constraint-satisfaction encoding. Assume now, however, that a text is characterized by multinuclearrelations as well. For example, the set of relations that hold between the elementary unitsin text (3.1) [Mann and Thompson, 1988, p. 278] is shown in (3.2).[Animals heal,a5 ] [but trees compartmentalize.b5 ] [They endure a lifetime of in-jury and infection by setting boundaries that resist the spread of the invadingmicroorganisms.c5 ](3.1) ( rhet rel(constrast;a5; b5)rhet rel(elaboration;c5; b5)(3.2)There are two valid structures that can be built for text (3.1). In both of them (see�gure 3.2), the promotion set of the root node has cardinality two. Let us focus, for themoment, on tree 3.2.a, which has two nodes that are characterized by promotion sets withcardinality larger than one. In a �rst approximation, it may appear that it is necessary toassociate with each node of a text structure all the units that are salient. However, if weexamine the de�nition of the problem of text structure derivation closely (see de�nition 2.2),it is easy to notice that the rhetorical relations that are given as input hold either betweenelementary units or between textual spans. The strong compositionality criterion speci�esthat two textual spans can be put together into a larger span when an elementary relationholds between two units that are salient in the spans, or when an extended relation holdsbetween the spans. Therefore, in order to decide whether two spans can be joined by anelementary relation, we do not need to know all the units that are salient in the spans:63
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Promotion = {B5}Figure 3.4: A textual structure of text (3.1) that uses only promotion sets of cardinalityone.rather, it is enough to know only whether the units that are arguments of the elementaryrelation are salient. Moreover, in order to decide whether two spans can be joined by anextended relation, we do not need any information about the salient units of the spans.Hence, if during the construction process we associate only one salient unit with eachspan | the one that is going to be used further in the tree-building process | we couldstill build a text structure. It is true that such a structure enforces only partially thestrong compositionality criterion; but fortunately, it allows for the recovery of the full validstructure.To understand better the claim above, let us reconstruct now tree 3.2.a using onlypromotion sets of cardinality one. To do this, we notice that when two spans are puttogether using a multinuclear relation, there exist two possible solutions; each solutioncorresponds to the promotion of only one salient unit. For example, if we put together theelementary units a5 and b5 using the contrast relation and allowing the promotion setsof each span to have cardinality at most one, we have two choices (see �gure 3.3). Thechoices correspond to promoting as salient either unit a5 or unit b5 for the span [a5; b5].To complete the reconstruction of tree 3.2.a, we have to use the elaboration relation thatholds between satellite c5 and nucleus b5. Tree 3.3.a cannot be extended into tree 3.2.abecause it would violate the strong compositionality criterion (unit b5 is not a salient unitfor span [a5; b5]). However, tree 3.3.b can be extended, thus obtaining a version of tree 3.2.athat uses only promotion sets of cardinality one (see �gure 3.4).64
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Input: A text structure, Tree, that obeys all the axioms of a valid text structure, withthe exception of the strong compositionality criterion: the promotion set ofeach active node in this structure has cardinality one.Output: A valid text structure.1. function adjust(Tree)2. if(isleaf(Tree)) returnTree;3. Tree!left := adjust(Tree!left);4. Tree!right := adjust(Tree!right);5. if(type(Tree) = \paratactic")6. promotionSet(Tree) := promotionSet(Tree!left) [ promotionSet(Tree!right);7. else if(status(Tree!left) = nucleus)8. promotionSet(Tree) := promotionSet(Tree!left);9. else10. promotionSet(Tree) := promotionSet(Tree!right);11. returnTree;Figure 3.5: A recursive algorithm that maps \almost-valid" text structures into valid ones.The tree in �gure 3.4 is not valid because it obeys only a watered-down version of thestrong compositionality criterion: the promotion set of span [a5; b5] is not the set fa5; b5g,but its subset, fb5g. Fortunately, the \almost-valid" tree in �gure 3.4 enables recovery of thevalid representation; if we traverse the tree bottom-up, we can update the promotion setsthat characterize the nodes whose types are multinuclear relations such that the promotionsets become equal to the union of the promotion sets of the immediate subspans; and wecan update the promotion sets that characterize the nodes whose types are mononuclearrelations such that the promotion sets become equal to the promotion set of the nucleussubspan. If we apply this process to tree 3.4, we obtain tree 3.2.a.The discussion above suggests that a constraint-satisfaction approach can be used to �rstbuild text structures of the kind shown in �gure 3.4, i.e., structures that are characterizedby promotion sets of cardinality one. These structures can then be mapped into valid onesusing a simple bottom-up traversal. Figure 3.5 presents a recursive algorithm that maps atext structure that obeys only the watered-down version of the compositionality criterioninto a valid one.3.2.2 The constraintsBearing in mind the fact that valid trees can be built using promotion sets of cardinalityone, we return now to the algorithm in �gure 3.1. Once the variables and their domainshave been established, the algorithm asserts the structural constraints that correspond to65
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axioms (2.15) (lines 10{15), (2.16) (lines 16-19), and (2.17) (line 20). Next, the algorithmasserts the constraints that pertain to the strong compositionality criterion (axioms (2.18),and (2.19){(2.22)), using the assumption that the �nal solution will use promotion sets ofcardinality one | see lines 21{40. The algorithm iterates over each non-elementary textualspan [l; h] and builds a constraint C that captures the watered-down version of the strongcompositionality criterion. The constraint C rewrites axioms (2.18){(2.22)) as a disjunctionover all possible ways that can lead to that span having a non-none status. The algorithmiterates over all relations that are relevant to the span [l; h] (lines 26{40) and over all waysin which span [l; h] can be broken into two subspans: sp (split point) denotes the locationbetween l and h where the span [l; h] can be broken. For each relation r that is relevant toa span [l; h], with respect to a splitting point sp, i.e., either r is a simple rhetorical relationthat holds between two units found in the resulting subspans or an extended rhetoricalrelation that holds between the two immediate subspans, there exist four possibilities:� The satellite of the relation r goes before the nucleus. In such a case, if r is used tojoin spans [l; sp] and [sp + 1; h] (valid satellite first(r; l; sp; h)), then the status ofspan [l; sp] is satellite, the status of span [sp + 1; h] is nucleus, the type of the span[l; h] is given by the name of the relation r, the promotion set of span [l; h] is given bythe satellite of the relation, the promotion set of span [sp+1; h] is given by the nucleusof the relation, and the promotion set of the span [l; h] is given by the promotion setof the nucleus [sp+ 1; h] (see lines 28{31 in �gure (3.1)).� The nucleus of the relation r goes before the satellite. In such a case, if r is used tojoin spans [l; sp] and [sp+1; h] (valid nucleus first(r; l; sp; h), then the status of span[l; sp] is nucleus, the status of span [sp+ 1; h] is satellite, the type of the span [l; h] isgiven by the name of the relation r, the promotion set of span [l; h] is given by thenucleus of the relation, the promotion set of span [sp+ 1; h] is given by the satelliteof the relation, and the promotion set of the span [l; h] is given by the promotion setof the nucleus [l; sp] (see lines 32{35 in �gure (3.1)).� The relation r is multinuclear. In such a case, if r is used to join spans [l; sp] and[sp+1; h] (valid multinuclear(r; l; sp; h), then the status of spans [l; sp] and [sp+1; h]is nucleus, the type of the span [l; h] is given by the name of the relation r, thepromotion set of span [l; h] is given by the �rst nucleus of the relation, the promotionset of span [sp+1; h] is given by the second nucleus of the relation, and the promotionset of the span [l; h] is given either by the promotion set of the �rst nucleus [l; sp] orby the promotion set of the second nucleus [sp+ 1; h] (see lines 36{39 in �gure (3.1)).� The relation r does not hold across the splitting point sp, and, therefore, is irrelevant.66
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Once all the constraints have been asserted, one can apply any constraint-satisfaction al-gorithm in order to �nd one or all the solutions that pertain to the text that is considered,and hence one or all its valid text structures (see line 41 in �gure 3.1).The constraint-satisfaction problem that is generated by algorithm 3.1 has 3n(n+ 1)=2variables. In a text of n elementary textual units, for every span [l; h], there are (h�l�1)(n�h+l) spans that overlap that span. Therefore, the total number of constraints shown in line15 of algorithm 3.1 isP2�h<nP1�l<h(h�l�1)(n�h+l) = n(n�1)(n2+5n�2). The numberof constraints that have the form shown in line 19 of algorithm 3.1 is P1�h�nP1�l�h 1 =n(n+ 1)=2. In addition to these constraints, algorithm 3.1 derives one complex disjunctiveconstraint for each non-elementary span (lines 21{40). Since there are n(n � 1)=2 non-elementary spans, it follows that there are n(n� 1)=2 such constraints. The total numberof constraints derived by algorithm 3.1 is, therefore, 1=12(n4 + 4n3 + 5n2 + 2n+ 12).3.2.3 Implementation and empirical resultsIt is well-known that �nding solutions of constraint-satisfaction problems is NP-completein the general case [Mackworth, 1977, Garey and Johnson, 1979]. In spite of this, CSalgorithms seem to perform well for certain classes of problems. Determining whetherthe problem of text structure derivation falls into a class of problems for which CS al-gorithms perform well enough is an empirical question. To answer it, I used Lisp andScreamer [Siskind and McAllester, 1993a, Siskind and McAllester, 1993b], a macro packagethat provides constraint-satisfaction facilities, to fully implement a system that builds textstructures by means of the algorithm shown in �gure 3.1. The implementation takes as in-put a linear sequence of textual units U = u1; u2; : : : ; un and the set of simple and extendedrhetorical relations that hold among these units. The program follows the algorithm givenin �gure 3.1 in order to build the corresponding constraint-satisfaction problem. It thenuses the built-in facilities of Screamer to �nd all the possible solutions, i.e., all the validtext structures. A simple procedure prints the text trees that pertain to each solution.The program was run on eight texts: the simplest has three elementary units amongwhich four rhetorical relations hold; the most complex has 19 elementary units among which25 rhetorical relations hold. Appendix A contains these texts, their elementary units, andthe rhetorical relations that characterize them.Table 3.1 shows the amounts of time on a Sparc Ultra 2{2170 that were required byour implementation for determining all the valid text structures of these texts. The dashedlines in table 3.1 correspond to computations that did not terminate in less than threehours. Given the results in table 3.1, it is obvious that the performance of algorithm 3.1 isvery poor. A close analysis of the behavior of our implementation showed that, in fact, thealgorithm spent most of the time in asserting the constraints shown in line 40 in �gure 3.1.As the text spans [l; h] get bigger, more relations are relevant for them; as a consequence,67
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Text Number of Number of Time invariables constraints secondsA.1 18 21 0.3A.2 30 51 38.0A.3 45 106 {A.4 84 337 {A.5 84 337 {A.6 360 5441 {A.7 513 10831 {A.8 570 13301 {Table 3.1: Performance of the constraint-based implementationthe constraints that correspond to a straightforward encoding of the strong compositionalitycriterion contain more and more complex disjunctive constraints. The macro package thatwe used tries to reduce the domains of the variables every time a new constraint is asserted.As the spans grow bigger, the time that is taken by Screamer to assert these constraintsincreases exponentially. It is possible that di�erent constraint-software packages behavebetter on the problems derived by the algorithm in �gure 3.1. Still, I believe that thecomplexity of the constraints that correspond to the strong compositionality criterion couldconstitute a challenge for them.3.3 Deriving text structures | a propositional logic, satis�-ability approach3.3.1 PreambleRecent successes in using greedy methods for solving large satis�ability problems [Selmanet al., 1992, Selman et al., 1994, Kautz and Selman, 1996] prompted me to investigatetheir appropriateness for �nding the discourse structure of text. In this section, I proposea propositional logic encoding of the problem of text structure derivation 2.2 and discuss aprogram that automatically generates such an encoding starting from the linear sequenceof units that is subsumed by a text, and the simple and extended rhetorical relationsthat hold among these units. In presenting the propositional encoding, I will make use oftext (2.3), which, for convenience, is reproduced below in (3.3). To simplify the discussion,the elementary textual units are labelled with natural numbers, from 1 to 4. The simpleand extended rhetorical relations that I assume to hold among the textual units in (3.3)are listed in (3.4); rhetorical relations having the same name are given di�erent subscripts68
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in order to enable a clearer presentation of the propositional encoding.[No matter how much one wants to stay a non-smoker,1] [the truth is that thepressure to smoke in junior high is greater than it will be any other time of one'slife.2] [We know that 3,000 teens start smoking each day,3] [although it is a factthat 90% of them once thought that smoking was something that they'd neverdo.4](3.3)
RR = 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>: rhet rel(justification1; 1; 2)rhet rel(justification2; 4; 2)rhet rel(evidence; 3; 2)rhet rel(concession; 4; 3)rhet rel(restatement; 4; 1)rhet rel ext(justification3; 1; 1; 2; 4)(3.4)Because I want to estimate the size of the propositional encoding, I assume that atmost k rhetorical relations hold between any pair of textual units. During my empiricalexperiments, I noticed that the number of elementary rhetorical relations that hold overthe textual units of a text of size n was never bigger than 3n. Since there are �n2� distinctpairs of units in a text of size n, it follows that a good upper bound for the coe�cient k is3n=�n2� = 3=[2(n� 1)].In order to fully specify a propositional encoding of the formalization of text structures,we need to specify a set of propositional variables and constraints (propositional formulas)that is logically equivalent with the axiomatization of text structures. I discuss each ofthese, in turn.3.3.2 Variables of the propositional encodingStatus variablesAs I discussed in section 3.2, there are n(n+ 1)=2 potential textual spans that can play anactive role in the structure of a text made of n textual units, u1; u2; : : : ; un. Each potentialtextual span has a status that can be nucleus, satellite, or none. Two propositionalvariables su�ce to encode the three possible values; for ease of reference, we label eachpair of propositional variables that encode the status of each span [l; h] with Sl;h;nucleusand Sl;h;satellite. If a truth assignment assigns the value \true" to Sl;h;nucleus, we considerthat the status of span [l; h] is nucleus; if a truth assignment assigns the value \true" toSl;h;satellite, we consider that the status of span [l; h] is satellite; if a truth assignmentassigns the value \false" both to Sl;h;nucleus and Sl;h;satellite, we consider that the statusof span [l; h] is none. Since a textual span cannot play a nucleus and satellite role69
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in the same text structure, no model will assign the value \true" both to Sl;h;nucleus andSl;h;satellite.Because the �nal representation is characterized by n(n+1)=2 potential spans, it followsthat a text of n units will yield n(n+ 1) status variables.Promotion variablesEach potential span is characterized by a promotion set whose members correspond to theelementary textual units that belong to that span. We associate with each potential span[l; h], h� l + 1 promotion variables. In order to refer to the promotion variables of a span[l; h], we will use atomic formulas Pl;h;i, where l � i � h.Since every span [l; h] is characterized by h� l+1 promotion variables, it follows that atext of n units will be characterized by n+P2�h�nP1�l<h(h� l+1) = n(n+ 1)(n+2)=6promotion variables. If a truth assignment assigns the value \true" to any of the promotionvariables associated with a span [l; h], the corresponding unit will be considered to be amember of the promotion set of that span. If a truth assignment assigns the value \false"to all the promotion variables associated with span [l; h], we consider the span not to playan active role in the �nal representation (the status of the span is none).Type variablesEach potential span [l; h] has associated a set of type variables. By convention, the sethas cardinality one for the leaves of the text structure. That is, we associate only onepropositional variable, Ti;i;leaf, to each elementary unit in the representation. For non-elementary spans [l; h], l < h, we associate one propositional variable for each rhetoricalrelation that is relevant for that span (axiom (2.8)) and one propositional variable to re-ect the case in which the span has type none. For example, there are three relationsthat are relevant to span [2; 4]: rhet rel(justification2; 4; 2), rhet rel(evidence; 3; 2),and rhet rel(concession; 4; 3). To span [2; 4], we will therefore associate four type vari-ables, which we label T2;4;justification2;4;2, T2;4;evidence;3;2, T2;4;concession;4;3, and T2;4;none.The labelling Tl;h;relation name;sat pos;nucl pos provides a unique identi�cation for each pos-sible rhetorical relation that may end up being used in the text structure representation.We adopt the convention that extended rhetorical relations have associated one type vari-able, which is labelled Tl;h;relation name;sp;sp, where sp represents the position at whichthe extended spans meet. For example, to span [1; 4], we will associate one extendedtype variable T1;4;justification3;1;1, which is derived from the extended rhetorical relationrhet rel ext(justification3; 1; 1; 2; 4). If a truth assignment assigns \true" to any of thenon-none type variables, we consider the type of the corresponding span to be given bythe name of the rhetorical relation that corresponds to the variable. If a truth assignmentassigns value \true" to variable Tl;h;none, the type of the corresponding span is none.70
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In general, for a span [l; h], l < h, the number of type variables is given by the sumof relations that are relevant to that span (see axiom (2.8)) and one | the extra variableaccounts for the case in which the type is none. Essentially, a rhetorical relation is relevantwhen it holds between two textual units that are found within the boundaries of segment[l; h]. Since there are �h�l+12 � distinct pairs of elementary textual units within each segment[l; h] and since at most k rhetorical relations hold between any pair, it follows that weassociate at most 1 + k�h�l+12 � variables for every span [l; h]. Overall, we associate at mostP2�h�nP1�l<h(1 + k�h�l+12 �) = n(n� 1)=2 + kn(n � 1)(n + 1)(n+ 2)=24 type variableswith the non-elementary spans. Hence, the total number of type variables is at mostn(n+ 1)=2 + kn(n� 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)=24.Active-span variablesWe associate with every pair of adjacent spans, [l; sp] and [sp+1; h], one active-span variableA(l; h; sp). If a truth assignment assigns the value \true" to a variable A(l; h; sp), it meansthat both spans [l; sp] and [sp+1; h] play an active role in the text structure and, moreover,that they are the immediate subspans of the span [l; h]. If a truth assignment assigns thevalue \false" to a variable A(l; h; sp), it means that spans [l; sp] and [sp+ 1; h] are not theimmediate subspans of the span [l; h] in the text structure.Since every span [l; h] has h � l possible locations at which it can be broken into twoadjacent subspans, l; l+1; : : : ; h�1, it follows that the total number of active-span variablesthat characterize a text with n units is n+P2�h�nP1�l<h(h� l) = n(n2 + 5)=6.DiscussionIt is possible to provide a propositional formulation of the problem of text structure deriva-tion using only status, promotion, and type variables. The reason I use active-span variablesis that they enable a simpler propositional encoding in conjunctive normal form than anencoding that uses only status, promotion, and type variables. If no active-span variableswere used, a straightforward encoding of the strong compositionality criterion would yieldan exponential number of conjunctive-normal-form formulas. By using active-span vari-ables, the conjunctive-normal-form encoding is polynomial both in the number of variablesand number of constraints. If we sum up all the propositional variables that are necessaryto encode the text structure of a text with n units, we obtain at most O(n3) variables. Inwhat follows, we will see that the propositional encoding proposed here requires at mostO(n5) conjunctive-normal-form formulas. 71
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3.3.3 Constraints on the variablesIn presenting the constraints that pertain to a propositional encoding I adopt an approachsimilar to that used in section 2.6.2, i.e., I �rst present the constraints that pertain to theindividual spans and variables and then the constraints that pertain to the overall struc-ture of texts. Because most existing software packages that �nd solutions to propositionalsatis�ability problems assume that the input is given in conjunctive normal form, and be-cause my intent is to evaluate empirically the suitability of these packages for �nding validdiscourse structures, I present the constraints as conjuncts of simple and negated disjuncts.Constraints on the status variables� Each leaf of the �nal representation has either status \nucleus" or \satellite"| the status of a leaf cannot be \none". For each leaf, an appropriate encodingconsists of two conjunctive normal form formulas of size two, which are the expression of anexclusive \or" between the variables Si;i;nucleus and Si;i;satellite. Because there are n leaves,this constraint yields n formulas that employ the schema shown in (3.5), where i = 1; : : : ;n,and n formulas that employ the schema shown in (3.6), where i = 1; : : : ;n.Si;i;nucleus _ Si;i;satellite(3.5) :Si;i;nucleus _ :Si;i;satellite(3.6)� The status of each non-elementary span [l; h], l < h, is \nucleus", \satellite",or \none". For each non-elementary span [l; h], this gives one constraint that employsthe schema shown in (3.7). Because there are n(n� 1)=2 non-elementary spans, it followsthat there are n(n� 1)=2 such constraints.:Sl;h;nucleus _ :Sl;h;satellite(3.7)Constraints on the promotion variables� The promotion set associated with each leaf has cardinality one: it consistsof the leaf under consideration. This constraint is encoded by employing n times theschema shown in (3.8), for i = 1; : : : ;n. Pi;i;i(3.8)Constraints on the active-span variables� By convention, in any model of the text structure, the active-span variableassociated with each leaf is \true". This constraint is encoded by employing n times72
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the schema shown in (3.9), for i = 1; : : : ;n.Ai;i;i(3.9)Constraints on the type variables� The type associated with each leaf is \leaf". The encoding of this constraint yieldsn formulas that employ schema (3.10), for i = 1; : : : ;n.Ti;i;leaf(3.10)� The type associated with a non-elementary span [l; h] is given either by thename of a relation that is relevant to that span (2.8) or is \none". Since thereare n(n� 1)=2 non-elementary spans, this yields n(n� 1)=2 formulas that have the schemagiven in (3.11), where M = k�h�l+12 � is the number of rhetorical relations that are relevantto span [l; h]. Tl;h;none _ Tl;h;name1;i1;j1 _ : : :_ Tl;h;nameM ;iM ;jM(3.11)� The type of each node is unique. This constraint can be expressed as an exclusive\or" over the propositional variables in (3.11). When the exclusive \or" is written inconjunctive normal form, each non-elementary span [l; h], yields M(M + 1)=2 constraintsthat employ the schema given in (3.12), where 1 � u � M ^ 1 � v � M ^ u 6= v, and Mconstraints that employ the schema given in (3.13), where 1 � u �M .:Tl;h;nameu;iu;ju _ :Tl;h;namev;iv ;jv(3.12) :Tl;h;none _ :Tl;h;nameu;iu;ju(3.13)The total number of binary constraints that employ schema (3.12) is given in (3.14), below.X2�h�n X1�l<hM(M + 1)=2 = X2�h�n X1�l<h k�h � l + 12 �(k�h� l + 12 � + 1)=2= kn(n� 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(kn2 + kn+ 5� k)=120:(3.14)The total number of binary constraints that employ schema (3.13) is given in (3.15), below.X2�h�n X1�l<hM = X2�h�n X1�l<h k�h � l + 12 �= kn(n� 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)=24:(3.15) 73
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� Each rhetorical relation can be used to join at most two adjacent spans. In theencoding that I proposed, the relations that are relevant to a span [l1; h1] are also relevantto any span [l2; h2] such that [l1; h1] is a subspan of [l2; h2], 1 � l2 � l1 < h1 � h2 � n.When we construct a text structure, we do not want to use the same relation twice. Toavoid this, for every two spans [l1; h1] and [l2; h2] that overlap, 1 � l2 � l1 < h1 � h2 � n, ifrhet rel(name; i; j) is relevant to both spans, we specify that Tl1;h1;name;i;j ! :Tl2;h2;name;i;j .In conjunctive normal form, for each pairs of spans [l1; h1] and [l2; h2] such that 1 � l2 �l1 < h1 � h2 � n and for each relation that is common to them, we specify one constraintthat employs schema (3.16). :Tl1;h1;name;i;j _ :Tl2;h2;name;i;j(3.16)For every span [l1; h1], there exist l1(n� h1)� 1 spans [l2; h2] such that 1 � l2 � l1 < h1 �h2 � n. The average number of relations that are relevant to span [l1; h1] is k�h1�l1+12 �.Therefore, the average number of constraints that employ schema (3.16) is k(l1(n� h1) �1)�h1�l1+12 �. For the whole encoding, the total number of constraints isX2�h1�n X1�l1<h1 k(l1(n� h1)� 1)�h1 � l1 + 12 � =kn(n� 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n2 + n� 36)=720:(3.17)3.3.4 Constraints on the overall structure� Text spans do not overlap. For each pair of spans [l1; h1] and [l2; h2] that overlap,i.e., l1 < l2 � h1 < h2, we need to specify a constraint having the form (Sl1;h1;nucleus _Sl1;h1;satellite) ! (:Sl2;h2;nucleus ^ :Sl2;h2;satellite). The constraint speci�es that whenspan [l1; h1] is active, span [l2; h2] is not. When we write the constraint in conjunctivenormal form, we obtain four binary constraints that employ schemata (3.18){(3.21).:Sl1;h1;nucleus _ :Sl2;h2;nucleus(3.18) :Sl1;h1;nucleus _ :Sl2;h2;satellite(3.19) :Sl1;h1;satellite _ :Sl2;h2;nucleus(3.20) :Sl1;h1;satellite _ :Sl2;h2;satellite(3.21)In a text of n units, for every span [l; h] there are (h�l�1)(n�h+l) spans that overlap span[l; h]. Therefore, the total number of overlapping spans is P2�h<nP1�l<h(h � l � 1)(n�h + l) = n(n� 1)(n2 + 5n� 2)=12. It follows that the total number of binary constraintsemploying each of the schemata (3.18){(3.21) is n(n� 1)(n2 + 5n� 2)=12.74
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� A text span with status \none" has the type and promotion \none" as well.For every span [l; h], this can be expressed as shown in (3.22) below.(:Sl;h;nucleus ^ :Sl;h;satellite)! (Tl;h;none ^ :Pl;h;l ^ :Pl;h;l+1 ^ : : :^ :Pl;h;h)(3.22)When we write constraint (3.22) in conjunctive normal form, we obtain one ternary con-straint that employs schema (3.23) and h�l+1 ternary constraints that employ schema (3.24),where i = l; : : : ; h. Sl;h;nucleus _ Sl;h;satellite _ Tl;h;none(3.23) Sl;h;nucleus _ Sl;h;satellite _ :Pl;h;i(3.24)It follows that the total number of constraints that employ the schema (3.23) is n(n� 1)=2,and the total number of constraints that employ schema (3.24) is P2�h�nP1�l<h(h� l +1) = n(n� 1)(n+ 4)=6.� A text span with non-\none" status has neither type \none" nor promotion\none". For every span [l; h], this can be expressed as shown in (3.25) below.(Sl;h;nucleus _ Sl;h;satellite)! (:Tl;h;none ^ (Pl;h;l _ Pl;h;l+1 _ : : :_ Pl;h;h))(3.25)When we write this constraint in conjunctive normal form, we obtain four constraints, eachemploying one of the schemata (3.26){ (3.29).:Sl;h;nucleus _ :Tl;h;none(3.26) :Sl;h;satellite _ :Tl;h;none(3.27) :Sl;h;nucleus _ Pl;h;l _ : : :_ Pl;h;h(3.28) :Sl;h;satellite _ Pl;h;l _ : : :_ Pl;h;h(3.29)It follows that the total number of constraints that employ each of the schemata (3.26){(3.29) is n(n� 1)=2.� The text structure has a root. In conjunctive normal form, this is expressed by fourconstraints. They express that the status of the root is either nucleus or satellite (3.30);that the type of the root is not none (3.31); that the promotion set of the root has car-dinality at least one (3.32); and that there exist two immediate subspans of the root that75
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play an active role in the representation (3.33).S1;n;nucleus _ S1;n;satellite(3.30) :T1;n;none(3.31) P1;n;1 _ P1;n;2 _ : : :_ P1;n;n(3.32) A1;n;1 _ A1;n;2 _ : : :_A1;n;n�1(3.33)� The text structure obeys the strong compositionality criterion. We providea propositional encoding of the strong compositionality criterion by considering, for eachtextual span [l; h] that can play an active role in the �nal text structure, three cases in turn:Case 1. The relation that gives the type of span [l; h] is mononuclear and the satellitecomes before the nucleus.Case 2. The relation that gives the type of span [l; h] is mononuclear and the nucleuscomes before the satellite.Case 3. The relation that gives the type of span [l; h] is multinuclear.Case 1. Assume �rst that the relation that gives the type of span [l; h] is mononuclearand the satellite comes before the nucleus. In other words, assume that there exist twosubspans [l; b] and [b + 1; h] such that a mononuclear relation holds between a satellite ithat belongs to span [l; b] and a nucleus j that belongs to span [b+1; h]. In such a case, thestrong compositionality criterion can be expressed as a conjunction of two formulas. The�rst conjunct (3.34) speci�es that if a relation name holds between a satellite i 2 [l; b] anda nucleus j 2 [b+1; h], then the whole span [l; b] has status satellite, and the whole span[b+ 1; h] has status nucleus.(Tl;h;name;i;j ^ :Tl;b;none ^ :Tb+1;h;none)! (Sl;b;satellite ^ Sb+1;h;nucleus)(3.34)When we write formula (3.34) in conjunctive normal form, we obtain for each b such that l �b < h, two formulas: one that employs schema (3.35); and one that employs schema (3.36).:Tl;h;name;i;j _ Tl;b;none _ Tb+1;h;none _ Sl;b;satellite(3.35) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ Tl;b;none _ Tb+1;h;none _ Sb+1;h;nucleus(3.36)The second conjunct (3.37) speci�es that if a relation name holds between a satellite i 2 [l; b]and a nucleus j 2 [b+ 1; h], then i is a promotion unit for span [l; b]; j is a promotion unitfor span [b+1; h]; the promotion set of span [l; h] is equivalent to the promotion set of span[b+ 1; h]; and, moreover, none of the units in the satellite [l; b] is a promotion unit for the76
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whole span [l; h].(Tl;h;name;i;j ^ Sl;b;satellite ^ Sb+1;h;nucleus)![Pl;b;i ^ Pb+1;h;j ^ (8x 2 [b+ 1; h])(Pb+1;h;x � Pl;h;x) ^ (8x 2 [l; b])(:P (l; h; x))](3.37)When we write formula (3.37) in conjunctive normal form, we obtain for each b such thatl � b < h one formula that employs schema (3.38); one formula that employs schema (3.39);h� b formulas that employ schema (3.40) for x = b+ 1; : : : ; h; h� b formulas that employschema (3.41) for x = b + 1; : : : ; h; and b � l + 1 formulas that employ schema (3.42) forx = l; : : : ; b. :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;satellite _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ Pl;b;i(3.38) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;satellite _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ Pb+1;h;j(3.39) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;satellite _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ :Pb+1;h;x _ Pl;h;x(3.40) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;satellite _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ Pb+1;h;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.41) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;satellite _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ :Pl;b;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.42)For each span [l; h] there are h � l ways to choose the splitting point b 2 [l; h]. Ifwe assume that the relations that have the satellite before the nucleus, the relations thathave the nucleus before the satellite, and the relations that are multinuclear are equallydistributed, it follows that the total number of formulas that employ schema (3.35) isk=3�h�l+12 �(h� l). For the whole structure, the number of constraints that employ each ofthe schemata (3.35){(3.39) is at mostX2�h�n X1�l<h k=3�h � l + 12 �(h� l) =kn(n� 1)(3n� 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)=360:(3.43)As we mentioned above, for each span [l; h] there are h� l ways to choose the splittingpoint b 2 [l; h]. When b = l, there are h � l units x that can be salient in the nucleusspan; when b = l + 1, there are h� l� 1 units that can be salient in the nucleus span; andso on, when b = h � 1, there is only one unit that can be salient in the nucleus span. Itfollows that for a span [l; h], the number of constraints that employ schema (3.40) is givenby k=3P1�b<h�l b(h � l � b + 1)(h � l). Hence, the number of constraints that employschema (3.40) for the whole text is at mostk X2�h�n X1�l<h X1�b<h�l b(h� l � b+ 1)(h� l) =kn(n� 1)(n� 2)(n+ 1)(2n2 + 13n+ 3)=1080:(3.44) 77
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The number of constraints that employ schema (3.41) is the same. Reasoning similarly, wecan determine that the number of constraints that employ schema (3.42) is at mostk=3 X2�h�n X1�l<h X1�b<h�l b2(h� l) =kn(n� 2)(4n+ 3)(n+ 1)(n� 1)=1080:(3.45)Constraints (3.35){(3.42) account for the cases in which a simple rhetorical relation holdsbetween a satellite i that belongs to a span [l; b] and a nucleus j that belongs to the adjacentspan [b+1; h]. In the case there is an extended rhetorical relation that holds between the twospans, the constraints that pertain to the strong compositionality criterion are captured bytwo formulas. The �rst formula, Tl;h;name;b;b ! (Sl;b;satellite ^ Sb+1;h;nucleus), speci�es thatif an extended relation rhet rel ext(name; l; h; b; b) holds between spans [l; b] and [b+ 1; h],then the status of the �rst span is satellite, and the status of the second span is nucleus.This formula yields at most P2�h�nP1�l<h(h � l) = n(n � 1)(4n + 1)=6 applications ofschemata (3.46) and (3.47) respectively.:Tl;h;name;b;b _ Sl;b;satellite(3.46) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ Sb+1;h;nucleus(3.47)In addition, the strong compositionality criterion requires the applications of schemata (3.48){(3.50), which are a shorter expression of schemata (3.40){(3.42). The number of constraintsthat characterize the applications of schemata (3.48){(3.50) is the same as in the case ofschemata (3.40){(3.42). :Tl;h;name;b;b _ :Pb+1;h;x _ Pl;h;x(3.48) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ Pb+1;h;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.49) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ :Pl;b;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.50)Case 2. The constraints that characterize the cases in which a simple or extended rhetor-ical relation holds between a satellite that comes after the nucleus are analogous in formand number with the constraints that I described above in (3.35){(3.50). For the purposeof completeness, I only enumerate them here. In schemata (3.51){(3.62) I assume that unitj belongs to span [b+ 1; h], and unit i belongs to span [l; b].:Tl;h;name;j;i _ Tl;b;none _ Tb+1;h;none _ Sl;b;nucleus(3.51) :Tl;h;name;j;i _ Tl;b;none _ Tb+1;h;none _ Sb+1;h;satellite(3.52) :Tl;h;name;j;i _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;satellite _ Pl;b;i(3.53) 78
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:Tl;h;name;j;i _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;satellite _ Pb+1;h;j(3.54) :Tl;h;name;j;i _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;satellite _ :Pl;b;x _ Pl;h;x(3.55) :Tl;h;name;j;i _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;satellite _ Pl;b;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.56) :Tl;h;name;j;i _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;satellite _ :Pb+1;h;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.57) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ Sl;b;nucleus(3.58) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ Sb+1;h;satellite(3.59) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ :Pl;b;x _ Pl;h;x(3.60) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ Pl;b;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.61) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ :Pb+1;h;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.62)Case 3. The constraints that characterize the cases in which a simple or extended multin-uclear rhetorical relation holds across spans [l; b] and [b+1; h] are similar to the constraintsthat I described above in (3.35){(3.50). For the purpose of completeness, I enumerate themhere as well. In schemata (3.63){(3.76) I assume that unit i belongs to span [l; b], and unitj belongs to span [b+ 1; h].:Tl;h;name;i;j _ Tl;b;none _ Tb+1;h;none _ Sl;b;nucleus(3.63) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ Tl;b;none _ Tb+1;h;none _ Sb+1;h;nucleus(3.64) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ Pl;b;i(3.65) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ Pb+1;h;j(3.66) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ :Pb+1;h;x _ Pl;h;x(3.67) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ Pb+1;h;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.68) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ Pl;b;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.69) :Tl;h;name;i;j _ :Sl;b;nucleus _ :Sb+1;h;nucleus _ :Pl;b;x _ Pl;h;x(3.70) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ Sl;b;nucleus(3.71) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ Sb+1;h;nucleus(3.72) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ :Pb+1;h;x _ Pl;h;x(3.73) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ Pb+1;h;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.74) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ Pl;b;x _ :Pl;h;x(3.75) :Tl;h;name;b;b _ :Pl;b;x _ Pl;h;x(3.76)The constraints described in (3.35){(3.76) explain mostly how a text structure growsbottom-up, i.e., they explain the way the promotion sets are computed. In order to specifycompletely the strong compositionality criterion, we also need to explain how a discoursestructure grows top-down. We do this by specifying the constraints on the active-span79
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Input: A sequence of textual units U = u1; u2; : : : ; un and a set RR of simple andextended rhetorical relations that hold between units and spans in U .Output: One valid text structure of U .1. Create propositional variables as given in section 3.3.2 and assign them uniquenatural numbers.2. Derive the set of conjunctive-normal-form constraints discussed in sections 3.3.3and 3.3.4. Use as variables names the natural numbers that correspond to them.3. Find a model of the logical theory derived in step 2.4. Reconstruct the text structure that corresponds to that model.Figure 3.6: A propositional logic, satis�ability algorithm for deriving text structuresvariables.If two adjacent spans [l; sp] and [sp+1; h] play an active role in the �nal representationand are the immediate subspans of span [l; h], then their type is not none. The formalizationof this constraint, Al;h;sp ! (:Tl;sp;none_:Tsp+1;h;none_:Tl;h;none), yields three conjunctivenormal form schemata, which are shown below.:Al;h;sp _ :Tl;sp;none(3.77) :Al;h;sp _ :Tsp+1;h;none(3.78) :Al;h;sp _ :Tl;h;none(3.79)Assume again that a mononuclear relation holds in the �nal structure between two unitsi; j, such that i < j. In such a case, there must exist a splitting point b 2 [i; j� 1] such thatboth spans [l; b] and [b+1; h] play an active role in the �nal representation. The expressionof this fact, Tl;h;none;i;j ! (Al;h;i _ Al;h;i+1 _ : : : _ Al;h;j�1), yields one constraint for eachspan [l; h], which has the schema shown in (3.80). The number of constraints having thisform is P2�h�nP1�l<h k�h�l+12 � = kn(n� 1)(n� 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)=24.:Tl;h;name;i;j _Al;h;i _ Al;h;i+1 _ : : :_ Al;h;j�1(3.80)The status, promotion, active-span, and type constraints described in this section andthe constraint schemata (3.5){(3.80) provide a propositional, conjunctive-normal-form en-coding of the valid text structures. If we assume that k = 3n=�n2� = 3=[2(n � 1)] is anadequate approximation of the largest number of rhetorical relations that hold among theunits of a text of n units and we sum up the number of constraints described in (3.5){(3.80),we obtain a �gure in the O(n5) range. Hence, the size of the propositional encoding of theproblem of text structure derivation with respect to a text of n elementary units consistsof at most O(n3) variables and at most O(n5) conjunctive-normal-form constraints.80
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3.3.5 Algorithm, implementation, and empirical resultsAlgorithmThe automatic derivation of the variables and the conjunctive-normal-form constraints ofthe propositional encoding of the valid text structures that pertain to a text can follow thesame steps that we took in their presentation (see �gure 3.6). Given an input similar to thatshown in (3.4), we can determine all the variables and constraints of the valid structures thatcorrespond to (3.4) through a trivial iterative process that considers all the possible spansand pairs of spans that can be built on units 1; 2; : : : ;n, and all the rhetorical relationsthat are relevant to these spans. Because most o�-the-shelf software packages that �ndmodels of logical theories represented in conjunctive normal form assume that the input isgiven as a sequence of disjunctions in which the non-negated variables are represented usingpositive integers and negated variables using negative integers, the propositional algorithmmaps the names of the variables that it uses into natural numbers (see step 1 in �gure 3.6).The algorithm then generates all the constraints discussed in sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 (step2 in �gure 3.6) and applies one of the existing software packages in order to determine amodel of the logical theory that describes the problem given as input (step 3 in �gure 3.6).When such a model is found, the mapping between the names of the variables to the actualstructure is trivial.Implementation and empirical resultsI have written a C++ program that implements the propositional, satis�ability algorithm.The program automatically generates the variables and conjunctive normal formulas thatcorrespond to the propositional encoding of the constraints that characterize the valid textstructures of the text subsumed by the linear sequence of units given as input. Oncethe conjunctive normal formulas are generated, we can apply any technique for �nding amodel that satis�es them. I used o�-the-shelf software packages to investigate empiricallythe computational properties of both exhaustive procedures, such as that developed byDavis and Putnam [1960], and greedy methods, such as GSAT [Selman et al., 1992] andWALKSAT [Selman et al., 1994].The Davis{Putnam (DP) procedure backtracks over the space of all truth assignments,incrementally assigning truth values to variables and simplifying formulas. Backtrackingoccurs whenever no \new" variable can be assigned a truth value without producing in-consistency. In contrast, the GSAT procedure performs a greedy local search [Selman etal., 1992]. The procedure incrementally modi�es a randomly generated truth assignmentby \ipping" the assignment of the variable that leads to the largest increase in the totalnumber of satis�ed formulas. The \ipping" process is repeated until a truth assignment isfound or until an upper threshold, max-flips, is reached. If no satisfying truth assignment81
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Text Number of Number of Derivationvariables clauses timein secondsA.1 45 160 <1A.2 83 360 <1A.3 151 818 <1A.4 300 1856 1A.5 306 2544 1A.6 2298 47698 7A.7 3865 95984 50A.8 4558 146290 50Table 3.2: The sizes of the propositional encodings and the amounts of time required toderive them.Text DP GSAT WALKSATTime Success Time Max Max Success Time Max Max(sec.) (sec.) ips tries (sec.) ips triesA.1 <1 yes <1 5000 1 yes <1 113 1A.2 <1 yes <1 10000 8 yes <1 320 1A.3 <1 yes 17 50000 18 yes <1 326 1A.4 <1 no 229 50000 250 yes <1 14711 1A.5 <1 no 342 50000 250 yes <1 7409 1A.6 4 no 1821 100000 250 no 396 50000 250A.7 137 no 2243 100000 250 no 1099 100000 250A.8 9021 no 2262 100000 250 no 1430 100000 250Table 3.3: Performance of the propositional logic, satis�ability-based implementationsis found after max-flips, the whole process is repeated. At most max-tries repetitionsare allowed. WALKSAT [Selman et al., 1994] is a variant of GSAT that introduces some\noise" in the local search. With probability p, the WALKSAT algorithm picks a variableoccurring in some unsatis�ed clause and ips its truth assignment. With probability 1� p,WALKSAT follows the standard greedy schema of GSAT, i.e., it makes the best possiblemove.Table 3.2 shows the sizes of propositional encodings in conjunctive normal form thatcorrespond to the texts in appendix A and the amounts of time that were required by ourimplementation to derive them. The data in table 3.2 suggest that as texts get larger, boththe sizes of the corresponding propositional encodings and the amounts of time required toderive them can quickly exceed reasonable limits.Table 3.3 summarizes the performance of DP, GSAT, and WALKSAT implementa-tions in �nding satisfying truth assignments for the propositional encodings of the textsgiven in appendix A. The second column in table 3.3 shows the amount of time re-quired to �nd a satisfying truth assignment by an implementation of Davis{Putnam pro-82
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cedure that was downloaded from http://www.cirl.uoregon.edu/crawford/ [Crawford andAuton, 1996]. Table 3.3 also shows whether implementations of GSAT and WALKSATprocedures [Selman et al., 1992, Selman et al., 1994], which were downloaded fromftp://ftp.research.att.com/dist/ai/, were successful in �nding a satisfying truth assignment.Where a satisfying truth assignment was found, table 3.3 speci�es, in the \Max tries" col-umn, the \try" during which the procedures succeeded. Where a satisfying truth assignmentwas not found, table 3.3 speci�es the maximum number of \tries" and \ips" that were usedin attempting to �nd a solution. In both cases, table 3.3 shows the amount of time spentfor the whole experiment.The results in table 3.3 are interesting from two perspectives. On one hand, from alinguistic perspective, the propositional encoding shows a signi�cant improvement over theconstraint-satisfaction encoding discussed in section 3.2: the Davis{Putnam implementationderived one valid text structure for each of the eight texts that we considered. However,since the number of conjunctive normal formulas is in the range of O(n5), it is obvious that adirect application of the method is ill-suited for real texts, where the number of elementaryunits is in the hundreds and even the thousands.On the other hand, from a computational perspective, the encoding raises some inter-esting questions with respect to the adequacy of stochastic methods for �nding models ofpropositional theories. Most of the research on greedy methods that was generated in thelast �ve years is concerned with propositional satis�ability problems that were randomlygenerated. Empirical studies showed that, for such problems, the GSAT algorithm signif-icantly outperforms the Davis{Putnam procedure. However, as table 3.3 shows, for thepropositional encoding of the problem of text structure derivation it seems that it is the re-verse that holds. It is surprising that even WALKSAT, which adds some noise to the GSATprocedure, fails to �nd satisfying truth assignments for problems on which DP succeeds. Forexample, Selman, Levesque, and Mitchell [1992] noticed that whenever a problem was easyto solve by the DP procedure, it was also easy to solve by GSAT. The results presentedin this section do not seem to follow the same pattern. In addition, although empiricalresults showed repeatedly that the DP procedure is intractable for randomly generatedpropositional encodings that have more than 500 variables, in our case, it manages to �ndsatisfying truth assignments in less than two and a half hours for propositional encodingsof the problem of text structure derivation that have more than 4000 variables and morethan 140000 clauses!I believe that a much deeper investigation of the computational properties of exhaustiveand stochastic procedures with respect to the class of problems that I presented in thissection is required in order to derive valid conclusions. Such an investigation is beyond thescope of this thesis. 83
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a) b)Figure 3.7: Examples of valid and invalid text structures3.4 Deriving text structures | a proof-theoretic approach3.4.1 Deriving text structures | a theorem proving perspectiveThe algorithms discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3 derive valid text structures using model-theoretic techniques. In this section, I take a proof-theoretic stand and present a set ofrules of inference (rewriting rules) that can be used to derive valid text structures startingfrom a given sequence of n textual units and from the set of rhetorical relations that holdamong these units. The rewriting rules hence emphasize how valid text structures can bederived and not what valid text structures are.In presenting the proof-theoretic account, I consider a universe U that consists of the setof natural numbers from 1 to n, the set of constants nucleus, satellite, leaf, null, andthe names of all rhetorical relations in a taxonomy of choice. The universe also containsobjects of the form tree(status; type; promotion; left; right), where status can be eithernucleus or satellite; type can be a name of a rhetorical relation; promotion can be aset of natural numbers from 1 to n; and left and right can be null or recursively de�nedobjects of type tree. Sets of rhetorical relations such as that given in (3.4) are consideredlegal objects as well. We assume that the language de�ned over the universe U supportsthe traditional function symbols + and � and operations that are typical to sets.The objects having the form tree(status; type; promotion; left; right) can provide a func-tional representation of valid text structures. Assume, for example, that a rhetorical relationrhet rel(justification; 1; 2) holds among the units of a text with two elementary units.Then, the valid tree structure shown in �gure 3.7.a can be represented using an object oftype tree as shown in (3.81). Although the objects of type tree can represent valid textstructures, their syntax does not impose su�cient constraints on the semantics of the struc-tures that they correspond to. For example, the structure shown in �gure 3.7.b can be alsorepresented as an object of type tree, as shown in (3.82), but obviously, it is not a validtext structure: the justification relation is hypotactic, so assigning the status nucleus84
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to both elementary units is incorrect.tree(nucleus; justification; f2g;tree(satellite; leaf; f1g;null;null);tree(nucleus; leaf; f2g;null;null))(3.81) tree(nucleus; justification; f2g;tree(nucleus; leaf; f1g;null;null);tree(nucleus; leaf; f2g;null;null))(3.82)De�nition 3.1 makes explicit the correspondence between valid text structures and objectsof type tree.De�nition 3.1. An object tree(status; type; promotion; left; right) corresponds to a validtext structure if and only if the status; type; and promotion arguments of the tree have thesame values as those of the root of the text structure and if the left and right argumentscorrespond to the left and right subtrees of the valid text structure.The language that we describe here in conjunction with universe U accepts only �vepredicate symbols:� Predicate unit(i) is true for each i � n whenever the text under scrutiny can bebroken into n elementary textual units. For simplicitly, we assume that these unitsare labelled from 1 to n. For example, for text (3.3), unit(1) to unit(4) are true, butunit(5) is false.� Predicate hold(rr) is true for a given text if and only if the rhetorical relations enu-merated in the set rr hold among the units in that text. For example, for text (3.3),the predicate hold(RR) is true if RR contains the list of rhetorical relations shownin (3.4).� Predicate S(l; h; tree(: : :); Rlh) is true when a valid text structure that corresponds tothe argument tree(: : :) can be built on span [l; h] using rhetorical relations that holdamong units in the span. The argument Rlh denotes the set of rhetorical relations thatcan be used to extend the valid structure of span [l; h], i.e., the rhetorical relations holdamong the units in the text that have not been used in the construction of the validstructure that corresponds to the object tree(: : : ). For example, given text (3.3) andthe set of elementary and extended rhetorical relations that hold among its units (3.4),the predicate in (3.83) is true. In contrast, the predicate in (3.84) is false because theterm tree does not correspond to a valid text structure | the relation justification85
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is mononuclear.S(1; 2; tree(nucleus; justification; f2g;tree(satellite; leaf; f1g;null;null);tree(nucleus; leaf; f2g;null;null));RR n frhet rel(justification; 1; 2)g)(3.83) S(1; 2; tree(nucleus; justification; f2g;tree(nucleus; leaf; f1g;null;null);tree(nucleus; leaf; f2g;null;null));RR n frhet rel(justification; 1; 2)g)(3.84)We say loosely that a predicate S(l; h; tree(: : :); Rlh) corresponds to a valid text struc-ture if its third argument corresponds to that structure.� Predicate hypotactic(name) is true if name is a hypotactic relation in the taxonomy ofrhetorical relations that is used. For example, if we use RST,hypotactic(justification) and hypotactic(concession) are both true.� Predicate paratactic(name) is true if name is a paratactic relation in the taxonomy ofrhetorical relations that is used. For example, if we use RST,paratactic(contrast) and paratactic(sequence) are both true.We take instantiations of schemata (3.85) and (3.86) with respect to the taxonomy ofrelations that is used as axioms of a logical system that characterizes how text structurescan be derived. hypotactic(relation name)(3.85) paratactic(relation name)(3.86)Given a sequence of n textual units and a set RR of rhetorical relations that hold amongthese units, we take (3.87) as axiom as well.hold(RR)(3.87)We also take unit(1); unit(2); : : : ; unit(n), i.e., the applications of schema (3.88) for 1 �i � n, as axioms in our system. unit(i)(3.88) 86
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We describe now a set of Horn-like axioms that characterize how textual structures thatcharacterize textual spans can be joined to obtain textual structures for larger spans. Forthe limit case, we assume that for every textual unit i in the initial sequence of textual units1; : : : ;n there exists a textual span S that can be associated with a valid text structurethat has either status nucleus or satellite, type leaf, and promotion set fig; any of therelations given in the initial set RR can be used to extend the span S into a larger one. Atext of n units can therefore yield at most n axioms having the form (3.89) and n axiomshaving the form (3.90).[unit(i) ^ hold(RR)]! S(i; i; tree(nucleus; leaf; fig;null;null); RR)(3.89) [unit(i)^ hold(RR)]! S(i; i; tree(satellite; leaf; fig;null;null); RR)(3.90)The intuition behind the use of the set RR of rhetorical relations that are available toextend a current span is the following: in the beginning, when we construct a tree structurefor a text, we can use any of the relations that hold among the units of the text. However,since only one relation can be associated with a node and since each relation can be usedat most once, as we proceed with the construction of a tree structure, we can use fewer andfewer relations. The last argument of the predicate S keeps track of the relations that arestill available for future use.Besides the axioms shown above, we consider now a set of axioms that explain howadjacent spans can be assembled into larger spans. These axioms provide a proceduralaccount of the strong compositionality criterion. Assume that there exist two spans: onefrom unit l to unit b that is characterized by valid text structure tree1(: : :) and rhetor-ical relations rr1, and the other from unit b + 1 to unit h that is characterized by validtext structure tree2(: : :) and rhetorical relations rr2. Assume also that rhetorical relationrhet rel(name; s; n) holds between a unit s that is in the promotion set of span [l; b] and aunit n that is in the promotion set of span [b+ 1; h], that rhet rel(name; s; n) can still beused to extend both spans [l; b] and [b+1; h] (rhet rel(name; s; n) 2 rr1\ rr2), and assumethat the relation is hypotactic. In such a case, one can combine spans [l; b] and [b+1; h] intoa larger span [l; h] that has a valid structure whose status is either nucleus (see rule (3.91))or satellite (see rule (3.92)), type name, promotion set p2, and whose children are givenby the valid structures of the immediate subspans. The set of rhetorical relations that can87
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be used to further extend this structure is given by rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; s; n)g.[S(l; b; tree1(satellite; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; s; n) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ s 2 p1 ^ n 2 p2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p2; tree1(: : : ); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; s; n)g)(3.91)
[S(l; b; tree1(satellite; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; s; n) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ s 2 p1 ^ n 2 p2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; s; n)g)(3.92)Similarly, we de�ne rules of inference for the cases in which an extended rhetorical relationholds across spans [l; b] and [b+ 1; h] (3.93){(3.94); for the cases in which the nucleus goesbefore the satellite (3.95){(3.98); and for the cases in which the relation under scrutiny isparatactic (3.99){(3.102).[S(l; b; tree1(satellite; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p2; tree1(: : : ); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h)g)(3.93)

[S(l; b; tree1(satellite; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : : ));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h)g)(3.94) 88
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[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(satellite; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; s; n) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ s 2 p2 ^ n 2 p1 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p1; tree1(: : : ); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; s; n)g)(3.95)
[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(satellite; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; s; n) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ s 2 p2 ^ n 2 p1 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p1; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; s; n)g)(3.96)

[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(satellite; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2)^rhet rel ext(name; b+ 1; h; l; b)2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p1; tree1(: : : ); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; b+ 1; h; l; b)g)(3.97)
[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(satellite; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2)^rhet rel ext(name; b+ 1; h; l; b)2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p1; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : : ));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; b+ 1; h; l; b)g)(3.98)

[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2)^rhet rel(name; n1; n2) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ n1 2 p1 ^ n2 2 p2 ^ paratactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p1 [ p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; n1; n2)g)(3.99) 89
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Figure 3.8: One of the valid text structures that corresponds to text (3.3).[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; n1; n2) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ n1 2 p1 ^ n2 2 p2 ^ paratactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p1 [ p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : : ));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; n1; n2)g)(3.100)
[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2)^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ paratactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p1 [ p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : : ));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h)g)(3.101)
[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2)^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ paratactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p1 [ p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h)g)(3.102)Axioms (3.85){(3.102) provide a proof-theoretic account of the problem of text structurederivation. 90
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1. hold(RR) Axiom (3.87)2. unit(1) Axiom (3.88)3. unit(2) Axiom (3.88)4. unit(3) Axiom (3.88)5. unit(4) Axiom (3.88)6. S(1; 1; tree(satellite; leaf; f1g;null;null); RR) 1, 2, Axiom (3.90), MP7. S(2; 2; tree(nucleus; leaf; f2g;null;null); RR) 1, 3, Axiom (3.89), MP8. S(1; 2; tree(nucleus; justification1; f2g; 6, 7, Axiom (3.91), MPtree(satellite; leaf; f1g;null;null);tree(nucleus; leaf; f2g;null;null));RR1)9. S(3; 3; tree(satellite; leaf; f3g;null;null); RR) 1, 4, Axiom (3.90) , MP10. S(4; 4; tree(nucleus; leaf; f4g;null;null); RR) 1, 5, Axiom (3.89) , MP11. S(3; 4; tree(satellite;concession; f4g; 9, 10, Axiom (3.92), MPtree(satellite; leaf; f3g;null;null);tree(nucleus; leaf; f4g;null;null));RR2)12. S(1; 4; tree(nucleus; justification2; f2g; 8, 11, Axiom (3.95), MPtree(nucleus; justification; f2g;tree(satellite; leaf; f1g;null;null);tree(nucleus; leaf; f2g;null;null));tree(satellite;concession; f4g;tree(satellite; leaf; f3g;null;null);tree(nucleus; leaf; f4g;null;null)));RR3)Figure 3.9: A derivation of the theorem that corresponds to the valid text structure shownin 3.8.3.4.2 Example of a derivation of a valid text structureIf we take any text of n units that is characterized by a set RR of rhetorical relations,the proof-theoretic account provides all the necessary support for deriving the valid textstructures of that text. Assume, for example, that we are given text (3.3) and assume thatthe rhetorical relations RR in (3.4) hold among the units in the text. In �gure 3.9, wesketch the derivation of the theorem that corresponds to the valid text structure that isshown in �gure 3.8. The sets of rhetorical relations RR1, RR2, and RR3 that will be usedin the derivation are shown in (3.103), (3.104), and (3.105), respectively.91
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RR1 = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: rhet rel(justification2; 4; 2)rhet rel(evidence; 3; 2)rhet rel(concession; 3; 4)rhet rel(restatement; 4; 1)rhet rel ext(justification3; 1; 1; 2; 4)(3.103) RR2 = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: rhet rel(justification1; 1; 2)rhet rel(justification2; 4; 2)rhet rel(evidence; 3; 2)rhet rel(restatement; 4; 1)rhet rel ext(justification3; 1; 1; 2; 4)(3.104) RR3 = 8>><>>: rhet rel(evidence; 3; 2)rhet rel(restatement; 4; 1)rhet rel ext(justification3; 1; 1; 2; 4)(3.105)The derivation starts with one instantiation of axiom (3.87) and four instantiations ofaxiom (3.88). Using the axioms in lines 1 and 2, axiom (3.90), and the Modus Ponensrule, we derive the theorem in line 6. Using the axioms in lines 1 and 3, axiom (3.89), andModus Ponens, we derive the theorem in line 7. Both theorems correspond to valid textstructures that can be built on top of elementary units. Using the theorems in lines 6 and7, axiom (3.91), and Modus Ponens, we derive the theorem in line 8. It corresponds to avalid text structure that can be build across span [1; 2]. Since this structure uses rhetoricalrelation rhet rel(justification1; 1; 2), the set RR1 of rhetorical relations that can be usedto expand further the text structure will no longer contain this relation. Similarly, we derivethe theorem in line 11, which corresponds to a valid text structure that spans across units 3and 4. Using the theorems derived in line 8 and 11, axiom (3.95), and Modus Ponens givesus a theorem that corresponds to a valid structure for the whole text, the structure shownin �gure 3.8.3.4.3 The proof-theoretic account of valid text structures is sound andcompleteGiven the formalization of text structures in chapter 2 and the set of axioms introducedin this section, it is natural to ask what the relationship between the two is. Theorem 3.1spells out the nature of this relationship. 92
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Theorem 3.1. Given a text T that is characterized by a set of rhetorical relations RR,the proof-theoretic account is both sound and complete with respect to the axiomatization ofvalid text structures. That is, all theorems that are derived using the proof-theoretic accountcorrespond to valid text structures; and any valid text structure of a text can be derivedthrough the successive application of the axioms of the proof-theoretic account and ModusPonens.Proof. Since axioms (3.85){(3.102) are essentially Horn clauses, for the purpose of thisproof, I will treat them in the same way Prolog does. More precisely, instead on focusing ontheir �xed-point semantics, I will treat axioms (3.85){(3.102) from a procedural perspectiveand consider them to be a Prolog program that, like any other Prolog program, computesinferences only in minimal models [Lloyd, 1987]. Hence, I will show that the proceduralsemantics of axioms (3.85){(3.102) is consistent with the constraints described in chapter 2.In order to prove the theorem, we �rst make the observation that the objects of typetree that are accepted by the logical language described in this section obey, by de�nition,most of the constraints that pertain to a valid text structure. Each of the objects of typetree essentially encodes a binary text structure whose nodes are characterized by a status, atype, and a promotion set. Therefore, by de�nition, the objects of type tree obey the shapeof a valid text structure. In order to prove that the axioms are both sound and complete, weonly need to prove that the values that are associated with the status, type, and promotionset of each node are consistent with the constraints that characterize the structures thatare valid.Proof of soundness. By de�nition, given a text of n units among which rhetorical relationsRR hold, unit(1); : : : ; unit(n) and hold(RR) are the only atomic axioms that correspondto that text | the axioms pertaining to the set of hypotactic and paratactic relations aretext-independent. In order to derive theorems, we need to apply one of axioms (3.89){(3.102). These axioms fall into two categories. Axioms (3.89) and (3.90) can be appliedonly on elementary textual units. Their application yields theorems that are characterizedby tree objects that are valid | these trees are the direct expression of the conventions thatwe use. Axioms (3.91){(3.102) are nothing but a one-to-one translation of the strong com-positionality criterion 2.2. Therefore, the theorems that these axioms generate correspondalways to valid text structures.Proof of completeness. The proof follows immediately from lemma 3.1. Given any text T ,the algorithm shown in �gure 3.10 derives all the valid discourse trees of any span [l; h]in the text by means of the proof-theoretic account; so it follows that the algorithm alsoderives all the valid trees of the whole text T . Hence, there is no tree that cannot be derivedusing the proof-theoretic account. 93
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Input: a text T of n units anda set RR of rhetorical relations that hold among these units.Output: all the theorems that can can be derived by applying the proof-theoreticaccount of valid text structures.1. apply axiom schema (3.87)2. for i := 1 to n3. apply axiom schema (3.88)4. apply axiom schemata (3.89){(3.90)5. for size of span := 1 to n� 16. for l := 1 to n� size of span7. h = l + size of span8. for b := l to h � 19. for each theorem S(l; b; tree1; RR1) of span [l; b]10. for each theorem S(b+ 1; h; tree2; RR2) of span [b+ 1; h]11. for each relation r 2 RR1 \ RR212. apply all possible axioms (3.91){(3.102)Figure 3.10: An algorithm that derives all the theorems that characterize a text T withrespect to the proof-theoretic account of valid text structures.Lemma 3.1. Given a text T of n elementary units among which rhetorical relations RRhold, the theorems derived by the algorithm in �gure 3.10 by means of the proof-theoreticaccount correspond to all valid structures that can be built for any span [l; h] of T , where1 � l � h � n.Proof. The algorithm in �gure 3.10 derives �rst all theorems that correspond to all the validtext structures that can be built for each of the elementary textual units (lines 2{4). Then,it derives all the theorems that correspond to spans of size 2, 3, : : : , n (lines 5{12). Theproof of the lemma reects the main steps of the algorithm: it is inductive on the numberof units in the span [l; h].Base case (number of units in span = 1):All the valid trees that can be built for any leaf i of the text are described by struc-tures that correspond either to term tree(satellite; leaf; fig;null;null) or to termtree(nucleus; leaf; fig;null;null). Lines 2{4 of the algorithm in �gure 3.10 derive allthese structures.Induction step:Assume that the lemma holds for all spans [x; y] whose size is less thannumber of units in span = k, i.e., y � x < k. We prove now that the lemma holds forspan [l; h] of size k as well. By contradiction, assume that there exists a valid structurevs that spans across units [l; h] and assume that the algorithm in �gure 3.10 cannot deriveany theorem that corresponds to vs. In looser terms, we assume that the algorithm cannot94
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derive a theorem having the form S(l; h; vs; rr).According to the axiomatization given in chapter 2, if a valid text structure can beassociated with span [l; h], it must be built on the top of two substructures of two adjacentsubspans. Since the algorithm iterates over all possible combinations of subspans andover all possible valid structures that correspond to these subspans (lines 8{12), the onlysituations in which a theorem that corresponds to vs can fail to be derived is when one ormore of the antecedents that characterize one of the axioms (3.91){(3.102) do not hold; andwhen there exists no axiom to derive vs. If we consider in a proof by cases all the possiblecombinations that could be associated with the status, type, promotion units, and set ofrhetorical relations of vs, it is trivial to show that, for each combination, there exists anaxiom that in conjunction with Modus Ponens derives a theorem that corresponds to vs.For example, assume that vs is isomorphic to the structure that corresponds to the thirdterm of theorem (3.106).S(l; h; tree(satellite;name;P2;tree(satellite;name1;P1; left1; right1);tree(nucleus;name2;P2; left2; right2));RRlh)(3.106)Since vs is valid, it follows that there exist spans [l; b] and [b+ 1; h] that are characterizedby valid text structures vs1 and vs2; these structures correspond to terms tree(satellite;name1;P1; left1; right1) and tree(nucleus;name2;P2; left2; right2) respectively. Accord-ing to the induction hypothesis, this means that the theorems given in (3.107) and (3.108)hold for some rr1; rr2 � RR.S(l; b; tree(satellite;name1;P1; left1; right1); rr1)(3.107) S(b+ 1; h; tree(nucleus;name2;P2; left2; right2); rr2)(3.108)Also, since vs is a valid structure, this also means that rhetorical relation name is eithera simple hypotactic relation that holds between two elementary units, one unit s 2 [l; b]and one unit n 2 [b+ 1; h], or an extended hypotactic relation that holds between the twospans. Assume that name is a simple relation (if name is an extended relation, the proofis similar). In order to be able to apply the axiom given in (3.91), we only need to provethat rhet rel(name; s;n) 2 rr1 \ rr2.Now, all the sets of rhetorical relations that are associated with all theorems derivedfor all spans of size smaller that h � l are either equal to RR or are obtained from RRthrough successive eliminations of relations that are used to build valid text structures.Since rhet rel(name,s,n) holds across two units that belong to spans [l; b] and [b + 1; h]95
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respectively, it is obvious that this relation could not have been used to build either the treestructure for vs1 or that for vs2. Hence, rhet rel(name,s,n) must be in the set rr1 \ rr2.All the antecedents that pertain to axiom (3.91) are true. Therefore, one can useaxiom (3.91) and Modus Ponens to derive theorem (3.106), which contradicts our initialhypothesis that vs cannot be derived. The proof of the other cases is similar.3.4.4 Implementation and empirical resultsThere are many ways in which one can implement a set of rewriting rules of the kinddescribed in this section. For example, one can encode all the axioms as Horn clauses andlet the Prolog inference mechanism derive the valid discourse structures of a text. Or onecan write a grammar having rules such as those shown in (3.109), where each grammar ruleis associated with a set of semantic constraints in the style of Montague [1973].S(sem)! i fsem = ftree(nucleus; leaf; fig;null;null); RRggS(sem)! i fsem = ftree(satellite; leaf; fig;null;null); RRggS(sem)! S(sem1) S(sem2) fsem = f(sem1; sem2)g(3.109)The grammar-based approach assumes that the input is a sequence of textual units1; 2; : : : ;n. Each nonterminal S in the grammar has associated a semantics that reects thevalid structure that corresponds to that derivation and the set of rhetorical relations thatcan be used for further derivations. The semantic constraints sem = f(sem1; sem2) thatcharacterize all juxtapositions of nonterminals are a one-to-one expression of the constraintsexpressed in axioms (3.91){(3.102). For example, the semantic constraint associated withrule (3.91) is that shown in (3.110) below.[sem1 = ftree1(satellite; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1g ^sem2 = ftree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2g ^rhet rel(name; s; n) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ s 2 p1 ^ n 2 p2 ^ hypotactic(name)]sem = ftree(nucleus; name; p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : : ));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; s; n)g(3.110)Taking the grammar-based approach, I modi�ed the bottom-up parser described byNorvig [1992, p. 665] so that it takes as input a sequence of elementary textual unitsand the set of rhetorical relations that hold among these units, and builds a semanticrepresentation that subsumes all the valid text structures that correspond to the text. Theparser applies a memoization procedure1 in order to avoid computing the same structure1A memoization procedure consists in creating dinamically a database of function input/output pairs;whenever a memoized function is called, the database is checked in order to avoid computing the same96
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Text Time in Number ofseconds validstructuresA.1 0.02 3A.2 0.03 5A.3 0.16 40A.4 0.10 8A.5 0.14 20A.6 19.20 816A.7 45.48 2584A.8 13227.00 24055Table 3.4: The performance of the bottom-up parser and the total number of valid treesthat correspond to the texts given in appendix A.twice, being therefore equivalent to a chart parser. Table 3.4 shows the time required bythe bottom-up parser to derive all the valid text structures that correspond to the textsin appendix A. It is obvious that the proof-theoretic paradigm for deriving valid textstructures has much better computational properties than the model-theoretic paradigmsdiscussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3. However, the empirical data also suggests that in thecases in which the number of valid trees is very large, the performance of the algorithmdegrades. Therefore, if we are to apply this algorithm on larger instances, we would needto �nd ways to compute only some of the valid structures.3.5 Deriving text structures | compiling grammars in Chom-sky normal form3.5.1 From text structures to Chomsky normal-form grammarsIn general, �nding solutions of constraint-satisfaction problems and �nding models of theo-ries of propositional formulas are NP-complete problems [Garey and Johnson, 1979, Mack-worth, 1977]. And parsing phrase structure trees in the presence of functional constraintscan be exponential in the worst case [Maxwell and Kaplan, 1993, Barton et al., 1985].Therefore, deriving the valid text structures of a text using the algorithms described insections 3.2{3.4 can be exponential in the worst case because these algorithms do not fullyexploit the characteristics of the problem that we are trying to solve. In this section, weshow that we can compile in polynomial time the problem of text structure derivation 2.2into a grammar in Chomsky normal form and we prove that the size of the grammar ispolynomial in the length of the input. Since one can recognize whether a string of length nfunction more than once. 97
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belongs to the language de�ned by a Chomsky normal-form grammar in polynomial timetoo, O(n3), it follows that one can derive the valid text structures of a text in polynomialtime.Two crucial observations allow us to compile the problem of text structure derivationinto a Chomsky normal-form grammar.� The �rst observation is that a valid text structure can be recovered from an \almost-valid" text structure, i.e., a structure that associates only one unit with each promo-tion set. As we showed in section 3.2, one can map an \almost-valid" structure into avalid one in polynomial time. Hence, for the purpose of this section, we assume thatthe promotion sets of each span have cardinality one.� The second observation is that the number of possible combinations of the valuesassociated with the status, type, and promotion set of each node of a valid textstructure is �nite. Hence, given a span [l; h], there exists only a �nite number ofsymbols Shl; h; status; type; promotion seti that encode the variables that characterizecompletely each node of a valid text structure. Since the status of a valid span rangesover the set fnucleus; satelliteg, the type over a set of k[l;h] � jRRj2 relationsthat are relevant to that span, and the promotion set over the elements of the setfflg; fl + 1g; : : : ; fhgg, it follows that there are at most 2k[l;h](h � l + 1) distinctsymbols Shl; h; status; type; promotion seti that can characterize completely a span[l; h] that plays an active role in a text structure.Let us assume that we are given a sequence of textual units U = 1; 2; : : : ;n and a setRR that encodes all the relations that hold among these units. For example, text (3.3)is characterized by sequence 1; 2; 3; 4 and by rhetorical relations (3.4). We present now analgorithm that starting from U and RR constructs a grammar in Chomsky normal formthat can be used to derive all and only the valid text structures of U .The compiling algorithm in �gure 3.11 derives a set of rules P that fall into two cate-gories. The rules compiled in lines 1{3 have the form Shi; i; : : :i ! i and S ! i | they areused to recognize terminal symbols 1; 2; : : : ;n. The rules compiled in lines 4{36 have theform Shl; h; : : :i ! Shl; b; : : :i Shb + 1; h; : : :i and S ! Shl; b; : : :i Shb + 1; h; : : :i, wherel � b � h | they correspond to joining adjacent spans into larger spans. Hence, thecompiling algorithm derives a set of production rules P that corresponds to a grammarG = (S; T;N; P ) in Chomsky normal form. The starting symbol of the grammar is S, theset of terminal symbols T is the set f1; 2; : : : ;ng, and the set of nonterminal symbols N isgiven by the union of fSg and all the symbols having the form Shx; y; : : :i that occur in P .2The symbol jRRj denotes the cardinality of the initial set of relations that hold among the units of thetext. 98
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Input: A sequence U = 1; 2; : : : ;n of elementary textual units andA set RR of rhetorical relations that hold among these units.Output: A grammar in Chomsky normal form that can be used to derive all and onlythe parse trees that correspond to the valid text structures of U .1. for i := 1 to n2. add rules S ! i, Shi; i;nucleus; leaf; figi ! i, and Shi; i; satellite; leaf; figi ! i3. endfor4. for size of span := 1 to n � 15. for l := 1 to n� size of span6. h = l + size of span7. for b := l to h � 18. for x := l to b9. for y := b+ 1 to h10. for each name1 for which a rule has Shl; b; satellite; name1; fxgi as its head11. for each name2 for which a rule has Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi as its head12. for each hypotactic relation name such that rhet rel(name; x; y) 2 RR orrhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2 RR13. add rule S ! Shl; b; satellite; name1; fxgi Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi14. add rule Shl; h; satellite; name; fygi ! Shl; b; satellite; name1; fxgiShb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi15. add rule Shl; h;nucleus; name; fygi ! Shl; b; satellite; name1; fxgiShb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi16. endfor17. endfor18. endfor19. for each name1 for which a rule has Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxgi as its head20. for each name2 for which a rule has Shb + 1; h; satellite; name2; fygi as its head21. for each hypotactic relation name such that rhet rel(name; y; x) 2 RR orrhet rel(name; b + 1; h; l; b) 2 RR22. add rule S ! Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxgi Shb + 1; h; satellite; name2; fygi23. add rule Shl; h; satellite; name; fxgi ! Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxgiShb + 1; h; satellite; name2; fygi24. add rule Shl; h;nucleus; name; fxgi ! Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxgiShb + 1; h; satellite; name2; fygi25. endfor26. endfor27. endfor28. for each name1 for which a rule has Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxgi as its head29. for each name2 for which a rule has Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi as its head30. for each paratactic relation name such that rhet rel(name; x; y) 2 RR orrhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2 RR31. add rule S ! Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxgi Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi32. add rule Shl; h; satellite; name; fxgi ! Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxgiShb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi33. add rule Shl; h; satellite; name; fygi ! Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxgiShb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi34. add rule Shl; h;nucleus; name; fxgi ! Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxgiShb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi35. add rule Shl; h;nucleus; name; fygi ! Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxgiShb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi36. end all for loopsFigure 3.11: A compiling algorithm that converts the problem of text structure deriva-tion (2.2) into a Chomsky normal-form grammar.99
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S ! 1 Sh1; 1;nucleus; leaf; f1gi ! 1 Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1gi ! 1S ! 2 Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2gi ! 2 Sh2; 2; satellite; leaf; f2gi ! 2S ! 3 Sh3; 3;nucleus; leaf; f3gi ! 3 Sh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3gi ! 3S ! 4 Sh4; 4;nucleus; leaf; f4gi ! 4 Sh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4gi ! 4S ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2giSh1; 2;nucleus; justification1; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2giSh1; 2; satellite; justification1; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2giS ! Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2giSh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3giSh2; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2gi ! Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2giSh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3giSh2; 3; satellite; evidence; f2gi ! Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2giSh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3giS ! Sh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3giSh4; 4;nucleus; leaf; f4giSh3; 4;nucleus;concession; f3gi ! Sh3; 3;nucleus; leaf; f3giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giSh3; 4; satellite;concession; f3gi ! Sh3; 3;nucleus; leaf; f3giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giS ! Sh1; 2;nucleus; justification1; f2giSh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3giSh1; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2gi ! Sh1; 2;nucleus; justification1; f2giSh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3giSh1; 3; satellite; evidence; f2gi ! Sh1; 2;nucleus; justification1; f2giSh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3giS ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh1; 3;nucleus; justification1; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh1; 3; satellite; justification1; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2giS ! Sh2; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giSh2; 4;nucleus; justification2; f2gi ! Sh2; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giSh2; 4; satellite; justification2; f2gi ! Sh2; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giS ! Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2giSh3; 4; satellite;concession; f3giSh2; 4;nucleus; evidence; f2gi ! Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2giSh3; 4; satellite;concession; f3giSh2; 4;nucleus; evidence; f2gi ! Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2giSh3; 4; satellite;concession; f3giFigure 3.12: The Chomsky normal-form grammar that is derived by the compiling algorithmfor text (3.3) (see �gure 3.13 for the rest of the grammar).100
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S ! Sh1; 3;nucleus; justification1; f2giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giSh1; 4;nucleus; justification2; f2gi ! Sh1; 3;nucleus; justification1; f2giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giSh1; 4; satellite; justification2; f2gi ! Sh1; 3;nucleus; justification1; f2giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giS ! Sh1; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giSh1; 4;nucleus; justification2; f2gi ! Sh1; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giSh1; 4; satellite; justification2; f2gi ! Sh1; 3;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh4; 4; satellite; leaf; f4giS ! Sh1; 2;nucleus; justification1; f2giSh3; 4; satellite;concession; f3giSh1; 4;nucleus; evidence; f2gi ! Sh1; 2;nucleus; justification1; f2giSh3; 4; satellite;concession; f3giSh1; 4; satellite; evidence; f2gi ! Sh1; 2;nucleus; justification1; f2giSh3; 4; satellite;concession; f3giS ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh1; 4;nucleus; justification3; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh1; 4; satellite; justification3; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; evidence; f2giS ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; justification2; f2giSh1; 4;nucleus; justification3; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; justification2; f2giSh1; 4; satellite; justification3; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; justification2; f2giS ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh1; 4;nucleus; justification1; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; evidence; f2giSh1; 4; satellite; justification1; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; evidence; f2giS ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; justification2; f2giSh1; 4;nucleus; justification1; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; justification2; f2giSh1; 4; satellite; justification1; f2gi ! Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1giSh2; 4;nucleus; justification2; f2giFigure 3.13: The Chomsky normal-form grammar that is derived by the compiling algorithmfor text (3.3) (see �gure 3.12 for the rest of the grammar).101
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S<1,1,SATELLITE,LEAF,{1}> S<4,4,SATELLITE,LEAF,{4}>S<3,3,NUCLEUS,LEAF,{3}>S<2,2,NUCLEUS,LEAF,{2}>

S<3,4,SATELLITE,CONCESSION,{3}>S<1,2,NUCLEUS,JUSTIFICATION,{2}>

S

( S<1,4,NUCLEUS,EVIDENCE,{2}> )

2 3 41Figure 3.14: A Chomsky normal-form derivation that is isomorphic to a valid tree structurethat corresponds to text (3.3).For example, if we consider text (3.3) and its corresponding set of relations (3.4), therules in �gures 3.12 and 3.13 are the complete set of rules of a grammar in Chomsky normalform that are derived by the compiling algorithm in �gure 3.11. These rules can be usedto parse the input 1; 2; 3; 4 and obtain derivations such as that shown in �gure 3.14. Byinspecting the derivation in 3.14, it is easy to notice that there exists a clear isomorphismbetween the parse tree derived using the grammar rules and the corresponding valid textstructure, the structure shown in �gure 3.8. In order to enable the reader visualize thisisomorphism, I have represented the root of the parse tree in �gure 3.14 using both thestarting symbol S and the nonterminal Sh1; 4;nucleus; evidence; f2gi, which would beobtained when a bottom-up parsing algorithm is applied.3.5.2 Soundness and completeness results concerning the grammars gen-erated by the compiling algorithmIn designing the compiling algorithm in �gure 3.11, I have chosen to use nonterminal namesthat reect all the variables that are essential for the axiomatization of valid text structures:the status, type, and promotion set of each node. Given the set of rules that the algorithmproduces, we can notice that terminal symbols can be derived using only simple rules andthat nonterminal symbols can be derived using only binary rules. Hence, any derivationof any input string will produce a binary parse tree. The question that still needs to beanswered concerns the relationship between the parse trees that would result from theapplication of the grammar rules on a given text and the valid structures of that text.Theorem 3.2, which is given below, discusses the nature of the relationship.Theorem 3.2. Consider a sequence of textual units 1; 2; : : : ;n and a set RR that encodesall the relations that hold among these units. The compiling algorithm in �gure 3.11 gen-erates a Chomsky normal-form grammar that can be used to derive all and only the parsetrees that are isomorphic with the valid structures of text 1; 2; : : : ;n.The claim that the grammars generated by the compiling algorithm derive only parse treesthat are isomorphic to valid text structures concerns the soundness of the grammar rules.102
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The claim that the grammars derive all parse trees that are isomorphic to valid text struc-tures concerns the completeness of the rules.Proof of soundness. The compiling algorithm generates all the grammar rules that corre-spond to building spans of size 1, 2, 3, and so on, up to n. It does so by considering for eachspan [l; h] all the possible ways in which the span can be broken into two adjacent subspansand all the possible relations from the initial set RR that hold across the two subspans. Foreach relation r that holds across the adjacent subspans [l; b] and [b+ 1; h], it generates allthe grammar rules that enforce the strong compositionality criterion: that is, the algorithmconsiders all pairs of nonterminals that characterize spans [l; b] and [b + 1; h] and gener-ates rules for each such pair. Consider such a rule for the case in which the relation r ishypotactic. Take, for example, rule (3.111), which is also shown in line 14 in �gure 3.11).Shl; h; satellite; name; fygi !Shl; b; satellite; name1; fxgiShb+ 1; h;nucleus; name2; fygi(3.111)A simple inspection of this rule, and all the other rules generated by the algorithm, showsthat it enforces the compositionality criterion with respect to the statuses and promotionsets of the subspans. Since these rules are the only rules that will be used for recognizing astring 1; 2; : : : ;n, it follows that the resulting derivation will obey the strong composition-ality criterion as well. However, since the rules are applied one by one, the only problemthat might occur is that we might obtain a parse tree that uses the same rhetorical relationtwice. We show now that this is impossible.Each grammar rule associated with a span [l; h] is built using two previously gener-ated nonterminals that correspond to two adjacent subspans [l; b] and [b + 1; h]. Assumethat name is a relation that holds across the two spans, and assume that name1 andname2 are the names of the relations that are associated with the �rst and second non-terminals of the rule, as shown in (3.111). If Shl; b; satellite; name1; fxgi is a valid non-terminal, then relation name1 holds between two units found within the span [l; b]. IfShl; h; satellite; name; fygi is a valid nonterminal, then relation name holds between aunit of span [l; b] and a unit of span [b+ 1; h]. It follows that name and name1 cannot bethe same. Similarly, we can show that name and name2 cannot be the same. Since theseobservations hold for any span [l; h], it follows that no relation is used twice in any parse ofthe whole input string 1; 2; : : : ;n.Proof of completeness. The proof of completeness is isomorphic to that of theorem 3.1.103
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Text Time insecondsA.1 <0.01A.2 <0.01A.3 0.01A.4 0.01A.5 0.01A.6 0.69A.7 2.01A.8 5.21Table 3.5: The performance of the algorithm that compiles the fundamental problem oftext processing into a grammar in Chomsky normal form.3.5.3 An estimation of the size of the grammarAssume that we are given a text with n elementary units and that k relations hold onaverage between any two elementary units. An upper bound of the number of rules thatare generated by the compiling algorithm corresponds to the case in which all relations areparatactic (lines 28{35 of the algorithm). Given a span [a; b] and a unit u 2 ffag; fa +1g; : : : ; fbgg, there are at most k relations that promote unit u as a salient unit and, hence,at most k nonterminal symbols of the form Sha; b;nucleus; type; fugi. It follows that lines31{35 are executed at most jRRjk2 times, where jRRj represents the cardinality of theinitial set of rhetorical relations. Hence, the algorithm in �gure 3.11 generates at most3n+ X1�s<n X1�l�n�s Xl�b<l+s Xl�x�b Xb+1�y�l+s 5k2jRRj =3n+ 1=120k2jRRjn(n� 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)grammar rules, where s stands for size of span. If we use the same upper bounds for k andjRRj as in section 3.4, we obtain that the algorithm generates at most O(n6) grammar rulesin O(n6) steps. Once the grammar is generated, one can use it to derive the text structures ofthe text in O(n3), using the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm [Younger, 1967]. Therefore,it follows that given a text T of n elementary textual units and the set RR of rhetoricalrelations that hold among these units, one can derive the valid text structures of text T inpolynomial time O(n6).3.5.4 Implementation and empirical resultsI implemented the compiling algorithm shown in �gure 3.11 in Lisp. Besides deriving thegrammar rules, the implementation also stores in a chart each nonterminal symbol of thegrammar, in the style of the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm [Younger, 1967]. Hence, the104
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implementation produces not only a grammar in Chomsky normal form but also the chartthat the Cocke-Kasami-Younger algorithm would produce using that grammar. Hence,one can use the compiling algorithm to simultaneously generate a grammar and produce itscorresponding chart. In other words, the implementation of the compiling algorithm followsclosely the Cocke-Kasami-Younger approach | it stores in polynomial space a possiblyexponential number of valid text structures.Table 3.5 shows the amounts of time required by the Lisp implementation for derivingthe compact chart from which any valid text structure can be extracted. Since valid struc-tures can be extracted from this chart in polynomial time, it is obvious that the compilingalgorithm signi�cantly outperforms all the other approaches.3.6 Related work3.6.1 General discussionAll approaches to deriving discourse structures that were proposed previously were incre-mental. That is, they assumed that elementary discourse units are processed sequentiallyand that a discourse tree is created by incrementally updating a tree structure that cor-responds to the discourse units that were processed up to the unit under scrutiny. Theunit under scrutiny provides information about the way the updating operation should beperformed. These approaches fall into two classes: they are either logic- or grammar-based.In logic-based approaches [Zadrozny and Jensen, 1991, Lascarides and Asher, 1993,Asher, 1993], the idea of structure is only implicit. Discourse trees can be obtained byconsidering the coherence relations that hold among the discourse units, which are �rst-class entities in a logic that captures both the semantics of sentences and the semantics ofdiscourse. Because the logic-based approaches are couched in terms of default logics andlogics of beliefs, they are intractable.In grammar-based approaches [van Dijk, 1972, Polanyi, 1988, Scha and Polanyi, 1988,Gardent, 1994, Hitzeman et al., 1995, Polanyi and van den Berg, 1996, van den Berg,1996, Gardent, 1997, Schilder, 1997, Cristea and Webber, 1997], the structure of discourseis explicitly represented; it is assimilated with the parse tree of a sequence of discourseconstituents. The �rst attempts to write discourse grammars [van Dijk, 1972] put veryfew constraints on the applicability of the rules. However, further developments brought inmore and more constraints that were both semantic and structural in nature. The semanticconstraints stipulate the conditions that must hold in order to join an incoming discourseunit to an existing discourse structure. For example, in order to substitute a unit on theright frontier3 of an existing discourse tree with an incoming elementary discourse tree, the3The right frontier is the set of nodes of the tree structure that are found on a path from the root to the105
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semantic information associated with the unit on the right frontier must unify with thesemantic information associated with the elementary discourse tree [Gardent, 1997]. Thestructural constraints are a direct consequence of the assumption that discourse processingis incremental. To account for the sequentiality of text, grammar-based approaches allowonly the nodes on the right frontier of a discourse tree to be updated.Some of the grammar-based approaches to discourse are extensions of context-free andHPSG grammars [van Dijk, 1972, Scha and Polanyi, 1988, Hitzeman et al., 1995]. However,the most recent approaches [Gardent, 1994, van den Berg, 1996, Polanyi and van denBerg, 1996, Gardent, 1997, Schilder, 1997, Cristea and Webber, 1997] rely on extensionsof tree-adjoining grammars (TAGs) [Joshi, 1987]. The appeal of using TAGs for discourseprocessing seems to follow from the power of the adjoining operations, which allow treesto be not only expanded, as in the case of context-free grammars, but also rewritten. Inwhat follows, instead of arguing in favour of a grammar formalism or a particular set ofdiscourse rules, I prefer to address two problems that I consider to be independent of thetype of grammar or rules that all these approaches use. The �rst problem pertains to theassumption that discourse units can be adjoined only to nodes that belong to the rightfrontier of the existing discourse structure: I shall show that the notion of \right frontier"is weaker than the notion of discourse compositionality that I introduced in chapter 2.The second problem pertains to the inherently nonmonotonic nature of incremental treederivation.3.6.2 The notion of \right frontier" is weaker than compositionality cri-terion 2.1All grammar-based approaches to discourse assume that only the right frontier of a discoursetree can accommodate a new unit. Consider, however, the naturally occurring text (3.112),which is given below.4[With its distant orbit1] [| 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth |2][and slim atmospheric blanket,3] [Mars experiences frigid weather conditions.4](3.112)Assume that we are using an incremental approach and wish to derive the discoursestructure of text (3.112) and assume that we have already processed the �rst two units ofthe text (see �gure 3.15.a) and are about to process the third unit (see �gure 3.15.b{d). Wefollow Cristea and Webber's notation [1997] and assume that the processing of the thirdunit of text (3.112) gives rise to the auxiliary tree shown in �gure 3.15.c. The node labelledright-most leaf.4Text (3.112) is a fragment of text (2.1), which is discussed in section 2.2.1 and chapter 6 and for whicha discourse structure was built by two independent analysts.106
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with an asterisk in tree 3.15.c is a \foot" node, which can be adjoined to a node thatbelongs to the right frontier. According to incremental approaches to discourse derivation,adjoining corresponds to identifying a discourse relation between the new material, in thiscase unit 3, and material on the right frontier of the discourse structure built so far. Ifwe take this requirement literally, we can adjoin tree 3.15.c either at the node labelled 2or at the root of the tree 3.15.b. Obviously, since the third unit in the text is related tothe �rst unit through a joint relation, we cannot adjoin tree 3.15.c at the node labelled2. But, we cannot adjoin tree 3.15.c at the root of tree 3.15.b either, because the thirdunit is in a joint relation with the �rst unit and not with the elaboration relation thatholds between the �rst two units. And we cannot adjoin tree 3.15.c at the node labelled 1in tree 3.15.b because, although units 3 and 1 are related through a joint relation, unit 1is not a node of the right frontier of tree 3.15.b. The only way we can make the notion ofright frontier work is by associating with the root of tree 3.15.b some information that willenable tree 3.15.c to be adjoined to it. But this information is unit 1 and associating unit1 with the root of tree 3.15.b corresponds to applying compositionality criterion 2.1.In other words, if we obey only the right frontier principle but do not promote unit 1to the set of salient units of the root of tree 3.15.c, we can never determine the discoursestructure of text (3.112): the parsing process would fail when unit 3 would need to beinserted in the partial tree 3.15.c.One can easily imagine texts in which salient units that are embedded more deeply inthe structure to the left of the right frontier are eventually elaborated or contrasted. Forexample, in order to adjoin unit 4 (see �gure 3.15.e{g) to the tree that corresponds to theprocessing of units 1 to 3, we need the root of the tree in �gure 3.15.e be characterized byboth units 1 and 3 because the background relation holds between both these units andunit 4. Unless the salient information, in this case the information corresponding to units1 and 3, is propagated upwards during the tree construction, the application of the right-frontier principle is impossible. Because of this, I consider the notion of \right frontier" tobe weaker than compositionality criterion 2.1. In fact, the treatment of anaphora proposedby van den Berg [1996] and the treatment of adjunction proposed by Gardent [1997] arenothing but a semantic expression of compositionality criterion 2.1. Van den Berg associateswith the nodes of a discourse tree feature structures that store the discourse referents.Whenever a new node is added to a partial discourse tree, the mother node inherits thediscourse referents of the children. These referents can be subsequently used for anaphoraresolution. And Gardent distinguishes between feature structures that are relevant to themother nodes and feature structures that are relevant to the daughter nodes [Gardent, 1997]and provides mechanisms through which adjunction operations a�ect not only the featurestructures of daughter nodes but also the feature structures of mother nodes.107
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Figure 3.15: The incremental derivation of the discourse structure of text (3.112).3.6.3 The incremental derivation of discourse structures is nonmonotonicCristea and Webber [1997] introduced a mechanism that enables the incremental derivationof discourse structures in the presence of expectations. For example, the occurrence ofthe expression \on one hand" raises the expectation that the discourse will subsequentlyexpress some contrasting situation. In spite of this, incremental processing along the linesdescribed in all current grammar-based approaches may be ine�cient from a computationalperspective. Consider example (3.113), which is reproduced from [Cristea and Webber,1997]. [Because John is such a generous man1][ | whenever he is asked for money,2][he will give whatever he has, for example3][ | he deserves the \Citizen of theYear" award.4](3.113)As Cristea and Webber note, the fact that unit 2 provides together with unit 3 an examplefor 1, rather than satisfying the expectation raised by \Because", becomes apparent onlywhen unit 3 is processed | more speci�cally, when the discourse marker \for example"is considered. Obviously, in order to accommodate the �nding that units 2 and 3 are an108
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Figure 3.16: The valid text structure of text (3.113).example for the idea presented in the �rst unit, we have to undo the adjoining of node 2.Therefore, the incremental processing of discourse cannot be monotonic. In order to dealwith the nonmonotonicity of incremental discourse derivation, we either have to consider,in the style of Tomita [1985], all possible ways in which a tree can be extended or allowfor backtracking. Either approach negatively a�ects the computational properties of anincremental discourse parser.The paradigm that I propose in this thesis is to determine �rst all possible rhetoricalrelations that hold among the units of a text, and determine only afterwards the discoursestructure of that text. For example, for text (3.113), we will �rst determine that therelations given in (3.114) hold among the elementary units of the text, and then apply anyof the algorithms discussed in this chapter to derive the valid discourse structure shown in�gure 3.16.8>><>>: rhet rel(evidence; 1; 4)rhet rel(circumstance; 2; 3)rhet rel(example; 3; 1)(3.114)The non-incremental paradigm that I presented in this chapter is e�cient but admit-tedly, it is not psycholinguistically plausible | after all, humans do process text in anincremental fashion. Given the psychological constraints and the limited resources that hu-mans have, it is conceivable that incremental processing is impossible without backtracking| this would be consistent with the mistakes and re-interpretations that are observed innaturally occurring conversations [Hirst et al., 1993, McRoy, 1993].5Studying the ways in which the algorithms presented in this chapter can be modi�edin order to derive valid text structures incrementally is, however, outside the scope of thisthesis.5I thank Graeme Hirst for bringing up this hypothesis.109
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3.7 SummaryIn this chapter, I have investigated both theoretically and empirically the computationalproperties of four paradigms that can be used to derive valid text structures. I showed howthe problem of text structure derivation 2.2 can be mapped into a constraint-satisfactionproblem and I showed that the direct formulation of the strong compositionality criterionhas a negative e�ect on the performance of the CSP-based approach.I then showed how the problem of text structure derivation can be mapped into apropositional logic encoding in conjunctive normal form that is polynomial in size withrespect to the number of units in the input text. Surprisingly, the empirical experimentsthat attempted to determine satisfying truth assignments for propositional encodings ofeight discourse problems showed that the Davis-Putnam exhaustive procedure [1960] out-performed the stochastic procedures GSAT and WALKSAT [Selman et al., 1992, Selman etal., 1994].I presented a set of axioms and inference rules that can be used to derive valid textstructures through proof-theoretic techniques. The implementation of this approach signif-icantly outperformed the approaches that attempted to derive valid structure on the basisof model-theoretic techniques.I also gave an algorithm that compiles in polynomial time the problem of text structurederivation into a grammar in Chomsky normal form whose size is polynomial in the numberof elementary units of the input text. Using this approach proved to be the most e�cientmethod for deriving the valid structures of texts.
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Chapter 4A corpus analysis of cue phrases4.1 Towards determining the discourse structure of unre-stricted textsGiven the formalization of text structures and the algorithms that derive them that wehave seen in chapters 2 and 3, in order to automatically build the valid text structuresof an arbitrary text, we need only to determine the elementary units of that text and therhetorical relations that hold among the units. An accurate determination of the elementaryunits of a text and of the relations that hold among them is beyond the current state ofthe art in natural language processing. However, empirical and computational researchsuggests that we can �nd and exploit approximate solutions to both of these problems bycapitalizing on the occurrence of certain lexicogrammatical constructs.In this chapter, I �rst discuss the lexicogrammatical constructs that can be used todetermine the elementary units of a text and to hypothesize rhetorical relations among them.These constructs include grammatical morphemes, tense and aspect, certain lexical andsyntactic structures, certain patterns of pronominalization and anaphoric usages, cohesivedevices, and cue phrases. In section 4.3, I argue that a shallow analysis of text that reliesprimarily on knowledge about the way cue phrases like because, however, and in additionare used can indicate the underlying structure of text. The rest of the chapter discussesan exploratory corpus study of cue phrases. The study is meant to provide empiricalgrounding for a set of algorithms that bridge the gap between the problem of derivingvalid text structures for unrestricted texts and the theoretical problem of text structurederivation that was discussed in chapter 3. 111
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4.2 From linguistic constructs to discourse structuresGrammatical morphemesThe role of grammatical morphemes in structuring discourse relies on extending the role thatthey have in signalling the syntactic structures that are licensed by a generative approachto grammar [Chomsky, 1965]. As argued, for example, by Talmy [1983] and Morrow [1986],grammatical morphemes often express notions that are more schematic than those expressedby content words. For instance, a combination of a shift from past to present tense andfrom third to �rst person correlates both with a shift from impersonal narration to directreport or monologue and a shift in participant's perspective [Morrow, 1986, p. 434]. Andpsycholinguistic research shows that readers are more likely to consider a collection ofsentences as being related if they contain the de�nite article \the", instead of the inde�nitearticle \a" [de Villiers, 1974, Gernsbacher, 1997].Tense and aspectDecker [1985], Morrow [1986], Moens and Steedman [1988], Webber [1988b], Lascaridesand Asher [1993], Barker and Szpakowicz [1995], and Hitzeman [1995] show that the tenseand aspect of verbs provide clues to the discourse structure of a text. These clues may begenre dependent and may be applied in isolation or in conjunction with other features. Forexample, in narratives, the use of present tense tends to express situations occurring at thetime of narration [Kamp, 1979]. In the context of news reports, the use of simple past verbsin simple sentences usually corresponds to foreground material (see the use of verb meet inexample (4.1)); but the use of simple past verbs in relative clauses usually corresponds tobackground material (see the use of verb engineer in example (4.2)) [Decker, 1985].After weeks of maneuvering and frustration, presidential envoy Richard B. Stonemet face-to-face yesterday for the �rst time with a key leader of the Salvadoranguerilla movement. [Decker, 1985, p. 317](4.1) \The ice has been broken," proclaimed President Belisario Betancur of Colombia,who engineered the meeting. [Decker, 1985, p. 317](4.2)The semantics of certain verbs also conveys information about discourse relations in thecases in which some tense constraints are enforced. For example, in Lascarides and Asher'sformalization of discourse relations [1993], the event of pushing associated with the sec-ond sentence in example (4.3) is normally assumed to have produced the event of falling112
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associated with the �rst sentence, if the pushing event occurred before the falling event.Max fell. John pushed him. [Lascarides and Asher, 1993](4.3)Hence, a causal relation is normally assumed to hold between the sentences in (4.3).Syntactic constructsTraditionally, cleft constructions have been considered to enable a reader select which ele-ment of a sentence is in focus. According to Quirk et.al. [1985, p. 89], a cleft sentence isdivided into two parts: an initial focal element, and a \background" structure which followsthe initial element and which resembles a relative clause. For example, \Julie" is the focalelement and \who buys her vegetables in the market" is the background structure in thecleft sentence shown in (4.4), below.It is Julie who buys her vegetables in the market.(4.4)Prince [1978] and Delin and Oberlander [1992] have observed that cleft constructionscould also serve a subordinating function in discourse. The information conveyed by a cleftsentence concerns some background material against which the related sentences have tobe interpreted; a cause whose e�ect is given in the related sentences; or some backgroundmaterial that not only is subordinated to the related sentences but that also mentions eventsthat occurred prior to those described in the related sentences. For example, the cleftsentence shown in italics in text (4.5) provides background information for the precedingtext and must be interpreted as describing events that occurred prior to the events describedin the preceding text [Delin and Oberlander, 1992, p. 282].Mr. Butler, the Home Secretary, decided to meet the challenge of the `Ban-the-Bomb' demonstrators head-on. Police leave was cancelled and secret plans wereprepared. It was Mr. Butler who authorized action which ended in 32 members ofthe Committee of 100 being imprisoned. The Committee's president and his wifewere each jailed for a week.(4.5)Pronominalization and anaphoric usagesSidner [1981], Grosz and Sidner [1986], Sumita [1992], and Grosz, Joshi, andWeinstein [1995]have speculated that certain patterns of pronominalization and anaphoric usages corre-late with the structure of discourse. Vonk's experimental work [1992] has con�rmed thatanaphoric expressions that are more speci�c than necessary for their identi�cation functionnot only establish coreference links but also contribute to the signalling of thematic shifts.113
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For example, in the sequence of sentences given in (4.6), which is taken from [Vonk et al.,1992, p. 303], the use of She in sentence 5 poses no referential problem. However, the use ofSally, which is more speci�c than necessary, would sound better because it suggests a topicshift. 1: Sally Jones got up early this morning.2: She wanted to clean the house.3: Her parents were coming to visit her.4: She was looking forward to seeing them.5: She/Sally weighs 80 kilograms.6: She had to lose weight on her doctor's advice.7: So she planned to cook a nice but sober meal.(4.6)
In fact, Vonk's experiments not only show that readers are typically led to infer a theme shiftwhen encountering an overspeci�cation, but also that overspeci�cations cause a decrease inthe availability of words from the preceding text [Vonk et al., 1992, p. 326].More recent empirical evidence collected by Passonneau [1997a, 1997b] also suggeststhat overly informative discourse anaphoric expressions occur at shifts in global discoursefocus. More speci�cally, Passonneau's experiments suggest that there exists a correlationbetween the usage of overly informative anaphoric expressions and the intention-based,discourse segments that pertain to Grosz and Sidner's discourse theory [1986]. A parallelline of research is explored by Walker [1997], who proposes that the relationship betweenanaphoric usages and discourse structure can be best explained with a model of attentionthat distinguishes between the long-term and the short-term (working) memory [Walker,1996]. The same concept is explored by Giv�on [1995], in a psycholinguistic setting.Cohesive devicesThe automatic detection of overspeci�ed anaphoric expressions is still a computationalchallenge. However, Hearst [1994, 1997] has shown that even simple forms of lexical cohesionthat are computationally tractable, such as word co-occurrences, can be used to detect topicshifts in expository texts. Much more sophisticated studies of the correlation between lexicalcohesion and discourse structure are given by Morris and Hirst [Morris, 1988, Morris andHirst, 1991], Hoey [1991], and Langleben [1983]. For example, Morris and Hirst showedthat there exists a correlation between lexical chains, i.e., sequences of words related vialexical cohesion that span topical units of texts, and the structure of discourse. The lexicalchains can be derived using knowledge from thesauri, such as Roget's Thesaurus, as usedby Morris [1988] and Morris and Hirst [1991], or from lexical knowledge bases, such as114
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Wordnet, as used by St-Onge [1995] and Hirst and St-Onge [1997].Cue phrases or connectivesAccording to Crystal, the term \connective" is used \to characterize words or morphemeswhose function is primarily to link linguistic units at any level" [Crystal, 1991, p. 74].In other words, the primary function of connectives is to structure the discourse. Be-sides their structural role, connectives have been shown to have highly elaborate prag-matic functions, such as signalling shifts in the subjective perspective [Segal et al., 1991,Segal and Duchan, 1997], presupposing various states of beliefs [Wing and Scholnick, 1981],and licensing inferences through mechanisms that are similar to those of scalar impli-catures [Grice, 1975, Fillenbaum, 1977, Anscombre and Ducrot, 1983, Hirschberg, 1991,Oberlander and Knott, 1996]. For example, in the text shown in (4.7), which was producedby a �ve-year-old boy, the connectives are used to explain the thinking process of a littlelion, the main character of the story.Once upon a time there was a little lion and he lived alone because his motherand father was dead. And one day he went hunting. And he saw two lions. Andthey were his mother and father. So he took his blanket to their den. Because itwas bigger. [Segal and Duchan, 1997, p. 98](4.7)More precisely, the So and the second because are used to build a complex subjective argu-ment that explains why the lion moved in with his parents (because their space was biggerthan his) and what the move entailed (taking his blanket to their den).Psycholinguistic research also suggests that some connectives not only enable readersto process text faster, but also to recall better the related information [Deaton and Gerns-bacher, 1997, Gernsbacher, 1997]. In three experiments, Deaton and Gernsbacher haveshown that two-clause sentences that describe moderately causal events were read fasterwhen the clauses were conjoined by because (Susan called the doctor for help because thebaby cried in his playpen) than when they were conjoined by and, then, or after. In addi-tion, when the clauses were conjoined by because, subjects recalled the second clauses morefrequently when prompted with the �rst clause.The facet of connectives that I explore in this thesis is consistent with the positionof Caron, who advocates that \rather than conveying information about states of things,connectives can be conceived as procedural instructions for constructing a semantic rep-resentation" [Caron, 1997, p. 70]. Among the three procedural functions of segmentation,integration, and inference that are used by Noordman and Vonk [1997] in order to study therole of connectives, I will concentrate primarily on the �rst two. That is, I will investigatehow one can use connectives to determine the elementary units of texts (the segmentation115
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part) and to determine the rhetorical relations among them (the integration part). Thederivation of a valid discourse structure can be interpreted as pertaining to an inferentialprocess that is structural in nature.4.3 Arguments for a shallow approach to discourse process-ingAs I argued in the previous section, the problem of determining with high accuracy theelementary textual units and the rhetorical relations that hold among elementary and non-elementary units is not yet solvable. However, we saw that a signi�cant set of lexicogram-matical constructs can be used to provide approximate solutions for it. In the rest of thisthesis, I investigate how far we can get in building valid structures for unrestricted texts byfocusing our attention only on discourse connectives and lexicogrammatical constructs thatcan be detected by means of a shallow analysis of natural language texts. The intuitionbehind this choice relies on the following facts.� Psycholinguistic and other empirical research has shown that discourse markers areconsistently used by human subjects both as cohesive ties between adjacent clausesand as \macroconnectors" between larger textual units. For example, in Halliday andHasan's view [1976], connectives are linguistic devices that provide textual cohesionover successive sentences. Thus, their view is more local than global. The localfunction of connectives has been also proved to be essential for understanding theintentions of the participants in dialogues [Schi�rin, 1987]; increasing a reader's recallof information pertaining to related clauses and sentences; and contributing to theinformation represented in the text [Segal et al., 1991].Empirical studies of narratives, stories, and naturally occurring conversations haveshown that connectives have a global role as well. For example, in stories, connectivessuch as so, but, and and mark boundaries between story parts [Kintsch, 1977]. Innaturally occurring conversations, somarks the terminal point of a main discourse unitand a potential transition in a participant's turn, whereas and coordinates idea unitsand continues a speaker's action [Schi�rin, 1987]. In narratives, connectives signalstructural relations between elements and are crucial for the understanding of thestories [Segal and Duchan, 1997]. In general, cue phrases are used consistently by bothspeakers and writers to highlight the most important shifts in their narratives, markintermediate breaks, and signal areas of topical continuity [Bestgen and Costermans,1997, Schneuwly, 1997].� The number of discourse markers in a typical text | approximately one marker forevery two clauses [Redeker, 1990] | is su�ciently large to enable the derivation of rich116
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rhetorical structures for texts.1 More importantly, the absence of markers correlateswith a preference of readers to interpret the unmarked textual units as continuationsof the topics of the units that precede them [Segal et al., 1991].� Discourse markers are used in a manner that is consistent with the semantics andpragmatics of the discourse segments that they relate. In other words, I assumethat the texts that we process are well-formed from a discourse perspective, muchas researchers in sentence parsing assume that they are well-formed from a syntacticperspective. As a consequence, I assume that one can bootstrap the full syntactic,semantic, and pragmatic analysis of the clauses that make up a text and still endup with a reliable discourse structure for that text. In fact, in many cases, a deepsemantic analysis will not help, because rhetorical relations cannot be inferred onlyon the basis of the semantics and pragmatics of the considered textual units; rather,a connective is required in order to trigger that inference [Segal and Duchan, 1997].Consider, for example, the following two utterances, which are taken from [Paley,1981, p. 4]:There was a little boy with no mother and no father. But he had sevenbrothers and seven sisters.(4.8)As Segal and Duchan aptly point out [1997, p. 117], had there been an And in placeof the But, one would interpret the second sentence as an assertion of this familysituation. It is the occurrence of But that instructs the reader to contrast the situationof being an orphan with that of having many siblings.Given the above discussion, the immediate objection that one can raise is that discoursemarkers are three-ways ambiguous. In some cases, their use is only sentential, i.e., theymake a semantic contribution to the interpretation of a clause. And even in the cases wheremarkers have a discourse usage, they are ambiguous with respect to the rhetorical relationsthat they mark and the sizes of the textual spans that they connect. I address now each ofthese objections in turn.Sentential and discourse usages of cue phrasesEmpirical studies on the disambiguation of cue phrases [Hirschberg and Litman, 1993]have shown that just by considering the orthographic environment in which they occur,one can distinguish between sentential and discourse usages in about 80% of cases and1A corpus of instructional texts that was studied by Moser and Moore [1997] and Di Eugenio, Moore,and Paolucci [1997] reected approximately the same distribution of cue phrases: 181 of the 406 discourserelations that they analyzed were cued relations. 117
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that these results can be improved if one uses machine learning techniques [Litman, 1994,Litman, 1996] or genetic algorithms [Siegel and McKeown, 1994]. I have taken Hirschbergand Litman's research one step further and designed a comprehensive corpus analysis ofcue phrases that enabled me to design algorithms that improved their results and coverage.The method, procedure, and results of the corpus analysis are discussed in this chapter.The algorithm that determines elementary unit boundaries and identi�es discourse usagesof cue phrases will be discussed in chapter 5.Discourse markers are ambiguous with respect to the rhetorical relations thatthey mark and the sizes of the units that they connectWhen I began this research, no empirical data supported the extent to which this ambiguitycharacterizes natural language texts. To better understand this problem, the corpus analysisthat is to be described in this chapter was designed so as to also provide informationabout the types of rhetorical relations, rhetorical statuses (nucleus or satellite), and sizes oftextual spans that each marker can indicate. I expected from the beginning that it wouldbe impossible to predict exactly the types of relations and the sizes of the spans that agiven cue marks. However, given that the structure that we are trying to build is highlyconstrained, such a prediction proved to be unnecessary; the overall constraints on thestructure of discourse that I enumerated in chapter 2 cancel out most of the con�gurationsof elementary constraints that do not yield valid discourse trees.Consider, for example, the following text:[Although discourse markers are ambiguous,1] [one can use them to build discoursetrees for unrestricted texts:2] [this will lead to many new applications in naturallanguage processing.3](4.9)For the sake of argument, assume that we are able to break text (4.9) into textual units aslabelled above and that we are interested now in �nding rhetorical relations between theseunits. Assume now that we can infer that Although marks a concessive relation betweensatellite 1 and nucleus 2, and the colon, an elaboration between satellite 3 and nucleuseither 1 or 2. A representation of text (4.9) is then the set of relations given in (4.10), where� denotes exclusive disjunction:( rhet rel(concession; 1; 2)rhet rel(elaboration; 3; 1)� rhet rel(elaboration; 3; 2)(4.10)Despite the ambiguity of the relations, the overall rhetorical structure constraints will as-sociate only one discourse tree with text (4.9), namely the tree given in �gure 4.1. Anydiscourse tree con�guration that uses relation rhet rel(elaboration; 3; 1) will be ruled118
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1 2

3

1-2

CONCESSION

ELABORATIONFigure 4.1: The discourse tree of text (1).out because unit 1 is not an important unit for span [1; 2] and, as discussed in chapter 2,a rhetorical relation that holds between two spans of a valid text structure must also holdbetween their most important units: the important unit of span [1; 2] is unit 2, i.e., thenucleus of the relation rhet rel(concession; 1; 2).4.4 A corpus analysis of cue phrases4.4.1 MotivationThe discussion in section 4.3 suggests that in spite of their ambiguity, cue phrases maybe used as a su�ciently accurate indicator of the boundaries between elementary textualunits and of the rhetorical relations that hold between them. Unfortunately, althoughcue phrases have been studied extensively in the linguistic and computational linguisticliterature, previous empirical studies did not provide enough data concerning the way cuephrases can be used to determine the elementary textual units that are found in theirvicinity and to hypothesize rhetorical relations that hold among them. To overcome thislack of data, I designed an exploratory, empirical study of my own. In the rest of thischapter, I describe it in detail and provide some general results.4.4.2 MaterialsMany researchers have published lists of potential markers and cue phrases [Halliday andHasan, 1976, Grosz and Sidner, 1986, Martin, 1992, Hirschberg and Litman, 1993, Knott,1995, Fraser, 1990, Fraser, 1996]. I took the union of their lists and created a set of more than450 cue phrases. For each cue phrase, I then used an automatic procedure that extractedfrom the Brown corpus a random set of text fragments that each contained that cue. Myinitial goal was to select 10 text fragments for each occurrence of a cue phrase that was foundat the beginning of a paragraph or sentence, and 20 fragments for the occurrences found inthe middle and at the end of sentences. The rationale for this choice was the observationthat the cue phrases located at the beginning of sentences and paragraphs seemed to exhibitmore regular patterns of usage than those found in the middle or at the end of sentences.On average, I selected approximately 17 text fragments per cue phrase, having few texts119
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for the cue phrases that do not occur very often in the corpus and up to 60 for cue phrasessuch as and, which I considered to be highly ambiguous. Overall, I randomly selected morethan 7600 texts. Appendix B provides a complete list of the cue phrases that were usedto extract text fragments from the Brown corpus, the number of occurrences of each cuephrase in the corpus, and the number of text fragments that were randomly extracted foreach cue phrase.The reader is warned that the given number of occurrences of each cue phrase in theBrown Corpus is only a rough estimate. For example, according to the table shown inappendix B, there are 950 occurrences of the cue phrase even in the Brown corpus: 150 ofthem at the beginning of a sentence and 800 in the middle or at the end. However, thisnumber includes also occurrences of even after, even before, even if, even so, even then, eventhough, and even when, which are assigned separate entries in the table. Hence, because theprogram that randomly extracted text samples was not written so as to avoid extractingtext fragments that contained the cue phrase even though, for example, when looking forthe phrase even, the list in appendix B exhibits a certain degree of redundancy. To avoidanalyzing the same text fragment more than once, the fragments that were automaticallyassigned to a simple cue phrase, such as even, but were actually characterized by a complexcue phrase, such as even after, that had been assigned a separate entry in the initial list,were ignored during the analysis.Each text fragment that was extracted from the corpus contained a \window" of ap-proximately 300 words and an occurrence of the cue phrase that was explicitly marked withthe LATEX macro for emphasizing text, fnem g. The cue phrase occurrence was located ap-proximately 200 words from the beginning of the text fragment. Text (4.11) is an examplefragment with the cue phrase accordingly.One of the early strikes called by the AWOC was at the DiGiorgio pear orchardsin Yuba County. We found that a labor dispute existed, and that the workers hadleft their jobs, which were then vacant because of the dispute. Accordingly, underclause (1) of the Secretary's Regulation, we suspended referrals to the employer.(Incidentally, no Mexican nationals were involved.) The employer, seeking to con-tinue his harvest, challenged our right to cease referrals to him, and sought reliefin the Superior Court of Yuba County. The court issued a temporary restrainingorder, directing us to resume referrals. We, of course, obeyed the court order.However, the Attorney General of California, at the request of the Secretaryof Labor, sought to have the jurisdiction over the issue removed to the Fed-eral District Court, on grounds that it was predominantly a Federal issue since the
(4.11)
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validity of the Secretary's Regulation was being challenged. However, the FederalCourt held that since the State had accepted the provisions of the Wagner-PeyserAct into its own Code, and presumably therefore also the regulations, it was nowa State matter. It fnem accordinglyg refused to assume jurisdiction, whereuponthe California Superior Court made the restraining order permanent. Under thatorder, we have continued referring workers to the ranch. A similar case arose atthe Bowers ranch in Butte County, and the Superior Court of that county issuedsimilar restraining orders.The growers have strenuously argued that I should have accepted the SuperiorCourt decisions as conclusive and issued statewide instructions to our sta� toignore this provision in the Secretary's Regulation.And text (4.12) is an example fragment with the cue phrase Although.The president expects faculty members to remember, in exercising their autonomy,that they share no collective responsibility for the university's income nor are theypersonally accountable for top-level decisions. He may welcome their appropriateparticipation in the determination of high policy, but he has a right to expect, inreturn, that they will leave administrative matters to the administration.How well do faculty members govern themselves? There is little evidence thatthey are giving any systematic thought to a general theory of the optimum scopeand nature of their part in government. They sometimes pay more attention totheir rights than to their own internal problems of government. They, too, needto learn to delegate. Letting the administration take details o� their hands wouldgive them more time to inform themselves about education as a whole, an areathat would bene�t by more faculty attention.fnem Althoughg faculties insist on governing themselves, they grant littleprestige to a member who actively participates in college or university government.There are, nevertheless, several things that the president can do to stimulateparticipation and to enhance the prestige of those who are willing to exercisetheir privilege. He can, for example, present signi�cant university-wide issuesto the senate. He can encourage quality in faculty committee work in variousways: by seeing to it that the membership of each committee represents thethoughtful as well as the action-oriented faculty; by making certain that no facultymember has too many committee assignments; by assuring good liaison betweenthe committees and the administration; by minimizing the number of committees.

(4.12)

The text fragments that were extracted from the corpus were exported into a relational121
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database. In addition to the text fragments, which were stored in a �eld having the name\Example", the database also contained a number of �elds that codi�ed two types of infor-mation:Discourse-related information. This information concerned the cue phrase underscrutiny; the rhetorical relations that were marked by the cue phrase; the statusesof the related spans (nucleus or satellite); the textual types of the related spans(from clause-like units to multiple paragraphs); the distance in clause-like units andsentences between the related spans, etc. Section 4.4.3 will describe in detail the se-mantics of each of the �elds in this category: \Marker", \Usage", \Position", \Rightboundary", \Where to link", \Rhetorical relation", \Statuses", \Types of textualunits", \Clause distance", \Sentence distance", and \Distance to salient unit".Usually, a discourse marker signals one rhetorical relation. However, in some cases,the occurrence of a simple or multiple marker, such as and although, which is obtainedby concatenating a set of simple markers, can signal more than one rhetorical relation.The set of rhetorical relations that are signalled by such markers may relate di�erenttextual units, have di�erent rhetorical statuses, etc. In order to account for these cases,the �elds \Where to linki", \Rhetorical relationi", \Statusesi", \Types of textualunitsi", \Clause distancei", \Sentence distancei", and \Distance to salient uniti" wereindexed. Because the largest number of relations that were explicitly signalled in ourcorpus was four, we used �eld names in which 1 � i � 4.In the cases in which a cue phrase signalled a rhetorical relation that held betweenthe textual unit that contained the cue phrase and a textual unit that came after, Iconsidered it useful to also encode explicitly information pertaining to the rhetoricalrelation that holds between the textual unit that contains the cue phrase and thetext that precedes it. The purpose of this enterprise was to investigate whetherthere exists a correlation between the markers that \link forward" and the precedingtext. For example, in text (4.12), the marker Although signals a rhetorical relationof concession that holds between the clauses \Although faculties insist on governingthemselves," and \they grant little prestige to a member who actively participates incollege or university government". Obviously, the marker does not signal explicitlyany relation between the sentence that contains it and the previous text. Nevertheless,in addition to fully describing the concession relation, I also described the relationbetween the sentence that contained the marker Although, and the text that precedesit. In the case of text (4.12), this relation is one of elaboration on the rhetoricalquestion \How well do faculty members govern themselves?".Algorithmic information. In contrast to the discourse related information, which has ageneral linguistic interpretation, the algorithmic information was speci�cally tailored122
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Algorithm Field namesThe clause-boundary and \Marker", \Usage", \Position",discourse-marker identi�cation \Right boundary", \Break action"algorithm (section 5.3.3)The discourse-marker-based \Marker", \Usage", \Where to link",algorithm for hypothesizing \Rhetorical relation", \Statuses",rhetorical relations (section 5.4.2) \Types of textual units", \Clause distance",\Sentence distance", \Distance to salient unit"The bottom-up, text planning \Usage", \Where to link", \Rhetorical relation",algorithms (section 7.4.3) \Statuses", \Types of textual units",\Clause distance", \Sentence distance",\Distance to salient unit"Table 4.1: The �elds from the corpus that were used in developing the algorithms discussedin the rest of the thesis.to the surface analysis that aimed at determining the elementary textual units of atext. This information involved only one �eld, called \Break action".Hence, the initial database contained more than 7600 records, each corresponding to a textfragment. The �eld \Example" was the only �eld that was automatically generated. Allthe other �elds were initially empty.DiscussionThe information in the �elds associated with each text fragment and cue phrase constitutesthe empirical foundation of �ve algorithms: an algorithm that identi�es elementary unitboundaries and discourse usages of cue phrases; an algorithm that hypothesizes rhetoricalrelations that hold among textual units; and three algorithms that construct text plans in abottom-up fashion. Table 4.1 enumerates explicitly the �elds that were used in developingeach of these algorithms.4.4.3 Requirements for the corpus analysisOnce the database was created, each �eld of each record in the database was updatedaccording to the requirements described below.ExampleThe �eld \Example" contains one text fragment that was randomly extracted from theBrown corpus for a given cue phrase. The cue phrase under consideration is explicitlymarked using the LATEX macro for emphasizing text, fnem g, as shown, for example, intext (4.11). 123
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In the cases in which the cue phrase under scrutiny has a discourse function, the elemen-tary textual units that are found in the neighborhood of the cue phrase are enclosed withinsquare brackets. The number of textual units that are enclosed within square bracketsdepends on the kind of relation that the cue phrase marks. If it marks a relation betweentwo clauses of the same sentence, only those clauses will be enclosed within square brackets.However, if it marks a relation between two elementary textual units that are a couple ofsentences apart, then all the elementary units in between are each enclosed within squarebrackets. And if it marks a relation between two textual spans that are not elementary,then all the elementary units that are contained in the non-elementary units are each en-closed within square brackets as well. For example, the �eld \Example" that correspondsto text (4.11) will contain the information shown in (4.13), because the cue phrase underscrutiny, accordingly, marks a volitional-cause relation between the units \[However,the Federal Court held that] [it was now a State matter.]" and \[It accordingly refused toassume jurisdiction]".One of the early strikes called by the AWOC was at the DiGiorgio pear orchardsin Yuba County. We found that a labor dispute existed, and that the workershad left their jobs, which were then vacant because of the dispute. Accordingly,under clause (1) of the Secretary's Regulation, we suspended referrals to theemployer. (Incidentally, no Mexican nationals were involved.) The employer,seeking to continue his harvest, challenged our right to cease referrals to him, andsought relief in the Superior Court of Yuba County. The court issued a temporaryrestraining order, directing us to resume referrals. We, of course, obeyed the courtorder. However, the Attorney General of California, at the request of the Secretaryof Labor, sought to have the jurisdiction over the issue removed to the FederalDistrict Court, on grounds that it was predominantly a Federal issue since thevalidity of the Secretary's Regulation was being challenged. [However, the FederalCourt held that] [since the State had accepted the provisions of the Wagner-PeyserAct into its own Code,] [and presumably therefore also the regulations,] [it was nowa State matter.] [It fnem accordinglyg refused to assume jurisdiction,] [whereuponthe California Superior Court made the restraining order permanent.] Under thatorder, we have continued referring workers to the ranch. A similar case arose atthe Bowers ranch in Butte County, and the Superior Court of that county issuedsimilar restraining orders.The growers have strenuously argued that I should have accepted the SuperiorCourt decisions as conclusive and issued statewide instructions to our sta� toignore this provision in the Secretary's Regulation.

(4.13)

The �eld \Example" that corresponds to text (4.12) is shown in (4.14) below. (The sentence124
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containing the cue phrase Although is an elaboration on the question \[How well dofaculty members govern themselves?]"; hence, all the textual units in between are enclosedwithin square brackets.)The president expects faculty members to remember, in exercising their auton-omy, that they share no collective responsibility for the university's income norare they personally accountable for top-level decisions. He may welcome theirappropriate participation in the determination of high policy, but he has a rightto expect, in return, that they will leave administrative matters to the adminis-tration.[How well do faculty members govern themselves?] [There is little evidencethat they are giving any systematic thought to a general theory of the optimumscope and nature of their part in government.] [They sometimes pay more atten-tion to their rights] [than to their own internal problems of government.] [They,too, need to learn to delegate.] [Letting the administration take details o� theirhands would give them more time to inform themselves about education as awhole,] [an area that would bene�t by more faculty attention.][fnem Althoughg faculties insist on governing themselves,] [they grant littleprestige to a member who actively participates in college or university govern-ment.] There are, nevertheless, several things that the president can do to stimu-late participation and to enhance the prestige of those who are willing to exercisetheir privilege. He can, for example, present signi�cant university-wide issues tothe senate. He can encourage quality in faculty committee work in various ways:by seeing to it that the membership of each committee represents the thoughtfulas well as the action-oriented faculty; by making certain that no faculty mem-ber has too many committee assignments; by assuring good liaison between thecommittees and the administration; by minimizing the number of committees.

(4.14)

The elementary textual units enclosed within square brackets are not necessarily clausesin the traditional, grammatical sense. Rather, they are contiguous spans of text that canbe smaller than a clause and that can provide grounds for deriving rhetorical inferences.For example, although \They sometimes pay more attention to their rights than to theirown internal problems of government." is a simple clause, I decided to break it into twoelementary textual units because the cue phrase \than" can provide grounds for inferringthat a comparison is made between the attention that faculties pay to their rights and theattention that they pay to their own internal problems of government.In the texts that I analyzed, I did not use an objective de�nition of elementary unit.Rather, I relied on a more intuitive one: whenever I found that a cue phrase signalled arhetorical relation between two spans of text of signi�cant sizes, I assigned those spans an125
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elementary unit status, although in some cases they were not fully eshed clauses. In therest of the thesis I use the term clause-like unit in order to refer to such elementary units.MarkerThe �eld \Marker" encodes the orthographic environment of the cue phrase. That is, it con-tains the marker under consideration and all the punctuation marks that precede or followit. If more than one cue phrase is used, the \Marker" �eld contains the adjacent markersas well. For example, for text (4.11), the \Marker" environment will contain the string\taccordinglyt" because no punctuation marks or cue phrases surround the cue phrase un-der scrutiny.2 However, if the cue under scrutiny had been the phrase \However", from thesentence that precedes the one that contains the string \accordingly", the \Marker" �eldwould have been \.tHowever,t", because the phrase is preceded by a period and followedby a comma. The beginning of a paragraph is conventionally labelled with a # character.Hence, the \Marker" �eld associated with text fragment (4.14) is \#tAlthought".UsageThe �eld \Usage" encodes the functional role of the cue phrase. The role can be one ormore of the followings:� sentential (s), when the cue phrase has no function in structuring the discourse.For example, in text 4.15, above all is used purely sententially: above is a prepositionand all is a quanti�er.And �nally, the best part of all, simply sit at the plank table in thekitchen with a bottle of wine and the newspapers, reading the ads aswell as the news, registering nothing on her mind but letting her soulsuspend itself above all wishing and desire.(4.15)� discourse (d), when the cue phrase signals a discourse relation between two textualunits. For example, in text 4.16, Although signals a concession relation between twoclauses of the same sentence; the clauses are enclosed within square brackets.[Although Brooklyn College does not yet have a junior-year-abroad pro-gram,] [a good number of students spend summers in Europe.](4.16)� pragmatic (p), when the cue phrase signals a relationship between some linguisticor nonlinguistic construct that pertains to the unit in which the cue phrase occurs and2The symbol t denotes a blank character. 126
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the beliefs, plans, intentions, and/or communicative goals of the speaker, hearer, orsome character depicted in the text. In this case, the beliefs, plans, etc., might not beexplicitly stated in discourse; rather, it is the role of the cue phrase to help the readerinfer them.3 For example, in text (4.17), again presupposes that James was caughtby the police before, but that event is not explicitly mentioned in the discourse. Inthis sense, one can say that there exists a relationship between sentence (4.17) andthe speaker's knowledge and that again provides the means through which the hearercan infer that knowledge.James was caught by the police again.(4.17)In text (4.18), already is used to express an element of unexpectedness with respect tothe events that are described. Because of this, we say that already plays a pragmaticrole as well.When May came the Caravan had already crossed the Equator.(4.18)Right boundaryThe �eld \Right boundary" contains a period, question mark, or exclamation mark if the cuephrase under scrutiny occurs in the last elementary unit of a sentence. If it does not occurin the last elementary unit, it contains the cue phrase and orthographic marker found at thebeginning of the elementary unit that follows it. If there is no cue phrase or orthographicmarker found at the boundary between the two units, the \Right boundary" �eld containsthe �rst word of the unit that follows the one that contains the marker. For example, thecontent of the �eld \Right boundary" for text (4.13) is \,twhereupont" because \," andwhereupon are the lexemes found at the boundary between the unit that contains the markerunder scrutiny and the next unit in the text. The content of the �eld \Right boundary"associated with texts (4.14) and (4.16) and cue phrase Although is \," because the �rstlexeme in the second elementary unit of each text is not a cue phrase.Where to linkiThe �eld \Where to linki" describes whether the textual unit that contains the discoursemarker under scrutiny is related to a textual unit found before (b) or after (a) it. Forexample, the textual unit that contains the marker accordingly in text (4.13) is rhetorically3The de�nition of pragmatic connective that I use here is that proposed by Fraser [1996]. It should notbe confused with the de�nition proposed by van Dijk [1979], who calls a connective \pragmatic" if it relatestwo speech acts and not two semantic units. 127
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related to a textual unit that goes before it (b). In contrast, the clause that contains thediscourse marker Although in text (4.16) is rhetorically related to the clause that comesimmediately after it (a).Types of textual unitsiThe �eld \Types of textual unitsi" describes the types of textual units that are connectedthrough a rhetorical relation that is signalled by the marker under scrutiny. The typesof the textual units range over the set fclause-like unit (c), multiclause-like unit(mc), sentence (s), multisentence (ms), paragraph (p), multiparagraph (mp)g.The �eld contains two types that are separated by a semicolon: the �rst type correspondsto the �rst textual unit, and the second type corresponds to the second textual unit. Forexample, the \Types of textual units1" �eld that corresponds to the marker accordingly intext (4.13) is mc;c because it relates the multiclause-like unit \[However the Federal Courtheld that] [it was now a State matter]" with the clause \[It accordingly refused to assumejurisdiction]". The \Types of textual units1" �eld that corresponds to the marker Althoughin text (4.16) is c;c because it relates two clauses: \[Although Brooklyn College does notyet have a junior-year-abroad program,]" and \[a good number of students spend summersin Europe.]".Clause distanceiThe �eld \Clause distancei" contains a count of the clause-like units that separate the unitsthat are related by the discourse marker. The count is 0 when the related units are adjacent.For example, the �elds \Clause distance1" for both examples (4.13) and (4.16) have value0.Sentence distanceiThe �eld \Sentence distancei" contains a count of the sentences that are found between theunits that are related by the discourse markers. The count is �1, when the related unitsbelong to the same sentence. For example, the �eld \Sentence distance1" for example (4.13)has value 0. However, the �eld for example (4.16) has value �1.Distance to salient unitiThe �eld \Distance to salient uniti" contains a count of the clause-like units that separatethe textual unit that contains the marker under scrutiny and the textual unit that is themost salient unit of the span that is rhetorically related to a unit that is before or after thatunder scrutiny. In most cases, this distance is �1, i.e., the unit that contains a marker isdirectly related to a unit that went before or to a unit that comes after. However, in some128
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BACKGROUND

EXAMPLE

1

2 3

2-3Figure 4.2: The discourse tree of text (4.19).cases, this is not so. Consider, for example, the text given in (4.19) below, with respect tothe cue phrase for example.[There are many things I do not like about fast food.1] [Let's assume, for example,that you want to go out with someone2.] [There is no way you can take them toa fast food restaurant!3](4.19)A rhetorical analysis of text (4.19) is shown in �gure 4.2. It is easy to see that althoughfor example signals a rhetorical relation of example, the relation does not hold betweenunits 2 and 1, but rather, between span 2{3 and unit 1. More precisely, the relation holdsbetween unit 3, which is the most salient unit of span 2{3, and unit 1. The �eld \Distanceto salient uniti" reects this state of a�airs. For text (4.19) and marker for example, itsvalue is 0.PositioniThe �eld \Positioni" speci�es the position of the discourse marker under scrutiny in thetextual unit to which it belongs. The possible values taken by this �eld are: beginning(b), when the cue phrase occurs at the beginning of the textual unit to which it belongs;middle (m), when it is in the middle of the unit; and end (e), when it is at the end. Forexample, the content of the �eld \Position1" for example (4.13) is m. However, the contentof the �eld \Position1" for example (4.16) is b.StatusesiThe �eld \Statusesi" speci�es the rhetorical statuses of the textual units that are relatedthrough a rhetorical relation that is signalled by the cue phrase under scrutiny. The statusof a textual unit can be nucleus (n) or satellite (s). The �eld contains two rhetoricalstatuses that are separated by a semicolon: the �rst status corresponds to the �rst textualunit, and the second to the second. For example, the \Statuses1" �eld for the marker ac-cordingly in text (4.13) is s;n because the multiclause-like units \[However the Federal Courtheld that] [it was now a State matter]" are the satellite and the clause \[It accordingly re-fused to assume jurisdiction]" is the nucleus of a rhetorical relation of volitional-cause.129
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The \Statuses1" �eld for the marker Although in text (4.16) is s;n because it relates twoclauses: \[Although Brooklyn College does not yet have a junior-year-abroad program,]" isthe satellite and \[a good number of students spend summers in Europe]" is the nucleusof a rhetorical relation of concession.Rhetorical relationiThe �eld \Rhetorical relationi" speci�es one or more rhetorical relations that are signalledby the cue phrase under scrutiny. The list of relations that is used was derived from the listof relations initially proposed by Mann and Thompson [1988]. A new relation was addedto Mann and Thompson's list whenever I came across an example for which none of therelations held. Appendix C contains the list of rhetorical relations that were used in thecorpus analysis. In the case in which more than one rhetorical relation de�nition seemed toadequately characterize the example under consideration, the �eld \Rhetorical relationsi"enumerated all these relations. For example, the contents of the \Rhetorical relation1" �eldfor examples (4.13) and (4.16) are volitional-cause and concession, respectively.Break actionThe �eld \Break action" contains one member of a set of instructions for a shallow analyzerthat determines the elementary units of a text. The shallow analyzer assumes that textis processed in a left-to-right fashion and that a set of ags monitors the segmentationprocess. Whenever a cue phrase is encountered, the shallow analyzer executes an actionfrom the set fnothing, normal, comma, normal then comma, end, match paren,comma paren, match dash, set and, set or, dualg. The e�ect of these actions canbe one of the following:� Create an elementary textual unit boundary in the input text stream. Such a bound-ary corresponds to the square brackets used in the examples that were discussed sofar.� Set a ag. Later, if certain conditions are satis�ed, this may lead to the creation of atextual unit boundary.Since a discussion of the semantics of the actions is meaningless in isolation, I will provideit below in section 5.3.3, in conjunction with the clause-like unit boundary and marker-identi�cation algorithm.4.4.4 Method and resultsOnce the database had been created, I analyzed each record in it and updated its �eldsaccording to the requirements described in section 4.4.3. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the130
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Field ContentExample (4.13)Marker taccordinglytUsage dRight boundary ,twhereupontWhere to link1 bTypes of textual units1 mc;cClause distance1 0Sentence distance1 0Distance to salient unit1 �1Position1 mStatuses1 s;nRhetorical relation1 volitional-causeBreak action nothingTable 4.2: A corpus analysis of the segmentation and integration function of the cue phraseaccordingly from text (4.13).information that I associated with the �elds when I analyzed the text fragments shownin (4.13) and (4.14) respectively.Overall, I have manually analyzed 2100 of the text fragments in the corpus. Of the2100 instances of cue phrases that I considered, 1197 had a discourse function, 773 weresentential, and 244 were pragmatic.4The taxonomy of relations that I used to label the 1197 discourse usages in the corpuscontained 54 relations. The table shown in appendix C lists their names and the numberof instances in which each rhetorical relation was used. As one can note, the numberof relations is much larger than 24, which is the size of the taxonomy proposed initiallyby Mann and Thompson [1988]. The reason for this is that, during the corpus analysis,it often happened that none of the relations proposed by Mann and Thompson seemed tocapture well enough the semantics of the relationship between the units under consideration.Because the study described here is exploratory, I considered it appropriate to introducerelations that would better capture the meaning of these relationships. The rhetoricalrelation names listed in appendix C were chosen so as to reect the intended semantics ofthe relations.In addition to the information above, I have extracted from the corpus for each cuephrase information that enables� its recognition in text;4The three numbers add up to more than 2100 because some cue phrases had multiple roles in some textfragments. 131
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Field ContentExample (4.14)Marker #tAlthoughtUsage dRight boundary ,Where to link1 aTypes of textual units1 c;cClause distance1 0Sentence distance1 �1Distance to salient unit1 �1Position1 bStatuses1 s;nRhetorical relation1 concessionWhere to link2 bTypes of textual units2 s;sClause distance2 6Sentence distance2 4Distance to salient unit2 �1Position2 bStatuses2 n;sRhetorical relation2 elaborationBreak action commaTable 4.3: A corpus analysis of the segmentation and integration function of the cue phraseAlthough from text (4.14).� the determination of the boundaries of the elementary textual units found in its vicin-ity;� the hypothesizing of rhetorical relations that hold among textual units found in itsvicinity.These results are discussed in chapter 5, where I establish the connection between the corpusanalysis and the algorithms that derive text structures for unrestricted texts.In the context of natural language generation (chapter 7), I show how the corpus canbe used to compute the strengths of the preferences of rhetorical relations to realize theirsatellites and nuclei in a certain order and to cluster their satellites and nuclei into largertextual spans.Because the corpus analysis has not been fully completed, it would be premature todraw any conclusions with respect to the taxonomy of rhetorical relations. In fact, thisproblem is beyond the scope of this thesis. For the moment, I prefer to make no claimswith respect to the size and nature of an appropriate taxonomy of rhetorical relations.132
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4.4.5 DiscussionThe main advantage of the empirical work described here consists in the empirical groundingthat it provides for a set of algorithms that derive text structures of unrestricted texts in thecontext of discourse analysis and build valid text plans in the context of natural languagegeneration. These algorithms are grounded partially in the empirical data derived from thecorpus and partially in the intuitions that I developed during the discourse analysis of the2100 fragments of text. In chapters 5 and 7, I discuss in detail the relationship between thecorpus analysis and these algorithms.The most important consequence of the fact that I was the only analyst of 2100 of the7600 of the text fragments in the corpus concerns the evaluation procedures that I chose touse. In order to avoid evaluating the algorithms that I developed against my own subjectivestandard, I used the corpus analysis only for algorithm development. The testing of thealgorithms was done against data that did not occur in the corpus and that was analyzedindependently by a relatively large number of judges.As I have already mentioned, I am aware of no previous empirical study that has in-vestigated the relationship between cue phrases, rhetorical relations, and discourse units tothe extent that was aimed at here. Because of this, I assumed from the beginning that mycorpus analysis would have, primarily, an exploratory nature.Ideally, the corpus analysis would be performed by more than one analyst. Unfortu-nately, time and cost constraints are factors that cannot be neglected when such a corpusstudy is designed. The magnitude of a corpus study that can provide data that is both re-liable and statistically signi�cant is beyond the scope of a PhD thesis. However, the size ofthe corpus is not the only problem that an analyst has to face. During my corpus analysis,I noticed a set of other problems that I consider worthy of being brought to the reader'sattention. These problems stem from the lack of objective de�nitions for the notions ofelementary textual unit, nuclearity, and rhetorical relation. Below, I discuss each of theseproblems in turn.Problems with identifying the elementary units of textMy initial intent was to take clauses as the elementary units of discourse. Consider, however,the text shown in (4.20), below.[Because of light leakage from one ultraviolet source to another,][ the lights areswitched by a commutator-like assembly rotated by a synchronous motor.](4.20)If I had taken my initial intent literally, I would have not broken sentence (4.20) into twounits, because \light leakage from one ultraviolet source to another" does not contain averb, and therefore, is not a clause. However, the marker Because of clearly signals a causal133
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relation between the textual spans \light leakage from one ultraviolet source to another,"and \the lights are switched by a commutator-like assembly rotated by a synchronous mo-tor". Uncovering this relation can be only bene�cial from a text understanding perspective.However, how far should one go in this attempt of using phrases rather than clauses as theelementary units of discourse?As I have already discussed in section 4.4.3, in the texts that I analyzed, I did not usean objective de�nition of elementary textual unit. Rather, I relied on a more intuitive one:whenever I found that a cue phrase signalled a rhetorical relation between two spans oftext of signi�cant sizes, I assigned those spans an elementary unit status, although, in somecases, they were not fully eshed clauses.Problems with identifying the rhetorical status of the textual units involved ina discourse relationAs we have seen, nuclearity plays a major role in the formalization of text structures that Iproposed in chapter 2. One of the main assumptions that this formalization relies upon isthat the rhetorical statuses of the units involved in a rhetorical relation can be determinedunambiguously. However, in few cases in the corpus, although the rhetorical relation thatheld between two units was easy to label, it was ambiguous as to which unit was the nucleusand which was the satellite. Consider the following example:[It is not enough for man to be an ontological esse.] [He needs existential comple-tion,] [he needs, that is, to move in the direction of completion.] [And the directionof that movement is determined by his perception of the truth about himself.] [Hemust, consequently, exist as a self-perceived substantive, developing agent,] [or hedoes not exist as man.] [Thus, it is no mystical intuition,] [but an analyzableconception to say that man and his tradition can \fall out of existence".] [Thishappens at the moment man loses the perception of moral substance in himself,][of a nature that, in Maritain's words, is perceived as a \locus of intelligible ne-cessities".] [An existentialist is a man who perceives himself only as \esse",] [asexistence without substance.]
(4.21)
The cue phrase consequently clearly marks a causal relation between units \And the directionof that movement is determined by his perception of the truth about himself" and \He must,consequently, exist as a self-perceived substantive, developing agent". It is, however, notobvious which unit should be assigned the status of nucleus and which that of satellite. Infact, in general, causal relations are di�cult to assign a nuclear status: in some cases, thecontext provides enough evidence with respect to whether the writer intended to assign amore important role to the cause or to the result. In some cases, however, it seems that the134
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nuclearity assignment can go either way.More precisely, it is not that the taxonomy of relations does not distinguish betweencausal relations in which the cause is the nucleus and causal relations in which the result isthe nucleus, but rather that we lack an objective de�nition that would allow us to determinewhich of these relations to use.Problems with identifying the rhetorical relations that holds between two tex-tual unitsDuring the corpus analysis, it was sometimes di�cult to determine one rhetorical relationthat would most adequately characterize the relation between two units. Consider, as anexample the text shown in (4.22) below.[Certain badly disillusioned market critics are often apt to feel that there is some-thing somehow unfair, dirty, or even thoroughly criminal about this interplayof competitive forces.] [But after all, can anyone imagine a market wherein thereverse of these things were true?] [Try to imagine a market in which only aminority of traders would lose,] [and the majority would make consistent pro�ts.][How much and how many pro�ts could a majority take out of the losses of afew?](4.22)
What is the rhetorical relation that best describes the relationship between the �rst twosentences? To a certain degree is a contrast between the features of a real market andthe features of an imaginary one. But at the same time, an interpretation relation canbe considered to hold between the two sentences as well. Which one should we choose?And if we choose both, how do we objectively assign a strength or preference to one of therelations? In my analysis, I chose to label a relation between two textual spans with all thenames of the rhetorical relations whose de�nitions seemed to apply.4.5 Related workAs I discussed at the beginning of this chapter, in order to automatically determine thevalid text structures of an arbitrary text, we need only to determine the elementary unitsof that text and the rhetorical relations that hold among them. The corpus analysis that Ihave presented in the previous section, which aims at providing solutions for both of theseproblems, owes much to inspiration from recent developments in empirical discourse analy-sis. Particularly relevant is the work that pertains to segmenting discourse, distinguishingbetween discourse and sentential usages of cue phrases, and determining the correlationbetween cue phrases and discourse structure.135
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Empirical research on discourse segmentationEmpirical studies on discourse segmentation can be divided into two categories. In the�rst category, I include the studies that investigate the ability of human judges to agreeon discourse segment boundaries. In the second, I include the studies aimed at derivingalgorithms that would identify these boundaries.Research on discourse segmentation has relied on various de�nitions of discourse seg-ments. Discourse segments were de�ned in terms of Grosz and Sidner's discourse the-ory [1986]; in terms of an informal notion of topic [Hearst, 1997]; in terms of transac-tions [Carletta et al., 1997], i.e., subdialogues that accomplish one major step in the par-ticipants' plan for achieving a task; and in terms of intentional- and informational-basedaccounts that reect the functional role of segments in text [Moser and Moore, 1997]. Stud-ies performed on both text and speech [Grosz and Hirschberg, 1992, Nakatani et al., 1995,Hirschberg and Nakatani, 1996, Passonneau and Litman, 1993, Passonneau and Litman,1997b, Passonneau and Litman, 1997a] have shown that humans agree consistently andreliably on segment boundaries when they use the intention-based de�nition proposed byGrosz and Sidner. Consistent and reliable agreement �gures are obtained when the notionsof transaction [Carletta et al., 1997] and topic [Hearst, 1997], and when the RelationalDiscourse Analysis methodology [Moser and Moore, 1997] are applied as well.The studies aimed at deriving algorithms for the automatic identi�cation of segmentboundaries [Grosz and Hirschberg, 1992, Hirschberg and Litman, 1993, Passonneau andLitman, 1997a, Moser and Moore, 1997, Di Eugenio et al., 1997] used sets of manually en-coded linguistic and nonlinguistic features that pertained to prosody, cue phrases, referentiallinks, intentional and informational structure of segments, types of relations, level of embed-ding, etc. The best algorithm that determines intention-based discourse segments recalled53% of the discourse segments identi�ed by humans, with a precision of 95% [Passonneauand Litman, 1997a]. The algorithm was derived automatically using machine learning tech-niques. When instead of \intention" Hearst [1997] used \topic" as the main criterion forassigning discourse segment boundaries, she showed that by exploiting word repetitions onecan automatically �nd boundaries identi�ed by humans with a recall of 59% and a preci-sion of 71%. In a more recent proposal, Yaari [1997] suggested that by using hierarchicalagglomerative clustering algorithms one can identify topical segments in expository texts.Yaari's algorithm looks promising, but has not yet been evaluated extensively.The corpus study discussed in this chapter was designed so as to enable the developmentof an algorithmic approach to identifying the elementary units of discourse. Because thenotions of intention and topic yield discourse segments that are too coarse for our purpose,we could not use the algorithms described in this section.136
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Empirical research on cue phrase disambiguationHirschberg and Litman [1993] showed that just by using the orthographic environment inwhich cue phrases occur, one can distinguish between sentential and discourse usages inabout 80% of the cases and they suggested that co-occurrence data may provide usefulinformation for cue phrase disambiguation. They also showed that part-of-speech tags canimprove only slightly the disambiguation �gures. In addition, Siegel and McKeown [1994]and Litman [1996] proved that Hirschberg and Litman's results [1993] can be improved upto �gures in the range of 83% when genetic algorithms and machine learning techniques areused.The corpus analysis presented in this chapter has bene�ted extensively from the lessonslearnt from Hirschberg and Litman's study. As will become apparent in section 5.3.3, theorthographic environment and the neighboring cues play an important role in determiningwhether a given cue phrase has a discourse function in a text. The corpus analysis discussedin this chapter is also meant to �ll a coverage gap in Hirschberg, Litman, Siegel, andMcKeown's work: the corpus that they relied upon had only 953 occurrences of 34 cuephrases, which were uttered by one speaker during a speech of 75 minutes that containedapproximately 12,500 words.Empirical research on the discourse function of cue phrasesMost empirical research on cue phrases has focused on very speci�c facets. For example, DiEugenio [1992, 1993] and Delin et al. [1994] studied the role of by and to in purpose clauses;Grote et al. [1995] studied the role of but and although in concessive relations; Anscombreand Ducrot [1983], Cohen [1983], and Elhadad and McKeown [1990] studied the role ofsince and because in argumentation; Hirschberg and Litman [1987] studied the relationshipbetween the discourse usage of now and intonation; and Moens and Steedman [1988] studiedthe role of before, after, and when in temporal discourse. In an exploratory study of therelationship between discourse markers, pragmatics, and discourse, Schi�rin [1987] provideda careful sociolinguistic analysis of dialogue usages of and, then, so, because, and but. Abroad empirical investigation of cue phrases was also carried out by Knott [1995], Knott andDale [1996], and Knott and Mellish [1996] in order to motivate on psycholinguistic bases ataxonomy of coherence relations.The corpus analysis that comes closest to ours is that of Moser and Moore [1995, 1997].They collected a set of 17 student-tutor interactions encompassing 144 question-answer ex-changes that had 854 clauses. For each interaction in the corpus, the analysts determined theelementary and non-elementary discourse constituents and the discourse relations that holdbetween them. The analysts also labelled the functional status of the segments, i.e., theydistinguished between segments that expressed what was essential to the writer's purpose |137
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these were called core segments | and the segments that served the purpose manifested bythe core | these were called contributors. They also labelled the syntactic relation betweensegments (independent sentences, coordinated clauses, subordinated clauses), the relativeorder of the core and contributors, the cue phrases associated with various segments, etc.The most important �nding of Moser and Moore was that the placement of cue phrasescorrelates with both the functional status of the segment to which they belong and thelinear order of the core and contributor segments.As an extention to Moser and Moore's analysis, Di Eugenio, Moore and Paolucci [1997]have investigated the possibility of using the same corpus data for deriving algorithms thatwould enable a natural language generation system to determine when and how to use cuephrases in explanatory texts. Decision trees that were derived using traditional machinelearning techniques showed that the ordering of the core and contributor was crucial fordetermining whether a cue phrase needed to be used.Although Moser and Moore's corpus analysis implemented many of the features thatare present in my corpus, it had a very narrow coverage. Because the motivation for theircorpus analysis was given primarily by unsolved problems in the �eld of natural languagegeneration, it did not encode information that would enable the development of algorithmsfor determining the discourse segments of a text.4.6 SummaryIn this chapter, I have presented a variety of linguistic constructs that can be used to detectthe elementary textual units in a text and the rhetorical relations that hold among them. Ithen discussed the assumptions that constitute the foundations of a surface-based approachto text structure derivation, one that relies primarily on cue phrases and lexicogrammaticalconstructs that can be detected without a deep syntactic and semantic analysis.The most important part of the chapter is dedicated to the presentation of an exploratorycorpus study of the discourse function of cue phrases. Besides the materials and methodsthat I used in the corpus analysis of 450 cue phrases, I also provided some general results anddiscussed the need to use objective de�nitions of elementary textual unit, nuclear status,and rhetorical relation. At the end of the chapter, I compared the empirical work describedhere with previous empirical work in discourse segmentation, cue phrase disambiguation,and the discourse function of cue phrases.
138
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Chapter 5The rhetorical parsing ofunrestricted natural language texts5.1 Preamble5.1.1 Pros and cons for an underspeci�ed hierarchical representation oftextIn devising a rhetorical parsing algorithm, i.e., an algorithm that �nds the valid discoursestructures of an unrestricted text, we have two choices: we can assume a text to be a\at" sequence of elementary textual units (which, for simplicity, can be assimilated withthe sequence of clauses that corresponds to that text); or we can assume a text to havea prede�ned, underspeci�ed hierarchical structure whose elements are clauses, sentences,paragraphs, information blocks, sections, chapters, etc. More precisely, we can assume thatthe paragraphs and sections of a text are meaningful from a discourse processing perspectiveas much as clauses and sentences are, i.e., the paragraph and section breaks correlate withthe structure of discourse. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages.From a linguistic perspective, the advantage of taking a text to be a at sequence oftextual units is that it puts no constraints on the places where the boundaries between largetextual spans can occur. If we are able to determine the rhetorical relations between textualunits accurately, then the text structures that we will eventually build will be accurate aswell. The disadvantage of such an approach is primarily computational. A real text mayhave hundreds or even thousands of elementary units. If we build a tree over such a largenumber of units, it is very likely that the time required by the tree-derivation process willbe signi�cant. Because my intent is to devise an algorithm that can be used in practice, onreal texts, and because the rhetorical indicators that I rely upon are not very accurate, Iassume that texts have a prede�ned, underspeci�ed, hierarchical structure.Consider, for example, a text that has three paragraphs with a total of 11 sentences.139
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The text is represented schematically in (5.1): each of the �rst two paragraphs has foursentences, while the third paragraph has three sentences.[. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1] [. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2] [. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3] [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4][. . . . . . . . . . . . 5] [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6] [. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7] [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8][. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9] [. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10] [. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11](5.1)If we assume that text (5.1) is a at sequence of elementary units, in this case a sequenceof sentences, the rhetorical parsing of text (5.1) consists in building a discourse tree over asequence of 11 textual units. However, if we assume that paragraphs are legitimate high-level units that correlate with the structure of discourse, the rhetorical parsing of text (5.1)can be divided into three stages:1. Find the discourse trees of each of the three paragraphs.2. Find the discourse trees of a sequence that has only three units, corresponding to thethree paragraphs of text (5.1).3. Replace the leaves of the discourse structure that was built in step 2 with the treesthat were built for each paragraph, thus obtaining a discourse tree for the whole text.Hence, from a computational perspective, instead of deriving the discourse structure of asequence of 11 units, we derive the discourse structure of two sequences of four units andtwo sequences of three units, which is a much faster process.Although such an approach is computationally attractive, it may pose some problems inthose cases in which the paragraph breaks do not match closely the thematic and intentionalbreaks. For example, text (5.1) may be very well characterized by a topic that ranges acrosssentences 1 to 5 and a topic that ranges across sentences 6 to 11. If the two topics are incontrast, an adequate discourse tree will have two major subspans: one across units 1 to5, and another one across units 6 to 11. Obviously, an algorithm that assumes that thestructure of paragraphs correlates with the structure of discourse will inappropriately builda discourse tree that has a span between units 1 and 4, a span between units 5 and 8, anda span between units 9 and 11.Deciding whether paragraph breaks correlate well enough with the structure of discourseis not straightforward; in fact, psycholinguistic and empirical research provide contradictoryevidence. For example, the psychological experiments of Bruder and Wiebe [1990] andWiebe [1994] show that paragraph breaks help readers to interpret private-state sentencesin narratives, i.e., sentences about psychological states such as wanting and perceptual states140
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such as seeing. Hence, paragraph breaks play an important role in story comprehension.And my own empirical investigation of the relationship between text structures and textsummaries (see chapter 6) suggests that paragraph breaks can help readers determine whattextual units are most important in a text.In contrast, the psycholinguistic and empirical research of Heurley [1997] andHearst [1997] indicates that paragraph breaks do not always occur at the same locations asthe thematic boundaries. One of the explanations of this �nding is that the criteria thatare used by readers in segmenting text do not �t exactly those that have been used by au-thors when writing them. An extreme position is taken by Longacre [1979], who mentionsthat paragraph breaks are often introduced only for esthetic reasons. And an experimentdescribed by Stark [1988] seems to con�rm this; reinstating paragraph breaks by studentsled to poor results: only nine of the paragraph breaks used by the author of a text with 17paragraph breaks were identi�ed as such by more that 50% of the subjects.One way to circumvent this problem is by considering, still, that texts have a hierarchical,underspeci�ed structure and that the larger textual units are given not by paragraphs butby \information blocks" [Heurley, 1997]. An information block is a set of sentences andparagraphs that are semantically related and that are built around a unique topic; theboundaries of an information block are independent of any orthographic marking in thesurface structure of the text. Research in computational linguistics and information retrievalhas shown that information blocks can be determined through a semantically-based process,which assumes that such blocks \talk about" the same thing. Word co-occurrences [Hearst,1994, Hearst, 1997, Salton and Allan, 1995, Salton et al., 1995, Richmond et al., 1997, Yaari,1997] and simple or complex chains of semantic relations, such as synonymy, hyponymy,meronymy, etc. [Morris, 1988, Morris and Hirst, 1991, Hoey, 1991, Hirst and St-Onge, 1997,Green, 1997], provide the means for determining the boundaries of these blocks.Although appealing, the use of information blocks as legitimate, high-level textual unitsis hampered by the fact that word co-occurrences and even elaborate forms of semanticrelatedness do not provide strong-enough means for correctly determining textual bound-aries that correlate well enough with the structure of discourse [Hearst, 1994, Hearst, 1997,Morris, 1988, Morris and Hirst, 1991]. In addition, the relationship between the semanticallybased, cohesive devices and the rhetorical relations that they license is still insu�cientlyknown to be applicable in determining the rhetorical relations that hold between informa-tion blocks. Even if we can determine that two information blocks are semantically related,it is still di�cult to infer the nature of the rhetorical relation that would appropriatelycharacterize this relationship [Green, 1997].141
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Input: A text T .Output: The valid text structures of T .1. I. Determine the set D of all cue phrases (potential discourse markers) in T .2. II. Use information derived from the corpus analysis in order to determine3. recursively all the sections, paragraphs, sentences, and clause-like units of the4. text and the set Dd 2 D of cue phrases that have a discourse function.5. III. For each of the three highest levels of granularity (sentences, paragraphs,6. and sections)7. III.1 Use information derived from the corpus analysis about the8. discourse markers Dd in order to hypothesize rhetorical relations9. among the elementary units that correspond to that level.10. III.2 Use cohesion in order to hypothesize rhetorical relations among11. the units for which no hypotheses were made in step III.1.12. III.3 Apply one of the algorithms discussed in section 5.5 in order to13. determine all the valid text trees that correspond to that level.14. III.4 Assign a weight to each of the text trees and determine the tree15. with maximal weight.16. IV. Merge the best trees that correspond to each level into a discourse tree that17. spans the whole text and that has clause-like units as its elementary units.Figure 5.1: Outline of the rhetorical parsing algorithm5.1.2 The rhetorical parsing algorithm | a bird's-eye viewIn this chapter, I present a rhetorical parsing algorithm that derives the valid discoursestructures of unrestricted texts. The algorithm is outlined in �gure 5.1. It assumes that textshave a predetermined, underspeci�ed hierarchical structure with the following main levels:clause-like units, sentences, paragraphs, and sections. The rhetorical parser �rst determinesthe set of all cue phrases that occur in the text; this set includes punctuation marks such ascommas, periods, and semicolons. In the second step (lines 2{4 in �gure 5.1), the rhetoricalparser uses information derived from the corpus analysis in chapter 4 for determining theelementary textual units of the text and the cue phrases that have a discourse function instructuring the text. In the third step, the rhetorical parser builds the valid text structuresfor each of the three highest levels of granularity, which are the sentence, paragraph, andsection levels (see lines 5{15 in �gure 5.1). The tree construction is carried out in foursubsteps.III.1 First, the rhetorical parser uses the cue phrases that were assigned a discourse func-tion in step II in order to hypothesize rhetorical relations between clause-like units,sentences, and paragraphs (see lines 7{9). Most of the discourse markers yield dis-junctive hypotheses. 142
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III.2 When the textual units under consideration are characterized by no discourse markers,rhetorical relations are hypothesized using a simple cohesive device, which is similarto that used by Hearst [1997] (see lines 10{11).III.3 Once the set of textual units and the set of rhetorical relations that hold among theunits have been determined, the algorithm derives discourse trees at each of the threelevels that are assumed to be in correlation with the discourse structure: sentence,paragraph, and section levels (see lines 12-13).III.4 Since the rhetorical parsing process is ambiguous, more than one discourse tree isusually obtained at each of these levels. To deal with this ambiguity, a \best" tree isselected according to a metric to be discussed in section 5.6 (see lines 14{15).In the �nal step, the algorithm assembles the trees built at each level of granularity, thusobtaining a discourse tree that spans over the whole text (lines 16{17 in �gure 5.1).In the rest of the chapter, I discuss in detail the steps that the rhetorical parser followswhen it derives the valid structures of a text and the algorithms that implement them.In the cases in which the algorithms rely on data derived from the corpus analysis inchapter 4, I also discuss the relationship between the predominantly linguistic informationthat characterizes the corpus and the procedural information that can be exploited at thealgorithmic level. Throughout the discussion, I will use as an example text (1.1), which wastaken from Scienti�c American, November 1996 and which is reproduced for conveniencein (5.2) below.With its distant orbit | 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth | and slimatmospheric blanket, Mars experiences frigid weather conditions. Surface tem-peratures typically average about �60 degrees Celsius (�76 degrees Fahrenheit)at the equator and can dip to �123 degrees C near the poles. Only the middaysun at tropical latitudes is warm enough to thaw ice on occasion, but any liquidwater formed in this way would evaporate almost instantly because of the lowatmospheric pressure.Although the atmosphere holds a small amount of water, and water-iceclouds sometimes develop, most Martian weather involves blowing dust or carbondioxide. Each winter, for example, a blizzard of frozen carbon dioxide rages overone pole, and a few meters of this dry-ice snow accumulate as previously frozencarbon dioxide evaporates from the opposite polar cap. Yet even on the summerpole, where the sun remains in the sky all day long, temperatures never warmenough to melt frozen water.
(5.2)
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5.2 Determining the potential discourse markers of a text5.2.1 From the corpus analysis to the potential discourse markers of atextThe corpus analysis discussed in chapter 4 provides information about the orthographicenvironment of cue phrases and the function that they have in the text (sentential, discourse,or pragmatic). Di�erent orthographic environments often correlate with di�erent discoursefunctions. For example, if the cue phrase Besides occurs at the beginning of a sentence andis not followed by a comma, as in text (5.3), it usually signals a rhetorical relation that holdsbetween the clause-like unit that contains it and the clause that comes after. However, ifthe same cue phrase occurs at the beginning of a sentence and is immediately followed bya comma, as in text (5.4), it usually signals a rhetorical relation that holds between thesentence to which Besides belongs and a textual units that precedes it.Besides the lack of an adequate ethical dimension to the Governor's case, onecan ask seriously whether our lead over the Russians in quality and quantity ofnuclear weapons is so slight as to make the tests absolutely necessary.(5.3) For pride's sake, I will not say that the coy and leering vade mecum of those versesinsinuated itself into my soul. Besides, that particular message does no more thanweakly echo the roar in all fresh blood.(5.4)I have taken each of the cue phrases in the corpus and evaluated its potential contributionin determining the elementary textual units and in hypothesizing the rhetorical relationsthat hold among the units for each orthographic environment that characterized its usage.As a result of this evaluation, I partitioned cue phrase occurrences into three classes:1. In the �rst class are the cue phrases that played a discourse role in most of the textfragments in the corpus. For example, whenever the cue phrase Although was used, itmarked a concession relation between two clauses of the same sentence. In addition,in most cases, the right boundary of the clause to which Although belonged was givenby the occurrence of the �rst comma in that sentence.2. In the second class are the cue phrases that played a discourse role in most of thetext fragments in which they were adjacent to other cue phrases. For example, thecue phrase and had a discourse role whenever it occurred before another cue phrase,although it had both a sentential and discourse role when it occurred in isolation.In addition, when it occurred before another cue phrase, the left boundary of theclause-like unit to which and belonged was located just before its occurrence.144
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Marker Regular expressionAlthough [tntnn]Although(t j nt j nn)because [,][tntnn]+because(t j nt j nn)but [tntnn]+but(t j nt j nn)for example [,][tntnn]+for[tnt nn]+example(t j; j nt j nn)where ,[tntnn]+where(t j nt j nn)With [tntnn]With(t j nt j nn)Yet [tntnn]Yet(t j nt j nn)COMMA ,(t j nt j nn)OPEN PAREN [,][tntnn]+(CLOSE PAREN )(t j nt j nn)DASH [,][tntnn]+|(t j nt j nn)END SENTENCE (\.")j(\?")j(\!")j(\."")j(\?"")j(\!""))BEGIN PARAGRAPH t?((nnnt[tnt]?)j(nn[tntnn]f2,g))Table 5.1: A list of regular expressions that correspond to occurrences of some of thepotential discourse markers and punctuation marks.3. In the third class are the cue phrases that played a sentential role in a majority of thetext fragments and the cue phrases for which I was not able to infer straightforwardrules that would allow a shallow algorithm to discriminate between their discourse andsentential usages. For example, after was a cue phrase for which I found it impossibleto predict whether it had a discourse or sentential function by analyzing only theorthographic environment and the markers found in its neighborhood.I used the cue phrases and the orthographic environments that characterized the cuephrases of the �rst two classes in order to manually develop a set of regular expressionsthat can be used to recognize potential discourse markers in naturally occurring texts. If acue phrase had di�erent discourse functions in di�erent orthographic environments, as wasthe case with Besides, I created one regular expression for each function. I ignored the cuephrases in the third class because they were not appropriate for the surface-based approachthat I investigated. Table 5.1 shows a set of regular expressions that correspond to someof the cue phrases in the corpus. Because orthographic markers, such as commas, peri-ods, dashes, paragraph breaks, etc., play an important role in our surface-based approachto discourse processing, I included them in the list of potential discourse markers as well.In fact, such a position is consistent with recent developments in the linguistics of punc-tuation [Nunberg, 1990, Briscoe, 1996, Pascual and Virbel, 1996, Say and Akman, 1996,Shiuan and Ann, 1996], which emphasize the importance of punctuation marks in a varietyof natural language processing tasks that range from parsing to information packaging.The regular expressions shown in table 5.1 obey the conventions used by the Unix toollex. Table 5.2 describes the semantics of the symbols used in 5.1. For example, the regular145
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Symbol Semanticst blank characternt tab characternn newline character[e] optional occurrence of expression e( ) groupinga j b alternative (a or b)e+ one or more occurrences of expression ee? zero or more occurrences of expression eefn; g at least n occurrences of expression e\ " enclose special symbolsTable 5.2: The semantics of the symbols used in table 5.1.expressions associated with Although, With and Yet match occurrences that are enclosedby space, tab, or newline characters. The regular expression associated with for examplematches occurrences that are optionally preceded and optionally followed by a comma. Theend of a sentence matches the occurrence of a dot, question mark, or exclamation mark; orany of these followed by quotation marks. The beginning of a paragraph is associated withzero or more spaces which are followed by one of the following:� a newline and a tab character, followed by zero or more occurrences of spaces andtabs;� a newline followed by at least two occurrences of space, tab, or newline characters.5.2.2 An algorithm for determining the potential discourse markers of atextOnce the regular expressions that match potential discourse markers were derived, it wastrivial to implement the �rst step of the rhetorical parser (line 1 in �gure 5.1). A programthat uses the Unix tool lex traverses the text given as input and determines the locationsat which potential discourse markers occur. For example, when the regular expressions arematched against text (5.2), the algorithm recognizes all punctuation marks and the cuephrases shown in italics in text (5.5) below.With its distant orbit | 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth | and slimatmospheric blanket, Mars experiences frigid weather conditions. Surface tem-peratures typically average about �60 degrees Celsius (�76 degrees Fahrenheit)at the equator and can dip to �123 degrees C near the poles. Only the middaysun at tropical latitudes is warm enough to thaw ice on occasion, but any liquid(5.5) 146
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water formed in this way would evaporate almost instantly because of the lowatmospheric pressure.Although the atmosphere holds a small amount of water, and water-iceclouds sometimes develop, most Martian weather involves blowing dust or carbondioxide. Each winter, for example, a blizzard of frozen carbon dioxide rages overone pole, and a few meters of this dry-ice snow accumulate as previously frozencarbon dioxide evaporates from the opposite polar cap. Yet even on the summerpole, where the sun remains in the sky all day long, temperatures never warmenough to melt frozen water.5.3 Determining the elementary units of a text5.3.1 From the corpus analysis to the elementary textual units of a textAs I discussed in chapter 4, the corpus study encoded not only linguistic information butalso algorithmic information, in the �eld \Break action". During the corpus analysis, Igenerated a set of eight actions that constitutes the foundation of an algorithm to determineautomatically the elementary units of a text. The algorithm processes a text given as inputin a left-to-right fashion and \executes" the actions that are associated with each potentialdiscourse marker and each punctuation mark that occurs in the text. Because the algorithmdoes not use any traditional parsing and tagging techniques, I call it a \shallow analyzer".The names and the intended semantics of the actions used by the shallow analyzer are:� Action nothing instructs the shallow analyzer to treat the cue phrase under consid-eration as a simple word. That is, no textual unit boundary is normally set whena cue phrase associated with such an action is processed. For example, the actionassociated with the cue phrase accordingly is nothing.� Action normal instructs the analyzer to insert a textual boundary immediately beforethe occurrence of the marker. Textual boundaries correspond to elementary unitbreaks.� Action comma instructs the analyzer to insert a textual boundary immediately afterthe occurrence of the �rst comma in the input stream. If the �rst comma is followed byan and or an or, the textual boundary is set after the occurrence of the next comma.If no comma is found before the end of the sentence, a textual boundary is created atthe end of the sentence.� Action normal then comma instructs the analyzer to insert a textual boundaryimmediately before the occurrence of the marker and to another textual boundary147
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immediately after the occurrence of the �rst comma in the input stream. As in thecase of the action comma, if the �rst comma is followed by an and or an or, the textualboundary is set after the occurrence of the next comma. If no comma is found beforethe end of the sentence, a textual boundary is created at the end of the sentence.� Action end instructs the analyzer to insert a textual boundary immediately after thecue phrase.� Action match paren instructs the analyzer to insert textual boundaries both beforethe occurrence of the open parenthesis that is normally characterized by such anaction, and after the closed parenthesis that follows it.� Action comma paren instructs the analyzer to insert textual boundaries both beforethe cue phrase and after the occurrence of the next comma in the input stream.� Action match dash instructs the analyzer to insert a textual boundary before theoccurrence of the cue phrase. The cue phrase is usually a dash. The action alsoinstructs the analyzer to insert a textual boundary after the next dash in the text. Ifsuch a dash does not exist, the textual boundary is inserted at the end of the sentence.The preceding three actions, match paren, comma paren, and match dash, areusually used for determining the boundaries of parenthetical units. These units, such asthose shown in italics in (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9) below, are related only to the largerunits that they belong to or to the units that immediately precede them.With his anvillike upper body, McRae might have been tapped for the NationalFootball League instead of the U.S. national weight-lifting team if he had notstopped growing at 160 centimeters (�ve feet three inches).(5.6) With its distant orbit | 50 percent farther from the sun than the Earth | andslim atmospheric blanket, Mars experiences frigid weather conditions.(5.7) Yet, even on the summer pole, where the sun remains in the sky all day long,temperatures never warm enough to melt frozen water.(5.8) They serve cracked wheat, oats or cornmeal. Occasionally, the children �ndsteamed, whole-wheat grains for cereal, which they call \buckshot".(5.9)Because the deletion of parenthetical units does not a�ect the readibility of a text, in thealgorithms that we present here we do not assign them an elementary unit status. Suchan assignment would only create problems at the formal level, because then discourse trees148
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could no longer be represented as binary trees. Instead, we will only determine the bound-aries of parenthetical units and record, for each elementary unit, the set of parentheticalunits that belong to it.� Action set and instructs the analyzer to store the information that the input streamcontains the lexeme and.� Action set or instructs the analyzer to store the information that the input streamcontains the lexeme or.� Action dual instructs the analyzer to insert a textual boundary immediately beforethe cue phrase under consideration if there is no other cue phrase that immediatelyprecedes it. If there exists such a cue phrase, the analyzer will behave as in the caseof the action comma. The action dual is usually associated with cue phrases thatcan introduce some expectations about the discourse [Cristea and Webber, 1997].For example, the cue phrase although in text (5.10) signals a rhetorical relation ofconcession between the clause to which it belongs and the previous clause. However,in text (5.11), where although is preceded by an and, it signals a rhetorical relation ofconcession between the clause to which it belongs and the next clause in the text.[I went to the theatre] [although I had a terrible headache.](5.10) [The trip was fun,] [and although we were badly bitten by blackies,] [Ido not regret it.](5.11)In addition to the algorithmic information that is explicitly encoded in the �eld \Breakaction", the shallow analyzer also uses information about the position of cue phrases inthe elementary textual units to which they belong. The position information is extracteddirectly from the corpus, from the �eld \Position". Hence, each regular expression in thecorpus that could play a discourse function, is assigned a structure with two features:� the action that the shallow analyzer should perform in order to determine the bound-aries of the textual units found in its vicinity;� the relative position of the marker in the textual unit to which it belongs (beginning,middle, or end).Table 5.3 lists the actions and the positions in the elementary units of the cue phrasesand orthographic markers shown in table 5.1.149
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Marker Position ActionAlthough b commabecause b dualbut b normalfor example m nothingwhere b comma parenWith b commaYet b nothingCOMMA e nothingOPEN PAREN b match parenCLOSE PAREN e nothingDASH b match dashEND SENTENCE e nothingBEGIN PARAGRAPH b nothingTable 5.3: The list of actions that correspond to the potential discourse markers and punc-tuation marks shown in table 5.1.5.3.2 The section, paragraph, and sentence identi�cation algorithmAs I discussed in section 5.1.2, the rhetorical parser assumes that texts have a predeter-mined, underspeci�ed hierarchical structure with an optional title and four levels: sections,paragraphs, sentences, and clause-like units. Each section is assumed to be characterizedby a title and by a collection of paragraphs | in fact, this is the format of most articlesfound in magazines and newspapers.The algorithm that determines the section, paragraph and sentence boundaries is a verysimple one. It uses the set of regular expressions that identify paragraph and sentenceboundaries (see table 5.1) and a list of abbreviations, such as Mr., Mrs., and Inc., thatprevent the setting of sentence and paragraph boundaries at places that are inappropriate.For the purpose of the research described here, this algorithm was enough: it located cor-rectly all of the paragraph boundaries and all but one of the sentence boundaries foundin the texts that I used to evaluate the clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cationalgorithm that I will present in section 5.3.3. However, I expect that future implementa-tions of the rhetorical parser will take advantage of recent research in sentence boundaryidenti�cation [Palmer and Hearst, 1997]. This research shows that on the basis of the ortho-graphic environment and the part-of-speech tags of the words found in the neighborhood ofa period, one can correctly determine sentence boundaries in 98 to 99 percent of the cases.5.3.3 The clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cation algorithmOn the basis of the information derived from the corpus (see table 5.3), I have designed analgorithm that identi�es textual unit boundaries in a sentence and cue phrases that have a150
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Input: A sentence S.The array of n potential discourse markers markers[n] that occur in S.Output: The clause-like units, parenthetical units, and discourse markers of S.1. status := nil; clauses := nil; parentheticals := nil;2. currClauseStart := 1; currParentStart := �1;3. for i from 1 to n4. if match paren 2 status5. if markerTextEqual(i,\)")6. parentheticals := parentheticals [ textFromTo(currParentStart,o�set(i));7. status := status n fmatch pareng; currParentStart := �1;8. continue;9. if match dash 2 status10. if markerTextEqual(i,\|")11. parentheticals := parentheticals [ textFromTo(currParentStart,o�set(i));12. status := status n fmatch dashg; currParentStart := �1;13. continue;14. if comma paren 2 status15. if markerTextEqual(i,\,") ^16. NextAdjacentMarkerIsNotAnd() ^ NextAdjacentMarkerIsNotOr()17. parentheticals := parentheticals [ textFromTo(currParentStart,o�set(i));18. status := status n fcomma pareng; currParentStart := �1;19. continue;20. if comma 2 status ^ markerTextEqual(i,\,") ^21. NextAdjacentMarkerIsNotAnd() ^ NextAdjacentMarkerIsNotOr()22. clauses := clauses [ textFromTo(currClauseStart,o�set(i),parentheticals);23. currClauseStart := i; status := status n fcommag;24. parentheticals := nil; currParentStart := �1;25. continue;26. if set and 2 status27. if markerAdjacent(i� 1,i) ^ currClauseStart < i� 128. clauses := clauses [ textFromTo(currClauseStart,o�set(i� 1),parentheticals);29. currClauseStart := i� 1;30. setDiscourse(i� 1,yes); setDiscourse(i,yes);31. parentheticals := nil;32. status := status n fset andg;33. if set or 2 status34. if markerAdjacent(i� 1,i) ^ currClauseStart < i� 135. clauses := clauses [ textFromTo(currClauseStart,o�set(i� 1),parentheticals);36. currClauseStart := i� 1;37. setDiscourse(i� 1,yes); setDiscourse(i,yes);38. parentheticals := nil;39. status := status n fset org;Figure 5.2: The clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cation algorithm | see con-tinuation in �gure 5.3, on the next page. 151
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3. for i from 1 to n...40. switch(getActionType(i))f41. case dual:42. if markerAdjacent(i� 1,i)43. status := status [ fcommag;44. setDiscourse(i� 1,yes); setDiscourse(i,yes);45. else46. clauses := clauses [ textFromTo(currClauseStart,o�set(i),47 parentheticals);48. currClauseStart := o�set(i); parentheticals := nil;49. setDiscourse(i,yes);50. case normal:51. clauses := clauses [ textFromTo(currClauseStart,o�set(i),52. parentheticals);53. currClauseStart := o�set(i); parentheticals := nil;54. setDiscourse(i,yes);55. case comma:56. if markerAdjacent(i� 1,i)57. setDiscourse(i� 1,yes);58. setDiscourse(i,yes);59. status := status [ fcommag;60. case normal then comma:61. clauses := clauses [ textFromTo(currClauseStart,o�set(i),62. parentheticals);63. currClauseStart := o�set(i); parentheticals := nil;64. setDiscourse(i,yes);65. status := status [ fcommag;66. case nothing:67. if signalsRhetoricalRelations(i)68. setDiscourse(i,yes);69. case match paren, comma paren, match dash:70. status := status [ fgetActionType(i)g;71. currParentStart = o�set(i);72. case set and, set or:73. if status is neither match paren nor match dash74. status := status [ fgetActionType(i)g;75. g76. % end for77. �nishUpParentheticalsAndClauses();Figure 5.3: The clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cation algorithm | continua-tion from the previous page (�gure 5.2). 152
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discourse function. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show its main steps. The algorithm takes as input asentence S and the array markers[n] of cue phrases (potential discourse markers) that occurin that sentence; the array is produced by the algorithm described in section 5.2.2. Eachelement in markers[n] is characterized by a feature structure with the following entries:� the action associated with the cue phrase (see table 5.3);� the position in the elementary unit of the cue phrase (see table 5.3);� a ag has discourse function that is initially set to \no".The clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cation algorithm traverses the array ofcue phrases left-to-right (see the loop between lines 3 and 71) and identi�es the elementarytextual units in the sentence on the basis of the types of the markers that it processes. Thealgorithm makes use of the following variables and functions:� Variable \status" records the set of markers that have been processed earlier that maystill inuence the identi�cation of clause and parenthetical unit boundaries. At thebeginning, its value is set to nil.� Variable \parenthetical" records the set of parenthetical units that pertain to a givenclause. At the beginning, its value is set to nil.� Variable \clauses" records all the elementary units that pertain to a given sentenceand are not parenthetical. At the beginning, its value is nil.� Variable \currParentStart" records the o�set in the sentence where the parentheticalunit under consideration begins. At the beginning, its value is set to �1, which meansthat no parenthetical unit is yet under consideration.� Variable \currClauseStart" records the o�set in the sentence where the elementaryunit under consideration begins. At the beginning, its value is 1 | the �rst elementaryunit of the sentence starts always at o�set 1.� Function markerTextEqual(i; s) returns true if the i-th cue phrase in the arraymarkers[n] is equal with the string s. Otherwise, the function returns false.� Function o�set(i) returns the position relative to the beginning of the sentence wherethe i-th cue phrase of the array markers[n] occurs. The o�set depends on the feature\Position" that characterizes the cue phrase. If its value is b, the function returnsthe position where the cue phrase starts. If its value is e, the function returns theposition where the cue phrase ends.� Function textFromTo(i; j) returns the textual unit between o�sets i and j in sentenceS. 153
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� Function textFromTo(i; j,parentheticals) returns the textual unit between o�sets i andj in sentence S. The textual unit is characterized by the parenthetical units stored inthe variable \parentheticals".� Function setDiscourse(i,yes) sets the feature has discourse function of the i-th cuephrase to \yes".� Function getActionType(i) returns the action that characterizes the i-th cue phrasein the sentence S.� Function signalsRhetoricalRelations(i) returns true if the i-th cue phrase can play adiscourse role in the sentence (see section 5.4.2 for details).� Function �nishUpParentheticalsAndClauses() accounts for the text that might remainunassigned to a clause-like unit after processing the potential discourse markers of asentence.The clause-like unit identi�cation algorithm has two main parts: lines 40{71 concernactions that are executed when the \status" variable is nil. These actions can insert textualunit boundaries or modify the value of the variable \status", thus inuencing the processingof further markers. Lines 4{39 concern actions that are executed when the \status" variableis not nil. We discuss now in turn each of these actions.Lines 4{19 of the algorithm treat parenthetical information. Once an open parenthesis,a dash, or a discourse marker whose associated action is comma paren has been identi�ed,the algorithm ignores all other potential discourse markers until the element that closes theparenthetical unit is processed. Hence, the algorithm searches for the �rst closed parenthe-sis, dash, or comma, ignoring all other markers on the way. Obviously, this implementationdoes not assign a discourse usage to discourse markers that are used within a span that isparenthetic. However, this choice is consistent with the decision discussed in section 5.3.1,to assign parenthetical information no elementary textual unit status. Because of this, thetext shown in italics in text (5.12), for example, is treated as a single parenthetical unit,which is subordinated to \Yet, even on the summer pole, temperatures never warm enoughto melt frozen water". The extra conditions in line 16 of the algorithm avoid seting paren-thetical unit boundaries in cases in which the �rst comma that comes after a comma parenmarker is immediately followed by an or or and. As example (5.12) shows, taking the �rstcomma as boundary of the parenthetical unit would be inappropriate.Yet, even on the summer pole, where the sun remains in the sky all day long,and where winds are not as strong as at the Equator, temperatures never warmenough to melt frozen water.(5.12) 154
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Obviously, one can easily �nd counterexamples to this rule (and to other rules that areemployed by the algorithm). For example, the clause-like unit and discourse-marker iden-ti�cation algorithm will produce erroneous results when it processes the sentence shownin (5.13) below.I gave John a boat, which he liked, and a duck, which he didn't.(5.13)Nevertheless, the evaluation results discussed in section 5.3.4 show that the algorithm pro-duces correct results in the majority of the cases.If the \status" variable contains the action comma, the occurrence of the �rst commathat is not adjacent to an and or ormarker determines the identi�cation of a new elementaryunit (see lines 20{25 in �gure 5.2). The boundaries of the new unit are given by the o�setrecorded in the variable \currClauseStart" and by the o�set of the i-th marker. The thirdargument of the function \textFromTo" in line 22 shows that the parentheticals that havebeen created up to that point are considered subordinated to the elementary unit thatis created. The creation of a clause-like unit also implies the reseting of the variables\currClauseStart", \status", \parentheticals", and \currParentStart".Usually, the discourse role of the cue phrases and and or is ignored because the surface-form algorithm that we propose is unable to distinguish accurately enough between theirdiscourse and sentential usages. However, lines 26{32 and 33{39 of the algorithm concerncases in which their discourse function can be unambiguously determined. For example, inour corpus, whenever and and or immediately preceded the occurrence of other discoursemarkers, they had a discourse function. For example, in sentence (5.14), and acts as anindicator of a joint relation between the �rst two clauses of the text.[Although the weather on Mars is cold] [and although it is very unlikely that waterexists,] [scientists have not dismissed yet the possibility of life on the Red Planet.](5.14)If a discourse marker is found that immediately follows the occurrence of an and (or an or)and if the left boundary of the elementary unit under consideration is found to the left of theand (or the or), a new elementary unit is identi�ed whose right boundary is just before theand (or the or). In such a case the and (or the or) is considered to have a discourse functionas well, so the ag has discourse function is set to \yes" (lines 30 and 37 in �gure 5.2).Lines 40{71 of the algorithm concern the cases in which the \status" variable is nil.If the type of the marker is dual (see lines 41{49), the determination of the textual unitboundaries depends on the marker under scrutiny being adjacent to the marker that precedesit. If it is, the \status" variable is set such that the algorithm will act as in the case of amarker of type comma. If the marker under scrutiny is not adjacent to the marker thatimmediately preceded it, a textual unit boundary is identi�ed. This implementation will155
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modify, for example, the variable \status" to comma when processing the marker althoughin example (5.15), but identify a textual unit boundary when processing the same markerin example (5.16). The �nal textual unit boundaries that are assigned by the algorithm areshown using square brackets.[John is a nice guy,] [but although his colleagues do not pick on him,] [they do notinvite him to go camping with them.](5.15) [John is a nice guy,] [although he made a couple of nasty remarks last night.](5.16)Lines 50{54 of the algorithm concern the most frequent marker type. The type normaldetermines the identi�cation of a new clause-like unit whose boundaries are given by thevariable \currClauseStart" and by the o�set of the marker under scrutiny. Lines 55{59concern the case in which the type of the marker is comma. If the marker under scrutinyis adjacent to the previous one, the previous marker is considered to have a discoursefunction as well. Either case, the \status" variable is updated such that a textual unitboundary will be identi�ed at the �rst occurrence of a comma. When a marker of typenormal then comma is processed, the algorithm identi�es a new clause-like unit as inthe case of a marker of type normal, and then updates the variable \status" such that atextual unit boundary will be identi�ed at the �rst occurrence of a comma. In the case amarker of type nothing is processed, the only action that is taken consists in assigning themarker a discourse usage. Lines 69{71 of the algorithm concern the treatment of markersthat introduce expectations with respect to the occurrence of parenthetical units: the e�ectof processing such a marker consists of updating the \status" variable. The same updatinge�ect is observed in the cases in which the marker under scrutiny is an and or an or.After processing all the markers, it is possible that some text will remain unaccountedfor: this text usually occurs between the last marker and the end of the sentence. Theprocedure \�nishUpParentheticalsAndClauses()" in line 77 of �gure 5.3 ushes this textinto the last clause-like unit that is under consideration.The clause-like unit boundary and discourse marker identi�cation algorithm has beenfully implemented in C++. When it processes text (5.5), it determines that the text has tenelementary units and that seven cue phrases have a discourse function. Text (5.17) showsthe elementary units within square brackets. The instances of parenthetical information areshown within curly brakets. The cue phrases that are assigned by the algorithm as having156
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a discourse function are shown in italics.[With its distant orbit f| 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth |g andslim atmospheric blanket,1] [Mars experiences frigid weather conditions.2] [Surfacetemperatures typically average about �60 degrees Celsius (�76 degrees Fahren-heit) at the equator and can dip to �123 degrees C near the poles.3] [Only themidday sun at tropical latitudes is warm enough to thaw ice on occasion,4] [butany liquid water formed in this way would evaporate almost instantly5] [becauseof the low atmospheric pressure.6][Although the atmosphere holds a small amount of water, and water-iceclouds sometimes develop,7] [most Martian weather involves blowing dust or car-bon dioxide.8] [Each winter, for example, a blizzard of frozen carbon dioxide ragesover one pole, and a few meters of this dry-ice snow accumulate as previouslyfrozen carbon dioxide evaporates from the opposite polar cap.9] [Yet even on thesummer pole, fwhere the sun remains in the sky all day long,g temperatures neverwarm enough to melt frozen water.10]
(5.17)
5.3.4 Evaluation of the clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�ca-tion algorithmThe algorithm shown in �gures 5.2 and 5.3 determines clause-like unit boundaries and iden-ti�es discourse usages of cue phrases using methods based on surface form. The algorithmrelies heavily on the corpus analysis discussed in chapter 4.The most important criterion for using a cue phrase in the clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cation algorithm is that the cue phrase (together with its orthographic neigh-borhood) is used as a discourse marker in at least 90% of the examples that were extractedfrom the corpus. The enforcement of this criterion reduces on one hand the recall of thediscourse markers that can be detected, but on the other hand, signi�cantly increases theprecision. I chose this deliberately because, during the corpus analysis, I noticed that mostof the markers that connect large textual units can be identi�ed by a shallow analyzer. Infact, the discourse marker that is responsible for most of the algorithm recall failures is and.Since a shallow analyzer cannot identify with su�cient precision whether an occurrence ofand has a discourse or a sentential usage, most of its occurrences are therefore ignored. It istrue that, in this way, the discourse structures that the rhetorical parser eventually buildslose some potential �ner granularity, but fortunately, from a rhetorical analysis perspective,the loss has insigni�cant global repercussions: the vast majority of the relations that thealgorithm misses due to recall failures of and are joint and sequence relations that holdbetween adjacent clause-like units.To evaluate the clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cation algorithm, I ran-157
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Text No. of No. of No. of Recall Precisiondiscourse discourse discoursemarkers markers markersidenti�ed identi�ed identi�edmanually by the correctlyalgorithm by thealgorithm1. 174 169 150 86.2% 88.8%2. 63 55 49 77.8% 89.1%3. 38 24 23 63.2% 95.6%Total 275 248 222 80.8% 89.5%Table 5.4: Evaluation of the marker identi�cation procedure.domly selected three texts, each belonging to a di�erent genre:1. an expository text of 5036 words from Scienti�c American;2. a magazine article of 1588 words from Time;3. a narration of 583 words from the Brown Corpus (segment P25:1250{1710).No fragment of any of the three texts was used during the corpus analysis. Three indepen-dent judges, graduate students in computational linguistics, broke the texts into elementaryunits. The judges were given no instructions about the criteria that they were to apply inorder to determine the clause-like unit boundaries; rather, they were supposed to rely ontheir intuition and preferred de�nition of clause. The locations in texts that were labelledas clause-like unit boundaries by at least two of the three judges were considered to be\valid elementary unit boundaries". I used the valid elementary unit boundaries assignedby judges as indicators of discourse usages of cue phrases and I determined manually the cuephrases that signalled a discourse relation. For example, if an and was used in a sentenceand if the judges agreed that a textual unit boundary existed just before the and, I assignedthat and a discourse usage. Otherwise, I assigned it a sentential usage. Hence, I manu-ally determined all discourse usages of cue phrases and all discourse boundaries betweenelementary units.I then applied the clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cation algorithm on thesame texts. The algorithm found 80.8% of the discourse markers with a precision of 89:5%(see table 5.4), a result that outperforms Hirschberg and Litman's [1993]. In fact, Hirschbergand Litman's algorithm and all its extensions that use machine learning techniques [Litman,1994, Litman, 1996] or genetic algorithms [Siegel and McKeown, 1994] rely on manuallyencoded features. In contrast, the algorithm described here is fully automated: it takes asinput unrestricted text, it uses the regular expressions described in section 5.2 in order to158
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Text No. of No. of No. of No. of Recall Precisionsentence clause-like clause-like clause-likeboundaries unit unit unitboundaries boundaries boundariesidenti�ed identi�ed identi�edmanually by the correctlyalgorithm by thealgorithm1. 242 428 416 371 86.7% 89.2%2. 80 151 123 113 74.8% 91.8%3. 19 61 37 36 59.0% 97.3%Total 341 640 576 520 81.3% 90.3%Table 5.5: Evaluation of the clause-like unit boundary identi�cation procedure.determine the potential discourse markers in the text, and then it determines those thathave a discourse function. The large di�erence in recall between the �rst and the thirdtexts is due to the di�erent text genres. In the third text, which is a narration, there is alarge number of occurrences of the discourse marker and. And as we discussed above, theclause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cation algorithm labels correctly only a smallpercent of these occurrences.The algorithm correctly identi�ed 81:3% of the clause-like unit boundaries, with a pre-cision of 90:3% (see table 5.5). I am not aware of any surface-form algorithms that achievesimilar results. Still, the clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cation algorithm hasits limitations. These are primarily due to the fact that the algorithm relies entirely on cuephrases and orthographic features that can be detected by shallow methods. For example,such methods are unable to classify correctly the sentential usage of but in example (5.18);as a consequence, the algorithm incorrectly inserts a textual unit boundary before it.[The U.S. has] [but a slight chance to win a medal in Atlanta,] [because the cham-pionship eastern European weight-lifting programs have endured in the newlyindependent countries that survived the fracturing of the Soviet bloc.](5.18)It is the purpose of future research to improve the algorithm described here and to investi-gate the bene�ts of using more sophisticated methods.159
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5.4 Hypothesizing rhetorical relations between textual unitsof various granularities5.4.1 From discourse markers to rhetorical relationsIn sections 5.2 and 5.3, we have seen how the data in the corpus enabled the developmentof algorithms that determine the elementary units of a text and the cue phrases that havediscourse functions. I now explain how the data in the corpus enables the development ofalgorithms that hypothesize rhetorical relations that hold among textual units.In order to hypothesize rhetorical relations, I manually associated with each of theregular expressions that can be used to recognize potential discourse markers in naturallyoccurring texts (see section 5.2.1) a set of features for each of the discourse functions thata regular expression can signal. Each set had six distinct features:� The feature \Statuses" speci�es the rhetorical status of the units that are linked bythe discourse marker. Its value is given by the content of the database �eld Statuses.Hence, the accepted values are satellite nucleus, nucleus satellite and nu-cleus nucleus.� The feature \Where to link" speci�es whether the rhetorical relations signalled by thediscourse marker concern a textual unit that goes before or after the unit thatcontains the marker. Its value is given by the content of the database �eld Whereto link.� The feature \Types of textual units" speci�es the nature of the textual units that areinvolved in the rhetorical relations. Its value is given by the content of the database�eld Types of textual units. The accepted values are clause, sentence, andparagraph.� The feature \Rhetorical relation" speci�es the names of rhetorical relations that maybe signalled by the cue phrase under consideration. Its value is given by the nameslisted in the database �eld Rhetorical relation.� The feature \Maximal distance" speci�es the maximal number of units of the samekind found between the textual units that are involved in the rhetorical relation. Itsvalue is given by the maximal value of the database �eld Clause distance when therelated units are clause-like units and by the maximal value of the �eld Sentencedistance when the related units are sentences. The value is 0 when the related unitswere adjacent in all the instances in the corpus.� The feature \Distance to salient unit" is given by the maximum of the values of thedatabase �eld Distance to salient unit.160
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Marker Stat- Where Types of Rhetorical Max. Dist.uses to link textual relations dist. sal.unitsAlthough s n a c concession 1 �1n s b s _ p elaboration 5 0because s n a c cause 1 0evidencen s b c cause 1 0evidencebut n n b c contrast 1 0for example n s b s _ p example 2 1where null null null nullWith n s b s _ p elaboration 5 �1s n a c background 0 1justificationYet s n b s _ p antithesis 4 1COMMA null null null nullOPEN PAREN null null null nullCLOSE PAREN null null null nullDASH null null null nullEND SENTENCE null null null nullBEGIN PARAGRAPH null null null nullTable 5.6: The list of features sets that are used to hypothesize rhetorical relations for thediscourse markers and punctuation marks shown in table 5.1.Table 5.6 lists the feature sets associated with the cue phrases that were initially listedin table 5.1. Table 5.6 uses the following abbreviations: Max. dist. stands for \Maximaldistance"; Dist. sal. for \Distance to salient unit"; n s for nucleus satellite; n n fornucleus nucleus; s n for satellite nucleus; b for before; a for after; c for clause-like unit; s for sentence; and p for paragraph.For example, the cue phrase Although has two sets of features. The �rst set,fsatellite nucleus, after, clause, concession, 1, �1g, speci�es that the markersignals a rhetorical relation of concession that holds between two clause-like units. The�rst unit has the status satellite and the second has the status nucleus. The clause-likeunit to which the textual unit that contains the cue phrase is to be linked comes after theone that contains the marker. The maximum number of clause-like units that separated twoclauses related by Although in the corpus was one. And there were no cases in the corpus inwhich Although signalled a concession relation between a clause that preceded it and onethat came after (Distance to salient unit = �1). The second set, fnucleus satellite, be-fore, sentence _ paragraph, elaboration, 5, 0g speci�es that the marker also signalsan elaboration relation that holds between two sentences or two paragraphs. The �rst161
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sentence or paragraph has the status nucleus, and the second sentence or paragraph hasthe status satellite. The sentence or paragraph to which the textual unit that containsthe marker is to be linked comes before the one that contains it. The maximum numberof sentences that separated two units related by Although in the corpus was 5. And in atleast one example in the corpus, Although marked an elaboration relation between someunit that preceded it and a sentence that came immediately after the one that containedthe marker (Distance to salient unit = 0).5.4.2 A discourse-marker-based algorithm for hypothesizing rhetoricalrelationsAt the end of step II of the rhetorical parsing algorithm (see �gure 5.1), the text given asinput has been broken into sections, paragraphs, sentences, and clause-like units; and thecue phrases that have a discourse function have been explicitly marked. In step III.1, a set ofrhetorical relations that hold between the clause-like units of each sentence, the sentencesof each paragraph, and the paragraphs of each section are hypothesized, on the basis ofinformation extracted from the corpus. The algorithm that generates these hypotheses isshown in �gure 5.4.At each level of granularity (sentence, paragraph, and section), the discourse-marker-based hypothesizing algorithm 5.4 iterates over all textual units of that level and over alldiscourse markers that are relevant to them (see lines 2{4 in �gure 5.4). For each discoursemarker, the algorithm constructs a disjunctive hypothesis concerning the rhetorical relationthat the marker under scrutiny may signal. Assume, for example, that the algorithmis processing the i-th unit of the sequence of n units and assume that unit i containsa discourse marker that signals a rhetorical relation that links the unit under scrutinywith one that went before, and whose satellite goes after the nucleus. Given the dataderived from the corpus analysis shown in table 5.6, an appropriate disjunctive hypothesisis that shown in (5.19) below, where name is the name of the rhetorical relation that canbe signalled by the marker, Maximal distance(m) is the maximum number of units thatseparated the satellite and the nucleus of such a relation in all the examples found in thecorpus, and Distance to salient unit(m) is the maximum distance to the salient unit foundin the rightmost position.rhet rel(name; i; i� 1)� : : :� rhet rel(name; i; i�Max(m))�rhet rel(name; i+ 1; i� 1)� : : :� rhet rel(name; i+ 1; i�Max(m))�...rhet rel(name; i+Dist sal(m) + 1; i� 1)� : : :�rhet rel(name; i+Dist sal(m) + 1; i�Max(m))(5.19) 162
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Input: A sequence U [n] of textual units.The set Dd of discourse markers that occur in U .Output:A list RRd of disjunctive hypotheses of relations that hold amongthe units in U .1. RRd := null;2. for i from 1 to n3. for each marker m 2 Dd that belongs to U [i] and that4. relates units having the same type as those in U5. if Where to link(m) = before6. rr := null;7. l := i� 1;8. while (l � 0 ^ i� l � Maximal distance(m))9. r := i;10. while (r � n ^ r � i � Distance to salient unit(m) + 1)11. if (Statuses(m) = satellite nucleus)12. rr := rr� rhet rhel(name(d); l; r);13. else14. rr := rr� rhet rhel(name(d); r; l);15. r := r + 1;16. l := l � 1;17. else18. rr := null;19. r := i+ 1;20. while (r � n ^ r � i � Maximal distance(m))21. l := i;22. while (l � 0 ^ i� l � Distance to salient unit(m) + 1)23. if (Statuses(m) = satellite nucleus)24. rr := rr� rhet rhel(name(d); l; r);25. else26. rr := rr� rhet rhel(name(d); r; l);27. l := l � 1;28. r := r+ 1;29. endif30. RRd := RRd [ frrg;31. endfor32. endforFigure 5.4: The discourse-marker-based hypothesizing algorithm163
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i - 1 i i + Distance_to_salient_unit(m) + 1i - Maximum_distance(m)Figure 5.5: A graphical representation of the disjunctive hypothesis that is generated bythe discourse-marker-based hypothesizing algorithm for a discourse marker m that belongsto unit i and that signals a rhetorical relation whose nucleus comes before the satellite.Essentially, the disjunctive hypothesis enumerates relations of type name over members ofthe Cartesian product fi; i + 1; : : : ; i + Distance to salient unit(m) + 1g � fi �Maximum distance(m); i�Maximum distance(m)+ 1; : : : ; i� 1g, i.e., all the pairs of unitsthat are separated by an imaginary line drawn between units i � 1 and i (see �gure 5.5).The disjunctive hypotheses that are generated by the algorithm are exclusive (�), becausea rhetorical relation that is signalled by a discourse marker cannot be used more than oncein building a valid text structure for a text.The discourse-marker-based hypothesizing algorithm shown in �gure 5.4 automaticallybuilds disjunctive hypotheses of the kind shown in (5.19) by iterating over all pairs of theCartesian product. Lines 6{16 concern the case in which the marker m of unit i signals arhetorical relation that holds between a span that contains unit i and a unit that precedesit. Figure 5.5 illustrates the relations that are generated by these lines in the subcase thatis dealt with in line 14 of the algorithm, in which the satellite of the relation comes after thenucleus. In contrast, lines 18{28 concern the case in which the marker m of unit i signalsa rhetorical relation that holds between a spans that contains unit i and a unit that comesafter it.5.4.3 A word co-occurrence-based algorithm for hypothezing rhetoricalrelationsThe rhetorical relations hypothesized by the discourse-marker-based algorithm rely entirelyon occurrences of discourse markers. In the building of the valid text structures of sen-tences, the set of rhetorical relations that are hypothesized on the basis of discourse markeroccurrences provides su�cient information. After all, the clause-like units of a sentence aredetermined on the basis of discourse marker occurrences as well; so every unit of a sentenceis related to at least one other unit of the same sentence. Unfortunately, this might notbe the case when we consider the paragraph and section levels, because discourse markers164
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might not provide su�cient information for hypothesizing rhetorical relations among allsentences of a paragraph and among all paragraphs of a text. In fact, it is even possiblethat there are full paragraphs that use no discourse marker at all; or that use only markersthat link clause-like units within sentences.Given our commitment to surface-form methods, there are two ways we can deal withthis problem. One is to construct text trees using only the information provided by thediscourse markers. If we adopt this strategy, given a text, we can obtain a sequence ofunconnected valid text structures that span across all the units of that text. Once thissequence of unconnected trees is obtained, we can then use various methods for joiningthe members of the sequence into a connected structure that spans across all the units ofthe text. The second way is to hypothesize additional rhetorical relations by using otherindicators that can be exploited by surface-form methods, such as word co-occurrences orlexical chains [Morris and Hirst, 1991].In step III.2, the rhetorical parser employs the second choice: it relies on a facet ofcohesion [Halliday and Hasan, 1976] that has been shown to be adequate for determiningtopic shifts [Hearst, 1997] and clusters of sentences and paragraphs that have a uniquetheme [Hoey, 1991, Salton et al., 1995, Salton and Allan, 1995]. The algorithm that hy-pothesizes new, additional rhetorical relations assumes that if two sentences or paragraphs\talk about" the same thing, it is likely that the sentence or paragraph that comes laterelaborates on the topic of the sentence or paragraph that went before. If two sentences orparagraphs talk about di�erent things, it is likely that a topic shift occurs at the boundarybetween the two units. The decision as to whether two sentences or paragraphs talk aboutthe same thing is taken by counting the number of words that co-occur in both textualunits. If the number of word co-occurrences is above a certain threshold, the textual unitsare considered to be related. Otherwise, a topic shift is assumed to occur at the boundarybetween the two.The steps taken by the word co-occurrence-based hypothesizing algorithm are shownin �gure 5.6. The algorithm generates a disjunctive hypothesis for every pair of adjacenttextual units that were not already hypothesized to be related by the discourse-marker-based hypothesizing algorithm. As in the case of the discourse-marker-based algorithm, eachhypothesis is a disjunction over the members of the Cartesian product fi � LD; : : : ; ig �fi + 1; : : : ; i + RDg, which contains the units found to the left and to the right of theboundary between units i and i+1. Variables LD and RD represent arbitrarily set sizes ofthe spans that are considered to be relevant from a cohesion-based perspective. The currentimplementation of the rhetorical parser sets LD to 3 and RD to 2.In order to assess the similarity between two units l 2 fi � LD; : : : ; ig and r 2 fi +1; : : : ; i+ RDg, stop words such as the, a, and and are initially eliminated from the textsthat correpond to these units. The su�xes of the remaining words are removed as well (see165
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Input: A sequence U [n] of textual units.The set RRd of all rhetorical relations that have been hypothesized to holdamong the units is U by the discourse-marker-based algorithm.Output:The complete set RR of disjunctive rhetorical relations that hold among theunits in U .1. RRc := null;2. for every pair of adjacent units (i; i+ 1)3. if there is no relation in RRU that is hypothesized4. to hold between units i and i+ 15. rr := null;6. l = i;7. while (l � 0 ^ i� l � LD)8. r := i+ 1;9. while(r � n ^ r � i � RD)10. if (numberWordCoOccurrences(cleanedUp(l),cleanedUp(r)) >11. UnitThreshHold)12. rr := rr � rhet rel(elaboration; r; l);13. else14. rr := rr � rhet rel(joint; l; r);15. r = r + 1;16. l = l� 1;17. endif18. RRc = RRc [ frrg;19. endfor20. RR := RRd [RRc;Figure 5.6: The word co-occurrence-based hypothesizing algorithm.function \cleanedUp" on line 9 in �gure 5.6), so that words that have the same root couldbe considered to co-occur even in the cases in which they are used in di�erent cases, moods,tenses, etc. If the number of co-occurrences of root words is greater than a certain threshold,an elaboration relation is hypothesized to hold between units l and h. Otherwise, a jointrelation is hypothesized to hold between the two units (see lines 12, 14 of the algorithm).The value of the threshold depends on the type of the textual units that are under scrutinyand the number of units in the sequence. I have experimented with a range of di�erentvalues and noticed that when the number of sentences or the number of paragraphs in asection is small, it is likely that the rhetorical relation that holds between two adjacentunits is elaboration (this corresponds to a threshold of value �1). For longer paragraphsand sections, I consider two sentences to be related if the number of co-occurrences is largerthan 1; and two paragraphs to be related if the number of co-occurrences is larger than 6.166
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5.4.4 Hypothesizing rhetorical relations | an exampleLet us consider, again, text (5.2). Given the textual units and the discourse markersthat were identi�ed by the clause-like unit and discourse-marker identi�cation algorithm(see text (5.17)), we now examine the relations that are hypothesized by the discourse-marker- and word co-occurrence-based hypothesizing algorithms at the sentence, paragraph,and section levels. Text (5.17) has three sentences that have more than one elementaryunit. For the sentence shown in (5.20), the discourse-marker-based algorithm hypothesizesthe disjunction shown in (5.21). This hypothesis is consistent with the information givenin table 5.6, which shows that, in the corpus, the marker \With" consistently signalledbackground and justification relations between a satellite, the unit that contained themarker, and a nucleus, the unit that followed it.[With its distant orbit f| 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth |g andslim atmospheric blanket,1] [Mars experiences frigid weather conditions.2](5.20) rhet rel(background; 1; 2)� rhet rel(justification; 1; 2)(5.21)For the sentence shown in (5.22), the discourse-marker-based algorithm hypothesizesthe two disjunctions shown in (5.23).[Only the midday sun at tropical latitudes is warm enough to thaw ice onoccasion,4] [but any liquid water formed in this way would evaporate almostinstantly5] [because of the low atmospheric pressure.6](5.22) 8>><>>: rhet rel(contrast; 4; 5)� rhet rel(contrast; 4; 6)rhet rel(cause; 6; 4)� rhet rel(evidence; 6; 4)�rhet rel(cause; 6; 5)� rhet rel(evidence; 6; 5)(5.23)This hypothesis is consistent with the information given in table 5.6 as well: but signalsa contrast between the clause-like unit that contains the marker and a unit that wentbefore; however, it is also possible that this relation a�ects the clause-like unit that comesafter the one that contains the marker but (theDistance to salient unit feature has value0), so rhet rel(contrast; 4; 6) is hypothesized as well. The second disjunct concerns themarker because, which can signal either a cause or an evidence relation.For sentence (5.24), there is only one rhetorical relation that is hypothesized, that shown167
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in (5.25).[Although the atmosphere holds a small amount of water, and water-ice cloudssometimes develop,7] [most Martian weather involves blowing dust or carbondioxide.8](5.24) rhet rel(concession; 7; 8)(5.25)Text (5.17) has two paragraphs, each of three sentences. The �rst paragraph containsno discourse markers that could signal relations between sentences. Hence, the discourse-marker-based algorithm does not make any hypotheses of rhetorical relations that holdamong the sentences of the �rst paragraph. The word co-occurrence-based algorithm deletes�rst the stop words from the three sentences of the paragraph and removes the su�xes ofthe remaining words, thus obtaining a list of the root words. When the boundary betweenthe �rst two sentences is examined by the word co-occurrence-based algorithm, no stemmedwords are found to co-occur in the �rst two sentences, but the stem sun is found to co-occurin the �rst and third sentences. Therefore, the algorithm hypothesizes the �rst disjunctin (5.26). When the boundary between the last two sentences is examined, a disjuncthaving the same form is hypothesized. To distinguish between the two di�erent sourcesthat generated the disjuncts, I assign di�erent subscripts to the rhetorical relations shownin (5.26).( rhet rel(joint1; [1; 2]; 3)� rhet rel(elaboration1; [4; 6]; 3)rhet rel(elaboration2; [4; 6]; 3)� rhet rel(joint2; [1; 2]; 3)(5.26)If we apply the heuristic that assumes that the relations between textual units are of typeelaboration in the cases in which the number of units is small, the rhetorical relationsthat are hypothesized by the word co-occurrence-based algorithm are those shown in (5.27).( rhet rel(elaboration; 3; [1; 2])rhet rel(elaboration; [4; 6]; 3)(5.27)In contrast with the situation discussed with respect to the �rst paragraph of text (5.17),the second paragraph uses markers that provide enough information for linking the sentencesthat belong to it. When the discourse-marker-based algorithm examines the markers of thesecond paragraph, it hypothesizes that a rhetorical relation of type example holds eitherbetween sentences 9 and [7; 8] or between sentences 10 and [7; 8], because the discoursemarker for example is used in sentence 9. This is consistent with the information presented intable 5.6, which speci�es that a rhetorical relation of example holds between a satellite, the168
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sentence that contains the marker, and a nucleus, the sentence that went before. However,the satellite of the relation can be the sentence that follows the sentence that contains thediscourse marker as well (the value of theDistance to salient unit feature is 0). Given themarkerYet, the discourse-marker-based algorithm hypothesizes that an antithesis relationholds between a sentence that preceded the one that contains the marker, and the sentencethat contains it. The set of disjuncts shown in (5.28) represents all the hypotheses thatare made by the algorithm. Because at least one rhetorical relation has been hypothesizedfor each pair of adjacent sentences in the second paragraph, the word co-occurrence-basedalgorithm makes no further predictions.( rhet rel(example; 9; [7; 8])� rhet rel(example; 10; [7; 8])rhet rel(antithesis; 9; 10)� rhet rel(antithesis; [7; 8]; 10)(5.28)During the corpus analysis, I was not able to draw a line between the discourse markersthat could signal rhetorical relations that hold between sentences and relations that holdbetween sequences of sentences, paragraphs, and multiparagraphs. However, I have noticedthat a discourse marker signals a rhetorical relation that holds between two paragraphswhen the marker under scrutiny is located either at the beginning of the second paragraph,or at the end of the �rst paragraph. The rhetorical parser implements this observation byassuming that rhetorical relations between paragraphs can be signalled only by markers thatoccur in the �rst sentence of the paragraph, when the marker signals a relation whose otherunit precedes the marker, or in the last sentence of the paragraph, when the marker signals arelation whose other unit comes after the marker. According to the results derived from thecorpus analysis, the use of the discourse marker Although at the beginning of a sentence orparagraph correlates with the existence of a rhetorical relation of elaboration that holdsbetween a satellite, the sentence or paragraph that contains the marker, and a nucleus, thesentence or paragraph that precedes it. The discourse-marker-based algorithm hypothesizesonly one rhetorical relation that holds between the two paragraphs of text (5.17), that shownin (5.29), below. rhet rel(elaboration; [7; 10]; [1; 6])(5.29)The current implementation of the rhetorical parser does not hypothesize any relationsamong the sections of a text. 169
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5.5 Building valid text structures with disjunctive rhetoricalrelations5.5.1 PreambleThe paradigms and algorithms that were developed in chapter 3 assumed that the inputto the problem of text structure derivation was a sequence of elementary textual unitsand the set of simple and extended rhetorical relations that held among these units (seede�nition 2.2). However, as we discussed in the beginning of this chapter, the surface-form methods that the rhetorical parser employs cannot determine exactly the rhetoricalrelations that hold among textual units. Rather, these methods make exclusively disjunctivehypotheses. From this perspective, the problem of text structure derivation can be thenreformulated as follows:De�nition 5.1. An extended formulation of the problem of text structure deriva-tion | the disjunctive case: Given a sequence of textual units U = u1; u2; : : : ; un and aset RR of simple, extended, and disjunctive rhetorical relations that hold among these unitsand among textual spans that are de�ned over U , �nd all valid text structures of U .Disjunctive hypotheses can be immediately integrated into the algorithms that derivevalid text structures by means of model-theoretic techniques because they are nothing but aset of logical constraints. However, the experiments described in chapter 3 suggest that themost e�cient algorithms are those that employ proof-theoretic techniques and that compilethe problem of text structure derivation into a grammar in Chomsky normal form. When theinput to the problem of text structure derivation contains exclusively disjunctive hypotheses,the e�cient algorithms described in chapter 3 cannot be applied directly. We discuss nowhow these algorithms can be modi�ed so that they can derive valid text structures in thepresence of disjunctive rhetorical relations.5.5.2 A proof-theoretic approach to deriving valid text structures | thedisjunctive caseThe proof-theoretic approach that I discussed in section 3.4 needs only a few cosmeticchanges in order to support disjunctive hypotheses. These changes concern the treatmentof the set rr of rhetorical relations that is available to extend a given tree. Let us focuson one of the axioms that were given in section 3.4, for example, axiom (3.99), which isreproduced here for convenience, in (5.30), below.170
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[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2)^rhet rel(name; n1; n2) 2 rr1 \ rr2 ^ n1 2 p1 ^ n2 2 p2 ^ paratactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p1 [ p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; n1; n2)g)(5.30)Axiom (5.30) speci�es that if there exists a span from unit l to unit b that is characterizedby valid text structure tree1(: : : ) and rhetorical relations rr1 and another span from unitb+1 to unit h that is characterized by valid text structure tree2(: : :) and rhetorical relationsrr2; if rhetorical relation rhet rel(name; n1; n2) holds between a unit n1 that is among thepromotion units of span [l; b] and a unit n2 that is among the promotion units of span[b+ 1; h]; if rhet rel(name; n1; n2) can still be used to extend both spans [l; b] and [b+1; h](rhet rel(name; n1; n2) 2 rr1 \ rr2); and if that the relation is paratactic, then one cancombine spans [l; b] and [b+ 1; h] into a larger span [l; h] that has a structure whose statusis nucleus, type name, promotion set p1 [ p2, and whose substructures are given by thestructures of the immediate subspans. The set of rhetorical relations that can be used tofurther extend this structure is given by rr1 \ rr2 n frhet rel(name; n1; n2)g.In order for an axiom like (5.30) to be applicable in the case in which the set of rhetoricalrelations rr contains disjunctive hypotheses, we need to understand how the 2;\; and n setoperations are a�ected by the disjunctions. Let us assume, for example, that we want toderive the valid structures of a text that has three units, which are labelled from 1 to 3,and that the rhetorical relations shown in (5.31) below hold among the units in the text.RR = ( rhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)� rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)rhet rel(elaboration; 3; 1)(5.31)Assume that we have already derived valid text structures for the elementary units 1 and 2and that we want to use an axiom similar to (5.30) in order to derive a text structure for span[1,2]. Assume that we use rhet rel(contrast; 1; 2) to create a span over units 1 and 2, andthat we do not delete from the list of rhetorical relations that are still available to extend thespan [1; 2] the disjunction rhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)� rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3), but merelythe relation that has been used. In such a case, we could still use rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)later, in order to join span [1; 2] with unit 3, thus obtaining the tree in �gure 5.7, which isobviously incorrect because it uses the same relation twice.In order to apply the proof-theoretic-based approach described in section 3.4 to sets ofrhetorical relations that contain disjunctive hypotheses, we need only to rede�ne the simpleset operations 2 and n so that they can handle exclusive disjunctions. The new operations171
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Status = {NUCLEUS}

Type = {CONTRAST}

Promotion = {1,2}

Status = {NUCLEUS}

Type = {LEAF}

Promotion = {1}

1 2

3

1-3

1-2

Status = {NUCLEUS}

Type = {LEAF}

Promotion = {2}

Status = {NUCLEUS,SATELLITE}

Type = {CONTRAST}

Promotion = {1,2,3}

Status = {NUCLEUS}

Promotion = {3}

Type = {LEAF}Figure 5.7: Example of invalid text structure.are labelled by the symbols 2� and n�. In explaining their semantics, we use the sets ofrhetorical relations shown in (5.32) and (5.33) below.rr1 = ( rhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)� rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)rhet rel(elaboration; 3; 1)(5.32) rr2 = 8>><>>: rhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)rhet rel(elaboration; 3; 1)rhet rel(concession; 2; 3)(5.33)De�nition 5.2. The expression rhet rel(name; s; n) 2� rr holds if and only ifrhet rel(name; s; n) occurs in set rr either as a simple or extended relation, or as oneof the disjuncts of an exclusive disjunction of rhetorical relations.For example, the following relations hold.rhet rel(contrast; 1; 2) 2� rr1rhet rel(contrast; 1; 2) 2� rr2De�nition 5.3. The elements that remain in a set of rhetorical relations after the opera-tion n� that takes frhet rel(name; s; n)g as second argument are the simple, extended, anddisjunctive rhetorical relations that are not equal to rhet rel(name; s; n) and that do nothave a disjunct equal to rhet rel(name; s; n). In the case in which one of the disjuncts isrhet rel(name; s; n), the whole collection of related disjuncts is eliminated from the set.For example, the following relations hold.rr1 n� frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)g= frhet rel(elaboration; 3; 1)grr2 n� frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)g= frhet rel(elaboration; 3; 1);rhet rel(concession; 2; 3)g172
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Using the new set operators 2� and n�, we can modify axiom (5.30) as shown in (5.34)below. [S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; n1; n2) 2� rr1 ^ rhet rel(name; n1; n2) 2� rr2 ^n1 2 p1 ^ n2 2 p2 ^ paratactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p1 [ p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; n1; n2)g)(5.34)
Axiom (5.34) treats each exclusive disjunction as a whole, thus ensuring that no rhetoricalrelations occur more than once in a discourse structure.In order to apply the proof-theoretic approach described in section 3.4 to the sets ofrhetorical relations that are hypothesized by the discourse-marker- and word co-occurrence-based algorithms, we need only to rewrite all the axioms (3.91){(3.102) in the same way thatwe rewrote axiom (3.99). Below, I show the complete set of axioms that handle disjunctivehypotheses.As in section 3.4, we take instantiations of axioms (5.35), (5.36), (5.37), and (5.38) asthe only atomic axioms of a system that corresponds to a sequence of n textual units anda set RR of rhetorical relations that hold among these units.hypotactic(relation name)(5.35) paratactic(relation name)(5.36) hold(RR)(5.37) unit(i)(5.38)The complete set of axioms is given below.[unit(i) ^ hold(RR)]! S(i; i; tree(nucleus; leaf; fig;null;null); RR)(5.39) [unit(i)^ hold(RR)]! S(i; i; tree(satellite; leaf; fig;null;null); RR)(5.40) 173
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[S(l; b; tree1(satellite; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2)^rhet rel(name; s; n) 2� rr1 ^ rhet rel(name; s; n) 2� rr2 ^s 2 p1 ^ n 2 p2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; s; n)g)(5.41)
[S(l; b; tree1(satellite; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; s; n) 2� rr1 ^ rhet rel(name; s; n) 2� rr2 ^s 2 p1 ^ n 2 p2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; s; n)g)(5.42)

[S(l; b; tree1(satellite; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2� rr1 ^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2� rr2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h)g)(5.43)
[S(l; b; tree1(satellite; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2� rr1 ^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2� rr2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p2; tree1(: : : ); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h)g)(5.44)
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[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(satellite; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; s; n) 2� rr1 ^ rhet rel(name; s; n) 2� rr2 ^s 2 p2 ^ n 2 p1 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p1; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; s; n)g)(5.45)
[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(satellite; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; s; n) 2� rr1 ^ rhet rel(name; s; n) 2� rr2 ^s 2 p2 ^ n 2 p1 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p1; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; s; n)g)(5.46)

[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(satellite; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel ext(name; b+ 1; h; l; b) 2� rr1 ^rhet rel ext(name; b+ 1; h; l; b) 2� rr2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p1; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; b+ 1; h; l; b)g)(5.47)
[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(satellite; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel ext(name; b+ 1; h; l; b) 2� rr1 ^rhet rel ext(name; b+ 1; h; l; b) 2� rr2 ^ hypotactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p1; tree1(: : : ); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; b+ 1; h; l; b)g)(5.48)
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[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; n1; n2) 2� rr1 ^ rhet rel(name; n1; n2) 2� rr2 ^n1 2 p1 ^ n2 2 p2 ^ paratactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p1 [ p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; n1; n2)g)(5.49)
[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel(name; n1; n2) 2� rr1 ^ rhet rel(name; n1; n2) 2� rr2 ^n1 2 p1 ^ n2 2 p2 ^ paratactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p1 [ p2; tree1(: : : ); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; n1; n2)g)(5.50)
[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2)^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2� rr1 ^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2� rr2 ^ paratactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(nucleus; name; p1 [ p2; tree1(: : :); tree2(: : : ));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h)g)(5.51)
[S(l; b; tree1(nucleus; type1; p1; left1; right1); rr1) ^S(b+ 1; h; tree2(nucleus; type2; p2; left2; right2); rr2) ^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2� rr1 ^rhet rel ext(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2� rr2 ^ paratactic(name)]!S(l; h; tree(satellite; name; p1 [ p2; tree1(: : : ); tree2(: : :));rr1 \ rr2 n� frhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h)g)(5.52)

Axioms (5.35){(5.52) provide a disjunctive proof-theoretic account of the disjunctive case ofthe problem of text structure derivation. 176
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Theorem 5.1 is the sibling of theorem 3.1, which was given in section 3.4. Its proofmirrors the proof of theorem 3.1.Theorem 5.1. Given a text T that is characterized by a set of rhetorical relations RR thatmay be exclusively disjunctive, the application of the disjunctive proof-theoretic account isboth sound and complete with respect to the axiomatization of valid text structures. Thatis, all theorems that are derived using the disjunctive proof-theoretic account correspondto valid text structures; and any valid text structure can be derived through the successiveapplication of Modus Ponens and the axioms of the disjunctive proof-theoretic account.Implementing the disjunctive proof-theoretic accountThere are many ways in which one can implement the set of rewriting rules described inthis section. My rhetorical parser implements the disjunctive proof-theoretic account asa chart-parsing algorithm. The main idea of chart parsing is to store in a data structurethe partial results of the parsing process in such a way that no operations are performedmore than once. The chart-parsing algorithm takes as input a sequence of units, whichare labelled from 1 to n, and a set of simple, extended, and disjunctive rhetorical relationsthat hold among these units. Parsing the sequence of n units consists in building a chartwith n + 1 vertices and adding edges to it, one at a time, in an attempt to create anedge that spans all the units of the input. Each edge of the chart parser has the form[start; end; grammar rule; valid node; rhet rels] where start and end represent the �rstand last node of the span that is covered by the edge, grammar rule represents the grammarrule that accounts for the parse, valid node is a data structure that describes the status,type, and promotion units of a valid tree structure that spans over the units of the interval[start; end], and rhet rels is the set of rhetorical relations that can be used to extend thegiven edge. The rhetorical parser uses only two types of grammar rules, which are shownin (5.53), below. S ! i For each elementary unit i in the textS ! S S(5.53)The grammar rules that are associated with the chart might be only partially com-pleted. We use the traditional bullet symbol � in order to separate the units that have beenprocessed from the units that are still to be processed. For example, an edge of the form[0; 3; S ! S � S; vn1; r1] describes the situation that corresponds to a valid text structurevn1 that spans over units 1 to 3; if we could build a valid text structure that spans theremaining symbols of the input, then we would have a complete parse of the text. Thiswould correspond to an edge of the form [0;n; S ! S S �; vn2; r2].177
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Traditionally, the chart-parsing method provides four di�erent ways for adding an edgeto a chart: Initiate, Scan, Predict, and Complete (see [Russell and Norvig, 1995,Maxwell and Kaplan, 1993] for a discussion of the general method). Because the grammarthat we use is very simple, we can compile into the chart-parsing algorithm the choices thatpertain to each of the four possible ways of adding an edge to the chart. To do this, weconsider the following labels, which describe all the possible levels of completion that couldcharacterize the partial and complete parses of each grammar rule:Grammar rule LabelS ! � i StartUnitS ! i � EndUnitS ! �S S StartCompoundS ! S � S MiddleCompoundS ! S S � EndCompoundThe chart-parsing algorithm that implements the disjunctive proof-theoretic account forderiving text structures in given in �gure 5.8. Initially, the chart is set to nil. The Initial-izer adds an edge to the chart that indicates that the parser is attempting to derive a validtree starting at position 0 using any of the rhetorical relations in the initial set. The onlygrammar rule that can be used to do this corresponds to the type StartCompound.1 ThePredictor takes an incomplete edge (grammar rulep 2 fStartCompound,MiddleCompoundg) and adds new edges that, if completed, would account for the �rstnonterminal that follows the bullet. There are only two possible types of edges that canbe predicted: they correspond to the types StartUnit and StartCompound. The Com-pleter is looking for an incomplete edge that ends at vertex j (StartCompound orMiddleCompound) and that is looking for a new nonterminal of type S that starts atvertex j and has S as its left side. In other words, the Completer is trying to join anexisting valid text structure, which spans over units i+ 1 to j, with another text structurethat spans over units j+1 to k. The function \canPutTogether" checks to see whether thevalid structures and the sets of rhetorical relations that can be used to extend them matchone of the axioms given in (5.39){(5.52). If the two structures can be used to create a validstructure that has relation r in its top node and that spans over units i+1 to k, a new edgeis added to the chart. The text structure new valid node that characterizes the new edgeenforces the constraints speci�ed in one of the axioms (5.39){(5.52). The Scanner is likethe Completer, except that it uses the input units rather than completed edges in orderto generate new edges. In the �nal text structure, the valid nodes that correspond to theseedges will have the type leaf.1The rhetorical parser assumes that the input has at least two units.178
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Input: A sequence U = 1; 2; : : : ;n of elementary textual units.A set RR of rhetorical relations that hold among these units.Output: A chart that subsumes all valid text structures of U .1. function Chart-Parser(n, RR)2. chart := nil;3. Initializer(RR);4. for i from 1 to n5. Scanner(i);6. return chart;7. procedure Add-Edge(edge)8. if edge 62 chart[EndOf(edge)]9. push edge in chart[EndOf(edge)];10. if GrammarRuleOf(edge) 2 fEndUnit,EndCompoundg)11. Completer(edge);12. else13. Predictor(edge);14. procedure Initializer(RR)15. add edge([0; 0;StartCompound;null; RR]);16. procedure Scanner(j)17. for each [i; j;StartUnit; valid nodec; rrc] in chart[j] do18. Add-Edge([i; j + 1;EndUnit; new valid node; RR]);19. procedure Predictor([i; j; grammar rulep; valid nodep; rrp])20. Add-Edge([j; j;StartCompound;null; RR]);21. Add-Edge([j; j;StartUnit;null; RR]);22. procedure Completer([j; k; grammar rulec; valid nodec; rrc])23. for each [i; j;StartCompound; valid node; rr] in chart[j] do24. if (r=canPutTogether(valid nodec; valid node; rrc; rr)) 6= nil25. Add-Edge([i; k;MiddleCompound; new valid node; rr \ rrc n� frg]);26. for each [i; j;MiddleCompound; valid node; rr] in chart[j] do27. if (r=canPutTogether(valid nodec; valid node; rrc; rr)) 6= nil28. Add-Edge([i; k;EndCompound; new valid node; rr \ rrc n� frg]);Figure 5.8: A chart-parsing algorithm that implements the disjunctive proof-theoretic ac-count of building valid text structures. 179
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The chart-parsing algorithm produces a chart that subsumes all valid text structuresof the text given as input. A simple traversal of the chart can recover any of the validstructures in polynomial time.5.5.3 Deriving valid text structures through compilation of grammars inChomsky normal form | the disjunctive caseWe have seen that, when the rhetorical relations that hold among textual units are preciselyknown, the valid structures of a text can be derived in polynomial time by compilingthe problem of text structure derivation into a grammar in Chomsky normal form (seetheorem 3.2). Unfortunately, the compiling algorithm shown in �gure 3.11 is not applicablein the case the rhetorical relations that hold among textual units are exclusive disjunctions.In proving that the compiling algorithm generates a grammar that can be used to derive alland only the valid text structures of a text, we have shown that the rules of the grammarnever generate text trees that use the same rhetorical relation twice. If the set RR ofrhetorical relations that hold among the units in the text contains disjunctive hypotheses,this property no longer holds. Reconsider, for example, a text with three elementary units,and assume that the rhetorical relations in (5.54) hold among the units of the text.( rhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)� rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)rhet rel(elaboration; 3; 1)(5.54)If we use the compiling algorithm, we obtain a grammar that contains among its rules,those shown in (5.55).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>: Sh1; 1;nucleus; leaf; f1gi ! 1Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2gi ! 2Sh3; 3;nucleus; leaf; f3gi ! 3Sh1; 2;nucleus;contrast; f1gi ! Sh1; 1;nucleus; leaf; f1giSh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2giSh1; 3;nucleus;contrast; f1gi ! Sh1; 2;nucleus;contrast; f1giSh3; 3;nucleus; leaf; f3giS ! Sh1; 2;nucleus;contrast; f1gi Sh3; 3;nucleus; leaf; f3gi(5.55)If we apply the rules in (5.55) on the input 1; 2; 3, we obtain a parse tree that correspondsto the invalid text structure in �gure 5.7, which uses the rhetorical relation contrasttwice. This happens because the disjunctive relation in (5.54) is relevant in the sense ofde�nition (2.8) both to spans [1; 2] and [1; 3]. In contrast, in the case of non-disjunctiverelations, when a rhetorical relation r was used to join two textual spans in a larger span[l; h], it was guaranteed that relation r could not be used to join span [l; h] with other180
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adjacent spans.It follows that if we are to use a grammar-based approach to deriving text structures, weneed to provide mechanisms to prevent the use of a rhetorical relation more than once in aderivation. We do this by assigning to each nonterminal symbol of the grammar an extra in-dex. Hence, instead of nonterminals of the form Shx; y; status; type; promotion seti, we aregoing to use nonterminals of the form Shx; y; status; type; promotion set; used relationsi,where used relations is the set of rhetorical relations that are used in a parse that hasShx; y; status; type; promotion set; used relationsi as its root. The new algorithm that de-rives text structures by means of a grammar in Chomsky normal form relies on the samefacts as the one in section 3.5. That is, it still uses the fact that valid text structures canbe recovered from an \almost-valid" text structure, i.e., a structure that associates onlyone unit with each promotion set. And it still takes advantage of the fact that the numberof nonterminal symbols of type Shx; y; status; type; promotion set; used relationsi is �nite.Since the status of a valid span ranges over a set of cardinality 2, fnucleus, satelliteg,the type over a set of k[x;y] < jRRj relations that are relevant to span [x; y], the promo-tion set over the elements of the set ffxg; fx + 1g; : : : ; fygg, and the used relations over�jRRjy�x� possible combinations of rhetorical relations that are members of the initial set RRof cardinality jRRj, it follows that there are at most 2k[x;y](y � x + 1)�jRRjy�x� nonterminalsymbols for each span [x; y] that plays an active role in the structure of a text.Theorem 5.2. Consider a sequence of textual units 1; 2; : : : ;n and a set RR that encodesall the relations that hold among these units. The relations can be simple, extended, anddisjunctive. The disjunctive compiling algorithm in �gure 5.9 generates a Chomsky normal-form grammar that can be used to derive all and only the parse trees that are isomorphicwith the valid text structures of text 1; 2; : : : ;n.Sketch of the proof. The proof of theorem 5.2 is similar to that of theorem 3.2. We sketchhere only its main steps.The disjunctive compiling algorithm in �gure 5.9 derives all the grammar rules thatcorrespond to building spans of size 1, 2, 3, and so on, up to n. It does so by consideringfor each span [l; h], all the possible ways in which the span can be broken into two adjacentsubspans and all the possible relations from the initial set RR that hold across the twosubspans. For each relation r that holds across the adjacent subspans [l; b] and [b+ 1; h], ifthe relation has not been used in the derivation of the nonterminals that characterize spans[l; b] and [b + 1; h], the algorithm generates all the grammar rules that enforce the strongcompositionality criterion: that is, the algorithm considers all pairs of nonterminals thatcharacterize spans [l; b] and [b+ 1; h] and generates rules for each such pair.A simple inspection of the rules generated by the disjunctive compiling algorithm showsthat they enforce the compositionality criterion with respect to the statuses, types, and181
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Input: A sequence 1; 2; : : : ;n of elementary textual units.A set RR of rhetorical relations that hold among these units.Output: A grammar in Chomsky normal form that can be used to derive all and onlythe parse trees that correspond to the valid text structures of U .1. for i from 1 to n2. add rule S ! i3. add rules Shi; i;nucleus; leaf; fig; ;i ! i and Shi; i; satellite; leaf; fig; ;i ! i4. endfor5. for size of span from 1 to n � 16. for l from1 to n� size of span7. h := l + size of span;8. for b from l to h� 19. for x from l to b10. for y from b+ 1 to h11. for each name1 for which a rule has Shl; b; satellite; name1; fxg; r1i as head12. for each name2 for which a rule has Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fyg; r2i as head13. for each hypotactic relation name such that14. (r = rhet rel(name; x; y) 2� RR_15. r = rhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2� RR_16. r = rhet rel(name; x; y) � : : :� rhet rel(namek ; xk; yk) 2� RR) ^ r 62� rr1 [ rr217. add rule S ! Shl; b; satellite; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb+ 1; h;nucleus; name2; fyg; r2i18. add rule Shl; h; satellite; name; fyg; r1 [ r2 [ frgi !19. Shl; b; satellite; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb+ 1; h;nucleus; name2; fyg; r2i20. add rule Shl; h;nucleus; name; fyg; r1 [ r2 [ frgi !21. Shl; b; satellite; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb+ 1; h;nucleus; name2; fyg; r2i22. endfor23. endfor24. endfor25. for each name1 for which a rule has Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxg; r1i as head26. for each name2 for which a rule has Shb + 1; h; satellite; name2; fyg; r2i as head27. foreach hypotactic relation name such that28. (r = rhet rel(name; y; x) 2� RR_29. r = rhet rel(name; b+ 1; h; l; b) 2� RR_30. r = rhet rel(name; y; x) � : : :� rhet rel(namek ; yk; xk) 2� RR) ^ r 62� rr1 [ rr231. add rule S ! Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb + 1; h; satellite; name2; fyg; r2i32. add rule Shl; h; satellite; name; fxg; r1 [ r2 [ frgi !33. Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb + 1; h; satellite; name2; fyg; r2i34. add rule Shl; h;nucleus; name; fxg; r1 [ r2 [ frgi !35. Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb + 1; h; satellite; name2; fyg; r2i36. endfor37. endfor38. endforFigure 5.9: A disjunctive compiling algorithm that converts the disjunctive case of the prob-lem of text structure derivation into a Chomsky normal-form grammar (see continuation in�gure 5.10). 182
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10. for y from b+ 1 to h...39. for each name1; r1 for which a rule has Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxg; r1i as head40. for each name2; r2 for which a rule has Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fyg; r2i as head41. for each paratactic relation name such that42. (r = rhet rel(name; x; y) 2� RR_43. r = rhet rel(name; l; b; b+ 1; h) 2� RR_44. r = rhet rel(name; x; y) � : : :� rhet rel(namek; xk; yk) 2� RR) ^ r 62� rr1 [ rr245. add rule S ! Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fyg; r2i46. add rule Shl; h; satellite; name; fxg; r1 [ r2 [ frgi !47. Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fyg; r2i48. add rule Shl; h; satellite; name; fyg; r1 [ r2 [ frgi !49. Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fyg; r2i50. add rule Shl; h;nucleus; name; fxg; r1 [ r2 [ frgi !51. Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fyg; r2i52. add rule Shl; h;nucleus; name; fyg; r1 [ r2 [ frgi !53. Shl; b;nucleus; name1; fxg; r1i; Shb + 1; h;nucleus; name2; fyg; r2i54. end all for loopsFigure 5.10: A disjunctive compiling algorithm that converts the disjunctive case of theproblem of text structure derivation into a Chomsky normal-form grammar (continuationfrom �gure 5.9).promotion sets of the subspans. Because, at each step, the algorithm generates only gram-mar rules that introduce rhetorical relations that have not been used before, no derivationwill use a rhetorical relation more than once.The algorithm generates rules that correspond to all possible ways in which two textualspans can be put together into a valid text structure. Each of these rules is valid, so byinduction, it immediately follows that the parse trees on a given input correspond to validtext structures: hence, the disjunctive compiling algorithm is sound. Because the grammarenumerates rules that correspond to all the possible ways in which text spans can be joinedinto larger text structures, it follows that the algorithm is also complete.ExampleGiven a sequence of three textual units 1; 2; 3 among which the rhetorical relations shownin (5.54) hold, the disjunctive compiling algorithm generates a grammar having the rulesshown in �gure 5.11. These rules can be used to parse the input 1; 2; 3 and obtain derivationssuch as that shown in �gure 5.12. The labels in the nodes of the parse tree in �gure 5.12correspond to the disjunctive rhetorical relation shown in (5.56) and to the complete set ofrelations that hold among the units of the text, which was given in (5.54).rhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)� rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)(5.56) 183
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S ! 1; Sh1; 1;nucleus; leaf; f1g; ;i ! 1; Sh1; 1; satellite; leaf; f1g; ;i! 1S ! 2; Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2g; ;i ! 2; Sh2; 2; satellite; leaf; f2g; ;i! 2S ! 3; Sh3; 3;nucleus; leaf; f3g; ;i ! 3; Sh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3g; ;i! 3S ! Sh1; 1;nucleus; leaf; f1g; ;i Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2g; ;iSh1; 2;nucleus;contrast; f1g; frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)� rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)gi! Sh1; 1;nucleus; leaf; f1g; ;i Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2g; ;iSh1; 2; satellite;contrast; f1g; frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)� rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)gi! Sh1; 1;nucleus; leaf; f1g; ;i Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2g; ;iSh1; 2;nucleus;contrast; f2g; frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)� rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)gi! Sh1; 1;nucleus; leaf; f1g; ;i Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2g; ;iSh1; 2; satellite;contrast; f2g; frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)� rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)gi! Sh1; 1;nucleus; leaf; f1g; ;i Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2g; ;iS ! Sh1; 2;nucleus;contrast; f1g; frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)�rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)giSh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3g; ;iSh1; 3;nucleus; elaboration; f1g; frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)�rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3);rhet rel(elaboration; 3; 1)gi! Sh1; 2;nucleus;contrast; f1g; frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)�rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)giSh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3g; ;iSh1; 3; satellite; elaboration; f1g; frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)�rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3);rhet rel(elaboration; 3; 1)gi! Sh1; 2;nucleus;contrast; f1g; frhet rel(contrast; 1; 2)�rhet rel(contrast; 1; 3)giSh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3g; ;iFigure 5.11: The Chomsky normal-form grammar that is derived by algorithm 5.9 for atext with three units that is characterized by rhetorical relations (5.54).The derivation shown in �gure 5.12 corresponds to the valid text structure shown in �g-ure 5.13.An estimation of the size of the grammarAssume that we are given a text with n elementary units and that k relations hold onaverage between any two elementary units. An upper bound of the number of rules that aregenerated by the disjunctive compiling algorithm corresponds to the case in which all rela-tions are paratactic (lines 39{53 in �gure 5.10). Given a span [a; b] and a unit u 2 ffag; fa+1g; : : : ; fbgg, there are at most k relations that could promote unit u as a salient unit and,hence, at most k�jRRjb�a� nonterminal symbols of the form Sha; b;nucleus; type; fug; ri, where184
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Sh1; 1;nucleus; leaf; f1g; ;i Sh2; 2;nucleus; leaf; f2g; ;i        `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀Sh1; 2;nucleus;contrast; f1g; f(5.56)gi Sh3; 3; satellite; leaf; f3g; ;i        hhhhhhhhhhhhhhSh1; 3;nucleus; elaboration; f1g; f(5.54)giFigure 5.12: A Chomsky normal-form derivation of a valid tree structure that correspondsto relations (5.54).
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Figure 5.13: The valid text structure that corresponds to the derivation shown in �gure 5.12.jRRj represents the cardinality of the initial set of rhetorical relations. It follows that lines45{53 are executed at most jRRjk2�jRRjh�l � times. Hence, the disjunctive compiling algorithmgenerates a grammar G with at most jGj rules, where jGj is given by the expression below.jGj = 3n+ X1�s<n X1�l�n�s Xl�b<l+s Xl�x�b Xb+1�y�l+s 5k2jRRj�jRRjh � l�(5.57)If we take as upper bound for jRRj the value 3n, this gives an exponential number ofgrammar rules (O(23n)). Hence, in the worst case, the disjunctive compiling algorithmgenerates an exponential number of grammar rules. This result suggests that if the rhetoricalrelations that hold among the elementary units of a text are disjunctive, determining allthe valid structures of a text might require exponential time.5.5.4 Deriving valid text structures | an exampleThe rhetorical parsing algorithm shown in �gure 5.1 employs in step III.3 the chart-parsingalgorithm that implements the disjunctive proof-theoretic account, which was shown in�gure 5.8. When the chart-parsing algorithm uses as input the rhetorical relations thatwere hypothesized by the discourse-marker- and word co-occurrence-based algorithms atthe sentence, paragraph, and section levels of text 5.17, it derives the valid text structuresshown in �gures 5.14{5.19. 185
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a) b)Figure 5.14: The valid text structures of sentence (5.20).5.6 The ambiguity of discourse5.6.1 A weight function for text structuresDiscourse is ambiguous the same way sentences are: usually, more than one discoursestructure is produced for any given text. For example, we have seen that the rhetoricalparser �nds four di�erent valid text structures for sentence (5.22) (see �gure 5.15). Inmy experiments, I noticed, at least for English, that the \best" discourse trees are usuallythose that are skewed to the right. I believe that the explanation of this observation isthat text processing is, essentially, a left-to-right process. Usually, people write texts sothat the most important ideas go �rst, both at the paragraph and at the text level. In fact,journalists are trained to consciously employ this \pyramid" approach to writing [Cummingand McKercher, 1994]. The more text writers add, the more they elaborate on the text thatwent before: as a consequence, incremental discourse building consists mostly of expansionof the right branches. A preference for trees that are skewed to the right is also consistentwith research in psycholinguistics that shows that readers have a preference to interpretunmarked textual units as continuations of the topics of the units that precede them [Segalet al., 1991]. At the structural level, this corresponds to textual units that elaborate on theinformation that has been presented before.In order to disambiguate the discourse, the rhetorical parser computes a weight for eachvalid discourse tree and retains only the trees that are maximal. The weight function w,which is shown in (5.58), is computed recursively by summing up the weights of the leftand right branches of a text structure and the di�erence between the depth of the right andleft branches of the structure. Hence, the more skewed to the right a tree is, the greater itsweight w is.w(tree) = 8>>><>>>:0 if isLeaf(tree);w(leftOf(tree)) + w(rightOf(tree))+ otherwise.depth(rightOf(tree))� depth(leftOf(tree))(5.58)For example, when applied to the valid text structures of sentence (5.22), the weight function186
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is also accompanied by the deletion of the edges that span the same units, have the samepromotion units, and have lower weights.When more than one valid text structure has the same maximal weight, the rhetoricalparser chooses randomly one of the structures of maximal weight at each of the three levels:sentence, paragraph, and section. For example, when the rhetorical parser selects the treesof maximal weight for text (5.17) at each of the three levels of abstraction, it selects thetrees shown in �gures 5.14.a, 5.15.c, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19. If no weight function wereused, the rhetorical parser would generate eight distinct valid text structures for the wholetext.5.7 Deriving the �nal text structureIn the last step (lines 16{17 in �gure 5.1), after the trees of maximal weight have beenobtained at the sentence, paragraph, and section levels, the rhetorical parser merges thevalid structures into a structure that spans the whole text of a section. The merging processis a trivial procedure that assembles the trees obtained at each level of granularity. Thatis, the trees that correspond to the sentence level are substituted for the leaves of thestructures built at the paragraph level, and the trees that correpond to the paragraph levelsare substituted for the leaves of the structures built at the section level. In this way, therhetorical parser builds one tree for each of the sections of a given document. The rhetoricalparser has a back-end process that uses \dot", a preprocessor for drawing oriented graphs, inorder to automatically generate PostScript representations of the text structures of maximalweight.When applied to text (5.2), the rhetorical parser builds the text structure shown in�gure 5.20. The convention that I use is that nuclei are surrounded by solid boxes andsatellites by dotted boxes; the links between a node and the subordinate nucleus or nucleiare represented by solid arrows, and the links between a node and the subordinate satellitesby dotted lines. The occurrences of parenthetical information are enclosed in the text bycurly brackets. The leaves of the discourse structure are numbered from 1 to n, where nrepresents the number of elementary units in the whole text. The numbers associated witheach node denote the units that are members of its promotion set.All the algorithms described in this chapter have been implemented in C++.5.8 Discussion and evaluationI believe that there are two ways to evaluate the correctness of the discourse trees thatan automatic process builds. One is to compare the automatically derived trees with treesthat have been built manually. The other is to evaluate the impact that they have on the189
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Figure 5.20: The discourse tree of maximal weight that is built by the rhetorical parsing algorithm for text (5.2).
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accuracy of other natural language processing tasks, such as anaphora resolution, intentionrecognition, or text summarization. In this thesis, I describe evaluations that follow boththese avenues.Unfortunately, the linguistic community has not yet built a corpus of discourse treesagainst which rhetorical parsers can be evaluated with the e�ectiveness that traditionalparsers are. To circumvent this problem, I asked two analysts to manually build the dis-course trees for �ve texts that ranged from 161 to 725 words (for details, see chapter 6).Although there were some di�erences with respect to the names of the relations that theanalysts used, the agreement with respect to the status assigned to various units (nucleiand satellites) and the overall shapes of the trees was statistically signi�cant.In order to measure this agreement I associated an importance score to each textual unitin a tree and computed the Spearman correlation coe�cients between the importance scoresderived from the discourse trees built by each analyst.2 The correlation was very high: 0:798;p < 0:0001. Di�erences between the two analysts came mainly from their interpretationsof two of the texts: the discourse trees of one analyst mirrored the paragraph structure ofthe texts, while the discourse trees of the other mirrored a logical organization of the text,which that analyst believed to be important.The Spearman correlation coe�cients with respect to the importance of textual unitsbetween the discourse trees built by the rhetorical parser and those built by each analystwere 0:480; p < 0:0001, and 0:449; p < 0:0001. These lower correlation values were dueto the di�erences in the overall shape of the trees and to the fact that the granularity ofthe discourse trees built by the program was not as �ne as that of the trees built by theanalysts.Besides directly comparing the trees built by the program with those built by analysts,I also evaluated the impact that the trees could have on the task of summarizing text. Asummarization program that uses the rhetorical parsing algorithm 5.1 recalled 66% of thesentences considered important by 13 judges in the same �ve texts, with a precision of68%. In contrast, a random procedure recalled, on average, only 38:4% of the sentencesconsidered important by the judges, with a precision of 38:4%. And the Microsoft O�ce 97summarizer recalled 41% of the important sentences with a precision of 39%. In chapter 6,I discuss at length the experiments from which the data presented above was derived.The rhetorical parser presented here uses only the structural constraints that were enu-merated in chapter 2. Co-relational constraints (such as those described by Sumita et2The Spearman rank correlation coe�cient is an alternative to the usual correlation coe�cient. It isbased on the ranks of the data, and not on the data itself, and so is resistant to outliers. The null hypothesistested by Spearman is that two variables are independent of each other, against the alternative hypothesisthat the rank of a variable is correlated with the rank of another variable. The value of the statistic rangesfrom �1, indicating that high ranks of one variable occur with low ranks of the other variable, through 0,indicating no correlation between the variables, to +1, indicating that high ranks of one variable occur withhigh ranks of the other variable. 191
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al. [1992]), focus, theme, anaphoric links, and other syntactic, semantic, and pragmaticfactors do not yet play a role in the rhetorical parsing algorithm, but I nevertheless expectthem to reduce the number of valid discourse trees that can be associated with a text. Ialso expect that other robust methods for determining coherence relations between textualunits, such as those described by Harabagiu and Moldovan [1995, 1996], will improve theaccuracy of the routines that hypothesize the rhetorical relations that hold between adjacentunits.5.9 Related workI am not aware of the existence of any other rhetorical parser for English. I believe that theresearch that comes closest to that described in this chapter is that of Sumita et al. [1992]and Kurohashi and Nagao [1994].Sumita et al. [1992] report on a discourse analyzer for Japanese. Even if one ignoressome computational \bonuses" that can be easily exploited by a Japanese discourse analyzer(such as co-reference and topic identi�cation), there are still some key di�erences betweenSumita's work and the one presented here. Particularly important is the fact that the the-oretical foundations of Sumita et al.'s analyzer do not seem to be able to accommodate theambiguity of discourse markers; in their system, discourse markers are considered unam-biguous with respect to the relations that they signal. In contrast, my rhetorical parser usesa mathematical model in which this ambiguity is acknowledged and appropriately treated.Also, the discourse trees that the rhetorical parser builds are very constrained structures(see chapter 2): as a consequence, the rhetorical parser does not overgenerate invalid treesas Sumita et al.'s does. Furthermore, my rhetorical parser uses only surface-form methodsfor determining the markers and textual units and uses clause-like units as the minimalunits of the discourse trees. In contrast, Sumita et al. use deep syntactic and semanticprocessing techniques for determining the markers and the textual units and use sentencesas minimal units in the discourse structures that they build.Kurohashi and Nagao [1994] describe a discourse structure generator that builds dis-course trees in an incremental fashion. The algorithm proposed by Kurohashi and Nagaostarts with an empty discourse tree and then incrementally attaches sentences to its rightfrontier [Polanyi, 1988]. The node of attachment is determined on the basis of a rank-ing score that is computed using three di�erent sources: cue phrases, chains of identicaland similar words, and similarities in the syntactic structure of sentences. As in the caseof Sumita's system, Kurohashi and Nagao's also takes as input a sequence of parse trees;hence, in order to work, it must be preceded by a full syntactic analysis of the text. Theelementary units of the discourse trees built by Kurohashi and Nagao are sentences.A parallel line of research has been recently investigated by Hahn and Strube [1997].192
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They have extended the centering model proposed by Grosz, Joshi, and Weinstein [1995]by devising algorithms that build hierarchies of referential discourse segments. These hier-archies induce a discourse structure on text, which constrains the reachability of potentialanaphoric antecedents. The referential segments are constructed through an incrementalprocess that compares the centers of each sentence with those of the structure that has beenbuilt up to that point.The referential structures that are built by Hahn and Strube exploit a language facetdi�errent from that exploited by the rhetorical parser: their algorithms rely primarily oncohesion and not on coherence. Because of this, the referential structures are not as con-strained as the discourse structures that the rhetorical parser builds. In fact, the discourserelations between the referential segments are not even labelled. Still, I believe that study-ing the commonalities and di�erences between the referential and rhetorical segments couldprovide new insights into the nature of discourse.5.10 SummaryThe rhetorical parser that I have presented in this chapter takes as input unrestrictedEnglish text and generates the valid text structures of that text. The rhetorical parserrelies on the following algorithms:� A surface-form algorithm that determines the elementary units of the text and thecue phrases that have a discourse structuring function.� An algorithm that uses information that was derived from the corpus analysis dis-cussed in chapter 4 in order to hypothesize exclusively disjunctive rhetorical relationsthat hold between the textual units of a text.� An algorithm that uses word co-occurrences in order to hypothesize exclusively dis-junctive rhetorical relations that hold between the textual units of a text.� A chart-parsing algorithm that uses sets of exclusively disjunctive rhetorical relationsin order to derive the valid discourse structures of a text.I have also presented mechanisms that deal with the ambiguity of discourse and discussedtwo di�erent ways in which discourse trees can be evaluated.
193
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Chapter 6The summarization of naturallanguage texts6.1 PreambleThe rhetorical parser presented in chapter 5 not only constructs discourse structures thatmake explicit the rhetorical relations between di�erent spans of text but also assigns toeach node in a discourse tree the elementary units of its promotion set. These units arealso shown in the PostScript representations of the discourse trees that are generated bythe rhetorical parser. In this chapter I show how one can use the text structures andthe promotion units associated with them in order to determine the most important partsof a text. In section 6.2, I show how, starting from its text structure, one can inducea partial ordering on the importance of the units in a text and I propose a discourse-based summarization algorithm. I then discuss general issues concerning the evaluation ofautomatically generated summaries and propose that we should evaluate not only the resultsof the programs that we build, but also the assumptions that constitute their foundations.Hence, I design an experiment to test whether the assumption that text structures can beused e�ectively for text summarization is valid (section 6.4). The experiment con�rms thatthere exists a correlation between the nuclei of a text structure and what readers perceiveas being important in the corresponding text.In section 6.5, I evaluate an implementation of the discourse-based summarization algo-rithm and discuss its strengths and weaknesses. I end the chapter with a review of relatedwork. 195
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6.2 From discourse structures to text summaries6.2.1 From discourse structures to importance scoresFrom a salience perspective, the elementary units in the promotion set of a node of a treestructure denote the most important units of the textual span that is dominated by thatnode. A simple inspection of the structure in �gure 6.1, for example, allows us to determinethat, according to the formalization in chapter 2, unit 2 is the most important textual unitin text (6.1) because it is the only promotion unit associated with the root node. Similarly,we can determine that unit 3 is the most important unit of span [3,6] and that units 4 and5 are the most important units of span [4,6]. (The tree in �gure 6.1 is the same as the treein �gure 5.20; and text (6.1) is the same as text (5.17).1 They have been replicated hereonly for convenience.)[With its distant orbit f| 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth |P1g andslim atmospheric blanket,1] [Mars experiences frigid weather conditions.2] [Surfacetemperatures typically average about �60 degrees Celsius (�76 degrees Fahren-heit) at the equator and can dip to �123 degrees C near the poles.3] [Only themidday sun at tropical latitudes is warm enough to thaw ice on occasion,4] [butany liquid water formed in this way would evaporate almost instantly5] [becauseof the low atmospheric pressure.6][Although the atmosphere holds a small amount of water, and water-iceclouds sometimes develop,7] [most Martian weather involves blowing dust or car-bon dioxide.8] [Each winter, for example, a blizzard of frozen carbon dioxide ragesover one pole, and a few meters of this dry-ice snow accumulate as previouslyfrozen carbon dioxide evaporates from the opposite polar cap.9] [Yet even on thesummer pole, fwhere the sun remains in the sky all day long,P10g temperaturesnever warm enough to melt frozen water.10]
(6.1)

A more general way of exploiting the promotion units that are associated with a discoursetree is from the perspective of text summarization. If we repeatedly apply the concept ofsalience to each of the nodes of a discourse structure, we can induce a partial ordering onthe importance of all the units of a text. The intuition behind this approach is that thetextual units that are in the promotion sets of the top nodes of a discourse tree are moreimportant than the units that are salient in the nodes found at the bottom. A very simpleway to induce such an ordering is by computing a score for each elementary unit of a texton the basis of the depth in the tree structure of the node where the unit occurs �rst as a1The only di�erence between texts (6.1) and (5.17) concerns the labelling of the parenthetical units. Intext (6.1), they are labelled with strings having the form Pn, where n denotes the elementary unit to whichthe parenthetical unit is related. In text (5.17), the parenthetical units were not labelled.196
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Figure 6.1: The discourse tree of maximal weight that is built by the rhetorical parsing algorithm for text (6.1).
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Unit 1 P1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 P10Score 3 2 6 4 3 3 1 3 5 3 4 2Table 6.1: The importance scores of the textual units in text (6.1).promotion unit. The larger the score of a unit, the more important that unit is consideredto be in a text. Formula (6.2), which is given below, provides a recursive de�nition forcomputing the importance score of a unit u in a discourse structure D that has depth d.score(u;D; d) = 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:0 if D is nil;d if u 2 promotion(D);d� 1 if u 2 parentheticals(D);max(score(u; leftChild(D); d� 1); otherwise.score(u; rightChild(D); d� 1)):(6.2)The formula assumes that the discourse structure is a binary tree and that the functionspromotion(D), parentheticals(D), leftChild(D), and rightChild(D) return the promotionset, parenthetical units, and the left and right subtrees of each node respectively. If a unitis among the promotion set of a node, its score is given by the current value of d. If a unit isamong the parenthetical units of a node, which can happen only in the case of a leaf node,the score assigned to that unit is d � 1 because the parenthetical unit can be representedas a direct child of the elementary unit to which it is related. For example, when we applyformula (6.2) to the tree in �gure 6.1, which has depth 6, we obtain the scores in table 6.1for each of the elementary and parenthetical units of text (6.1). Because unit 2 is amongthe promotion units of the root, it gets a score of 6. Unit 3 is among the promotion unitsof a node found two levels below the root, so it gets a score of 4. Unit 6 is among thepromotion units of a leaf found 5 levels below the root, so it gets a score of 1. Unit P1 is aparenthetical unit of elementary unit 1, so its score is score(1; D; 6)�1 = 3�1 = 2 becausethe elementary unit to which it belongs is found 3 levels below the root.If we consider now the importance scores that are induced on the textual units by thediscourse structure and formula (6.2), we can see that they correspond to a partial orderingon the importance of these units in a text. This ordering enables the construction of textsummaries with various degrees of granularity. Consider, for example, the partial orderingshown in (6.3), which was induced on the textual units of text (6.1) by the discoursestructure in �gure 6.1 and formula (6.2).2 > 8 > 3; 10 > 1; 4; 5; 7; 9> P1; P10 > 6(6.3) 198
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Input:A text TA number p, such that 1 � p � 100.Output: The most important p% of the elementary units of T .1. I. Determine the discourse structure DS of T by means of the rhetorical2. parsing algorithm in �gure 5.1.3. II. Determine a partial ordering on the elementary and parenthetical4. units of DS by means of formula (6.2).5. III. Select the �rst p% units of the ordering.Figure 6.2: The discourse-based summarization algorithmIf we are interested in generating a very short summary of text (6.1), we can create a textwith only one unit, which is unit 2. A longer summary can contain units 2 and 8. A longerone, units 2, 8, 3, and 10. And so on.The idea of using discourse structures for constructing text summaries is not new. Re-searchers in computational linguistics have been long speculated that the nuclei of a rhetor-ical structure tree constitute an adequate summarization of the text for which that treewas built [Mann and Thompson, 1988, Matthiessen and Thompson, 1988, Hobbs, 1993,Polanyi, 1993, Sparck Jones, 1993a, Sparck Jones, 1993b]. Using the partial orderings in-duced by formula (6.2) on the text structures derived by the rhetorical parser is only aprecise expression of the original intuition.6.2.2 A discourse-based summarizerGiven that we can use the rhetorical parser described in chapter 5 to build the discoursestructure of any text and that we can use formula (6.2) to determine the partial orderingthat is consistent with the idea that the nuclei of a discourse structure constitute a goodsummary of a text, it is trivial now to implement a summarization program.The summarization algorithm that I implemented takes two arguments: a text and anumber p between 1 and 100 (see �gure 6.2). It �rst uses the rhetorical parsing algorithmin order to determine the discourse structure of the text given as input. It then appliesformula (6.2) and determines a partial ordering on the elementary and parenthetical unitsof the text. It then uses the partial ordering in order to select the p% most importanttextual units of the text.6.3 The evaluation of text summaries | general remarksThe evaluation of automatic summarizers has always been a thorny problem: most paperson summarization describe the approach that they use and give some \convincing" samples199
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of the output. In only a very few cases, the direct output of a summarization program is com-pared with a human-made summary or evaluated with the help of human subjects; usually,the results are modest. Unfortunately, evaluating the results of a particular implementationdoes not enable one to determine what part of the failure is due to the implementation itselfand what part to its underlying assumptions.The position that I take in this thesis is that, in order to build high-quality summariza-tion programs, we need to evaluate not only a representative set of automatically generatedoutputs (a highly di�cult problem by itself), but also the adequacy of the assumptions thatthese programs use. That way, we are able to distinguish the problems that pertain to aparticular implementation from those that pertain to the underlying theoretical frameworkand explore new ways to improve each.With few exceptions, automatic approaches to summarization have primarily addressedpossible ways to determine the most important parts of a text | much less has been donein �nding ways for transforming the selected parts into coherent text (see Paice [1990] foran excellent overview). Determining the salient parts is considered to be achievable becauseone or more of the following assumptions hold:� important sentences in a text contain words that are used frequently [Luhn, 1958,Edmundson, 1968];� important sentences contain words that are used in the title and section headings [Ed-mundson, 1968];� important sentences are located at the beginning or end of paragraphs [Baxendale,1958];� important sentences are located at positions in a text that are genre dependent |these positions can be determined automatically, through training techniques [Kupiecet al., 1995, Lin and Hovy, 1997, Teufel and Moens, 1997];� important sentences use bonus words such as \greatest" and \signi�cant" or indicatorphrases such as \the main aim of this paper" and \the purpose of this article", whilenon-important sentences use stigma words such as \hardly" and \impossible" [Ed-mundson, 1968, Rush et al., 1971, Kupiec et al., 1995, Teufel and Moens, 1997];� important sentences and concepts are the highest connected entities in elaborate se-mantic structures [Skorochodko, 1971, Hoey, 1991, Lin, 1995, Barzilay and Elhadad,1997];� important and non-important sentences are derivable from a discourse representationof the text [Sparck Jones, 1993b, Ono et al., 1994].200
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In determining the words that occur most frequently in a text or the sentences that usewords that occur in the headings of sections, computers are accurate tools. However, indetermining the concepts that are semantically related or the discourse structure of a text,computers are no longer so accurate; rather, they are highly dependent on the coverage of thelinguistic resources that they use and the quality of the algorithms that they implement.Although it is plausible that elaborate cohesion- and coherence-based structures can beused e�ectively in summarization, I believe that when building summarization programs,we should also determine the extent to which these assumptions hold.As I have mentioned already, researchers in computational linguistics have long specu-lated that the nuclei of a rhetorical structure tree constitute an adequate summarization ofthe text for which that tree was built [Mann and Thompson, 1988, Matthiessen and Thomp-son, 1988, Sparck Jones, 1993b]. However, to my knowledge, there has been no experimentto con�rm how valid this speculation really is. In what follows, I describe an experimentthat shows that there exists a strong correlation between the nuclei of the RS-tree of atext and what readers perceive to be the most important units in a text. The experimentshows that the concepts of discourse structure and nuclearity can be used e�ectively fordetermining the most important units in a text.6.4 From discourse structure to text summaries | an em-pirical view6.4.1 Materials and methods of the experimentWe know from the results reported in the psychological literature on summarization [John-son, 1970, Chou Hare and Borchardt, 1984, Sherrard, 1989] that there exists a certain degreeof disagreement between readers with respect to the importance that they assign to varioustextual units and that the disagreement is dependent on the quality of the text and thecomprehension and summarization skills of the readers [Winograd, 1984]. In an attemptto produce an adequate reference set of data, I selected for my experiment �ve short textsfrom Scienti�c American that I considered to be well-written. The texts, which are shownin appendix D, ranged in size from 161 to 725 words. The shortest text was the text onMars that I have used as an example throughout the thesis.Because my intention was to evaluate the adequacy for summarizing text not only ofthe program that I implemented but also of the theory that I developed, I �rst determinedmanually the minimal textual units of each text. Overall, I broke the �ve texts into 160textual units with the shortest text being broken into 18 textual units, and the longest into70. Each textual unit was enclosed within square brackets and labelled in increasing orderwith a natural number from 1 to n, where n was the number of units in each text. For201
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example, when the text on Mars was manually broken into elementary units, I obtainednot 10 units, as in the case when the discourse-marker and clause-like unit identi�cationalgorithm was applied (see text (6.1)), but 18. The text whose minimal units were obtainedmanually is given in (6.4), below.[With its distant orbit1] [| 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth |2] [andslim atmospheric blanket,3] [Mars experiences frigid weather conditions.4] [Surfacetemperatures typically average about �60 degrees Celsius (�76 degrees Fahren-heit) at the equator5] [and can dip to �123 degrees C near the poles.6] [Only themidday sun at tropical latitudes is warm enough to thaw ice on occasion,7] [butany liquid water formed in this way would evaporate almost instantly8] [becauseof the low atmospheric pressure.9][Although the atmosphere holds a small amount of water,10] [and water-iceclouds sometimes develop,11] [most Martian weather involves blowing dust or car-bon dioxide.12] [Each winter, for example, a blizzard of frozen carbon dioxiderages over one pole,13] [and a few meters of this dry-ice snow accumulate14] [aspreviously frozen carbon dioxide evaporates from the opposite polar cap.15] [Yeteven on the summer pole,16] [where the sun remains in the sky all day long,17][temperatures never warm enough to melt frozen water.18]
(6.4)

I followed Johnson's [1970] and Garner's [1982] strategy and asked 13 independent judgesto rate each textual unit according to its importance to a potential summary. The judgesused a three-point scale and assigned a score of 2 to the units that they believed to be veryimportant and should appear in a concise summary, 1 to those they considered moderatelyimportant, which should appear in a long summary, and 0 to those they considered unim-portant, which should not appear in any summary. The judges were instructed that therewere no right or wrong answers and no upper or lower bounds with respect to the numberof textual units that they should select as being important or moderately important. Thejudges were all graduate students in computer science; I assumed that they had developedadequate comprehension and summarization skills on their own, so no training session wascarried out. Table 6.2 presents the scores that were assigned by each judge to the units intext (6.4).The same texts were also given to two computational linguistics analysts with solidknowledge of Rhetorical Structure Theory. The analysts were asked to build one RS-treefor each text. I took then the RS-trees built by the analysts and used the formalizationin chapter 2 to associate with each node in a tree its salient units. The salient units werecomputed recursively, associating with each leaf in an RS-tree the leaf itself, and to eachinternal node the salient units of the nucleus or nuclei of the rhetorical relation correspondingto that node. I then computed for each textual unit a score, by applying formula (6.2).202
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Unit Judges Analysts Program1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 21 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 23 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 34 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 5 65 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 2 4 3 46 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 2 4 3 47 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 3 38 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 39 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 110 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 311 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 312 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 2 5 4 513 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 3 3 314 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 3 315 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 316 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 4 3 417 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 218 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 2 4 3 4Table 6.2: The scores assigned by the judges, analysts, and the discourse-based summarizerto the textual units in text (6.4).Table 6.2 also presents the scores that were derived from the RS-trees that were built byeach analyst for text (6.4) and the scores that were derived from the discourse tree that wasbuilt by the discourse-based summarizer.Usually, the granularity of the trees that are built by the rhetorical parser is coarserthan the granularity of those that are built manually. The last column in table 6.2 reectsthis: all the units that were determined manually and that overlapped an elementary unitdetermined by the rhetorical parser were assigned the same score. For example, units 1and 3 in text (6.4) correspond to unit 1 in text (6.1). Because the score of unit 1 in thediscourse structure that is built by the rhetorical parser is 3, both units 1 and 3 in text (6.4)are assigned the score 3.6.4.2 Agreement among judgesOverall agreement among judgesI measured the agreement of the judges with one another, using the notion of percentagreement that was de�ned by Gale [1992] and used extensively in discourse segmentationstudies [Passonneau and Litman, 1993, Hearst, 1994]. Percent agreement reects the ratioof observed to possible agreements with the majority opinion. The percent agreementscomputed for each of the �ve texts and each level of importance are given in table 6.3.The agreements among judges for my experiment seem to follow the same pattern as those203
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Text D.1 D.2 D.3 D.4 D.5 OverallAll units 72.64 73.23 69.23 69.89 70.08 70.67Very important units 88.46 63.07 64.83 63.73 67.30 65.66Less important units 51.28 73.07 53.84 46.15 { 58.04Unimportant units 75.14 82.51 73.07 72.85 71.25 73.86Table 6.3: Percent agreement with the majority opinion.described by other researchers in summarization [Johnson, 1970]. That is, the judges arequite consistent with respect to what they perceive as being very important and unimpor-tant, but less consistent with respect to what they perceive as being less important. Incontrast with the agreement observed among judges, the percentage agreements computedfor 1000 importance assignments that were randomly generated for the same texts followeda normal distribution with � = 47:31; � = 0:04. These results suggest that the agreementamong judges is signi�cant.Agreement among judges with respect to the importance of each textual unitI considered a textual unit to be labelled consistently if a simple majority of the judges(� 7) assigned the same score to that unit. Overall, the judges labelled consistently 140of the 160 textual units (87%). In contrast, a set of 1000 randomly generated importancescores showed agreement, on average, for only 50 of the 160 textual units (31%); � = 0:05.The judges consistently labelled 36 of the units as very important, 8 as less important,and 96 as unimportant. They were inconsistent with respect to 20 textual units. Forexample, for text (6.4), the judges consistently labelled units 4 and 12 as very important,units 5 and 6 as less important, units 1; 2; 3; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 13; 14; 15; 17 as unimportant, andwere inconsistent in labelling unit 18. If we compute percent agreement �gures only forthe textual units for which at least 7 judges agreed, we get 69% for the units consideredvery important, 63% for those considered less important, and 77% for those consideredunimportant. The overall percent agreement in this case is 75%.Statistical signi�canceIt has often been emphasized that agreement �gures of the kinds computed above couldbe misleading [Krippendor�, 1980, Passonneau and Litman, 1993]. Since the \true" setof important textual units cannot be independently known, we cannot compute how validthe importance assignments of the judges were. Moreover, although the agreement �guresthat would occur by chance o�er a strong indication that our data are reliable, they do notprovide a precise measurement of reliability.To compute a reliability �gure, I followed the same methodology as Passonneau and Lit-204
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man [1993] and Hearst [1994] and applied Cochran's Q summary statistics to the data [Cochran,1950]. Cochran's test assumes that a set of judges make binary decisions with respect toa dataset. The null hypothesis is that the number of judges that take the same decision israndomly distributed. Since Cochran's test is appropriate only for binary judgments andsince my main goal was to determine a reliability �gure for the agreement among judgeswith respect to what they believe to be important, I evaluated two versions of the data thatreected only one importance level. In the �rst version I considered as being important thejudgments with a score of 2 and unimportant the judgments with a score of 0 and 1. In thesecond version, I considered as being important the judgments with a score of 2 and 1 andunimportant the judgments with a score of 0. Essentially, I mapped the judgment matricesof each of the �ve texts into matrices whose elements ranged over only two values: 0 and 1.After these modi�cations were made, I computed for each version and each text the CochranQ statistics, which approximates the �2 distribution with n�1 degrees of freedom, where nis the number of elements in the dataset. In all cases I obtained probabilities that were verylow: p < 10�6. This means that the agreement among judges was extremely signi�cant.Although the probability was very low for both versions, it was lower for the �rst versionof the modi�ed data than for the second. Because of this, I considered as important onlythe units that were assigned a score of 2 by a majority of the judges.As I have already mentioned, my ultimate goal was to determine whether there existsa correlation between the units that judges �nd important and the units that have nuclearstatus in the rhetorical structure trees of the same texts. Since the percentage agreement forthe units that were considered very important was higher than the percentage agreementfor the units that were considered less important, and since the Cochran's signi�cancecomputed for the �rst version of the modi�ed data was higher that the one computed forthe second, I decided to consider the set of 36 textual units labelled by a majority of judgeswith 2 as a reliable reference set of importance units for the �ve texts. For example, units4 and 12 from text (6.4) belong to this reference set.6.4.3 Agreement between analystsOnce I determined the set of textual units that the judges believed to be important, I neededto determine the agreement between the analysts who built the discourse trees for the �vetexts. Because I did not know the distribution of the importance scores derived from thediscourse trees, I computed the correlation between the analysts by applying Spearman'scorrelation coe�cient on the scores associated to each textual unit. I interpreted thesescores as ranks on a scale that measures the importance of the units in a text.The Spearman rank correlation coe�cient is an alternative to the usual correlationcoe�cient. It is based on the ranks of the data, and not on the data itself, and so isresistant to outliers. The null hypothesis tested by the Spearman coe�cient is that two205
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Text D.1 Text D.2 Text D.3 Text D.4 Text D.5 Overall0.645 0.676 0.960 0.772 0.772 0.798Table 6.4: The Spearman correlation coe�cients between the ranks assigned to each textualunit on the basis of the RS-trees built by the two analysts.variables are independent of each other, against the alternative hypothesis that the rankof a variable is correlated with the rank of another variable. The value of the statisticsranges from �1, indicating that high ranks of one variable occur with low ranks of the othervariable, through 0, indicating no correlation between the variables, to +1, indicating thathigh ranks of one variable occur with high ranks of the other variable.The Spearman correlation coe�cient between the ranks assigned for each textual uniton the bases of the RS-trees built by the two analysts was high for each of the �ve texts. Itranged from 0.645, for text D.1, to 0.960, for text D.3 at the p < 0:0001 level of signi�cance.The Spearman correlation coe�cient between the ranks assigned to the textual units of all�ve texts was 0:798; at the p < 0:0001 level of signi�cance.6.4.4 Agreement between the analysts and the judges with respect to themost important textual unitsIn order to determine whether there exists any correspondence between what readers believeto be important and the nuclei of the RS-trees, I selected, from each of the �ve texts, theset of textual units that were labelled as \very important" by a majority of the judges. Forexample, for text (6.4), I selected units 4 and 12, i.e., 11% of the units. Overall, the judgesselected 36 units as being very important, which is approximately 22% of the units in allthe texts. The percentages of important units for the �ve texts were 11, 36, 35, 17, and 22respectively.I took the maximal scores computed for each textual unit from the RS-trees built byeach analyst and selected a percentage of units that matched the percentage of importantunits selected by the judges. In the cases in which there were ties, I selected a percentageof units that was closest to the one computed for the judges. For example, I selected units4 and 12, which represented the most important 11% of the units that were induced byformula (6.2) on the RS-tree built by the �rst analyst. However, I selected only unit 4,which represented 6% of the most important units that were induced on the RS-tree builtby the second analyst, because units 10; 11; and 12 have the same score (see table 6.2). If Ihad selected units 10; 11 and 12 as well, I would have ended up selecting 22% of the unitsin text (6.4), which is farther from 11 than 6. Hence, I determined for each text the set ofimportant units as labelled by judges and as derived from the RS-trees of those texts.I calculated for each text the recall and precision of the important units derived from the206
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Text No. of First Analystunits No. of units that No. of units that Recall Precisionthat were were labelled as were correctlyconsidered important on the labelled asimportant basis of the RS-tree important on theby judges built by the analyst basis of the RS-treebuilt by the analystD.1 2 2 2 100.00 100.00D.2 9 6 5 55.55 83.33D.3 7 5 4 57.14 80.00D.4 12 10 6 50.00 60.00D.5 6 7 3 50.00 42.85All 36 30 20 55.55 66.66Table 6.5: Summarization results obtained by using the text structures built by the �rstanalyst | the clause-like unit case.RS-trees, with respect to the units labelled important by the judges. The overall recall andprecision was the same for both analysts: 55:55% recall and 66:66% precision. In contrast,the average recall and precision for the same percentages of units selected randomly 1000times from the same �ve texts were both 25:7%, � = 0:059. Tables 6.5 and 6.6 show therecall and precision �gures for each analyst and each of the �ve texts.In summarizing text, it is often useful to consider not only clause-like units, but fullsentences. To account for this, I considered as important all the textual units that pertainedto a sentence that was characterized by at least one important textual unit. For example, Ilabelled as important textual units 1 to 4 in text (6.4), because they make up a full sentenceand because unit 4 was labelled as important. For the adjusted data, I determined again thepercentages of important units for the �ve texts and I recalculated the recall and precisionfor both analysts: the recall was 68:96% and 65:51% and the precision 81:63% and 74:50%respectively. Tables 6.7 and 6.8 show the sentence-related recall and precision �gures foreach analyst and each of the �ve texts.In contrast with the results in tables 6.7 and 6.8, the average recall and precision forthe same percentages of units selected randomly 1000 times from the same �ve texts were38:4%, � = 0:048. These results con�rm that there exists a strong correlation between thenuclei of the RS-trees that pertain to a text and what readers perceive as being importantin that text. Given the values of recall and precision that I obtained, it is plausible thatan adequate computational treatment of discourse theories would provide most of what isneeded for selecting accurately the important units in a text. However, the results alsosuggest that the discourse theory developed in this thesis is not enough by itself if onewants to strive for perfection.The above results not only provide strong evidence that discourse theories can be used207
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Text No. of Second Analystunits No. of units that No. of units that Recall Precisionthat were were labelled as were correctlyconsidered important on the labelled asimportant basis of the RS-tree important on theby judges built by the analyst basis of the RS-treebuilt by the analystD.1 2 1 1 50.00 50.00D.2 9 8 6 66.66 75.00D.3 7 5 4 57.14 80.00D.4 12 7 5 41.66 71.42D.5 6 9 4 66.66 44.44All 36 30 20 55.55 66.66Table 6.6: Summarization results obtained by using the text structures built by the secondanalyst | the clause-like unit case.
Text No. of First Analystunits No. of units that No. of units that Recall Precisionthat were were labelled as were correctlyconsidered important on the labelled asimportant basis of the RS-tree important on theby judges built by the analyst basis of the RS-treebuilt by the analystD.1 7 7 7 100.00 100.00D.2 12 12 12 100.00 100.00D.3 10 9 8 80.00 88.88D.4 18 11 8 44.44 72.72D.5 11 10 5 45.45 50.00All 58 49 40 68.96 81.63Table 6.7: Summarization results obtained by using the text structures built by the �rstanalyst | the sentence case. 208
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Text No. of Second Analystunits No. of units that No. of units that Recall Precisionthat were were labelled as were correctlyconsidered important on the labelled asimportant basis of the RS-tree important on theby judges built by the analyst basis of the RS-treebuilt by the analystD.1 7 7 7 100.00 100.00D.2 12 11 9 75.00 81.81D.3 10 9 8 80.00 88.88D.4 18 11 6 33.33 54.54D.5 11 13 8 72.72 61.53All 58 51 38 65.51 74.50Table 6.8: Summarization results obtained by using the text structures built by the secondanalyst | the sentence case.e�ectively for text summarization, but also suggest strategies that an automatic summarizermight follow. For example, the Spearman correlation coe�cient between the judges andthe �rst analyst, the one who did not follow the paragraph structure, was lower than thatbetween the judges and the second analyst. This might suggest that human judges areinclined to use the paragraph breaks as valuable sources of information when they interpretdiscourse. If the aim of a summarization program is to mimic human behavior, it wouldthen seem adequate for the program to take advantage of the paragraph structure of thetexts that it analyzes.6.5 An evaluation of the discourse-based summarization pro-gram6.5.1 Agreement between the results of the summarization program andthe judges with respect to the most important textual unitsTo evaluate the summarization program, I followed the same method as in section 6.4.4.That is, I used the importance scores assigned by formula (6.2) to the units of the discoursetrees built by the rhetorical parser in order to compute statistics similar to those discussedin conjunction with the manual analyses. Tables 6.9 and 6.10 summarize the results.When the program selected only the textual units with the highest scores, in percentagesthat were equal to those of the judges, the recall was 52:77% and the precision was 50%.When the program selected the full sentences that were associated with the most importantunits, in percentages that were equal to those of the judges, the recall was 65:51% and theprecision 67:85%. Tables 6.9 and 6.10 show recall and precision results for each of the �ve209
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Text No. of Discourse-based Summarizerunits No. of units that No. of units that Recall Precisionthat were were labelled as were correctlyconsidered important on the labelled asimportant basis of the tree important on theby judges built by the basis of the treerhetorical parser built by therhetorical parserD.1 2 2 2 100.00 100.00D.2 9 8 5 55.55 62.50D.3 7 8 3 42.85 37.50D.4 12 14 6 50.00 42.85D.5 6 6 3 50.00 50.00All 36 38 19 52.77 50.00Table 6.9: Summarization results obtained by using the text structures built by the rhetor-ical parser | the clause-like unit case.Text No. of Discourse-based Summarizerunits No. of units that No. of units that Recall Precisionthat were were labelled as were correctlyconsidered important on the labelled asimportant basis of the tree important on theby judges built by the basis of the treerhetorical parser built by therhetorical parserD.1 7 7 7 100.00 100.00D.2 12 14 12 100.00 85.71D.3 10 9 6 60.00 66.66D.4 18 20 10 55.55 50.00D.5 11 6 5 45.45 83.33All 58 56 38 65.51 67.85Table 6.10: Summarization results obtained by using the text structures built by the rhetor-ical parser | the sentence case. 210
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texts that were summarized. The lower recall and precision scores associated with clause-like units seem to be caused primarily by the di�erence in granularity with respect to theway the texts were broken into subunits: the program does not recover all minimal textualunits, and as a consequence, its assignment of importance scores is coarser. When fullsentences are considered, the judges and the program work at the same level of granularity,and as a consequence, the summarization results improve signi�cantly.6.5.2 Comparison of the discourse-based summarizer with the MicrosoftO�ce97 summarization program and a baseline algorithmI was able to obtain only one other program that summarizes English text | the oneincluded in the Microsoft O�ce97 package. I ran the Microsoft summarization programon the �ve texts from Scienti�c American and selected the same percentages of textualunits as those considered important by the judges. When I selected percentages of textthat corresponded only to the clause-like units considered important by the judges, theMicrosoft program recalled 27:77% of the units, with a precision of 25:64%. When I selectedpercentages of text that corresponded to sentences considered important by the judges, theMicrosoft program recalled 41:37% of the units, with a precision of 38:70%. Tables 6.11and 6.12 show the recall and precision �gures for each of the �ve texts.In order to provide a better understanding of the results in this section, I also considereda baseline algorithm that randomly selects from a text a number of units that matchesthe number of units that were considered important in that text by the human judges.Tables 6.13 and 6.14 show recall and precision results for the baseline, Microsoft O�ce97,and discourse-based summarizers, as well as the results that would have been obtained ifwe had applied the score function (6.2) on the discourse trees that were built manually. Intables 6.13 and 6.14, I use the term \Analyst-based Summarizer" as a name for a summarizerthat identi�es important units on the basis of discourse trees that are manually built. Therecall and precision �gures associated with the baseline algorithm that selects textual unitsrandomly represent averages of 1000 runs. The recall and precision results associated withthe \Analyst-based Summarizer" in tables 6.13 and 6.14 are averages of the results shownin tables 6.5 and 6.6, and 6.7 and 6.8 respectively.6.5.3 DiscussionSelecting the most important units in a textThe results presented in this section con�rm the suitability of using discourse structuresfor text summarization. The results also indicate that our discourse-based summarizersigni�cantly outperforms the Microsoft O�ce97 summarizer, which, like the vast majorityof summarizers on the market, relies primarily on the assumption that important sentences211
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Text No. of Microsoft O�ce97 Summarizerunits No. of No. of Recall Precisionconsidered units unitsimportant identi�ed identi�edby judges correctlyD.1 2 3 1 50.00 33.33D.2 9 10 5 55.55 50.00D.3 7 9 3 42.85 33.33D.4 12 11 1 8.33 9.09D.5 6 6 0 0.00 0.00All 36 39 10 27.77 25.64Table 6.11: Recall and precision �gures obtained with the Microsoft O�ce97 summarizer| the clause-like unit case.Text No. of Microsoft O�ce97 Summarizerunits No. of No. of Recall Precisionconsidered units unitsimportant identi�ed identi�edby judges correctlyD.1 7 8 3 42.85 37.50D.2 12 12 5 41.66 41.66D.3 10 11 8 80.00 72.72D.4 18 20 3 16.66 15.00D.5 11 11 5 45.45 45.45All 58 62 24 41.37 38.70Table 6.12: Recall and precision �gures obtained with the Microsoft O�ce97 summarizer| the sentence case.Text Baseline Microsoft Discourse-based Analyst-basedSummarizer Summarizer Summarizer SummarizerRecall & Recall Prec. Recall Prec. Recall Prec.Prec.D.1 12.05 50.00 33.33 100.00 100.00 75.00 75.00D.2 38.01 55.55 50.00 55.55 62.50 61.11 78.57D.3 36.20 42.85 33.33 42.85 37.50 57.14 57.14D.4 18.32 8.33 9.09 50.00 42.85 45.83 64.70D.5 23.06 0.00 0.00 50.00 50.00 58.33 43.75All 25.7 27.77 25.64 52.77 50.00 55.55 66.66Table 6.13: Recall and precision �gures obtained with the baseline, Microsoft O�ce97,discourse-based, and analyst-based summarizers | the clause-like unit case.212
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Text Baseline Microsoft Discourse-based Analyst-basedSummarizer Summarizer Summarizer SummarizerRecall & Recall Prec. Recall Prec. Recall Prec.Prec.D.1 40.12 42.85 37.50 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00D.2 50.02 41.66 41.66 100.00 85.71 87.50 91.30D.3 52.12 80.00 72.72 60.00 66.66 80.00 88.88D.4 26.91 16.66 15.00 55.55 50.00 38.88 63.63D.5 42.31 45.45 45.45 45.45 83.83 59.09 56.52All 38.40 41.37 38.70 65.51 67.85 67.24 78.00Table 6.14: Recall and precision �gures obtained with the baseline, Microsoft O�ce97,discourse-based, and analyst-based summarizers | the sentence case.contain the words that are used most frequently in a given text.In spite of the good results, in some cases, the recall and precision �gures obtained withthe discourse-based summarizer are still far from 100%. I believe that there are two possibleexplanations for this: either the rhetorical parser does not construct adequate discoursetrees; or the mapping from discourse structures to importance scores is too simplistic. Iexamine now, in turn, each of these explanations.A comparison of the discourse-trees built by the analysts and the rhetorical parserreveals some di�erences. Some of them are caused by the fact that the rhetorical parsermakes disjunctive hypotheses about the rhetorical relations that hold between textual units,and sometimes these hypotheses are incorrect. Also, although in some cases the rhetoricalparser builds trees that perfectly match the manually built trees, because of its preferencefor trees that are skewed to the right, it does not select the appropriate ones. This suggeststhat better heuristics for discourse disambiguation can improve the results. Also, the treesthat are built by the rhetorical parser are not as �nely grained as those built manually.For example, the rhetorical parser breaks text (6.1) into 10 elementary units; in contrast,the analysts found 18 units for the same text. All these observations suggest that a betterrhetorical parser can improve the results of the summarization program.I turn now to the other possible explanation, the one that concerns the mapping fromdiscourse structures to importance scores. If we examine the results in tables 6.13 and 6.14,we can see that the di�erence in recall and precision between the discourse-based andanalyst-based summarizers is lower than the di�erence between the analyst-based summa-rizer and the 100% upper bound. This suggests that a better mapping between discoursestructures and importance scores may have a more signi�cant impact on the quality of adiscourse-based summarization program than a better rhetorical parser. In order to under-stand this claim, we should examine the cases in which recall and precision �gures werelow even for the discourse trees that were built by the analysts, which were supposed to be\perfect". 213
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Let us examine closely the correlation between the discourse structure built by the �rstanalyst for text D.5 and the units that the judges considered important in the same text.The discourse structure built by the �rst analyst for text D.5 yielded the lowest recall andprecision �gures (see table 6.5). Text (6.5), which is given below, replicates text D.5: theelementary units are numbered from 1 to 27 and the units that a majority of the judgesagreed to be important are shown in bold.[Smart cards are becoming more attractive1] [as the price of microcomput-ing power and storage continues to drop.2] [They have two main advantagesover magnetic-stripe cards.3] [First, they can carry 10 or even 100 timesas much information4] [| and hold it much more robustly.5] [Second, theycan execute complex tasks in conjunction with a terminal.6] [For exam-ple, a smart card can engage in a sequence of questions and answers that veri�esthe validity of information stored on the card and the identity of the card-readingterminal.7] [A card using such an algorithm might be able to convince a localterminal that its owner had enough money to pay for a transaction8] [withoutrevealing the actual balance or the account number.9] [Depending on the impor-tance of the information involved,10] [security might rely on a personal identi�ca-tion number11] [such as those used with automated teller machines,12] [a midrangeencipherment system,13] [such as the Data Encryption Standard (DES),14] [or ahighly secure public-key scheme.15][Smart cards are not a new phenomenon.16] [They have been in develop-ment since the late 1970s17] [and have found major applications in Europe,18][with more than a quarter of a billion cards made so far.19] [The vast majority ofchips have gone into prepaid, disposable telephone cards,20] [but even so the ex-perience gained has reduced manufacturing costs,21] [improved reliability22 ] [andproved the viability of smart cards.23] [International and national standardsfor smart cards are well under development24] [to ensure that cards, read-ers and the software for the many di�erent applications that may reside on themcan work together seamlessly and securely.25] [Standards set by the InternationalOrganization for Standardization (ISO), for example, govern the placement ofcontacts on the face of a smart card26] [so that any card and reader will be ableto connect.27]

(6.5)

Figure 6.3 shows the discourse structure built by the �rst analyst. Each elementary unitin the structure is labelled with a number from 1 to 27 as well. The numbers shown inbold that are associated with the non-elementary spans represent promotion units. Thenumbers shown in italics bold that are associated with the leaves represent the importancescores that are assigned by formula 6.2 to each elementary unit in the text. For example,214
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the promotion units of span [1,27] are units 3 and 16, while the promotion units of span[10,15] are units 11, 13, and 15.As I discussed before, when I evaluated the analyst-based summarizer, I selected from apartial ordering a number of units that reected the number of units considered importantin a text by the judges. In text (6.5), six units were considered important: those labelled1, 3, 4, 6, 17, 24. The partial ordering induced by formula (6.2) on the discourse structureof �gure 6.3 is that shown in (6.6) below.3; 16 >1; 21; 22; 23; 24> 2; 4; 5; 6; 17; 18> 26 > 19; 25; 27> 8 >11; 13; 15> 9; 10 > 12; 14(6.6)Selecting the �rst seven units in the partial ordering comes closest to the number of unitsthat were considered important by the judges. As shown in table 6.5, only three of theseven units that are selected by the analyst-based summarizer were considered importantby a majority of the judges; these were units 1, 3, and 24.If we examine the discourse structure of text (6.5) and the units that judges perceivedas being important, we notice a couple of very interesting facts. For example, a majorityof the judges labelled units 3, 4, and 6 as important. The discourse structure built by theanalyst shows that an elaboration relation holds between units 4 and 3 and between units6 and 3. Because units 4 and 6 are the satellites of the elaboration relation, they areassigned a lower score than unit 3. However, if we examine the text closely, we also �nd itnatural to include in the summary not only the information that smart cards have two mainadvantages over magnetic-stripe cards (unit 3), but also the advantages per se, which aregiven in units 4 and 6. Hence, for certain kinds of elaboration relations, it seems adequateto assign a larger score to their satellites than formula (6.2) currently does. By examiningthe same discourse structure and the importance scores assigned by judges, we can see thatnone of the units in the span [7{15] were considered important. This observation seems tocorrelate with the fact that the whole span [7{15] is an exempli�cation of the informationgiven in unit 6. If the observation that satellites of example relations are not importantgeneralizes, then it would be appropriate to account for this in the formula that computesthe importance scores.Also interesting is the fact that judges considered unit 24 important, which seems tocorrelate with a topic shift. Again, if this observation generalizes, it will have to be properlyaccounted for by the formula that computes importance scores. To make things even moredi�cult, consider the following two cases, in which the judges considered important only the�rst nucleus of a multinuclear relation. For example, although a rhetorical relation of jointholds between units 4 and 5 and a rhetorical relation of sequence holds between units 17and 18, judges considered only units 4 and 17 important. According to formula (6.2), bothpairs of units are assigned the same score. Obviously, mechanisms that are not inherent to215
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the rhetorical structure of text are needed in order to explain why only one nucleus of amultinuclear relation is considered important by humans.The discussion above suggests that there is de�nitely much more to assigning impor-tance scores to textual units on the basis of a discourse structure than �rst meets the eye.Although formula (6.2) enables a discourse-based summarizer to derive summaries of goodquality, there is de�nitely room for improvement. The experiments described in this chaptersuggest that there exists a correlation also between the types of relations that are used toconnect various textual units and the importance of those units in a text. However, moreelaborate experiments are needed in order to provide clear-cut evidence on the nature ofthis correlation.Other issuesThroughout this chapter, we concentrated our attention only on the problem of selectingthe most important units in a text. However, this solves only part of the problem, because acomplete summarization system will also have to use the selected units in order to producecoherent text. We found that the summaries that are produced by our discourse-basedsummarizer read well | after all, the summarizer selects nuclei, which represent what ismost essential for the writer's purpose and which can be understood independent of theirsatellites. Yet, we have not carried out any readability evaluation. One of the problemsthat our discourse-based summarizer still has is that of dangling references: in some cases,the selected units use anaphoric expressions to referents that were not selected. Dealingwith these issues is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis.6.6 Related work6.6.1 Natural language summarization | a psycholinguistic perspectiveThe empirical experiment described in this chapter con�rms the hypothesis that the unitsthat are promoted as important by our text theory correlate with the units consideredimportant by human judges. Given this, it would be interesting to examine how our �ndingsrelate to other work in the psycholinguistics of text summarization.Arguably, the psycholinguistic model of text summarization that has received most at-tention is that of Kintsch and van Dijk [van Dijk and Kintsch, 1977, Kintsch and van Dijk,1978, van Dijk, 1980]. This model stipulates that the information to be included in a sum-mary is determined by macrorules (processes of deletion, generalization, and integration)that operate on the propositions of the input text and that incrementally build a macrostruc-ture of that text. Further re�nements of Kintsch and van Dijk's model [Garner, 1982,Brown and Day, 1983, Brown et al., 1983] yielded a taxonomy of seven rules that areused consistently by summarizers. Two of the seven rules involve deletion of unnecessary217
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material: material that is trivial and material that is redundant. Two rules concern thesubstitution of a superordinate term, event, or action for a list of terms or actions. One ruleconcerns the selection of topic sentences and one rule the invention of topic sentences in thecases in which such sentences are not explicit in the text. The last rule, which has beenshown to be used primarily by mature summarizers, concerns the combination of informa-tion that was given across paragraphs and the expression of large bodies of texts in a fewwords. Although Kintsch and van Dijk's model has been criticized as being insu�cientlyprecise in detailing how the macrostructure of text is actually built by readers [Sanfordand Garrod, 1981] and as being too speci�c to narratives [Kintsch, 1982], a number ofcontrolled experiments [Chou Hare and Borchardt, 1984, Sj�ostrom and Chou Hare, 1984,Cook and Mayer, 1988] have shown that the teaching of these rules improves the summa-rization skills of humans.The fact that the rules proposed by Kintsch, van Dijk, Brown, Day, and others improvethe performance of human summarizers suggest that they can be also used in automaticsummarization, provided that they can be implemented (see Endres-Niggemeyer [1997] forsuch a proposal). However, from the perspective of the work described in this chapter, whichemphasizes the importance of structure in summarizing text, a di�erent line of researchseems to be more relevant.A set of psycholinguistic experiments have repeatedly con�rmed that the structure oftext is essential in summarizing text. For example, Cook and Mayer [1988] have shown thatteaching students how to discriminate and use the structure of text helped them improvethe recall of high-level information and answer application questions. Donlan [1980] hasshown that the idea of subordination and text structure is important when teaching how tolocate main ideas in history textbooks. An experiment described by Palmere et al. [1983]has demonstrated that a major idea that is supported by several subordinate propositions isbetter recalled than if it is supported by fewer propositions. And an experiment describedby Lorch and Lorch [1985] has shown that readers use a representation of topic that helpthem recall the main ideas in a text. When the topic is explicitly represented and is foundat the beginning of texts, the recall is better than when the topic is represented implicitlyor when it is found at the end of a text.Psychological experiments have con�rmed not only the role of structure in summariza-tion, but also the role of signalling. An experiment of Loman and Mayer [1983] has shownthat signalling in text increases the recall of conceptual information and helps humansgenerate high-quality problem solutions. The signalling techniques studied by Loman andMayer include (i) the speci�cation of the structure of relations by means of cue phrases anddiscourse markers; (ii) the premature presentation of forthcoming material; (iii) the use ofsummary statements; and (iv) the use of pointer or bonus words, such as \more impor-tantly", \unfortunately", etc. In fact, Glover et al. [1988] have shown that signalling even218
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across chapters through \preview" and \recall" sentences has a strong e�ect on readers'recall of prose.The structure and the explicit signals that pertain to a text can be used to derive generalsummarization techniques; in fact, our approach relies heavily on that. In some cases, itis, however, useful to exploit the structure of the domain as well. Rumelhart [1972, 1977],for example, has developed a comprehension model of text that is based on readers' appli-cation of generic schemata. Rumelhart hypothesized that these schemata help humans notonly understand the stories that they read, but also summarize them. An experiment thatcon�rms the role of schemata on text summarization has been carried out by Brooks andDansereau [1983], who have shown that the teaching of the structural schema of scienti�carticles improved the recall of important information. A more recent experiment of Dil-lon [1991], which was carried out in the context of hypertext understanding, has shown thatjournal readers possess a generic representation of scienti�c articles that helps them orga-nize isolated pieces of text into a meaningful whole. In fact, it seems that even the abstractsthemselves possess an internal structure that can be exploited by means of a schema-basedapproach [Liddy, 1991].As we have already seen, the psycholinguistic experiments discussed in this section notonly suggest that exploiting the structure of text for the task of automatic summarizationbears some cognitive plausibility, but also give hints to further developments that couldimprove the results that we have obtained so far. Implementing the summarization rulesdescribed by Kintsch and van Dijk and using text schemata in speci�c domains might notbe trivial, but might nevertheless lead to better summarization results.6.6.2 Natural language summarization | a computational perspectiveIt is very unlikely that in the close future we will be able to support, at a large scale, thedevelopment of approaches to natural language summarization that rely heavily on largeknowledge resources [Rau et al., 1989, Hahn, 1990]. As a consequence, in this section, Idiscuss primarily the assumptions and the systems that pertain to the �eld of domain-independent summarization.Word-frequency-based systemsThe idea that there exists a correlation between, on one hand, the frequency of words andtheir distribution, and, on the other hand, the signi�cance in texts of the sentences thatcontain them goes back as far as Luhn [1957, 1958]. In his experiments, Luhn observedthat this correlation follows a Bell curve whose minima correspond to words that occurvery seldom and very often and whose maximum corresponds to words that occur relativelyfrequently. The validity of using word-frequency as an indicator of signi�cance has beentested by Edmundson [1968], who showed that it is one of the weakest indicators among a219
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set that also contained title-, position-, and keyword-based indicators: it accounted for onlyabout 36% of the important sentences in a corpus of texts. (A baseline, random indicatorrecalled 25% of the important sentences in the same collection of documents.) Nevertheless,the word-frequency-based indicator continues to be used even in recent systems [Rau andBrandow, 1993, Manesh, 1997, Leong et al., 1997], most often in connection with otherindicators.Title-based systemsAnother assumption that is used frequently in implemented summarization systems is thatthe words of the title and headings correlate with what is important in texts. Edmund-son [1968] showed that the hypothesis that words of the title and heading are positivelyrelevant is statistically valid at the 99 percent level of signi�cance. However, it is able torecall only about 41% of the important sentences in a collection of documents. As in thecase of the word-frequency-based method, the title-based method continues to be used inrecent systems, such as those described by Preston and Williams [1994], Manesh [1997], andOchitani et al. [1997].Position-based systemsAn initial experiment of Baxendale [1958] showed that in 85% of 200 individual paragraphsthe topic sentence occurred in initial position and in 7% in �nal position. Although thisobservation suggests that position may correlate to a high degree with sentence signi�cance,it does not specify how the position indicator scales up to large texts. Edmundson [1968]has shown that the position-based indicator could account for up to 53% of the importantsentences in a text. A much more careful study by Lin and Hovy [1997] showed that positionof important sentences in a text is genre dependent and that one can derive a partial orderingwith respect to their importance by means of training. For newspaper articles announcingcomputer products, Lin and Hovy have shown that the title of an article is most likelyto contain signi�cant topics, followed by the �rst sentence of the second paragraph, the�rst sentence of the third paragraph, etc. In contrast, for the Wall Street Journal, theorder is: the title, the �rst sentence in the �rst paragraph, the second sentence in the�rst paragraph, etc. The position indicator is applied in connection with other indicatorsin other systems as well, such as those described by Kupiec et al. [1995], Manesh [1997],Teufel and Moens [1997], and Jang and Myaeng [1997].Keyword-based systemsWe have already mentioned that keyword-based systems rely on the assumption that impor-tant sentences in a text contain \bonus" words and phrases, such as signi�cant, important,220
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in conclusion and In this paper we show, while unimportant sentences contain \stigma"words, such as hardly and impossible. Experiments carried out by Edmundson [1968], Rushet al. [1971], Paice [1981], Kupiec et al. [1995], and Teufel and Moens [1997] have repeatedlycon�rmed that keywords constitute a good indicator of importance, the recall of importantsentences being in the range of 40 to 50%. In fact, the keyword method is also used in com-bination with other methods in systems such as those described by Manesh [1997], Aone etal. [1997], Lehmam [1997], and Jang and Myaeng [1997]. The main characteristic of thesesystems is that they all use prede�ned sets of cue phrases.A similar, but somewhat di�erent line of research is explored by Schwarz [1990], Bogu-raev and Kennedy [1997], and Szpakowicz et al. [1997], who assume that important sentencesare those that contain keyphrases, i.e, noun phrases that are usually generated by term-index identi�cation algorithms. Term identi�cation algorithms, such as that described byJusteson and Katz [1995], usually produce an unordered set of terms. Important sentencesare considered to be those that contain these terms [Szpakowicz et al., 1997]. In a moresophisticated approach, Boguraev and Kennedy [1997] use a set of rules that pertain to thelinguistic context in which the terms occur in order to assign an importance score to eachof them: those with maximal score are considered to be the most salient ones in a text. Ifdesired, one can then build a summary from the sentences that contain the most salientphrases.Information-extraction-based systemsInformation-extraction-based summarization systems [DeJong, 1982, Paice and Jones, 1993,Rilo�, 1993, Liddy, 1993, McKeown and Radev, 1995, Gaizauskas and Robertson, 1997] areusually used to generate abstracts that concern very speci�c aspects, such as the when, who,what, why, etc., of some events. The assumption that they rely upon is that the extractionsystems that they use as front-ends are robust and that they select adequately the requiredinformation. SUMMONS [McKeown and Radev, 1995], the most sophisticated system inthis category, is, in fact, the only system that thoroughly addresses the issue of generatingsummaries that are not only informative but also coherent and cohesive. A collection of planoperators and templates, which informs much work in natural language generation, is usedto combine frames of information that are extracted from a set of documents. The frames areeventually mapped into English using FUF [Elhadad, 1991], a functional linguistic surfacegenerator.Cohesion-based systemsAnother assumption on which summarization systems rely upon is that important words,sentences, and paragraphs are the highest connected entities in elaborate graph-like repre-sentations of text. The earliest account of an approach that uses the idea of cohesion is221
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that of Skorochodko [1971]. Given a text, Skorochodko shows how one can associate withit a weighted graph whose nodes are given by individual sentences; weighted links betweennodes reect the semantic overlap between the words of the corresponding sentences. Onthe basis of the graph, Skorochodko shows how an importance score can be associated witheach sentence, a score that depends on the number of arcs that are incident to the node ofthe sentence under consideration, the total number of nodes in the graph, and the numberof sentences in the longest connected fragment of text formed after the removal of the givensentence. Skorochodko's idea was also investigated by Hoey [1991] and implemented byPreston and Williams [1994].A simple form of cohesion, i.e., term repetition, was exploited by Salton et al. [1995],Salton and Allan [1995], and Salton and Singhal [1996], who applied traditional informationretrieval techniques in order to associate with a text a weighted graph whose nodes are givenby paragraphs and whose weighted arcs are given by a cosine measure of similarity betweenthe corresponding paragraphs. Subsequent experiments [Mitra et al., 1997] have shownthat the degree of overlap between the paragraphs considered important by Salton et al.'salgorithms and the paragraphs considered important by humans is signi�cantly higher thanthe overlap between the paragraphs considered important by Salton et al.'s algorithmsand a set of randomly extracted paragraphs. However, the overlap between the paragraphsconsidered important by Salton et al.'s algorithms and the paragraphs considered importantby humans was lower than the overlap between the paragraphs considered important bySalton et al.'s algorithms and the lead paragraphs.Another cohesion-based approach to text summarization is that proposed by Barzilayand Elhadad [1997], who explore the use of lexical chains. Lexical chains, as de�ned byMorris and Hirst [1988, 1991], are sequences of semantically related words, that can beautomatically derived using a thesaurus [Morris, 1988] or WordNet [St-Onge, 1995, Hirstand St-Onge, 1997]. Barzilay and Elhadad assign a strength to each chain on the basis ofits length and number of elements. They use then various heuristics in order to derive fromthe chain scores an importance assignment to each sentence in a text.The relationship between words constitutes the foundation of Mani and Bloedorn [1997a,1997b] approach as well. The algorithm that they propose �rst builds a graph for each text,whose nodes are given by words, phrases, and proper names, and whose arcs are bothsemantic in nature, i.e., they denote relations of synonymy, coreference, etc., and location-based, i.e., they denote adjacency. Using the cohesion graph, a vector of word weights isassociated with each document, in the style used by information retrieval systems. Maniand Bloedorn's system also takes as input a topic that is used by a spreading-activationalgorithm in order to re-weight the vectors of each document such that words that are\close" to the topic receive higher values. A set of backend algorithms then determinesegment boundaries and select the important sentences in a text. An evaluation procedure222
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has shown that the summaries generated in this way can reduce by 20% the time spent byusers on a retrieval task.All the cohesion-based approaches described so far take sentences, paragraphs, andtext segments as elementary units. In contrast, the approach described by Lin [1995] andHovy and Lin [1997] takes concepts as being elementary units and explore the possibility ofdetermining automatically the concepts that subsume those determined important in a text.Determining the subsumers will let one replace, for example, the list wheel, chain, pedal,saddle, light, frame, and handlebars with bicycle, by exploiting a set of part-whole relationsde�ned in WordNet. A similar notion of condensation is explored at the formal level byReimer and Hahn [1997] in the context of textual information represented in terminologicalknowledge bases. To a certain extent, even Boguraev and Kennedy's [1997] algorithm fordetermining the most salient keyphrases in a text can be interpreted as a syntax-basedcondensation method.Discourse-based systemsThe assumption made by discourse-based summarization systems is that the high-levelstructure of discourse can be used to determine the most important entities and sentencesof a text. Two theories have been used so far as basis for research in summarization: those ofSidner [1983] and Mann and Thompson [1988]. In an exploratory study, Gladwin, Pulmanand Sparck Jones [1991] have applied manually Sidner's focusing algorithm [1983] in orderto determine the entities that are salient in discourse. Their hypothesis was that the entitiesthat a text \is about" would be given by the entities that are in focus the largest numberof times. Their initial, informal evaluation suggested that there may exist a correlationbetween the entities in focus and the entities that are salient in a text, but this line ofresearch has not been investigated further.In contrast, the adequacy of using Mann and Thompson's theory in text summarizationhas been investigated more thoroughly. The idea that the nuclei of a discourse tree correlatewith what readers label as important has been long hypothesized [Mann and Thompson,1988, Matthiessen and Thompson, 1988, Sparck Jones, 1993b]. And more recently, Rinoand Scott [1996] have discussed the role that not only nuclearity but also intentions andcoherence can have in going from discourse structures to text summaries. The �rst discourse-based summarizer was built for Japanese by Ono et al. [1994], using the discourse parserof Sumita et al. [1992]. Since the discourse trees built by Sumita et al. [1992] do not havesalient units associated with the nodes, an importance score is assigned to each sentencein a tree on the basis of the depth where it occurs. An evaluation performed on editorialand technical articles showed coverage �gures of key sentences and most important keysentences in the range of 41% and 60% for the editorial articles and 51% and 74% forthe technical papers, respectively. In a follow-up experiment, Miike et al. [1994] showed223
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that when the abstracts generated by Ono et al. were presented to users in a standard,information retrieval selection task, the time required was about 80% of the time requiredto perform the same task using the original documents, with recall and precision remainingapproximately the same.Other issuesIn presenting the relevant work in the �eld, I have chosen a strategy similar to that ofPaice [1990], i.e., I reviewed the literature from the perspective of the assumptions thatvarious approaches rely upon. However, as I speci�ed repeatedly, most summarization sys-tems use a combination of methods for determining the most important units in a text.Some of these systems combine the importance scores predicted by various methods usingmanually crafted heuristics [Edmundson, 1968, Lehmam, 1997], while others rely on varioustraining techniques in order to determine the best way in which the various predictions canbe combined [Kupiec et al., 1995, Teufel and Moens, 1997, Jang and Myaeng, 1997]. Anapproach that takes to an extreme the idea that adequate summarization can be achievedonly when a variety of features that range from surface-based to pragmatic-based are ac-counted for is proposed by Aretoulaki [1996, 1997]. Aretoulaki envisions that one can gofrom natural language text to fully coherent summaries (this accounts for the process ofrewriting the selected important textual units as well) by using both symbolic and con-nectionist techniques. A collection of morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmaticanalyzers are supposed to map the input text into surface and rhetorical features. A cas-cade of neural networks is then supposed to map these features into pragmatic features,which pertain to the goals and plans of the writer and the rhetorical means by which theseplans and goals are achieved. One of Aretoulaki's main contributions comes from the ex-perimental side of her work, which suggests that the use of pragmatic features instead ofsurface features improves the recall and precision of the process that identi�es the sentencesthat are important in a text.6.7 SummaryIn this chapter, I �rst discussed the importance of evaluating not only the outputs of thesummarization programs that we build, but also the adequacy of the assumptions thatthese programs rely upon; and I claimed that this enables us to distinguish the problemsthat pertain to a particular implementation from those that pertain to the underlyingtheoretical framework. To support this claim, I designed an experiment that showed that thetheoretical concept of discourse structure can be used e�ectively for summarizing text. Theexperiment suggested that discourse-based methods and a simple mapping from discoursetrees to importance scores can account for determining the most important units in a text224
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with a recall and precision as high as 70%.I also showed how the concepts of rhetorical analysis and nuclearity can be treatedalgorithmically and I compared recall and precision �gures of a summarization programthat implements these concepts with recall and precision �gures that pertain to a baselinealgorithm and to a commercial system, the Microsoft O�ce97 summarizer. The discourse-based summarization program that I propose signi�cantly outperforms both the baselineand the commercial summarizer.By comparing the recall and precision �gures that characterized the important sentencesderived from the discourse structures that were built by human analysts and the discourse-based summarizer, I identi�ed and discussed two possible sources of improvement. The �rstconcerns the quality of the discourse structures that are derived by the rhetorical parsingalgorithm. The second concerns the mapping between these structures and the importancescores that are assigned to textual units.
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Chapter 7From local to global coherence: Abottom-up approach to textplanning7.1 MotivationTraditionally, the generation of natural language texts has been modeled as a pipeline ofindependent processes that assumes a generic architecture similar to that shown in �gure 7.1.From this perspective, a natural language generation (NLG) system is supposed to supportthe following processes, or modules:Content determination delineates from a given knowledge base the information that isrelevant to a certain query or topic;Content organization determines the way in which this relevant information is struc-tured. The structuring can be done at di�erent levels of re�nement:Text planning pertains to partitioning relevant information into units that consistof similar concepts clustered around an organization focus;Paragraph planning aims at structuring and ordering text units into clause-likesegments so that the outcome is coherent;Sentence planning aspires at rendering the information encoded in text plans into a lin-guistically motivated representation; this includes mapping text plans into grammat-ical relations, generating referring expressions for individual entities, and employingordering constraints with respect to clauses and sentences;Realization and Lexical Choice map sentence plans into text and choose the lexicalitems that are appropriate for conveying the message that is encoded by the sentence227
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Given that most NLG systems employ a pipeline architecture in which content determi-nation and content organization are treated as separate processes [Reiter, 1994], I believethat it is critical to provide a exible solution to the problem of mapping a full knowl-edge base (or any of its chosen subsets) into text. Previous research in text planning2 hasaddressed this issue only for text genres in which the ordering of sentences is very rigid (geo-graphical descriptions [Carbonell and Collins, 1973], stories [Schank and Abelson, 1977], andfables [Meehan, 1977]), has assumed that text plans can be assimilated with linear sequencesof textual units [Mann and Moore, 1981, Zukerman and McConachy, 1993], or has employedvery restricted sets of rhetorical relations [Zukerman and McConachy, 1993]. Unfortunately,the linear structure of text plans is not sophisticated enough for managing satisfactorily awhole collection of linguistic phenomena such as focus, reference, and intentions, whichare characterized adequately by tree-like text plans [Hovy, 1993, Moore and Paris, 1993,Moore and Swartout, 1991, Cawsey, 1991, Paris, 1991, McCoy and Cheng, 1991].In this chapter, I provide a bottom-up, data-driven solution for the text planning problemthat relies on the mathematical model of text structures that was proposed in chapter 2.The algorithms that I propose here not only map a knowledge pool into text plans whoseleaves subsume all the information given in the knowledge pool, but can also ensure thatthe resulting plans satisfy multiple high-level communicative goals.7.2 Foundations of the bottom-up approach to text planning7.2.1 IntroductionLet us assume that we are given the task of constructing a text plan whose leaves subsumeall the information given in a knowledge base (KB). For simplicity, I assume that the KB isrepresented as a set of semantic units U = fu1; u2; : : : ; ung. I also assume that rhetoricalrelations of the kind used throughout this thesis might hold between pairs of semantic unitsin U . These rhetorical relations can be derived from the KB structure, from the de�nitions ina library of plan operators, or can be given as input by the creator of the KB. For example, ifthe semantic units are stored in a description-logic-based KB such as Loom [MacGregor andBates, 1987] or Classic [Patel-Schneider et al., 1991, Brachman, 1992], one can derive somerhetorical relations by inspecting the types of links and paths between every pair of semanticunits. When the KB consists of a set of frames with clearly de�ned semantics, such as thoseproduced by systems developed for information extraction tasks [McKeown and Radev,1995], one can use the underlying semantics of frames to derive rhetorical relations betweenthe information encoded in di�erent slots. For less-structured KBs, one can use the librariesof plan operators that were developed by researchers in hierarchical planning [Hovy, 1993,2In the rest of this thesis, I will adopt the traditional jargon and refer to the task of content organizationas \text planning". 229
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Moore and Paris, 1993, Meteer, 1992, Moore, 1995] and derive the set of rhetorical relationsthat hold between every pair of semantic units. For very rich KBs, such as that used inthe HealthDoc Project [Wanner and Hovy, 1996, Hovy and Wanner, 1996, DiMarco andFoster, 1997, DiMarco et al., 1997, Hirst et al., 1997], one can simply extract these relationsdirectly, because they are explicitly represented.Each of the alternatives described above has been already discussed in the literature toa greater or lesser extent. Therefore, for the purpose of this thesis, I will simply assumethat the input for a text planner is a set U of semantic units and the set RU of rhetoricalrelations that hold between every pair of units in U . Note that there are no constraints onthe number of rhetorical relations that may hold between two semantic units: on one hand,when two units are not related, no rhetorical relation holds between them at all; on theother hand, depending on the communicative goal that one wants to emphasize, more thanone relation may hold between two units [Mann and Thompson, 1988, Moore and Pollack,1992]. In the latter case, I assume that RU lists all possible relations.For example, the KB in (7.1) contains four semantic units among which �ve rhetoricalrelations hold (7.2).U1 = 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>: a1 = \Insulin-dependent diabetes is the less common type of diabetes."b1 = \The pancreas, a gland found behind the stomach, normallymakes insulin."c1 = \With insulin-dependent diabetes, your body makes little or noinsulin."d1 = \The condition that you have is insulin-dependent diabetes."(7.1)
RU1 = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: rhet rel(elaboration;a1;d1)rhet rel(antithesis;a1;d1)rhet rel(elaboration;c1;d1)rhet rel(justification;c1;d1)rhet rel(elaboration; b1;c1)(7.2)The KB in (7.3) contains three semantic units among which �ve rhetorical relations hold (7.4).U2 = 8>><>>: a2 = \We can go to the bookstore."b2 = \We can go to Sam's bookstore."c2 = \You come home early."(7.3) 230
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'(asc / ascription:tense present:domain (cond / abstraction:lex condition:determiner the:process (have / ownership:lex have-possession:tense present:domain (hearer / person):range cond)):range (diab / abstraction:lex diabetes:determiner zero:property-ascription (ins / quality:lex insulin-dependent)))Figure 7.2: A Sentence Plan Language (SPL) representation of textual unit d1 in (7.1),\The condition that you have is insulin-dependent diabetes".RU2 = 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: rhet rel(elaboration; b2;a2)rhet rel(condition;c2;a2)rhet rel(condition;c2; b2)rhet rel(motivation;a2;c2)rhet rel(motivation; b2;c2)(7.4)To increase readability, the semantic units are given in textual form, but one should under-stand that a chosen formal language is actually used. For example, in HealthDoc, units arerepresented using the language of sentence plans (SPL), which was developed within thePenman group [Penman Project, 1989, Kasper, 1989] (see �gure 7.2). As in the rest of thethesis, the rhetorical relations are represented as �rst-order predicates whose �rst argumentdenotes the name of the rhetorical relation, and whose second and third arguments denotethe satellite and the nucleus that pertain to that relation.In this chapter, I show how one can derive text plans from inputs of the kind shownin (7.1){(7.2) and (7.3){(7.4).7.2.2 Key conceptsThe foundations of the bottom-up approach to text planning that I will describe rely onan under-exploited part of Mann and Thompson's Rhetorical Structure Theory [1988] and231
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Satellite before Nucleus Antithesis ConditionalBackground JustifyConcessive SolutionhoodNucleus before Satellite Elaboration PurposeEnablement RestatementEvidenceFigure 7.3: Canonical orders of text spans for rhetorical relations [Mann and Thompson,1988, p. 256]on the formalization of text structures discussed in chapter 2. During the developmentof RST, Mann and Thompson noticed that rhetorical relations exhibit strong patterns ofordering of their nuclei and satellites, which they called canonical orderings (see �gure 7.3).The key idea of the bottom-up approach to text planning is to formalize both the strongtendency of semantic units to obey a given ordering and the inclination of semantically andrhetorically related information to cluster into larger textual spans [Mooney et al., 1990,McCoy and Cheng, 1991]. In other words, the bottom-up approach to text planning assumesthat global coherence can be achieved by satisfying the local constraints on ordering andclustering and by ensuring that the discourse tree that is eventually built is well-formed.7.3 The strengths of the local constraints that characterizecoherent textsThe canonical orderings listed by Mann and Thompson (see �gure 7.3) do not cover allrhetorical relations and do not provide clear-cut evidence about how \strong" the orderingpreferences are. Fortunately, the corpus study discussed in chapter 4 provides empiricaldata for determining both the ordering preferences of the nucleus and satellite of a muchlarger set of rhetorical relations and the \strength" of these preferences. The corpus analysisalso provides data for determining the strength of the tendency of rhetorically related unitsto cluster (in some cases, the nucleus and the satellite need not be adjacent).Using the relational database that encodes the results of the corpus analysis, I com-puted, for each rhetorical relation, four data, which is explained below: the strength of thepreference for the nucleus to precede the satellite, so; the normalized average number of sen-tences that separate the nucleus and satellite, avgs; the average number of clause-like unitsthat separate the nucleus and satellite, avgc; the strength of the clustering preference, sc,which reects the inclination of rhetorically related units to be realized as adjacent clauses.Table 7.1 presents part of the statistical data that I derived for the rhetorical relations thatI use in the examples given in this chapter. Appendix E presents the statistical data for232
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each rhetorical relation that was used in the corpus.The strength of the ordering of a relation r, so(r), is a number between 0 and 1 thatreects the percentage of cases in which the nucleus of a relation was realized before thesatellite in the examples found in the corpus. For example, the strengths of the orderingpreferences in table 7.1 show that 97% of the elaborations and 36% of the concessionsin the corpus realize the nucleus before the satellite. The closer the value is to 1, the morelikely it is that rhetorical relation r realizes its nucleus before the satellite. The closer thevalue is to 0, the more likely it is that rhetorical relation r realizes its nucleus after thesatellite.The second column in table 7.1 represents the normalized average number of sentencesthat separate the nucleus and satellite of each rhetorical relation in the corpus. The nor-malized average avgs(r) is computed using formula (7.5), which is given below.avgs(r) = Xr2Corpus Sentence distancer + 1count(r)(7.5)In formula (7.5), Sentence distancer reects the content of the �eld of the same name in thedatabase and count(r) represents the number of examples in the corpus that were labelledwith relation r. Since Sentence distancer takes values that are greater than or equal to�1, we add 1 to each value in order to obtain a normalized average that is greater than orequal to 0. The closer the average is to 0, the more likely it is that rhetorical relation rrealizes its nucleus and satellite as adjacent clauses within the same sentence. The largerthe average is, the more likely it is that rhetorical relation r realizes its nucleus and satelliteas sentences that are not even adjacent.The third column in table 7.1 represents the average number of clause-like units thatseparate the nucleus and satellite of each rhetorical relation in the corpus. The averageavgc(r) is computed using formula (7.6) below.avgc(r) = Xr2Corpus Clause distancer + Distance to salient unitr + 1count(r)(7.6)In formula (7.6), Clause distancer and Distance to salient unitr reect the content of the�elds of the same names in the database. Since Distance to salient unitr takes values thatare greater than or equal to �1, we add 1 to each value in order to obtain a �gure that isgreater than or equal to 0. The closer the average is to 0, the more likely it is that rhetoricalrelation r realizes its nucleus and satellite as adjacent clauses.Since the textual units of interest are clause-like units, the strength of the clusteringpreference of a relation r, sc(r), is computed on the basis of the average clause distancebetween the nucleus and satellite of a rhetorical relation by taking the complement withrespect to 1 of the average clause distance. In the cases in which the complement yields a233
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Rhetorical relation Strength Average Average Strengthof the sentence clause of theordering distance distance clusteringpreference between between preference(nucleus nucleus nucleus�rst) and andsatellite satelliteso avgs avgc scelaboration 0.97 1.08 0.90 0.10concession 0.36 0.11 0.08 0.92justification 0.15 0.82 0.53 0.47condition 0.41 0.07 0.02 0.98motivation 0.73 0.64 0.36 0.64Table 7.1: Ordering and adjacency preferences for a set of rhetorical relations.negative value, which happens for a few outliers, we assign to the clustering preference thevalue 0.05 (see formula (7.7)).sc(r) = 8<:1� avgc(r) if 1� avgc(r) > 0;0:05 otherwise.(7.7)Values of sc(r) that are close to 0 reect no preference for clustering. Values close to 1reect a preference for clustering into units that are adjacent. For example, the strengthsof the clustering preferences that pertain to concession and condition reect a strongtendency of textual units that are related through these relations to be realized as adjacentunits. In contrast, the clustering preference associated with the relation of elaborationshows a weaker tendency of textual units that are related though this relation to be realizedas adjacent units.The results of the corpus analysis provide strong indications about ways to achieve localcoherence. Using the data in table 7.1, one can determine, for example, that if an NLGsystem is to produce a text that consists of two semantic units for which a concessionrelation holds, then it would be appropriate to aggregate the two units into only one sentenceand to realize the satellite �rst. In the case that an elaboration relation holds betweenthe two semantic units, it is appropriate to realize the units as two di�erent sentences, withthe nucleus being presented �rst. 234
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Figure 7.4: Example of a text plan in which units a2; b2 are tree-adjacent but not linear-adjacent.7.4 From local to global coherence7.4.1 PreambleOne way to formalize these local coherence preferences is as weighted constraints on order-ing and adjacency. If one uses this approach, then coherent texts will be those that arecharacterized by valid text plans that satisfy \most" of the ordering and adjacency con-straints. Before eshing out the mathematics of \most", I believe that it is worthwhile todraw the reader's attention to the fact that a proper treatment of adjacency constraintsis not straightforward because the corpus analysis provides data that pertains to a linearstructure (the sequence of textual units), whereas text plans are tree-like structures. Theposition taken here is that a proper treatment of adjacency constraints is one that takesseriously the nuclearity properties that characterize valid discourse trees. When nuclearityis accounted for, two semantic units are considered tree-adjacent if they are arguments ofa rhetorical relation that connects two subtrees and if the arguments are salient units inthose trees. For example, if a certain claim is followed by two evidence units that are con-nected through a joint relation, it is appropriate to assume that both evidence units aretree-adjacent to the claim. Two semantic units are considered linear-adjacent if they areadjacent in the text that results from an in-order traversal of the discourse tree. In the textplan shown in �gure 7.4, which is a valid text plan for problem (7.3){(7.4), units a2; b2 aretree-adjacent but not linear-adjacent.In order to provide a mathematical grounding for \most", I associate to each validdiscourse tree T , a weight function w(T ). The weight of a tree is de�ned as the sum of theintrinsic weight, wi(T ) and the extrinsic weight, we(T ).w(T ) = wi(T ) + we(T )(7.8)The intrinsic weight is given by a linear combination of the weights of the ordering con-235
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straints (worder(r; T )), tree-adjacency constraints (wtree adj(r; T )), and linear-adjacencyconstraints (wlin adj(r; T )) that are satis�ed by each rhetorical relation r in the discoursestructure T that is built (7.9).wi(T ) = Xr2T(worder(r; T ) + 0:5wtree adj(r; T ) + 0:5wlin adj(r; T ))(7.9)The coe�cients in (7.9) reect the intuition that ordering and clustering are equally im-portant for achieving coherence; nevertheless, extensive experiments could yield di�erentcoe�cient values. To date, I have not carried out such experiments.For every relation r 2 T the weights worder(r; T ); wtree adj(r; T ), and wlin adj(r; T ) arede�ned as shown in (7.10), (7.11), and (7.12) respectively.worder(r; T ) = 8<:so(r) if the nucleus of r goes before the satellite;1� so(r) otherwise:(7.10) wtree adj(r; T ) = sc(r)(7.11) wlin adj(r; T ) = 8>>><>>>:sc(r) if the nucleus of the satellite of r are adjacentin an in-order traversal of the leaves of T;0 otherwise:(7.12)If the nucleus of a relation goes before the satellite, then the value of the ordering weight isgiven by the strength so(r) derived from the corpus. If the nucleus goes after the satellite,the value of the ordering weight is given by the complement of so(r). Since the rhetoricalrelation r is used in the tree, it follows that its arguments are tree adjacent. Hence, thevalue of the tree adjacency weight is given by the strength of the clustering tendency thatwas derived from the corpus. In the case where the arguments of a rhetorical relation arelinear adjacent, the value of the linear adjacency weight is given by the strength of theclustering tendency. If the units are not adjacent, the value is 0.Since the input to the text-planning problem contains all possible relations between thesemantic units given as input, it is likely that the �nal discourse tree will not use all theserelations. However, despite the fact that some relations do not have a direct contributionto the tree that is built, some of their ordering and adjacency constraints may neverthelessbe satis�ed. I assume that discourse plans that satisfy ordering and adjacency constraintsthat are not explicitly used in the plans are \better" than those that do not, because theformer may enable the reader to derive more inferences.For a better understanding of this concept, assume, for example, that we are supposedto build a text plan for two units, a and b, between which two rhetorical relations hold:rhet rel(r1;a; b) and rhet rel(r2;a; b). Assume that r1 and r2 have the same clustering236
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Figure 7.5: Extrinsic and intrinsic weights: an example.preference and that the ordering preference of r1 is 0.5, while the order preference of r2is 0.8. That is, relation r1 has no preference for realizing the nucleus or satellite �rst, butrelation r2 has a strong preference for realizing the nucleus �rst.Assume now that we use relation r1 to construct a text plan. If we consider onlythe intrinsic weight of text plans, we have no way to choose between the two solutionsof this problem, which correspond to the two di�erent orderings of the units. The textplans associated with these orderings are shown in �gure 7.5. Both trees in �gure 7.5have the same weight, because the ordering preference for r1 is 0:5. However, the r2relation that holds between the same two units has a preference for realizing the nucleusb �rst. If our purpose is to enable the reader to derive as many inferences as possible,it would be then desirable to choose the text plan in which the ordering preference ofthe r2 relation is also satis�ed. In this case, the text plan shown in �gure 7.5.b will bethe preferred plan. This position fully embraces Moore and Pollack's [1992] observationthat both intentional and informational coherence should be accommodated by a theory ofdiscourse. The mathematical model of text structures that was proposed in chapter 2 doesnot provide the means to explicitly represent multiple relations in the �nal discourse plans,but nevertheless, the extrinsic weight favors the plans that enable the reader to recovermultiple discourse interpretations.The extrinsic weight is given by a linear combination of the weights of the ordering andlinear-adjacency constraints that are satis�ed by each relation r that does not occur in the�nal text plan: we(T ) = Xr 62T(0:25worder(r; T ) + 0:25wlin adj(r; T ))(7.13)The coe�cients that we use in (7.13) reect the intuition that the extrinsic weight of a text237
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Relation Extrinsic weight wc(r; T )0:25worder(R; T ) 0:25wlin adj(r; T )rhet rel(elaboration;b2;a2)rhet rel(condition;c2;a2)rhet rel(condition;c2;b2) 0:147rhet rel(motivation;a2;c2) 0:182 0:160rhet rel(motivation;b2;c2) 0:182wc(T ) : 0:671 0:511 0:160Table 7.3: The extrinsic weights associated with the discourse tree in �gure 7.6. Emptycells have weight zero.are maximal.7.4.3 Bottom-up algorithms for text planningA Cocke-Kasami-Younger-like algorithm for text planningThe simplest way to solve the text-planning problem is to generate all the valid trees thatcan be built given the units in U and return those whose weights are maximal. This can bedone by a variation of the Cocke-Kasami-Younger parsing algorithm [Younger, 1967] alongthe lines described by Brew [1992] (see �gure 7.7). The algorithm starts with the initial setof n singleton trees that can be built with the units in U . It then constructs, at each step,all the valid trees that are made of i semantic units, where i = 2 : : :n. Thus, for each i, thealgorithm searches for all pairs of trees that have j and i�j semantic units and builds a newtree with i semantic units if possible. The function CanPutTogether(T1; T2; RU) returns allrelations rhet rel(r; s; n) 2 RU that have not been used in the construction of any of thetwo trees T1 and T2 and whose arguments s and n belong to the set of salient units of thetwo trees. Each such relation r is used to enhance the set of valid trees that are associatedwith the entry Chart[i]. The trees that are added to the chart (see line 9 in �gure 7.7)comprise both possible orderings in which two subtrees can be assembled.Theorem 7.1. Algorithm 7.7 is both sound and complete, i.e., it derives only valid treesand it always derives the valid trees of maximal weight.Sketch of the proof. The soundness of the CKY-like algorithm follows immediately fromthe observation that the trees that are appended to the Chart at each step i � 1 enforcethe compositionality criterion and all other characteristics of valid text structures. Thecompleteness of the algorithm follows by induction on the number of units given in theinput. If the input contains only one unit, the corresponding tree is derived in line 1 of thealgorithm. The CKY-like algorithm considers at each step all possible ways in which twovalid trees can be put together to create a larger tree, which has the initial trees as subtreesof the root. Hence, the algorithm derives all the valid trees that can be built with the units239
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Input: A set U = fu1; : : : ; ung of n semantic units;A set RU of rhetorical relations that hold among the units in U .Output: The text plans of maximal weight that can be built with the units in U .1. Chart[1] := fT (u1); : : : ; T (un)g;2. for i := 2 to n3. for j := 1 to i4. for each T1 2 Chart[j]5. for each T2 2 Chart[i� j]6. rels := CanPutTogether(T1; T2; RU);7. if rels 6= null8. for each r 2 rels9. Chart[i] := Chart[i][ newTree(r; T1; T2) [ newTree(r; T2; T1);10. Select from Chart[n] the tree of maximal weight.Figure 7.7: A Cocke-Kasami-Younger-like (CKY-like) algorithm for text planning.in U and the relations RU . Because it derives all the trees, it follows that it derives thetrees of maximal weight as well.Although the CKY-like algorithm is both sound and complete, in the worst case it cangenerate an exponential number of trees.A greedy Cocke-Kasami-Younger-like algorithm for text planningIf one gives up on completeness, the CKY-like algorithm can be modi�ed so that not all validdiscourse trees are generated, but only those that look more promising at every intermediatestep. The CKY-like algorithm can be thus modi�ed into a greedy one, which is more e�cientbecause it generates for every pair of trees j and i� j only one tree, that of local maximalweight.A constraint-satisfaction-based (CS-based) algorithm for text planningAnother way to improve the e�ciency of the CKY-like algorithm is by using constraintsatisfaction techniques. In this subsection, I describe a CS-based algorithm that �rst ap-proximates the rich tree-like structure of text plans by a linear sequence. That is, thealgorithm determines the sequence of semantic units that is most likely to be coherent, i.e.,satis�es most of the linear ordering and adjacency constraints. For some applications, thissequence is su�cient. For other applications, full text plans might be needed. In the lattercase, the compilation algorithm described in chapter 3 can be used in order to build a fulltree-plan on top of the sequence. 240
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Input: A set U = fu1; : : : ; ung of n semantic units;A set RU of rhetorical relations that hold among the units in U .Output: An ordering over U that is most likely to correspond to a coherent text.1. Create a CSP problem with n variables, each ranging over the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng.2. for each rhet rel(name; ui; uj) 2 RU3. Assert weighted ordering and adjacency constraints for the units ui; uj.4. foreach pair of units ui; uj that are not arguments of the same set of relations5. Assert one unicity constraint.6. Find an ordering of the elements in U for which the overall weight of theconstraints that are satis�ed is maximal.7.? Use the compilation algorithm in �gure 3.11 to build a valid tree structure on topof the sequence obtained at step 6.Figure 7.8: A CS-based algorithm for text planning.The CS-based algorithm (see �gure 7.8) associates initially to each semantic unit in theinput an integer variable whose domain ranges from 1 to n, where n is the cardinality ofU . For example, algorithm 7.8 associates to input (7.3) { (7.4) three constraint variables,va2 ; vb2 ; vc2 , each ranging from 1 to 3.For each rhetorical relation, the algorithm associates one weighted ordering and oneweighted adjacency constraint along the lines described in section 7.4. For example, for therhetorical relation rhet rel(condition;c2; b2), the ordering constraint is vc2 > vb2 and hasa weight of 0:41, and the adjacency constraint is (vc2 = vb2 + 1) _ (vc2 = vb2 � 1) and hasa weight of 0:98. Hence, the adjacency constraints are formalized by stipulating that thedi�erence between the values of the variables that are associated with the correspondingnucleus and satellite of a rhetorical relation be 1.Since the CS-based algorithm uses only a linear representation of text plans, it is ob-vious that the modeling of the adjacency constraints is only an approximation of the wayadjacency constraints are accounted for by the CKY-like algorithm. For example, thetext plan in �gure 7.9 has a greater weight than the weight that results from summingall the weights of the constraints that are satis�ed by the linear sequence c2;a2; b2. Thereason is that, in the linear sequence, the adjacency constraint that pertains to relationrhet rel(motivation; b2;c2) is not satis�ed because units b2;c2 are not adjacent in thelinear sequence; however, they are adjacent in the resulting tree, due to the nuclearityconstraints.Since in the CS-based approach the initial target is linear, with every pair of variablesthe algorithm asserts also a unicity constraint; this constraint prevents two semantic unitsbeing mapped into the same value. However, if two semantic units occur as arguments241
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Status = {NUCLEUS}Figure 7.9: Example of a text plan whose weight is di�erent from the weight of the corre-sponding linear plan.of the same relations in a set RU , it is impossible to distinguish between their rhetoricalcontributions to the text. In these cases, the unicity constraint is not asserted.Once a constraint satisfaction problem has been derived from the input, any classical CSalgorithm can be employed to �nd out the linear sequence whose overall weight is maximal.The compilation algorithm in �gure 3.11 can then be applied to this sequence and full textplans can be obtained. In �gure 7.8, the last step of the CS-based algorithm is labelled witha ? symbol, in order to denote this optionality.The CS-based implementation �nds an ordering of the elements in U that maximizes thenumber of ordering and adjacency constraints that are satis�ed. As I have discussed above,the treatment of adjacency constraints is just an approximation of the correct treatment thatpertains to the CKY-like algorithm. In addition, in the case of the CS-based algorithm,the contribution of each of the rhetorical relations in the input is not a�ected by thatrelation being used or not in the �nal tree structure of the text. This contrasts again withthe treatment in the CKY-like algorithm, where the rhetorical relations that participateddirectly in the discourse representation contributed more to the �nal weight of the treethan the relations that were not used in the �nal discourse structure. Because of theseapproximations, it is possible that the CS-based algorithm would generate sequences thatare di�erent from those derived by the CKY-like algorithm.7.5 Implementation and experimentationI implemented in Common Lisp both the Cocke-Kasami-Younger-like and the CS-basedalgorithms. The constraint-satisfaction based algorithm was also integrated in the SentencePlanner architecture of the HealthDoc Project [Wanner and Hovy, 1996, Hovy and Wanner,1996, DiMarco and Foster, 1997, DiMarco et al., 1997, Hirst et al., 1997], whose goal isto produce medical brochures that are tailored to speci�c patients. In fact, the semanticunits in (7.1) are members of a large KB that encodes information to be given to diabetic242
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patients.A knowledge base in HealthDoc, which is called a Master Document, encodes all thematerial that is needed in order to generate customized documents for di�erent types ofpatients. The semantic units of a Master Document are represented using a variant of theSentence Plan Language [Penman Project, 1989, Kasper, 1989] and are annotated withinformation that concerns the suitability of the units for being conveyed to a particularpatient, with the rhetorical relations that hold among units, with coreference links, etc.When the system is given as input a set of features that characterize a patient's age, medicalhistory, cultural background, etc., it selects the set of semantic units that are relevant forthat patient. After the units have been selected, the CS-based algorithm runs and returnsan ordering of the semantic units that is most likely to be coherent. When given, forexample, the semantic units in (7.1) among which the rhetorical relations in (7.2) hold, theHealthDoc discourse module that implements algorithm 7.8 proposes that in order to becoherent, the semantic units should be realized in the order d1;a1;c1; b1, which correspondsroughly to this text:The condition that you have is insulin-dependent diabetes. Insulin-dependentdiabetes is the less common type of diabetes. With insulin-dependent diabetes,your body makes little or no insulin. The pancreas, a gland found just behind thestomach, normally makes insulin.(7.14)Once the discourse structure for the text has been �xed, other modules operate onthe semantic units in the structure. Up to this point, the following modules have beenimplemented (see [Hovy et al., 1998] for a detailed discussion):Aggregation | to remove redundancies across neighboring expressions;Ordering | to place clause constituents in speci�c positions in the emerging sentence;Reference | to plan pronominal and other reference.Each of the modules operates on the sequence of SPL structures that was planned by thediscourse module and modi�es it in order to increase the quality of the text. After the othermodules operate on the structure that was derived by the discourse module, the resultingtext is this:The condition that you have is insulin-dependent diabetes, which is the less com-mon type of diabetes. With this condition, your body makes little or no insulin.Insulin is normally made in a gland called the pancreas found just behind thestomach.(7.15) 243
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Figure 7.10: The text plan of maximal weight that corresponds to problem (7.3){(7.4).Other issuesAlthough the CKY-like and the CS-based algorithms do not enumerate all the trees that canbe built with the units given as input, they are still highly expensive in both space and time.In practice, I have noticed that my current implementations cannot be applied to problemsthat have more than 20 units in their inputs. Because in the HealthDoc system the textplanning algorithms are applied within each section separately, the exponential nature ofthe problem does not seem to hamper the overall performance of the system. Nevertheless,if these algorithms are to be applied to larger problems, better heuristics would need to bedeveloped in order to enable a faster convergence towards a solution.The corpus analysis in chapter 4 provides information not only on the ordering andclustering preferences of various relations, but also on the markers that can be used tosignal various rhetorical relations. If one simply embeds these markers into the �nal texts,one can realize, for example, the text plan in �gure 7.6 as \If you come home early, wecan go to the bookstore. We can go to Sam's bookstore". Although implementing such analgorithm is trivial, it seems that a proper account of the discourse markers should takeinto consideration the local lexicogrammatical constraints as well. For example, in somecases, it would be inappropriate to use a discourse marker twice. In other cases, the useof some discourse markers simply does not sound right. The investigation of the ways inwhich the modules of the system could interact in order to integrate the markers suggestedby the discourse module is beyond the scope of this thesis.3244
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7.6 Generating discourse plans that satisfy multiple commu-nicative goalsBy default, the algorithms introduced in this chapter �nd plans that satisfy the goal \telleverything that is in the KB". For example, when only the default goal is used, algorithm 1generates for the problem (7.3){(7.4) one valid tree of maximal weight 3:507 (see �gure 7.10)| a possible realization of the text plan in 7.10 is shown in (7.16) below.We can go to the bookstore. If you come home early, we can go to Sam's book-store.(7.16)However, when generating text, it is often useful to specify more than one communicativegoal. In some cases, besides informing, we may also want to motivate, persuade, or deceivethe reader.Traditionally, top-down planning algorithms are given as input only one high-level com-municative goal. Although we can modify the goal expansion process that characterizestop-down text planners so that the branches that use goals speci�ed in the input are pre-ferred over branches that do not use such goals, we still run into the same problem that wediscussed in the beginning of the chapter: there is no way to ensure that all the informationthat we want to communicate will be eventually included in the �nal text plan. In addition,the procedure described above assumes that the system can determine the communicativegoal that it needs to satisfy �rst: after all, the system has to start the expansion processfrom somewhere. In the general case, such an assumption is unreasonable; and enumeratingall the possible combinations is too expensive.In contrast with top-down planning algorithms, the bottom-up text-planning algorithmscan be easily adapted to generate plans that satisfy multiple communicative goals. For ex-ample, one can specify that besides conveying the information in the KB, another high-levelcommunicative goal is to motivate the reader to come home early (motivate(hearer;c2)).Such a communicative goal can be mapped into an extra constraint that the �nal discourseplan has to satisfy: in this case, the extra constraint will require that the �nal discourseplan uses at least one rhetorical relation of motivation that takes c2 as nucleus. Whensuch a constraint is speci�ed, there is one tree of maximal weight 3:227 that is returned bythe CKY-like algorithm, that shown in �gure 7.11. A possible realization of the text planin �gure 7.11 is shown in (7.17) below.Come home early! That way, we can go to the bookstore. We can go to Sam'sbookstore.(7.17)3See [Moser and Moore, 1997, Di Eugenio et al., 1997] for a more sophisticated analysis of the relationshipbetween discourse structure and cue phrases. 245
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Along the lines described here, one can also specify conjunctions and disjunctions of com-municative goals and pragmatic constraints that characterize ordering preferences on thelinear realization of semantic units. As an example, consider the generation problem givenbelow, i.e, the set of semantic units shown in (7.18) and the corresponding set of rhetoricalrelations shown in (7.19).U3 = 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
a3 = \About 30% of the teenagers will become experimental smokers."b3 = \We know that 3,000 teens start smoking each day."c3 = \About 90% of teenagers once thought that smoking wassomething that they'd never do."d3 = \Of the teenagers who will start smoking, about 90% will end upwith a pack and a lighter for the rest of their lives."e3 = \Teenagers want to stay non-smokers."f3 = \The pressure to smoke in junior high is greater than it willbe any other time of one's life."g3 = \About 75% of the young adults will pick up a cigarette and letcuriosity take over."(7.18)

RU3 = 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
rhet rel(evidence;a3; f3)rhet rel(evidence; b3; f3)rhet rel(evidence;d3; f3)rhet rel(evidence;g3; f3)rhet rel(concession;a3;c3)rhet rel(concession; b3;c3)rhet rel(concession;d3;c3)rhet rel(concession;g3;c3)rhet rel(justification; e3; f3)rhet rel(restatement;c3; e3)(7.19)Given the generation problem in (7.18){(7.19), the CS-based algorithm will create a con-straint satisfaction problem with seven variables, va3 ; vb3 ; : : : ; vf3 , each ranging from 1 to 7.It will associate with these variables the corresponding ordering and adjacency contraints.However, given the set of rhetorical relations (7.19), one can see that the algorithm cannotdistinguish between units a3; b3;d3; and g3 because rhetorical relations of evidence andconcession hold between each of these units and units f3 and c3 respectively. Conse-quently, no unicity constraints are associated with any pairs of variables va3 ; vb3 ; vd3 ; vg3 ;however, unicity constraints are asserted for all the other pairs.For problem (7.18){(7.19), algorithm 7.8 generates the partial ordering246
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Promotion = {C2}Figure 7.11: A text plan that corresponds to problem (7.3) { (7.4). The text plan satis�esmultiple communicative goals.e3 < f3 < a3;d3; b3;g3 < c3. This partial ordering yields 4! = 24 total orderings that cor-respond to 24 di�erent ways in which the units can be realized as coherent text. Texts (7.20)and (7.21) exemplify two of these possible realizations.[No matter how much one wants to stay a non-smoker,e3 ] [the truth is that thepressure to smoke in junior high is greater than it will be any other time of one'slife:f3 ] [30% of the teenagers will become experimental smokers.a3 ] [Of those whowill start smoking, about 90% will end up with a pack and a lighter for the restof their lives.d3 ] [We know that 3,000 teens start smoking each dayb3 ] [and that75% of the young adults will pick up a cigarette and let curiosity take over,g3 ][although it is a fact that 90% of them once thought that smoking was somethingthat they'd never do.c3 ](7.20)

[No matter how much one wants to stay a non-smoker,e3 ] [the truth is that thepressure to smoke in junior high is greater than it will be any other time of one'slife:f3 ] [75% of the young adults will pick up a cigarette and let curiosity takeover,g3 ] [About 30% of them will become experimental smokers.a3 ] [Of those whowill start smoking, about 90% will end up with a pack and a lighter for the rest oftheir lives.d3 ] [We know that 3,000 teens start smoking each day,b3 ] [although itis a fact that 90% of them once thought that smoking was something that they'dnever do.c3 ](7.21)
From the perspective of coherence, there is no di�erence between texts (7.20) and (7.21).However, from a pragmatic perspective there is a large di�erence. Empirical research incommunication studies, psychology, and social studies of persuasion [McGuire, 1968, Sti�,1994] have shown that the likelihood of achieving persuasion grows when arguments are247
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presented in increasing order of their gravity.4 For example, the units that can play the roleof evidence for the information given in f3 can be ordered from a pragmatic perspectiveaccording to a scale of gravity. On such a scale, g3 seems to be less serious than a3,which in turn is less serious than d3, which is less serious than b3. If this knowledge isrecorded in the initial set of constraints (7.19), g3 � a3 � d3 � b3, it can be used as adirect constraint by the CS-based or the CKY-like algorithm. When this extra constraintis considered, the CS-based algorithm, for example, yields only one ordering of maximalweight, e3 < f3 < g3 < a3 < d3 < b3 < c3. Text (7.21), which corresponds to thisordering, is not only coherent, but is also more likely to convince a teenage reader not tosmoke.7.7 Shortcomings of the bottom-up approach to text plan-ningThe bottom-up approach to text planning that I proposed in this chapter assumes that textcoherence can be achieved by satisfying as many of the ordering and clustering constraintsas possible. A couple of concerns can be raised in connection with this approach.� First of all, there are no psycholinguistic experiments to support the assumption. Thecorpus data provides information only with respect to individual rhetorical relationsand it says nothing about their composition.� Moreover, given the nature of the Brown corpus, which is a collection of texts of variousgenres, the strengths of the ordering and clustering constraints are not tailored to anyspeci�c domain. Being averages over all existing text genres, these scores might notbe adequate for a legal or technical domain, for example.� And most importantly, the ordering of the textual units in a text plan might beinuenced by factors that are not captured by our corpus analysis, such as focus, thedistribution of given and new information in discourse, and high-level pragmatic andintentional constraints.4Marcu [1996, 1997] reviews empirical research on persuasion in communication studies, psychology, andsocial studies and discusses its impact on the task of natural language generation from the perspective ofcontent selection, content organization, realization, and lexical choice.248
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For example, let us take the textual units in text A.4 and the corresponding rhetoricalrelations, which we reproduce for convenience below.[Farmington police had to help control tra�c recently1] [when hundreds of peoplelined up to be among the �rst applying for jobs at the yet-to-open MarriottHotel.2] [The hotel's help-wanted announcement | for 300 openings | was arare opportunity for many unemployed.3] [The people waiting in line carried amessage, a refutation, of claims that the jobless could be employed if only theyshowed enough moxie.4] [Every rule has exceptions,5] [but the tragic and too-common tableaux of hundreds or even thousands of people snake-lining up forany task with a paycheck illustrates a lack of jobs,6] [not laziness.7](7.22)
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>: rhet rel(volitional result; 1; 2)rhet rel(circumstance; 3; 2)rhet rel(background; 2; 4)rhet rel(evidence; 6; 4)rhet rel(concession; 5; 6)rhet rel(antithesis; 7; 6)(7.23)When we give the rhetorical relations in (7.23) as input to the CKY-like algorithm, thetext plan of maximal score that is produced as output corresponds to the ordering shownin (7.24), below.3 < 2 < 1 < 4 < 7 < 5 < 6(7.24)A possible paraphrase of text plan (7.24) is shown in (7.25).[The Marriot Hotel's help-wanted announcement | for 300 openings | was arare opportunity for many unemployed.3] [When hundreds of people lined upto be among the �rst applying for jobs at the yet-to-open hotel,2] [Farmingtonpolice had to help control tra�c.1] [The people waiting in line carried a message, arefutation, of claims that the jobless could be employed if only they showed enoughmoxie.4] [The tragic and too-common tableaux of hundreds or even thousands ofpeople snake-lining up for any task with a paycheck does not illustrate laziness.7][Every rule has exceptions,5] [but the people's snake-lining de�nitely illustrates alack of jobs.6]

(7.25)
Although text (7.25) is easy to understand and contains all the semantic information thatwas provided in the original text, it proposes a di�erent ordering of the elementary units.249
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The �rst part of the text, i.e., units 1 to 4 seem to convey the same information in spiteof being ordered di�erently than they were in the original text. However, the proposedordering of units 5 to 7 in text plan (7.24) does not yield a text as nicely balanced asthe original. This suggests that in building text plans we should go beyond ordering andclustering constraints.7.8 Related workTo plan paragraphs, some researchers [Carcagno and Iordanskaja, 1989] start with a tree-likestructure that contains all the information that a system could communicate; and then trimand tailor it so that it eventually �ts the communicative requirements. Other researchers userecipes [Dale, 1989], house-building plans [Mellish, 1988], mathematical proofs [Zukermanand Pearl, 1986, de Souza and Nunes, 1992, Huang, 1994, Huang and Fiedler, 1997], or thehierarchical structure of tax forms [Weiner, 1980]. In fact, each of these approaches is adirect form of exploitation of the internal structure of some underlying domain. Coherenceresults as a side-e�ect of a predetermined internal structure.In contrast to these approaches, a number of paradigms have been developed to o�ermore exibility. In the rest of this section, I review schema-, RST-, and hierachical-planning-based paradigms and discuss their ability to �nd text plans that subsume all the informationgiven in a knowledge base. I also discuss the ability of these approaches to produce textplans that satisfy multiple high-level communicative goals.7.8.1 Text plans in schema-based approachesSchemata, as used by McKeown [1985], are computational devices that have been designedto deal both with content determination and organization. In McKeown's terms, a schemais a compilation of conventional patterns that occur across various expository texts, whichis expressed in terms of Grimes's rhetorical predicates [1975]. For example, an identi�ca-tion schema captures the strategy that is used for providing de�nitions. It includes theidenti�cation of an item as a member of a generic class, the description of the attributes ofthe object, analogies, and examples (see �gure 7.12). When activated, each predicate in aschema is mapped to a query in the knowledge base, thus determining not only the contentof the �nal text but also the order in which the information retrieved from the knowledgebase is realized. The result of traversing a schema is a text plan that has a tree structureof the form given in �gure 7.13. The nodes in the plan are either rhetorical predicates orrecursively similar schema applications. The tree structure is supposed to be mapped intosentences by a left-to-right traversal of the leaves, which are all rhetorical predicates.Despite their ability to generate structured paragraphs, useful for, say, simple de-scriptions of objects or equipment, schemata are not a rich enough representation for250
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Identification schema

wines that are emphatically of the Rheingau style, (3) with a considerable weight for a white wine.

(4) Taubenberg, Sonnenberg, and Langenstuck are among vineyards of note.

(2) Attributive
(1) Identification

(3) Amplification
(4) Particular-illustration

   Eltville (Germany)                                   (1) An important wine village of the Rheingau region. (2) The vineyards makeFigure 7.12: An identi�cation schema and an example of its use [McKeown, 1985].text plans since, in this framework, text is modeled as a sequence of rhetorical predi-cates whose contribution to the ideational, interpersonal, or textual facet of the messagecannot be evaluated; the top-level node and the virtual nodes that stand for recursiveschema applications are the only nodes that carry information about communicative goals.As algorithmic artifacts, schemata are rigid structures that are not amenable to di�er-ent orderings of the rhetorical predicates. Further developments [McKeown et al., 1990,Paris, 1991] have shown how a user model can be used to improve the selection of informa-tion for di�erent rhetorical predicates, but still, schemata seem conceptually inadequate forthe exibility and richness that text plans have to provide. In other words, schemata arenot suitable for a knowledge-driven approach to generation, such as that used in HealthDoc,whose task is to map a segment of a knowledge base into natural text: the success rate ofsuch a mapping could be anywhere between zero and 100% and cannot be predicted unlessa schema is actually applied. Since most of the nodes of a text plan that was derived usinga schema-based approach are not annotated with intentional or ideational information, itis impossible to generate exible text plans that satisfy multiple high-level communicativegoals.7.8.2 Text plans in RST-based approachesThe idea of using RST relations in a generation setting is due to Mann [1984] and was �rstoperationalized by Hovy [1988b]. RST-based approaches to text planning employ the con-straints on discourse structures that were originally de�ned by Mann and Thompson [1988].Hence, although the discourse structures are similar to those formalized in chapter 2, theydo not obey all the constraints: for example, some rhetorical structure trees (RS-trees)251
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sent sent sent sent sent sent

RP RP RP
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RPFigure 7.13: Text structure in schema-based approaches. Circles represent virtual nodesthat result when schemata are applied recursively. Boxes represent rhetorical predicatesthat are eventually mapped to individual sentences.are non-binary structures and none of them employs the compositionality criterion that isessential in the work described here.Hovy's main contribution [1988b] consists in attaching to each RST relation a commu-nicative intent, and in viewing the combination of relations into paragraphs as a planningprocess. An operational RST relation contains growth points that are used by the textplanner to attach more information to the structure that is constructed. The RST treeis built through a hierarchical expansion of the goals in which the growth points can beomitted. The strategy that chooses between di�erent alternatives in the expansion processis rudimentary.Besides being the �rst attempt to operationalize RST relations, the main merit of themethod consists in the soundness of the algorithm, which ensures that any partial treereects the principles of coherence that are captured in the de�nitions of the operators.However, the approach su�ers also from the same symptoms the schema-based approachdoes: given a speci�c segment of knowledge, it cannot predict how much of that knowledgewill be mapped into text by the application of the goal expansion algorithm. And, althoughthe nodes of the RS-trees contain both intentional and ideational information, there doesnot seem to be any straightforward way for generating textual plans that satisfy multiplecommunicative goals. For highly specialized tasks, such as the generation of purpose clausesin instruction settings [Vander Linden et al., 1992, Vander Linden, 1993, Vander Linden,1994] and generation of automobile maintenance instructions [R�osner and Stede, 1992],alternative methods that are based on systemic network traversals and recursive procedurecalls have been proposed for deriving RS-trees. However, these methods do not o�er asolution to the problem of mapping a whole knowledge base segment into a text planbecause text plans are obtained through the same re�nement process that recursively mapsan initial goal into a fully eshed tree structure.Even if we ignore completely the computational problems that characterize the op-erationalization of RST, increasing evidence comes to challenge the su�ciency of RST252
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relations for the generation of high quality, coherent text [Hovy, 1990b, Cawsey, 1991,Moore and Pollack, 1992, Moore and Paris, 1993, de Souza and Nunes, 1992, Bateman andRondhuis, 1994]. The main drawback seems to be the dual ambiguity of the RST relations,since there may be more than one rhetorical structure for a given text, and more than onetext for a given rhetorical structure.As far as I know, the algorithms described in this chapter constitute the �rst attemptto address the ambiguity that concerns the one-to-many mapping between texts and dis-course structures. The bottom-up algorithms described in this chapter can generate notjust one plan but many text plans that subsume the information given in a knowledgebase. The metric de�ned in section 7.4 provides the means for determining text plansof maximal weight. The metric accommodates not only coherence constraints, but prag-matic constraints as well. The ambiguity that concerns the one-to-many mapping betweentext structures and texts is the direct e�ect of the assumptions that underlie Mann andThompson's theory: RST is meant to describe relations among segments of text, whetheror not they are grammatically or lexically signaled. To account for the multiple ways inwhich a rhetorical relation can be realized, Wanner [1994] argues for the use of a set oflexically-biased discourse structure relations that are derived on the basis of Mel'�cuk's lex-ical functions [Mel'�cuk and Polgu�ere, 1987]. The lexically-biased discourse relations aremeant to provide the mechanism for re�ning a rhetorical relation into a member of the setthat encompasses all the legal sequences of lexical functions through which this rhetoricalrelation can be realized. Although Wanner's mechanism enumerates all the possible waysin which a rhetorical relation can be realized, it does not provide the criteria that wouldenable one to choose a preferred alternative.The work described in this thesis does not address explicitly the second form of ambi-guity. However, as I have emphasized quite often throughout this thesis, the formalizationof valid text structures and the algorithms proposed here need not work only in conjunc-tion with rhetorical relations of the kind proposed by RST. It is possible that applying thesame algorithms in conjunction with a set of rhetorical relations that are closer to the lex-icogrammatical resources of a given language could provide a solution for the second formof ambiguity as well.7.8.3 Text plans in hierarchical-planning-based approachesHierarchical text planners [Moore and Paris, 1989, Moore and Swartout, 1989, Cawsey,1990, Moore and Swartout, 1991, Cawsey, 1991, Maybury, 1992, Moore and Paris, 1993,Maybury, 1993, Mittal, 1993, Mittal and Paris, 1993, Moore, 1995, Reed and Long, 1997b,Reed and Long, 1997a] attempt to make the process of text planning more exible and toaccount for a large variety of linguistic phenomena, such as focus, intentions, argumentation,and persuasion. 253
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Maybury [1992, 1993] constructs a set of plan operators that can be used for generat-ing explanatory texts by formalizing within the operators all the possible ways in whichone can explain something; these heuristics were discovered through a corpus study ofexplanatory texts. For example, in order to generate a description, one can use a de�ni-tion, division, detail, comparison, or analogy. Other text planners [Moore and Paris, 1989,Moore and Swartout, 1989, Cawsey, 1990, Moore and Swartout, 1991, Cawsey, 1991, Mooreand Paris, 1993, Mittal, 1993, Mittal and Paris, 1993, Moore, 1995] try to achieve exi-bility and generality by encoding in plan operators the intentions, e�ects, and constraintsthat were developed within RST. And yet other approaches, such as that taken in Dio-genes [Defrise and Nirenburg, 1990, Nirenburg et al., 1989] and Spokesman [Meteer, 1991b,Meteer, 1991a, Meteer, 1992], achieve exibility by enriching the language of goal re�ne-ment that was developed by Hovy [1988b]. In both Diogenes and Spokesman plans arehierarchically organized sets of frames. Each frame contains structural links to its parentand children, partial sentence plans, plan-role relations, locutionary information, etc. Atop-down expansion process re�nes an initial goal into a fully eshed-out text plan.In spite of their exibility and the large variety of linguistic phenomena that they handle,hierarchical planners cannot ensure that all the knowledge that makes up a knowledge poolwill be eventually mapped into the leaves of the resulting text plan: after building a partialtext plan, which encodes a certain amount of the information found in the initial knowledgepool, it is highly possible that the information that is still unrealized will satisfy none ofthe active communicative goals.Before ending the discussion on text planning, I would like to discuss a problem ofterminology that concerns the inadequacy of using the notion of \hierarchical planning" inconjunction with NLG systems, a notion that was de�ned originally by Sacerdoti [1974].The idea behind Sacerdoti's system, Abstrips, was that a problem can be �rst solved in anabstract space and then re�ned at levels that are successively more detailed. Consider thecase of a robot that is to collect a number of cans that are spread out in three rooms: itseems reasonable to assume that in accomplishing this task, the robot will perform actionssuch as move to a given room, move to a speci�c can, and pick up a can. In order to pick upa can, a robot needs not only to have its arm empty, but also be in the room where the can is.Being in the same room with the can seems to be more critical than having the arm empty.Sacerdoti's idea was to assign criticalities to plan operators, i.e., numbers that indicate therelative di�culty of satisfying the preconditions of each operator. The planner uses thesecriticalities to �nd �rst an abstract plan that satis�es only the preconditions of the operatorswith the highest values for criticalities. In the robot example, with appropriate de�nitionsfor plan operators and appropriate assignments of criticality values for the preconditions,the robot will �rst �nd a plan that will take it to each of the three rooms. Once this planis built, it can be further re�ned, so that in each room the robot will pick up the cans.254
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The �rst point I want to make is that abstract planning means �nding complete solutionsat di�erent levels of abstraction and that Sacerdoti's approach works in cases where thelevels of re�nement di�er only with respect to the preconditions embedded in the planoperators. The second point I want to make is that the very notion of planning requires anability of the system to reason about the e�ects of the actions that are taken; in order topick up the cans from, let us say, room two, the robot has to be in room two. None of theserequirements is addressed in most of the natural language approaches to text planning!Hovy [1988b, 1990b, 1991, 1992, 1993], Cawsey [1990, 1991], Moore and Paris [1989,1993], Moore and Swartout [1989, 1991], Moore [1995], Maybury [1992, 1993], and Mit-tal [1993] all claim that their systems employ hierarchical planning in the style of Abstrips,but none of them satisfy the requirements that I mentioned in the previous paragraph. Infact, all these planners perform goal expansion and goal matching in which partial struc-tures do not constitute complete, abstract solutions for the goal, or even worse, in whichdi�erent levels of abstractions are mixed more or less randomly; and none of the plannersdeals seriously with the e�ects of the actions that are taken. In the best case, the systemsmonitor the e�ects that some communicative acts have on the hearer, but none of themreasons about the e�ects of these actions on the text itself. I include here e�ects such asinformation X has been conveyed, concept Y has been constructed and used or discourse unitZ has been realized and consequently is available from now on as discourse unit referent.As acknowledged by many researchers in planning [George�, 1987, Knoblock, 1992] andcomputational linguistics [Meteer, 1992, Rubino�, 1992, Young et al., 1994, Young andMoore, 1994], hierarchical planners impose a homomorphic constraint between the di�erentlevels of abstraction: if there is a solution at the ground level, then there exists a corre-sponding solution at the more abstract levels as well, and vice versa. A strong restriction ofhierarchical planners is that they cannot account for e�ects in di�erent subtrees and thatthey assume that the preconditions that are determined to be details in the abstractionprocess are independent [Knoblock, 1992]. Moreover, text planners are unable to distin-guish between intended e�ects and side e�ects [Young et al., 1994, Young and Moore, 1994],between crucial steps and unimportant ones [Huang, 1994]. Although there is an abundanceof approaches that claim to do Abstrips-like planning, only Meteer [1991a, 1992] and Reedand Long [1997b, 1997a] attempt to solve the problems that are enumerated above from theperspective taken in hierarchical planning. In most cases, the requirement of homomorphismis not addressed at all, or is watered down to an interface problem between the abstracttext planner and the linguistic realizer, in which the former plans with the constraints thatare put forth by the latter (Hovy [1988a, 1988c, 1990a], Rubino� [1992]).255
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7.9 SummaryIn this chapter, I have presented empirical results that concern the strength of the tendenciesof rhetorically related units to obey a given nucleus-satellite ordering and to cluster intolarge textual spans. I have then shown how these strengths can be used in order to assigna weight to a discourse structure: the larger a weight, the higher the likelihood that thediscourse structure is coherent. I have introduced a new, data-driven approach to thetext-planning problem and proposed three algorithms that map full knowledge bases intovalid discourse trees. I have also shown how these algorithms can be used to generate textplans that satisfy multiple high-level communicative goals and discussed briey how thetext plans produced by the algorithms are further re�ned into English in HealthDoc, ageneration system that produces health-education materials that are tailored to particularaudiences.
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Chapter 8ConclusionsThis thesis contributes to the understanding of the linguistic and formal properties of thehigh-level, rhetorical structure of unrestricted texts; the computational means that enablethe derivation of this structure in the context of both natural language understandingand generation; and the relationship between text structures and text summaries. In thischapter, I critically review these contributions and suggest future work.8.1 The linguistic and formal properties of text structures8.1.1 ContributionsThe formulation of the weak and strong compositionality criteria for valid textstructuresIn chapter 2, I have shown that the current lack of algorithms to derive the high-level struc-ture of unrestricted text can be explained not only by the ambiguity of the de�nitions ofrhetorical relations that are proposed by various theories but also by the lack of a com-positionality criterion, one that would explain the relationship between rhetorical relationsthat hold between large textual units and rhetorical relations that hold between elementaryunits. In chapter 2, I have �rst proposed a weak compositionality criterion. This criterionhas been proven to be useful for a manual investigation of discourse, but too weak to be for-malized using state-of-the-art techniques. To circumvent this problem, I have strengthenedthe weak criterion, thus obtaining a strong compositionality criterion that can be easilyformalized in the language of �rst-order logic.The formalization of the mathematical properties of the high-level structure ofunrestricted textI have provided a �rst-order formalization of the mathematical properties of the high-levelstructure of unrestricted text. The formalization assumes that texts can be sequenced into257
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elementary units; that discourse relations of various natures hold between textual units ofvarious sizes; that some textual units are more essential to the writer's purpose than others;that trees are a good approximation of the abstract structure of text; and that valid textstructures obey the strong compositionality criterion given in proposition 2.2.The formalization that I have proposed is independent of the taxonomy of rhetoricalrelations that it relies upon. As an example, I have shown how, by adopting the taxonomyof relations proposed by Mann and Thompson [1988], one can obtain a formalization ofRhetorical Structure Theory.The melding of Mann and Thompson's and Grosz and Sidner's discourse theo-riesTaking as a starting point a discussion of Moser and Moore [1996], I have provided aformalization of the relationship between text structures and intentions. More precisely,I have provided a uni�ed formalization of Mann and Thompson's Rhetorical StructureTheory [Mann and Thompson, 1988] and Grosz and Sidner's theory [1986]. The melding ofstructure- and intention-based constraints enables the derivation of intentional inferenceson the basis of the structure of text and provides a means for using intentional judgmentsfor reducing the ambiguity of text structures.8.1.2 Shortcomings and future workThe main shortcoming of my formal inquiry into the structure of text and the relationshipbetween structures and intentions comes from its simplicity. The formalization presentedin this thesis completely ignores a wealth of linguistic phenomena that have been shown tobe important in discourse understanding. These phenomena include focus, topic, cohesion,pragmatics, etc. Formalizing these linguistic dimensions of text and incorporating theminto the formal model presented in this thesis is a research direction that promises to beextremely rewarding.Even if we ignore for the moment the linguistic phenomena that are currently not dealtwith in the model, we can still attack the assumptions on which the formalization relies. Forexample, the formalization assumes that text can be sequenced into elementary units, butas I have discussed in chapter 4, providing an objective de�nition for this is not trivial. Andthe same holds with respect to providing objective de�nitions for a taxonomy of rhetoricalrelations. And even if these problems are given adequate solutions, in some cases, the treestructures that are formalized here still seem to be insu�cient for explicitly representingmultiple relations that hold between various textual units. Future research will have toprovide means for relaxing the tree-like structure used here in order to enable one textualunit to be related to more than one unit in the formal representation of text.258
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8.2 The algorithmic derivation of valid text structures8.2.1 ContributionsThe algorithmic derivation of valid text structures | theoretical issuesIn chapter 3, I have proposed four paradigms for solving the problem of text structurederivation given in de�nition 2.2. Two paradigms apply model-theoretic techniques; theyyield two algorithms:� One algorithm maps a text structure derivation problem with n elementary units intoa constraint-satisfaction problem with 3n(n+1)=2 variables and 1=12(n4+4n3+5n2+2n+ 12) constraints.� The other algorithm maps a text structure derivation problem into a propositionalsatis�ability problem with at most O(n3) variables and O(n5) conjunctive-normal-form constraints.Two paradigms apply proof-theoretic techniques.� One paradigm yields a proof theory and an algorithm for deriving valid text structuresthat is both sound and complete.� The other paradigm maps a text structure derivation problem into a recognition prob-lem with a grammar in Chomsky normal form. An algorithm that uses this paradigmand that is shown to be both sound and complete solves a derivation problem with nelementary units in O(n6).The algorithmic derivation of valid text structures | empirical issuesI have empirically compared the algorithms pertaining to the four paradigms on a set ofeight text derivation problems. The comparison has shown that the algorithm that usesgrammars in Chomsky normal form outperforms the one that implements straightforwardlythe proof-theoretic account, which in turn outperforms the algorithms that use propositionalsatis�ability, which in turn outperforms the algorithm that applies traditional constraint-satisfaction techniques.Within the class of algorithms that use propositional satis�ability, I have empiricallycompared the ability of Davis{Putnam's exhaustive procedure and two greedy procedures,GSAT and WALKSAT to �nd models of text structure derivation problems. Surprisingly,I found that the Davis{Putnam procedure outperforms the greedy methods.259
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A non-incremental approach to text structure derivationThe paradigms of text structure derivation that I have proposed in this thesis depart fromthe incremental approaches to discourse processing that are ubiquitous in the literature.The main advantage of the approach to discourse structure derivation that I have proposedhere is that it cannot lead to nonmonotonic interpretations, as incremental approaches can.8.2.2 Shortcomings and future workAlthough computationally e�cient, the non-incremental approach to discourse processingthat I have proposed in this thesis is not psycholinguistically plausible. By choosing e�-ciency over cognitive plausibility, I have preempted any possibility of modelling phenomenasuch as mistakes and re-interpretations, which are common in discourse. Nevertheless, theformalization of text structures in chapter 2 poses no constraints on the algorithms thatcan derive those structures. Future research can produce produce algorithms that are bothe�cient and incremental.The empirical comparison between the ability of Davis{Putnam's, GSAT, and WALK-SAT procedures to �nd models for propositional theories suggests that greedy methodsmight not be better than exhaustive methods for satis�ability problems that are highlystructured. Unfortunately, the empirical work described in chapter 3 is insu�cient to war-rant the validity of such conclusion. Further research can nevertheless shed more light onthis issue.8.3 The corpus analysis of cue phrases8.3.1 ContributionsA comprehensive analysis of cue phrasesThe corpus analysis discussed in chapter 4 constitutes the largest empirical study of therelationship between cue phrases, the rhetorical relations that they signal, the rhetoricalstatus and the boundaries of the textual units that are found in their vicinity. It consists ofa database of more than 7600 text fragments that contain marked occurrences of more than450 cue phrases. To my knowledge, this corpus analysis is the �rst one that encodes notonly linguistic information, but also algorithmic information. The blend of linguistic andalgorithmic information enables the derivation of algorithms that determine the elementarytextual units in a text and that hypothesize rhetorical relations that hold among theseunits. In other words, the corpus analysis provides empirical grounding for a proceduralaccount of cue phrases [Caron, 1997], one that treats them as instructions that permit thedetermination of discourse units and the construction of complex text structures.260
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8.3.2 Shortcomings and future workThe most important shortcoming of the work described in chapter 4 concerns its degree ofcompletion; I was the only analyst of 2100 of the 7600 text fragments in the corpus. Tocounterbalance this shortcoming, I did not evaluate any of the algorithms that were derivedusing the data in the corpus against my own subjective judgments but rather against datathat did not occur in the corpus and that was analyzed independently by a relatively largenumber of judges.Another shortcoming of the corpus analysis is that it relied on non-objective de�nitionsof the notions of elementary textual unit, rhetorical relation, and rhetorical status. How-ever, providing empirically grounded, objective de�nitions for all these notions amountsto proposing an objective, empirically grounded taxonomy of rhetorical relations, which isbeyond the scope of this thesis.The degree of completion and the lack of objective de�nitions are not the only short-comings of the corpus analysis. In fact, I believe that one can �nd faults with every �eldin the database and provide many suggestions for improvement. The most obvious sugges-tion would be to encode full text structures and not merely the relations that are signalledby a certain cue phrase. Or to encode information concerning the part of speech of thewords found in the vicinity of cue phrases and to use that information in order to determinewhether a cue phrase has a discourse function or not. Or to encode information about theentities that are in focus and study empirically the relationship between focus operationsand cue phrases.8.4 The rhetorical parsing of natural language texts8.4.1 ContributionsThe discourse marker and clause-like unit identi�cation algorithmIn chapter 5, I have proposed an algorithm that determines the elementary units of text andthe cue phrases that have a discourse function. To my knowledge, this is the �rst algorithmthat identi�es clause-like unit boundaries on the basis of only surface-form methods. Therecall and precision �gures have been shown to be in the range of 80% and 90% respec-tively, in the condition in which the input to the algorithm was unrestricted text and notmanually encoded sets of features as in the case of the algorithms proposed by Hirschbergand Litman [1993], Litman [1994, 1996], and Siegel and McKeown [1994].The derivation of valid text structures in the case of disjunctive hypothesesDiscourse markers are an ambiguous indicator of the rhetorical relations that hold amongtextual units. In order to deal with this ambiguity, I have extended the proof-theoretic261
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techniques that I discussed in chapter 3 so that they can handle disjunctive relations aswell. I have designed sound and complete algorithms that derive the structure of text inthe case in which the rhetorical relations that are given as input are sets of disjunctivehypotheses and I have proposed a heuristic for determining the \best" discourse tree in acollection of valid trees.The rhetorical parsing algorithmIn chapter 5, I have proposed the �rst surface-form-based rhetorical parsing algorithm;the algorithm takes as input an unrestricted English text, determines its elementary units,hypothesizes rhetorical relations among these units, and derives its valid discourse struc-tures. Although the algorithm relies only on cue phrases and word co-occurrences, themethodology it proposes is general: it can easily accommodate more elaborate syntacticand semantic methods both for determining the elementary units and for hypothesizing therhetorical relations that hold among them.8.4.2 Shortcomings and future workIn designing a rhetorical parsing algorithm, I had to make a quite large number of choices: Ihad to choose between using surface-form, syntactic, and part-of-speech tagging methods; Ihad to choose between assuming or not that paragraph breaks correlate with the high-levelstructure of discourse; and I had to choose an evaluation function for determining whatdiscourse trees are the \best". As a consequence, it is obvious that the work presented inchapter 5 investigates only one of the many possible ways in which discourse structures canbe built. The thesis does not make any claim that the choices that I made would yield thebest results.Another shortcoming pertains to the evaluation of the rhetorical parser. As I have dis-cussed in section 5.8, an adequate evaluation would assume the existence of a signi�cantnumber of manually built discourse structures. However, until we develop objective de�ni-tions for rhetorical relations, it is quite unlikely that we would be able to achieve signi�cantagreement among the analysts that would build these structures; in addition, the resourcesthat would be needed to build a corpus of discourse trees would be quite signi�cant. Andeven if we assume that we have a corpus of discourse trees, we still need to �nd appropriateevaluation metrics, similar to those that were developed to evaluate syntactic trees. Thisthesis did not investigate any of these issues.The work described in chapter 5 is open to many improvements. For example, one couldinvestigate the use of machine learning techniques for deriving better discourse marker andclause-like unit identi�cation algorithms; or the use of statistical techniques for hypothe-sizing more precise rhetorical relations among the textual units. Or one could investigatebetter heuristics for determining the \best" discourse trees of a text.262
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The extensions suggested above concern \local" improvements. Without diminishingtheir importance, I would like to point out that the idea of rhetorical parsing can have asigni�cant impact on natural language research, because it provides the ground for manyapplications that still await adequate solutions. For example, one could investigate therelationship between syntactic and rhetorical parsing and use the rhetorical parser in orderto construct accurate syntactic trees. Or one could use the rhetorical parser in order todevelop new anaphora resolution algorithms, which put more emphasis on the structure ofdiscourse than current algorithms do. Or one could use the rhetorical parser in order toinvestigate ways to derive the structure of arguments, the intentions of the writer, etc. Thesummarization program in chapter 6 is only one of the many possible applications that hasthe rhetorical parsing algorithm at its foundation.8.5 The summarization of natural language texts8.5.1 ContributionsThe psycholinguistic investigation of the relationship between text structuresand what readers perceive as being important in a textIn chapter 6, I have presented a psycholinguistic experiment that shows that there exists astrong correlation between the nuclei of a text structure and what readers perceive as beingimportant in the corresponding text. Hence, I have shown that the structure of text can beused e�ectively for determining the most important units in a text.The discourse-based summarization algorithmI have also proposed a discourse-based summarization algorithm. The algorithm takes asinput a text and a number p; 1 � p � 100. It uses the rhetorical parser in order to derive thetext structure of the text, and on that basis, it selects the most important p% of the unitsin the text. The discourse-based summarization algorithm has been shown to signi�cantlyoutperform both a baseline algorithm and Microsoft's O�ce97 summarization program.8.5.2 Shortcomings and future workThe main shortcoming of the discourse-based summarization algorithm concerns the map-ping between discourse structures and the importance scores that are assigned to the unitsin the text given as input. In section 6.5.3, I have suggested that in order to improve thequality of the summaries, one would need to use not only the dichotomy between nucleiand satellites but also the types of rhetorical relations that relate certain textual units. Se-lecting the most important units in a text may also depend on the audience pro�le and thepurpose for which a summary is created | none of these issues have been yet investigated.263
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And mapping the selected textual units into coherent text is another issue that deservesfull attention.The summarization program presented in chapter 6 can be used as a stand-alone productor can be embedded in a variety of applications. For example, it seems reasonable to usethe summarization algorithm as a front-end for a Web indexing engine: instead of indexingfull documents, the engine would index only summaries of documents. Intuitively, such anapproach would produce better recall and precision results than current search engines do;however, a proper investigation needs to be carried out in order to establish the validity ofthis intuition.8.6 The generation of natural language texts8.6.1 ContributionsThe empirical investigation of the strengths of the ordering and clustering pref-erences of the nuclei and satellites of rhetorical relationsMann and Thompson [1988] suggested that some rhetorical relations exhibit strong patternsof ordering of their nuclei and satellites. In chapter 7, I use the data in the corpus in order todetermine empirically the strengths of the ordering and clustering preferences of the nucleiand satellites of the rhetorical relations in the corpus.The bottom-up approach to text planningThe strengths of the ordering and clustering preferences of the nuclei and satellites of rhetor-ical relations provide the empirical grounding for a bottom-up approach to text planning.The approach is particularly suitable when the main communicative goal is \tell everythingthat is in this knowledge pool", but it can also handle generation problems that involvemultiple high-level communicative goals. The bottom-up approach assumes that global co-herence can be achieved by satisfying the local constraints on ordering and clustering andby ensuring that the discourse tree that is eventually built is valid. In chapter 7, I haveproposed three algorithms that implement the bottom-up approach to text planning andshown how they can be integrated into HealthDoc, a natural language system that generatestexts that are tailored to speci�c audiences.8.6.2 Shortcomings and future workOne possible criticism of the bottom-up approach to text generation is that it uses strengthsof ordering and clustering preferences that were derived from only about a quarter of thedata in the corpus. Indeed, it is possible that the values of the preferences that were derivedfrom the analyzed corpus will change when the corpus study will be completed. Although264
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this is likely to happen, I expect that the algorithms will not need to be modi�ed. Infact, the strengths of the ordering and clustering preferences that were obtained so far (seeappendix E) are consistent with Mann and Thompson's intuitions that are reected by thecanonical orderings shown in table 7.3.A more serious criticism concerns the computational properties of the bottom-up textplanning algorithms. It is true that the bottom-up text planning algorithms that I haveproposed are only exponential, and not undecidable, as the ubiquitous top-down planningalgorithms are, but still if the bottom-up algorithms are to be applied for large scale prob-lems, better solutions will have to be identi�ed.Another direction for future work concerns the integration of the text planning algo-rithms into the HealthDoc architecture. The current implementation applies aggregation,reordering, and reference repairs to the text plans generated by the bottom-up algorithm.Ideally, all the modules would perform repairs concurrently, thus also enabling an appro-priate signalling with discourse markers of the discourse relations that pertain to a giventext plan.
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Appendix AText examplesText A.1 [Mann and Thompson, 1988, p. 252].[The next music day is scheduled for July 21 (Saturday), noon-midnight.1] [I'llpost more details later2] [but this is a good time to reserve the place on yourcalendar.3]( rhet rel(concession; 2; 3); rhet rel(elaboration; 2; 1)rhet rel(justification; 1; 2); rhet rel(justification; 1; 3)Text A.2[No matter how much one wants to stay a non-smoker,1] [the truth is that thepressure to smoke in junior high is greater than it will be any other time of one'slife.2] [We know that 3,000 teens start smoking each day,3] [although it is a factthat 90% of them once thought that smoking was something that they'd neverdo.4]8>><>>: rhet rel(justification; 1; 2); rhet rel(justification; 4; 2)rhet rel(evidence; 3; 2); rhet rel(concession; 3; 4)rhet rel(restatement; 4; 1)Text A.3 [Hirst, 1994][A suspected bank robber was in fair condition in hospital last night1] [after beinghit in the face with a shotgun blast �red by police on a west-end Toronto street.2]267
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[Police said a detective armed with a 12-gauge shotgun �red one shot at the van3][when the man pulled a handgun.4] [The pellets went through the van, shatteringboth van windows.5]8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: rhet rel(sequence; 2; 1); rhet rel(non volitional result; 2; 1)rhet rel(sequence; 5; 2); rhet rel(non volitional result; 5; 2)rhet rel(non volitional result; 3; 2); rhet rel(sequence; 3; 5)rhet rel(volitional result; 3; 5); rhet rel(sequence; 4; 3)rhet rel(non volitional result; 4; 3)Text A.4 [Mann and Thompson, 1988, p. 253].[Farmington police had to help control tra�c recently1] [when hundreds of peoplelined up to be among the �rst applying for jobs at the yet-to-open MarriottHotel.2] [The hotel's help-wanted announcement | for 300 openings | was arare opportunity for many unemployed.3] [The people waiting in line carried amessage, a refutation, of claims that the jobless could be employed if only theyshowed enough moxie.4] [Every rule has exceptions,5] [but the tragic and too-common tableaux of hundreds or even thousands of people snake-lining up forany task with a paycheck illustrates a lack of jobs,6] [not laziness.7]8>><>>: rhet rel(volitional result; 1; 2); rhet rel(circumstance; 3; 2)rhet rel(background; 2; 4); rhet rel(evidence; 6; 4)rhet rel(concession; 5; 6); rhet rel(antithesis; 7; 6)Text A.5[No matter how much one wants to stay a non-smoker,1] [the truth is that thepressure to smoke in junior high is greater than it will be any other time ofone's life:2] [75% of young adults will pick up a cigarette and let curiosity takeover,3] [About 30% of will become experimental smokers.4] [Of those who willstart smoking, about 90% will end up with a pack and a lighter for the rest oftheir lives.5] [We know that 3,000 teens start smoking each day,6] [although it isa fact that 90% of them once thought that smoking was something that they'dnever do.7] 268
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8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: rhet rel(justification; 1; 2); rhet rel(evidence; 3; 2)rhet rel(evidence; 4; 2); rhet rel(evidence; 5; 2)rhet rel(evidence; 6; 2); rhet rel(concession; 3; 7)rhet rel(concession; 4; 7); rhet rel(concession; 5; 7)rhet rel(concession; 6; 7); rhet rel(restatement; 7; 2)Text A.6 [Mann and Thompson, 1988, p. 261].[What if you're having to clean oppy drive heads too often?1] [Ask for Syncomdiskettes, with burnished Ectype coating and dust-absorbing jacket liners.2] [Asyour oppy drive writes or reads,3] [a Syncom diskette is working four ways4][to keep loose particles and dust from causing soft errors, drop-outs.5] [Cleaningagents on the burnished surface of the Ectype coating actually remove build-upfrom the head,6] [while lubricating it at the same time.7] [A carbon additive drainsaway static electricity8] [before it can attract dust or lint.9] [Strong binders holdthe signal-carrying oxides tightly within the coating.10] [And the non-woven jacketliner11] [more than just wiping the surface12] [provides thousands of tiny pocketsto keep what it collects.13] [To see which Syncom diskette will replace the onesyou're using now,14] [send for our free Flexi-Finder selection guide and the nameof the supplier nearest you.15]8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>: rhet rel(purpose; 5; 4); rhet rel(circumstance; 3; 4)rhet rel(circumstance; 7; 6); rhet rel(purpose; 9; 8)rhet rel(antithesis; 12; 11); rhet rel(joint; 6; 8)rhet rel(joint; 8; 10); rhet rel(joint; 10; 11)rhet rel(elaboration; 10; 4); rhet rel(elaboration; 11; 4)rhet rel(enablement; 15; 14); rhet rel(purpose; 13; 14)rhet rel(motivation; 4; 2); rhet rel(enablement; 14; 2)rhet rel(solutionhood; 1; 2)Text A.7[With its distant orbit1] [| 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth |2] [andslim atmospheric blanket,3] [Mars experiences frigid weather conditions.4] [Surface269
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temperatures typically average about �60 degrees Celsius (�76 degrees Fahren-heit) at the equator5] [and can dip to �123 degrees C near the poles.6] [Only themidday sun at tropical latitudes is warm enough to thaw ice on occasion,7] [butany liquid water formed in this way would evaporate almost instantly8] [becauseof the low atmospheric pressure.9][Although the atmosphere holds a small amount of water,10] [and water-iceclouds sometimes develop,11] [most Martian weather involves blowing dust or car-bon dioxide.12] [Each winter, for example, a blizzard of frozen carbon dioxiderages over one pole,13] [and a few meters of this dry-ice snow accumulate14] [aspreviously frozen carbon dioxide evaporates from the opposite polar cap.15] [Yeteven on the summer pole,16] [where the sun remains in the sky all day long,17][temperatures never warm enough to melt frozen water.18]8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
rhet rel(elaboration; 2; 1); rhet rel(joint; 1; 3)rhet rel(justification; 1; 4); rhet rel(justification; 3; 4)rhet rel(joint; 5; 6); rhet rel(elaboration; 5; 4)rhet rel(contrast; 7; 8); rhet rel(non volitional result; 9; 8)rhet rel(elaboration; 7; 5); rhet rel(concession; 10; 12)rhet rel(concession; 11; 12); rhet rel(joint; 10; 11)rhet rel(example; 13; 12); rhet rel(example; 14; 12)rhet rel(joint; 13; 14); rhet rel(non volitional result; 15; 13)rhet rel(non volitional result; 15; 14); rhet rel(elaboration; 17; 16)rhet rel(elaboration; 17; 18); rhet rel(joint; 16; 18)rhet rel(elaboration; 12; 4); rhet rel(antithesis; 16; 4)rhet rel(antithesis; 18; 4)Text A.8 [Martin, 1992, p. 259].[Governments were committed to ination1] [because they were themselves partof the system which required it.2] [Modern capitalism thrives on expansion andcredit3] [and without them it shrivels.4] [Equally however it requires the rightcontext,5] [which is an expanding world economy:6] [a national economy is dis-tinct and severable from other national economies in some senses but not all.7][If the total economy of which it is part does not expand,8] [then the ination inthe particular economy ceases to be fruitful9] [and becomes malignant.10] [Fur-thermore, the more the particular economy ourishes,11] [the more dependent isit 270
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upon the total economy to which it is directing a part of its product,12] [and themore dangerous is any pause in its alimentation13] [| the easier it is to turnfrom boom to bust.14] [Finally, any government operating within such a systembecomes overwhelmingly committed to maintaining it,15] [more especially whensymptoms of collapse appear16] [as they did in the last decade of our period17][when governments felt compelled to help out not only lame ducks but lame eaglestoo.18] [All this was inationary.19]8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
rhet rel(evidence; 2; 1); rhet rel(joint; 3; 4); rhet rel(evidence; 3; 1)rhet rel(evidence; 4; 1); rhet rel(elaboration; 6; 5); rhet rel(joint; 11; 13)rhet rel(comparison; 3; 5); rhet rel(antithesis; 3; 5); rhet rel(joint; 3; 5)rhet rel(evidence; 5; 1); rhet rel(sequence; 5; 8); rhet rel(condition; 8; 9)rhet rel(condition; 8; 10); rhet rel(joint; 9; 10); rhet rel(condition; 11; 12)rhet rel(joint; 8; 11); rhet rel(condition; 13; 14); rhet rel(elaboration; 7; 5)rhet rel(joint; 8; 11); rhet rel(circumstance; 18; 17); rhet rel(joint; 11; 15)rhet rel(restatement; 19; 1); rhet rel(conclusion; 12; 19)rhet rel(conclusion; 14; 19); rhet rel(conclusion; 15; 19)
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Appendix BCue phrasesCue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)above all 9 12 9 12accordingly 18 10 10 10actually 33 117 10 20add to this 0 1 0 1additionally 3 2 3 2admittedly 0 3 0 3after 211 685 10 20after a time 2 3 2 3after all 22 33 10 20after that 8 15 8 15after this 7 5 7 5afterwards 4 6 4 6again 35 356 8 22again and again 1 7 1 7and again 1 28 1 10never again 1 5 1 5once again 7 21 7 20then again 3 3 3 3all in all 3 3 3 3all right 14 36 10 20all the same 0 5 0 5all this time 0 2 0 2273
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)already 14 227 10 20also 52 841 10 20also because 1 5 1 5but also 0 65 0 15and also 2 54 2 15not only 13 173 10 20alternatively 0 2 0 2analogously 1 1 1 1although 116 179 10 20and 349 7823 30 60and another 3 21 3 20and then 34 215 10 20another time 0 1 0 1anyhow 3 8 3 8anyway 6 22 6 20apart from 9 19 9 19arguably 0 0 0 0as 354 3476 10 20as a consequence 2 4 2 4as a corollary 0 1 0 1as a logical conclusion 0 0 0 0as a matter of fact 6 5 6 5as a result 21 36 10 20as against 0 7 0 7as evidence 1 9 1 9as far as 5 24 5 15as for 26 17 15 10as if 8 129 8 20as it happened 0 1 0 1as it is 3 25 3 15as it turned out 2 1 2 1as long as 10 45 10 20as soon as 9 31 9 20as such 2 13 2 13274
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)as though 0 67 0 20as to 4 158 4 20as we shall 0 5 0 5as we will 0 1 0 1as well 0 257 0 20aside from 9 8 9 8at any rate 5 5 5 5at �rst 19 34 10 20at last 15 28 10 20at least 22 239 10 20at once 7 55 7 20at that 15 39 10 20at that moment 4 4 4 4at that time 8 17 8 17at the moment 5 15 5 15at the outset 2 6 2 6at the same time 27 47 10 20at this date 1 0 1 0at this moment 5 6 5 6at this point 5 14 5 14at this stage 1 2 1 2at which 0 37 0 20back 12 694 10 20because 62 641 10 20because of 25 179 10 20because of this 5 2 5 2before 58 744 10 20before long 0 2 0 2before that 2 5 2 5before then 1 1 1 1besides 34 22 10 20besides that 1 2 1 2briey 1 34 1 20but 1020 2064 10 20275
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)but also 0 65 0 20but then 17 9 10 9but then again 0 1 0 1by 140 3068 10 20by all means 1 2 1 2by and large 3 2 3 2by comparison 2 4 2 4by contrast 2 4 2 4by that time 1 4 1 4by the same 2 7 2 7by the time 16 16 10 16by the way 1 9 1 9by then 3 6 3 6certainly 24 110 10 20clearly 9 103 9 20conceivably 1 9 1 9consequently 9 17 9 17considering 7 38 7 20contrariwise 0 0 0 0conversely 5 2 5 2correspondingly 0 2 0 2decidedly 0 3 0 3de�nitely 0 20 0 20despite 36 63 10 20despite this 2 1 2 1doubtless 1 12 1 12each time 5 6 5 6earlier 3 122 3 20either 10 235 10 20either case 0 3 0 3either event 0 2 0 2either way 3 2 3 2else 0 141 0 20elsewhere 1 28 1 20276
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)equally 3 57 3 20especially 6 147 6 20essentially 3 41 3 20even 150 800 10 20even after 2 10 2 10even before 6 10 6 10even if 16 40 10 20even so 13 6 10 6even then 4 6 4 6even though 12 58 10 20even when 7 24 7 20eventually 8 41 8 20ever since 5 14 5 14every time 3 13 3 13everywhere 7 29 7 20evidently 2 22 2 20except 8 152 8 20except that 1 19 1 19except when 1 4 1 4excuse me 1 0 1 0�nally 52 119 10 20�ne 8 123 8 20�rst 96 977 10 20�rst of all 10 6 10 6following 15 185 10 20for 358 4565 10 20for example 49 85 10 20for fear that 0 2 0 2for instance 12 31 10 20for one 10 50 10 20for that 6 40 6 20for that matter 2 7 2 7for that reason 2 1 2 1for this 20 133 10 20277
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)for this reason 7 6 7 6formerly 1 24 1 20fortunately 13 3 13 3from now on 2 2 2 2from then on 2 0 2 0further 21 177 10 20furthermore 29 2 10 2given 4 330 4 20given that 0 2 0 2having said 0 1 0 1hence 27 26 10 20here 122 456 10 20heretofore 1 7 1 7hitherto 0 3 0 3however 135 292 10 20however that may be 1 0 1 0I mean 30 0 20 0if 547 1058 10 20if ever 1 3 1 3if not 2 44 2 20if only 8 10 8 10if so 5 6 5 6in addition 78 33 10 20in any case 13 10 10 10in case 1 14 1 14in comparison 0 9 0 9in conclusion 2 0 2 0in consequence 0 4 0 4in contrast 13 10 10 10in doing 3 6 3 6in doing so 2 4 2 4in fact 48 84 10 20in general 11 32 10 20in order to 19 85 10 20278
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)in other respects 0 1 0 1in other words 14 7 10 7in particular 5 18 5 18in place of 2 8 2 8in point of fact 2 2 2 2in short 12 11 10 11in so doing 1 1 1 1in spite of 19 29 10 20in such a 6 18 6 18in such an 0 3 0 3in sum 2 0 2 0in that 13 114 10 20in that case 1 2 1 2in the beginning 0 6 0 6in the case of 5 23 5 20in the end 5 16 5 16in the event 2 8 2 8in the �rst place 8 8 8 8in the hope that 0 1 0 1in the meantime 4 3 4 3in the same way 3 10 3 10in this case 8 21 8 20in this connection 5 3 5 3in this respect 4 6 4 6in this way 8 12 8 12in truth 0 2 0 2in turn 3 38 3 20in which 0 330 0 20in which case 0 4 0 4incidentally 5 7 5 7including 1 157 1 20incontestably 0 0 0 0incontroversialy 0 0 0 0indeed 37 98 10 20279
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)indisputably 0 1 0 1indubitably 0 0 0 0initially 5 12 5 12insofar 2 5 2 5instantly 1 12 1 12instead 40 112 10 20instead of 24 90 10 20it can be concluded that 0 0 0 0it stands to reason that 0 0 0 0it follows 5 7 5 7it is because 2 6 2 6it is only 4 12 4 12it may seem that 0 1 0 1just 97 637 10 20just as 23 91 10 20just before 5 13 5 13just then 2 1 2 1largely 1 61 1 20last 35 540 10 20lastly 2 1 2 1later 38 290 10 20lest 0 16 0 16let us 47 50 10 20let us assume 2 1 2 1let us consider 0 2 0 2like 44 929 10 20likewise 4 12 4 12luckily 1 1 1 1mainly 2 27 2 20meanwhile 22 12 10 12merely 1 118 1 20merely because 0 2 0 2moreover 54 16 10 16most likely 0 12 0 12280
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)more accurately 0 1 0 1more importantly 1 0 1 0more precisely 0 2 0 2more speci�cally 0 3 0 3more to the point 0 0 0 0much as 3 66 3 20much later 0 2 0 2naturally 13 48 10 20needless 6 3 6 3neither 32 95 10 20never again 1 5 1 5nevertheless 32 26 10 20next 29 304 10 20next moment 0 2 0 2next time 0 9 0 9no doubt 14 38 10 20no matter 19 32 10 20nonetheless 2 6 2 6nor 34 149 10 20not 108 2587 10 20not because 0 13 0 13not only 13 173 10 20not that 13 28 10 20notably 0 15 0 15notwithstanding 1 3 1 3now 213 790 10 20now that 7 29 7 20obviously 22 79 10 20of course 75 181 10 20okay 10 5 10 5on a di�erent note 0 0 0 0on account of 0 12 0 12on another 0 5 0 5on balance 1 1 1 1281
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)on condition 0 1 0 1on one side 0 8 0 8on the assumption 0 4 0 4on the bases 0 1 0 1on the basis 8 45 8 20on the contrary 8 6 8 6on the grounds 0 9 0 9on the one hand 3 10 3 10on the other hand 33 20 10 20on the other side 4 16 4 16on this basis 2 0 2 0on top of it 0 0 0 0on which 0 58 0 20once 71 337 10 20once again 7 21 7 20once more 6 19 6 19only 85 1297 10 20only after 0 7 0 7only because 0 12 0 12only if 0 13 0 13only when 6 20 6 20oops 0 1 0 1or 51 2404 10 20or again 0 1 0 1or else 1 7 1 7originally 2 20 2 20other than 1 49 1 20otherwise 12 57 10 20overall 0 10 0 10parenthetically 0 1 0 1particularly 3 130 3 20particularly when 1 5 1 5perhaps 76 188 10 20plainly 0 17 0 17282
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)possibly 3 53 3 20presently 6 25 6 20presumably 5 32 5 20previously 2 50 2 20provided 2 112 2 20provided that 0 6 0 6providing that 0 2 0 2put another way 0 1 0 1quite likely 0 3 0 3rather 16 312 10 20regardless 6 30 6 20returning to 2 12 2 12second 32 287 10 20secondly 3 1 3 1seemingly 2 14 2 14similarly 12 19 10 20simply 5 153 5 20simply because 1 7 1 7simultaneously 5 26 5 20since 151 388 10 20so 176 1343 10 20so far 12 47 10 20so that 3 211 3 20some time 4 25 4 20soon 20 153 10 20speaking of 6 6 6 6speci�cally 1 35 1 20still 43 597 10 20subsequently 1 9 1 9such as 2 180 2 20such that 0 20 0 20suddenly 20 113 10 20summarizing 0 3 0 3summing up 0 1 0 1283
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)suppose 20 58 10 20suppose that 3 17 3 17supposedly 0 11 0 11sure enough 1 2 1 2surely 7 33 7 20that 229 4950 10 20that done 1 1 1 1that is 51 199 10 20that is all 0 1 0 1that is how 1 1 1 1that is to say 2 4 2 4that is why 9 2 9 2that reminds me 0 0 0 0that way 4 33 4 20the end 0 165 0 20the fact is 7 1 7 1the �rst time 5 53 5 20the last time 2 8 2 8the latter 25 73 10 20the moment 4 52 4 20the more 9 92 9 20the next time 3 3 3 3the thing is 1 0 1 0then 276 777 10 20then again 3 3 3 3thereafter 3 14 3 14thereby 0 33 0 20therefore 39 125 10 20thereupon 2 3 2 3third 17 145 10 20this means 10 7 10 7this time 20 75 10 20though 61 326 10 20thus 152 138 10 20284
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)thus far 2 9 2 9to add 1 23 1 20to be sure 4 20 4 20to begin with 3 1 3 1to clarify 0 6 0 6to close 0 9 0 9to comment 0 2 0 2to conclude 0 5 0 5to explain 0 29 0 20to get back 0 7 0 7to illustrate 1 8 1 8to interrupt 0 3 0 3to note 0 13 0 13to open 0 18 0 18to repeat 0 8 0 8to start with 0 1 0 1to stop 1 32 1 20to sum up 0 1 0 1to summarize 2 0 2 0to the degree that 0 2 0 2to the extent 9 14 9 14to this end 2 2 2 2to wit 0 1 0 1too 28 611 10 20true 14 173 10 20ultimately 4 17 4 17under the circumstances 3 4 3 4under these circumstances 0 2 0 2undeniably 0 1 0 1undoubtedly 6 17 6 17unfortunately 16 12 10 12unless 12 81 12 20until 25 380 10 20until then 0 4 0 4285
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Cue phrase Number of Number of Number of Number ofoccurrences in occurrences in selected selectedthe Brown corpus the Brown corpus occurrences occurrences(Beginning of (Middle or end (Beginning of (Middle or endsentences) of sentences) sentences) of sentences)unquestionably 2 9 2 9up to now 1 4 1 4up to this 2 4 2 4very likely 1 5 1 5well 115 616 10 20what is more 2 1 2 1whatever 22 80 10 20when 456 1264 10 20whenever 13 24 10 20where 72 672 10 20whereas 10 26 10 20whereby 0 19 0 19wherein 0 5 0 5whereupon 0 5 0 5wherever 2 23 2 20whether 26 205 10 20whether or not 5 14 5 14which 18 2322 10 20which is why 0 1 0 1which means 0 7 0 7whichever 0 5 0 5while 105 462 10 20who 51 1523 10 20whoever 8 5 8 5with regard to 2 11 2 11with respect to 11 45 10 20with that 4 32 4 20with this 16 50 10 20without 36 453 10 20yet 125 232 10 20you know 27 52 10 20Total 9599 69884 2140 5461
286
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Appendix CRhetorical relations used in thecorpus analysisRhetorical relation Number of occurrencesin the �rst 2100 textfragments of the corpusadditive-emphasis 17alternative 4anti-sequence 18antithesis 67antithesis-sequence 2argumentation 36background 70broken-intention 1circumstance 156comparison 36concession 76conclusion 14concurrency 6condition 41continuation 6contrast 120counter-evidence 1detail 5duration 1287
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Rhetorical relation Number of occurrencesin the �rst 2100 textfragments of the corpuselaboration 236enablement 4evaluation 2evidence 108example 2explanation 48forward-reference 2final-step 1interpretation 70introduction 1joint 214justification 34means 2motivation 11narration 2non-evidence 1non-explanation 1nonvolitional-cause 74nonvolitional-result 14nonvolitional-cause-result 5or 2otherwise 20outcome 2parenthetical 60problem-solution (solutionhood) 1purpose 10question-answer 5reason 10refutation 1restatement 9sequence 160summary 6288
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Rhetorical relation Number of occurrencesin the �rst 2100 textfragments of the corpustopic-shift 25volitional-cause 28volitional-result 2
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Appendix DThe texts that were used in thesummarization experimentText D.1[With its distant orbit] [| 50 percent farther from the sun than Earth |] [and slimatmospheric blanket,] [Mars experiences frigid weather conditions.] [Surface temperaturestypically average about �60 degrees Celsius (�76 degrees Fahrenheit) at the equator] [andcan dip to �123 degrees C near the poles.] [Only the midday sun at tropical latitudes iswarm enough to thaw ice on occasion,] [but any liquid water formed in this way wouldevaporate almost instantly] [because of the low atmospheric pressure.][Although the atmosphere holds a small amount of water,] [and water-ice clouds some-times develop,] [most Martian weather involves blowing dust or carbon dioxide.] [Eachwinter, for example, a blizzard of frozen carbon dioxide rages over one pole,] [and a fewmeters of this dry-ice snow accumulate] [as previously frozen carbon dioxide evaporatesfrom the opposite polar cap.] [Yet even on the summer pole,] [where the sun remains in thesky all day long,] [temperatures never warm enough to melt frozen water.]Text D.2[Cars account for half the oil consumed in the U.S., about half the urban pollution andone fourth the greenhouse gases.] [They take a similar toll of resources in other industrialnations and in the cities of the developing world.] [As vehicle use continues to increase inthe coming decade,] [the U.S. and other countries will have to address these issues] [or elseface unacceptable economic, health-related and political costs.] [It is unlikely that oil priceswill remain at their current low level] [or that other nations will accept a large and growing291
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U.S. contribution to global climatic change.][Policymakers and industry have four options:] [reduce vehicle use,] [increase the e�-ciency and reduce the emissions of conventional gasoline-powered vehicles,] [switch to lessnoxious fuels,] [or �nd less polluting propulsion systems.] [The last of these] [| in particularthe introduction of vehicles powered by electricity |] [is ultimately the only sustainableoption.] [The other alternatives are attractive in theory] [but in practice are either im-practical] [or o�er only marginal improvements.] [For example, reduced vehicle use couldsolve congestion woes and a host of social and environmental problems,] [but evidence fromaround the world suggests that it is very di�cult to make people give up their cars to anysigni�cant extent.] [In the U.S., mass-transit ridership and carpooling have declined sinceWorld War II.] [Even in western Europe,] [with fuel prices averaging more than $1 a liter(about $4 a gallon)] [and with pervasive mass transit and dense populations,] [cars stillaccount for 80 percent of all passenger travel.]Text D.3[According to engineering lore,] [the late Ermal C. Fraze,] [founder of Dayton ReliableTool & Manufacturing Company in Ohio,] [came up with a practical idea for the pop-toplid] [after attempting with halting success to open a beer can on the bumper of his car.][For decades, inventors had been trying to devise a can with a self-contained opener.] [Theirelaborate schemes had proved unworkable] [because they required complex manufacturingsteps for the attachment of the pull tab] [| the element that exerts force to open the cantop.] [Fraze succeeded] [because he conceived of a simple and economical rivet to hold thetab in place.] [Unlike previous approaches, the rivet was formed from the surface of the cantop itself.][Since the mid-1960s, the pop top has experienced dozens of re�nements.] [Sharp edgesthat might cut the person who drinks from the can are gone.] [And the tab remains �xed tothe top after opening,] [so that park maintenance workers no longer spend hours scouringthe grounds to remove the metal scraps.] [The development of the technology, in fact,continues.] [Today one pound of aluminum yields 1,000 tabs,] [a fourfold increase over theamount produced per pound of metal in 1965.] [The simple manufacture of snap, tap andpop may pose a challenge to the ingenuity of the engineering community for years to come.]Text D.4[Understanding how training builds the strength and stamina needed for Olympic events292
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requires basic knowledge of how the body produces energy.] [All human motion depends onthe use and resynthesis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP),] [a high-energy molecule consistingof a base (adenine), a sugar (ribose) and three phosphate groups.] [The breaking of thebond between two phosphate units releases energy that powers muscle contractions andother cellular reactions.] [Humans have a very limited capacity for storing ATP.] [At amaximum rate of work, the �ve millimoles of ATP available for each kilogram of muscle iscompletely depleted in a few seconds.] [To sustain activity, the body has three interrelatedmetabolic processes] [for continually resupplying the molecule.] [Which one predominatesdepends on the muscles' power requirements at a given moment and on the duration of theactivity.][The most immediately available source for reconstructing ATP is phosphocreatine,][itself a high-energy, phosphate-bearing molecule.] [The energy released by the breakdownof the phosphocreatine molecule is used to resynthesize ATP.] [The phosphocreatine systemcan recharge ATP for only a short while] [| just �ve to 10 seconds during a sprint.] [Whenthe supply of this molecule is exhausted,] [the body must rely on two other ATP-generatingprocesses] [| one that does not require oxygen (anaerobic)] [and one that does (aerobic).][The anaerobic process,] [also known as glycolysis,] [is usually the �rst to kick in.] [Cellsbreak down speci�c carbohydrates] [(glucose or glycogen in muscle)] [to release the energyfor resynthesizing ATP.] [Unfortunately for the athlete, the anaerobic metabolism of carbo-hydrates can yield a buildup of lactic acid,] [which accumulates in the muscles within twominutes.] [Lactic acid and associated hydrogen ions cause burning muscle pain.] [But lacticacid and its metabolite,] [lactate,] [which accumulates in muscle,] [do not always degradeperformance.] [Through training, the muscles of elite competitors adapt] [so that they cantolerate the elevated levels of lactate produced during high-intensity exercise.][Even so, lactic acid and lactate eventually inhibit muscles from contracting.] [So anaer-obic glycolysis can be relied on only for short bursts of exercise.] [It cannot supply theATP needed for the sustained activity in endurance events.] [That task falls to aerobicmetabolism] [| the breakdown of carbohydrate, fat and protein in the presence of oxygen.][In contrast with anaerobic glycolysis, the aerobic system cannot be switched on quickly.][At least one to two minutes of hard exercise must pass until the increase in breathing andheart rate ensures delivery of oxygen to a muscle cell.] [During that interval, the athletedepends on a combination of stored ATP, the phosphocreatine system or anaerobic glycol-ysis to provide energy.] [With the activation of the aerobic processes,] [these other systemsfunction at a lower level.] [In the aerobic phase, for instance, lactic acid and lactate arestill produced,] [but they are consumed by less active muscles] [or metabolized in the liver][and so do not accumulate.][Although the aerobic system is highly e�cient,] [its ability to supply the muscles withenergy reaches an upper threshold.] [If still more ATP is needed,] [the muscles must step293
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up the use of various other energy sources.] [A soccer player in the middle of a 45-minutehalf, for example, would depend mostly on aerobic metabolism.] [But if he needed to sprintbriey at full speed,] [his body would immediately call on stored ATP] [or ATP reconstitutedby the phosphocreatine system] [to supplement the aerobic system.] [Similarly, if this high-intensity sprint continued for �ve to 15 seconds,] [the player would experience a rapidincrease in the rate of anaerobic glycolysis.] [As the play ended, the body would returnto its reliance on the aerobic metabolic system,] [while the capacities of the other energysystems regenerated themselves.][Coaches must understand the requirements of their sports] [and adjust the intensityor duration of training] [to improve an athlete's aerobic or anaerobic functioning.] [Thefundamental principle of training is that sustained activity will result in adaptation ofthe muscles to ever increasing levels of stress] [| an idea sometimes referred to as thestimulus-response model.] [Over time, training will induce physiological changes,] [whichare adapted to the needs of a speci�c sport.] [The distance runner's training, for example,focuses on enhancing the capabilities of the aerobic system.] [In contrast, a weight lifterwould concentrate on strength and power] [instead of the endurance requirements of thedistance events.]Text D.5[Smart cards are becoming more attractive] [as the price of microcomputing power andstorage continues to drop.] [They have two main advantages over magnetic-stripe cards.][First, they can carry 10 or even 100 times as much information] [| and hold it much morerobustly.] [Second, they can execute complex tasks in conjunction with a terminal.] [Forexample, a smart card can engage in a sequence of questions and answers that veri�es thevalidity of information stored on the card and the identity of the card-reading terminal.] [Acard using such an algorithm might be able to convince a local terminal that its owner hadenough money to pay for a transaction] [without revealing the actual balance or the accountnumber.] [Depending on the importance of the information involved,] [security might relyon a personal identi�cation number] [such as those used with automated teller machines,][a midrange encipherment system,] [such as the Data Encryption Standard (DES),] [or ahighly secure public-key scheme.][Smart cards are not a new phenomenon.] [They have been in development since the late1970s] [and have found major applications in Europe,] [with more than a quarter of a billioncards made so far.] [The vast majority of chips have gone into prepaid, disposable telephonecards,] [but even so the experience gained has reduced manufacturing costs,] [improvedreliability] [and proved the viability of smart cards.] [International and national standards294
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for smart cards are well under development] [to ensure that cards, readers and the softwarefor the many di�erent applications that may reside on them can work together seamlesslyand securely.] [Standards set by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO),for example, govern the placement of contacts on the face of a smart card] [so that any cardand reader will be able to connect.]
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Appendix EOrdering and clusteringpreferences of the nuclei andsatellites of the rhetorical relationsin the corpusRhetorical relation Strength Average Average Strengthof the sentence clause of theordering distance distance clusteringpreference between between preference(nucleus nucleus nucleus�rst) and andsatellite satelliteso avgs avgc scadditive-emphasis 1.00 0.00 0.06 0.94alternative 1.00 2.50 3.50 0.05anti-sequence 0.39 0.33 0.28 0.72antithesis 0.15 0.76 0.87 0.13antithesis-sequence 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00argumentation 0.72 0.61 0.50 0.50background 0.03 1.06 0.76 0.24broken-intention 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00circumstance 0.28 0.17 0.12 0.88comparison 0.97 0.25 0.00 1.00297
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Rhetorical relation Strength Average Average Strengthof the sentence clause of theordering distance distance clusteringpreference between between preference(nucleus nucleus nucleus�rst) and andsatellite satelliteso avgs avgc scconcession 0.36 0.11 0.08 0.92conclusion 0.00 1.86 2.57 0.05concurrency 0.67 0.83 0.83 0.17condition 0.41 0.07 0.02 0.98continuation 1.00 4.83 6.33 0.05contrast 0.98 0.47 0.34 0.66counter-evidence 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00detail 0.80 0.00 0.00 1.00duration 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00elaboration 0.97 1.08 0.90 0.10enablement 0.5 0.50 0.50 0.50evaluation 0.00 0.50 0.00 1.00evidence 0.80 0.79 0.69 0.31example 1.00 0.50 0.00 1.00explanation 0.67 0.31 0.25 0.75forward-reference 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.05final-step 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00interpretation 0.70 0.81 0.39 0.61introduction 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00joint 0.99 0.73 0.81 0.19justification 0.15 0.82 0.53 0.47means 0.50 0.00 0.00 1.00motivation 0.27 0.64 0.36 0.64narration 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.05non-evidence 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00non-explanation 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00nonvolitional-cause 0.39 0.51 0.45 0.55298
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Rhetorical relation Strength Average Average Strengthof the sentence clause of theordering distance distance clusteringpreference between between preference(nucleus nucleus nucleus�rst) and andsatellite satelliteso avgs avgc scnonvolitional-result 0.86 0.71 0.43 0.57nonvolitional-cause-result 1.00 0.20 0.20 0.80or 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00otherwise 1.00 0.55 0.90 0.10outcome 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00parenthetical 1.00 0.03 0.03 0.97problem-solution (solutionhood) 0.00 1.0 1.0 0.05purpose 0.70 0.00 0.00 1.00question-answer 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00reason 0.80 0.40 0.30 0.70refutation 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00restatement 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.11sequence 0.98 1.25 1.13 0.05summary 0.00 0.83 0.00 1.00topic-shift 0.88 1.64 0.88 0.12volitional-cause 0.32 0.36 0.39 0.61volitional-result 1.00 1.50 0.50 0.50
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